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CHAPTER I

A HEW SPIEIT

Sev8n momentous years* 1911 to 1917* were focussed in the scin
tillating Masses magazine* Owned and published cooperatively by the 

editors in Hew York* the periodical was unofficially a representative 

of left-wing socialist thought; yet with its eclectic nature* it caught 

and held the exciting and optimistic general radicalism of the years 

leading to Vorld War I. Dedicated to democracy and liberty and based 

on the scientific theories of pragmatism and instrumentalism as well as 
Marxian socialism, the magazine passed through a brilliant* revolution

ary* yet anti-dogmatic career which touched every area of liberal 

thought in a period characterized by magnificently hopeful gains for all 

progressive forces in American society and culture* As these hopes van

ished in the disillusionment of war, so the Masses was destroyed by the 

war machine. Its last years recorded the fate of a native radicalism 

which for a time nearly disappeared from the American scene.

The fighting spirit of the Masses had innumerable sources in 
the history of the American struggle for freedom* Prom the demand for 
religious and democratic liberties sought by Eoger Williams and Anna 

Hutchinson, from the insistence on freedom from political and economic 

tyranny espoused by Samuel Adams and Thomas Paine, from the mass oppo

sition to the Bmoney power0 typified by Andrew Jackson and Martin Van 

Buren, from the Utopian dreams of nineteenth century collectivists at 

Hew Harmony or Brook Parm, from William Lloyd Garrison*s demand to be 

heard on the subject of black slavery* from the struggle for workingmen*s
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freedom "by the Knights of Labor* from Henry George and Edward Bellamy and 

the Grangers and the Populists and a host of others, the Hasses drew 

strength and a sense of tradition* In its own right, the magazine was & 

protest against the conditions of the industrial society of the early 

years of the twentieth century* As such it represented a new realiza

tion of the nature of the United States and its people*

“The United States in the eighties and nineties,11 wrote historian 

Dixon Byan Pox in sweeping generalization, “was trembling between two 

worlds, one rural and agricultural, the other urban and industrial* In 

this span of years the fateful decision was made* Traditional America 

gave way to a new America, one more akin to Western Europe than to its 

own former self, yet retaining an authentic Hew World quality. With 

this change came confusion and conflict —  a grasping for new answers to 

new problems. The twentieth century opened with the battle between in
dividualism and collectivism. By 1912, John Haynes Holmes, a leader of 

the moderate clerical “left** of the social gospel, felt that “all this 

individual independence is now forever a thing of the past, save in a 

few hidden corners of the world. The frontier has practically disappear

ed, never to return. Society has everywhere developed and expanded until 

men must live together dependent upon one another or not at all.11 ̂

The chief need of the new century* s early decades was to give some 

kind of focus to the rising discontent and frustration. The perennial 

straggle of the farmers of the West, the violent and bloody battles of

1 Arthur M* Schiesinger, The Rise of the City (Hew York, 1935)* xiv.

2 John Haynes Holmes, The Bevolutlonary Function of the Modern Church
(Hew York, 1912), 63~3.
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labor, and the growing uneasiness-of the middle classes squeezed by in

dustrial and financial centralization demonstrated that the people "were 

beginning, * as Louis Adamic said, nto realize more clearly that they were 

being caught in a combination of circumstances distinctly unfavorable to 

their economic and social advancement, "3 After the defeat of the Knights 

of Labor by the American Federation of Labor and the absorption of the 

Greenbackers and Populists by Bryan and the free-silver Democracy, neither 
laborer nor farmer had any place to gtf for light or for action. Even 

the middle classes began to feel the lack of a sense of direction.

To satisfy the thirst for knowledge and guidance, the dramatic

ally serious muckrakers emerged to tell the people through the new low-

priced magazines, whose circulation they did so much to increase, the
kresults of their investigation of every phase of American life. Ida 

Tarbell, Lincoln Steffens, Upton Sinclair, Charles E. Bussell, David 

Graham Phillips and many others documented one aspect of America after 

another and always ended with an economic problem —  every evil led to 

the "trust" and the men of economic power.

For most of the first decade the muckrake rs and the "literature 

of exposure" dominated the popular magazines. Then they vanished.

Theodore Boosevelt may have deluded a few into the belief that he had 

solved the new problems, but Taft*s regime, however solid its achieve

ment, rapidly and ineptly destroyed the illusively successful appearance 
of its predecessor. Meanwhile, the readers of muckraking journals became

3 Louis Adamic, Dynamite (Mew York, 1931)» 179*
h See especially Louis Filler, Crusaders for American Liberalism (Mew 

York, 1939) Cornelius Ksgier, The Era of the Muckrakers (Chapel 
Hill, 1932).
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fewer as the saturation point approached in the monotonous din of exposure* 

Advertising! which was the principal economic prop of the journals# was 

withdrawn from muckraking periodicals* B. 0. Flower! whose Arena had 

printed serious analysis "before the muckraking era# sighted the universal 

economic villain. BBut the cheap magazines! like the daily papers# were 

vulnerable#a he wrote. BThey depended on the advertisers for their life* 

This was a source of fatal weakness.Charles E. Bussell# socialist as 

well as muckraker, stated the case more pointedly: 9 Autopsy: Muck-raking

in America came to its death "by strangulation at the hands of persons
cand Interests perfectly well known.11 The conclusions of 2llis 0. Jones# 

printed in the Mass e s, pointedly revealed the weakness of the muckrakers:?
Other writers [aside from Lawson] were more chary about 

their remedies. They announced themselves more frankly and 
humbly as mere reporters. They told their stories well and 
retired# retired in fact# if not in theory. They retired 
as effective and popular muck-rakers. At the same time* the 
magazines retired as muck-rakers. Only one of them retired 
in anything like a formal way. That was McClure1 s Magazine.
As a money-making publisher McClure was perhaps wise in his 
day and generation. He saw he had gone the limit of interest
ing exposure. To go farther would be to go too far* would be 
to bridge the broad psychological and economic chasm which lay 
between a social condition and the remedy which must also be 
social*

Allowing for the possibility that the achievement of the muck- 

rakers was to be equated with the later success of Woodrow Wilson*s pro

gram, in which they certainly had at least an indirect share# what did 

they accomplish in their time if they were ultimately dull and only

5 B. 0. Flower# Progressive Men# Women, and Movements (Boston# 1914')* 
15**.

6 Charles E. Bussell* Bare Hands and Stone Walls (Hew York* 1933)* 190*
7 ^Magazines, Morgan, and Muck-raking,9 Masses# I* 10 (April, 1911)*
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superficially perceptive? As journalists they were concerned for the 

most part with facts and external truth, not philosophic or economic 

analysis; hut they did succeed in giving far-reaching popular voice to 

the prevailing dissatisfaction and uneasy conscience of masses of Amer

icans* Their lens gathered the scattered rays of fact ahout national 

life and brought the light to hear on the economics of industrialism, 

politics, religion, indeed all phases of society*

Many trained economists, of course, did not need to he told hy 

the muckrake rs of the need for a new approach to economics* Richard T* 

Ely, John R. Commons, E. R* A* Seligman and their followers had already 

promulgated an anti-classical economics and had he gun their pragmatic 

investigations of an industrial society and its lahor force* But to the 

people at large, the magazines and the muckrakere brought new light*

The great economic problem, which clearly had not been solved hy the 

Sherman Act, was vhat to do ahout the “trusts.w Rev needed the Pujo 

report to tell them that the nation was coming under the domination of 

a system of finance capital* The muckrakere had done the job* When 

they had finished, their product was indeed a “Dissenters* Golden Age*0
If a graph were made of the rise and decline in America 

of that quality of mind which, for want of a better term, may 
he called “social consciousness,“ the peak of insurgency that 
had been rising since 1900 and that was finally to break on 
the rocks of the World War reached its crest in the year £1912] 
in which Roosevelt ran for President on a platform of Social 
Righteousness, Wilson unfurled the banner of the Hew Freedom,
Debs polled 900,000 votes without benefit of national woman 
suffrage, the Lawrence strike put the v/ord “syndicalism** on 
the front page of every newspaper, and Emma Goldman became 
one of the most popular lecturers on the American platform.**

8 Lillian Symes and Travers Clement, Rebel America (Rev York, 193^0» 
265* This book is a sprightly, undogmatic and readable account of 
American social revolt, both authoritative and witty*
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If there was some agreement ahout causes, there was considerably 

less unanimity ahout solutions* Louis D. Brandeis, in a series of ar

ticles in Earner1 s ffeekly, later published as a book with the fighting

title, Other People*s Honey (191*0, advocated the restoration of compe-
%tition and a return to the dominance of the farmer and small business 

man through reform and regulation responsible increasingly to the people. 

This program was much the same as Wilson* s **Eew Freedom*M Herbert Croly, 

in Th© Promise of American Life (1908), accepted the massive concentra

tion of the trust as inevitable and desirable, but stressed the need to 

control the Hbad trusts1* through a stronger federal government working 

in the interests of the people* This Rgrand design • * • • to outflank 

Western radicalism and preserve the * benevolent* trustsmarkedly shaped 
the development of Eoosevelt* s ^Tew Rationalism.« The Socialists, of 

course, accepted expanding monopoly eagerly as a natural evolution 

toward the one big Btrust15 which could be taken over by the masses and 
become the Cooperative Commonwealth.

However much economics was recognized as a fundamental root of 

Increasingly difficult problems, any major attempt at solutions was 

bound up with men, parties and political action. Matthew Josephson, 

whose studies span the years of the nrobber barons** as well as the pres
ident makers,** noted the high political culture of those years of the 

early twentieth century in which the symbolic value of political leaders 

was peculiarly high* TJnlike the last part of the nineteenth century, 

nm&n was more than ever the political animal, and the political leader

9 Matthew Josephson, The President Makers (Hew York, 1940), 431.
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was more the key figure than he had “been since the I8601 s . T h e  progress 

of the early years of Roosevelt*s administration had been limited and 

vas easily enough undone, hut this seemed of little moment if the RColo

nel0 was available to lead the hosts to Armageddon* Although Wilson in 

retrospect may seem somewhat cold and aloof as well as more than a little 

opportunistic, at that time the Presbyterian "scholar in politics" seemed 

the answer to political and economic corruption* Even Debs and the So

cialists, for all of the violence of the class-war slogans, looked more 
like reforming political crusaders than "foreign" revolutionaries* Only 
the Taft Republicans failed to connect the battle for political power 

with economic democracy* Indeed, in 1912 it seemed as if a social ref

ormation would follow, whoever vas elected*

Another major effort to solve economic problems was being made
1 1through the Protestant churches* Por years, advocates of the "social 

gospel" had been struggling to establish it as the churches* answer to a 

growing dichotomy between evangelical morality and business and indus

trial ethics* "The pioneers of the social gospel saw clearly four types 

of problems," wrote Charles Hopkins in summary* "They questioned the 

prevalent rationalisation of unrestricted competition by classical econ

omics; they regarded the conflict of labor and capital as the crux of 

the maladjustments attendant upon the industrial revolution; they con

demned the business of the "Great Barbecue*; and they began an attack

10 Ibid,, v.

11 Secular historians perhaps tend to underestimate the intangible power 
of religion in American life in the period after the Puritan domina
tion of Hew England until World War I.
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upon the problems of urban life* notably the relation of the church to 

the masses."^ As one political answer to economic questions was to re

turn the government to the people* so one religious answer was to return 

the church to social activity by taking it back to the people*

Accompanying the social awareness of the church was a re-orienta

tion of theology to reflect scientific and sociological views and the 

historical and biographical discoveries of the "higher criticism*8 This 

new theology made full use of the evangelical impulse which, since Jona

than Edwards and the Great Awakening* had played so important a part in 
the personal and community life of America, while at the same time it 

tried to shift the heretofore dominant otherworldliness toward an in

creased consciousness of the individual Christian* s place in this world*

Por three hundred years Protestant theology had stressed 
the relationship of the individual soul to God, But nineteenth- 
century science had destroyed the notion of society as an aggre
gate of discrete units and had substituted the concept of a so
cial organism* Thus the idea of an individual abstracted from 
all social relationships had no corresponding reality. It fol
lowed that the salvation of the individual soul ceased to have 
meaning. Obviously there could be no salvation of the indivi
dual apart from that of society as a whole. It was this idea 
that gave the "Social" Gospel its unique significance*^3

If in the nineteenth century, the preaching of the social gospel 

was limited to a minority among the clergy, a few years later the settle

ment house movement had become an established fact, more and more 

churches and clergymen were trying to reach the people whose cash con

tributions would scarcely build more awesome temples of the spirit, and

12 Charles E. Eopkins, The Else of the Social Gosnel in American Prot
estantism (Hew Haven, 1940), 24*

13 James Dombrowski, The Early Days of Christian Socialism in America 
(Hew York, 1936), 17*
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there vas a flood ef literature on the subject. “Prominent metropolitan 

ministers and obscure countiy preachers, college and theological school 

professors, religious journalists and certain social scientists shared 

in this widespread concern. The acceptance of the class structure of 

society, of the reality of the class struggle, everything in socialism 

except its atheism marked the typical, leftward-moving thought of Valter 

Eauschenhusch, who in 1908 became the acknowledged leader of the social 

gospel movement as well as a prime-mover* in the foundation of the Fed
eral Council of the Churches of Christ in America. He wrote: “Humanity

is waiting for a revolutionary Christianity which will call the world 
evil and change it • • • • Ve need a combination between the faith of 

Jesus in the need and the possibility of the kingdom of God, and the 

modern comprehension of the organic development of human society.

Karl Harx was transformed at heart into an evangelical; the. kingdom of 

God was the Cooperative Commonwealth plus the Christian religion.

The popular journalistic and religious spirit was matched by 

the Intellectual temper of the times. It seemed that the new world of 

machines and a tightly interwoven society was understood in its essence 

and rapidly developing to a rational solution. The resolution of con

flict came naturally from the premises of biological naturalism. As 

social Darwinism had been utilized as a weapon in the defense of the 

status quo in the era of exploitation, so biological views could as 

easily and with more penetrating logic become the applied sociology of

lh Hopkins, Pise of the Social Gospel, 215*
15 Valter Eauschenbusch, Christianity and the Social Crisis (Hew York, 

1910), 91.
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Lester Ward, the pragmatism of William James, the instrumental ism of 

John Dewey or the iconoclastic economics of Thorstein Yeblen* The idea 

of a society in process of "being developed into a continuously expanding 

and progressive future drew deeply on the rational spirit of the Enlight

enment, hut appealed as well to the evangelical drive in American prot- 
estantism. God's Commonwealth and Yankee shrewdness were not far removed 

from the Brotherhood of the Kingdom and the ̂ realism of welfare capital

ism*

Marxist critics have emphasized with Y* P* Calverton that these 

years marked "the last stand of the petty b o u r g e o i s * T h e  explanation 

is neat and has obtained wide credence among non-Marxian analysts; how
ever it would seem to distort the times to fit a pattern of abstract 

ideas* The shapeless Marxian-Hegelian 8thesisw of the middle class, 

although much bandied about as a term of the time, was actually no en

tity at all* Excluding Taft and his followers, and possibly Roosevelt 

and his backers —  but not his cohorts, American society as a whole was 

moving to the left, toward an understanding of twentieth-century indus
trial society* Nov/here is this more clearly illustrated than in the 

naturalization of nthe revolution” in American socialism*
Experiments with Utopian and Christian communism had been a part 

of the American story ever since the unsuccessful experiment of the Pil

grims during their first year at Plymouth. The "Hew Jerusalem” added 

the peculiar features of Pourier and Owen in such colonies as Brook Parm 

and liev Harmony* Then the vastly increased flood of immigration which

16 Y. P* Calverton, The Liberation of American Literature (Hew York, 
i932), 363. According to the author, these years of the new century 
also marked the freeing of America from the "colonial complex*”
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followed the disturbances of 1848 in Europe 'brought thousands who had 

participated in some kind of political and social activity under the 

auspices of Marx or others. These “scientific socialists,8 notably the 
Germans, carried their theories with them to all parte of America, es

pecially to New York and to the upper Mississippi valley. Although both 

root and branch were foreign even as to language, the growing industrial

isation of the United States added fact to theory. Both strengthened 

revolutionary convictions and led to the foundation in 1876-7 of the 

Socialist Labor Party devoted under the authoritative leadership of 

Daniel De Leon to strict Marxist principles.*?

As industrialization proceeded and the imported socialists were*V'- %
absorbed by the “melting pot,* it was to be expected that dogmatic ideas 

would come closer to native reality; but perhaps because the principles 

were so strictly held and party discipline under De Leon was so ruthless, 

the Socialist Labor Party obtained little hold on either intellectual or 

labor thought. Gompers, although he recorded his early interest in so

cialism, was perhaps typical of American labor in turning away from so 

absolute and unyielding a doctrine.*® The Party attempted to set up 
“dual1* unions to combat the increasingly successful American Pederation 

of Labor, but failed, and ultimately, in 1899» split wide open on the

17 Charles A. Madison, Critics and Crusaders (Mew York, 1947-8) con
tains an excellent brief biography of De Leon in which John Peed, is 
quoted (4-70) as saying: “Premier Lenin is a great admirer of Daniel 
De Leon, considering him the greatest of modern socialists —  the 
only one who had added anything to Socialist thought since Marx.1* 
This has not been documented in the works of Lenin, but there is no 
question that De Leon was important as a theorist, if inept as a 
tactician# He did not play his leading role in the Socialist Labor 
Party until the *90s and after.

f
18 Samuel Gompers, Seventy Years of Life and Labor (New York, 1925)t 

I, 50 et. seq.
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union issue when the "Rochester" group under the leadership of Morris 

Hillquit and others "broke away to concentrate on education and political 

action*
Meanwhile a middle-western socialism was growing* much closer to«•*

the Utopian tradition and to the parallel and often over-lapping Popu

lism, The Brotherhood of the Co-operative Commonwealth (the name speaks 

for itself)* with its schemes for colonizing socialism on the fast- 

vanishing frontier, joined with the thoroughly native labor movement of 

Eugene Debs to form the Social Democratic Party in 1898, Bryan had 

crucified Populism on a cross of silver* and the rebels moved slightly - 

left to socialism. In July, 1901 the unity convention at Indianapolis 

brought together the Social Democracy with the "Rochester group" to form 

the Socialist Party of America. De Leon, however, remained outside and 

kept his theory and his followers pure, if scarcely Americanized*
This new heterogenous coalition, the Socialist Party, drew 

deeply on American as well as European strivings, including "all the 

confused activities of socialistically inclined individuals outside the 
Socialist Labor Party —  Left-Wing Populists and Nationalists, Fabians, 

Christian Socialists, even many pure Utopians • • • *8̂  Not only were 

native Americans active again in a radical movement, but "the radicals 

themselves, or at least many of them, were learning to talk the American 

language, and were working with, rather than preaching at, the American 

masses*

19 Symes and Clement, Rebel America, 206*

20 Ibid., 218*
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For all of Ite inclusiveness, socialism remained a revolutionary 

faith based on the class struggle despite the contiguous danger of fall

ing into bureaucratic parliamentarian!sm in which words* ballots and 

political office replaced industrial reality. The nineteenth century 

scientific socialist movements in America had tried to stick close to 

the workers, but the growing strength of the American Federation of labor 

with its fear of political parties as such and its devotion to the imme

diate aims of only skilled workers had left socialist leadeis* whether of 

the school of De Leon or of Eillquit, without a real proletarian base*

Of these tum-of-the-century leaders Max Nomad could say with some justices 
Hbut these leaders were no revolutionists. That specific capital which 

they possessed, the privilege of a higher education, placed them above the 

working masses and enabled them to establish themselves as one of the many 

privileged groups of the bourgeois world. They were editors, politicians, 
organizers; preachers of the new gospel of a Proletarian Kingdom, appar

ently not of this world —  or, at least, several generations away.w^

Within the ten years from 1901 to 1911 the situation changed. Debs* 

and Ben Hanford appealed directly and fundamentally to the workers; the 

I. W, W., Strangs combination of the brawling boisterousness of the fron

tier with anarcho-syndicalism, was represented on the executive board of 

the Party by Bill Haywood; and even the A. F. of I., under the Impetus of 

the McNamara case (and before its disastrous conclusion) threatened through

21 Max Nomad, Hebe Is and Benegades (New York, 1932), 401.
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opGompers to abandon the major parties and embrace political action*

Louis Adamic*s general summary seems corrects “Never before had there 

been such nationwide class-consciousness on the part of the working class 

of America as in the last half of 1911# There were practically no right 

and left wings in the movement* “̂ 3 The situation was so serious in the 

last years of the first decade as well as in 1911 that the Atlantic Mon

thly and President Taft could agree with the Socialists, although with 

somewhat different feelings, that Socialism vas coming to power with the 
surety of mathematical progress at the polls.

The party vote increased from k02tk00 in 190h to 897*011 in 1912, 

by which time over seventy per cent of the party membership was native- 

born. “The size of the vote —  even in 1912 the party polled only 5*9 

per cent of the total of 15,031*169 —  was not an indication of weakness," 

wrote Nathan Fine, “but strangely enough, of great strength. It showed 

that close to a million Americans were willing to give their devotion to 

a party or a personality, even when neither had an immediate chance. And 

it was more than a protest vote because most of it continued to be regu

larly recorded. **̂ 5 Schenectady and Milwaukee elected Socialist adminis-

22 The famous McNamara case resulted from the dynamiting, with unexpected 
casualties, of the building of Harrison Gray Otis* anti-union Los An
geles Times* Gompers and all of labor supported the dynamiters as 
martyrs, only to be repudiated by a confession of guilt brought about 
by the interference of Lincoln Steffens and the legal necessity of
' defense counsel, Clarence Barrow. The effect was marked on the Amer
ican Federation of Labor, bringing increased caution and conservatism.

23 Adamic, Dynamite, 250.
2k Eufus W. Weeks in “Signs of the Times,11 Masses, I, 5 (March, 1910), 

reported similar opinions by Century Magazine, The Independent. Wood- 
rov/ Wilson, Theodore Roosevelt and George W. Perkins.

25 Nathan Fine, labor and Farmer Parties in the United States, 1828-1928 
(New York, 1928), 216.
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trations; the state legislatures of half a dozen states contained Social- 

ists; and Victor Berger vas sent to Congress*

Whether or not each voter vas a revolutionary must remain moot, 

hut the platform vas startling and clear* It demanded public ownership 

of all monopolies and trusts, railroads, telegraphs, telephone, other 

means of transportation, public utilities and mines. Also advocated were 

a program of public works to relieve unemployment and shorter hours of 

labor. These were the 8immediate" demands of the Party and most certainly 

revolutionary. Walter Bauschenbusch reflected the understanding of the 

time when he wrote: "Socialism is the ultimate and logical outcome of the 

labor movement . . . .  It is inconceivable from the point of view of that 
class that it should stop short of complete independence and equality as 

long as it has the power to move on, and independence and ©quality for the 

working class must mean the collective ownership of the means of produc
tion and the abolition of the present two-class arrangement of industrial 

society.0^  He spoke as a Protestant minister, not as a Socialist propa

gandist*

Revolutionary socialism had indeed become naturalized. If it had 

lost the dogmatic certainty of a strictly disciplined party, it had gained 

breadth —  enough tq serve as the center for an even more diverse group#

As the social upheaval moved toward 1912, most intelligent Americans of 

whatever class or group espoused some form of social, artistic or literary 

protest. Soon it was true that "to be a socialist, a syndicalist, an 

anarchist, a feminist or, at the very least, a left-wing liberal was merely 
to be in tune with the pre-war sociological i n f i n i t e . T h e  word "radical"

26 Bauschenbusch, Christianity and the Social Crisis. h08. 

2? Symes and Clement, Rebel America, 266.
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needed to "be added to ,!̂ enaisB&Bce,, to give the true feeling of those 

stirring years. The records were filled with the varied aspects of a 

general urge to revolt* True enough, nthe intellectual, the artist, the 
poet, the Journalist, the clergyman are the most articulate of rebels and 

a few such swallows can do more to create the illusion of summer than 

swarms of worker beesH; hut more significant for an understanding of 

the time was the fact that most of the swallows suddenly identified them

selves with the bees as sharing a common need both to eat and to ^live0 

in the fullest possible sense*

i*or the future leaders of the Masses, the shift was by no means 

without preparation* Max Eastman recorded in his autobiography a conver
sation with Ida Eauh after a Hill<iuit lecture*^ Pleased with the so

cialists* ideal, bat disliking the emotional concept of a class struggle 

filled with hatred, h<* was guided to Marx and others to show him that this 

same dislike was central to socialism; the ultimate goal of its violence

was the elimination of social strife* The inner turmoil of long years of
*

conflict with atheism, rationalism and other discontents came to a focus 

for Eastman with the belief that socialism offered a method through which 

to work with the tools of science for a better world* Joining the party 

was the act of a particular day, but years of thought, study and feeling
*

went to make the moment*

Art Young, one of the greatest of American cartoonists and a lead

ing spirit of the Masses from its beginning, had moved slowly from re

actionary conservatism to an increasingly sharp observation of social and 

political life* He was forty before he became a Socialist, and his convex—

28 Ibid., 266*

29 Max Eastman, The Enjoyment of living (New York, 19^S)» 25^-5*
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8Ion vas anything hut sudden* although 1910 marked a definite decision* 
“Many elements vent into my decision** he later wrote# “For years the  ̂

truth ahout the underlying cause of the exploitation and misery of the ) 

world*8 multitudes had "been knocking at the door of my consciousness* 

hut not until that year did it hegin to sound clearly. **3° The figures 

he had drawn and labeled “greed“ took on the holder name of “capitalism*8 

John Sloan* the painter* was led to socialism through using his 

eyes and hrush with a paradoxically ruthless tenderness on the subject- 

matter of the great city. Ahout 1910 he stopped painting and devoted all 

the energy of his drawing to work for the party. Floyd Dell, who suc

ceeded Francis Hackett as the editor of the “Friday literary Supplement** of 

the Chicago Evening Post before moving on to Hew York late in 1912, had 

been a socialist of some kind since childhood. For artist and writer, 

the transition was easy and without heroics. Malcolm Cowley, who was 

growing up during this period, wrote perceptively of the transition:^
Once a writer had recognized that society contained hos

tile classes, that the recti!t of their conflict was uncertain 
and would affect his own fortunes, then he ceased to believe 
that political action was silly: he became “politicalized.w 
If he also decided that the class whose interests lay closest 
to his own was the working class, that the home he was seek
ing lay with them, he became a radical* When the change took 
place, it was almost as simple as that.

Allowing for a somewhat less cold self-interest and a much great
er youthful idealism, the simplicity which Cowley applied to the 1930's 

fitted with even greater aptness the artists of twenty years earlier* 

Whether one looked at the social gospel, the labor movement or even the 

anarchists, the trend of the time was unmistakable. As Max Eastman said:

30 Art Young, Art Young, His Life and Times (New York, 1939)* 263.
31 Malcolm Cowley, Exile* s Be turn (New York, 193*0» 241. %
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"When Fabian socialism invades the Sixty families, revolutionary social

ism invades the labor movement and the intelligentsia • ♦ . ."32

The literary spirit of the fin de slecle had eaqpressed itself 

increasingly in prose and newspaper journalism, as Fred Pattee soon 

observed.2?his prose had become increasingly serious and in some cases 

even violent and bitter after the brief revival of historical fiction 

coincident with the Spanish*'American War. nThe alteration of taste, 

from the soft to the surly, was so abrupt that it defies any easy answer 

from the mob psychologist, " wrote John Chamberlain. "It was as if the 

American public, after downing one last glass of syrup, had cried out in 

a spasm for a regimen of tannin, lemon juice and brandy. "34 An angiy 

and disillusioned spirit marked the major work of the muckrakers, the 

brutal strength of TJpton Sinclair and Jack London and even the more deft 

and delicate novels of social realists like Winston Churchill and Booth 

Tarkington. The conclusions of the muckrakers were not hopeful; and the 

social novelists, although serious enough, were superficial in thought 

and dealt primarily with surfaces in the realistic manner of William Bean 

Howells.

By 1911» however, Floyd Bell in Chicago could feel '‘Something 
was in the air. Something was happening, about to happen —  in politics, 
in literature, in art. The atmosphere became electric with it."33 His 

friend George Cram Cook had told him that "Frank Norris, Upton Sinclair 

and Jack London, even with Bavid Graham Phillips thrown in, did not make

32 Bast man. Enjoyment of Living, 390.
33 See Fred L. Pattee, A History of American Literature Since 1870 (New 

York, 1915)*
34 John Chamberlain, Farewell to Eeform (New York, 1932), 144.

35 Floyd Bell, Home coming (New York, 1933)» 21? •
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a new literary era. f!̂ ° Even so, Bell concluded that Bit began to seem 

certain that the time vas soon coming vhen the literary sansculottes 

would swarm over the barricades • • • «*37 (Ehe spirit vas different; it 

was hopeful. Eandolph Bourne was soon to record in America the same kind 

of revolt of youth which had already been observed by Ibsen and a host of 

others in Europe. Modem times were to join moral Issues to economic, 

political and religious controversy. BThe young of America did not want 

to wait until middle age to claim their values. They wanted values right 

away. And their values were not those of their elders,B wrote Albert 
Parry, historian of American Bohemia.38 The result was to add to natur

alism and journalistic methods in proBe a poetic revival in which free 

verse competed with established forms revitalized by new content and 

fresh language.
What vas true in spirit among the writers vas also true for the 

artists. American painting had reached a new high in the realistic trad

ition of Bakins and Eoaer with the showing of the t’Eight11 in 1908. This 

“revolutionaiy blackrgang, 8 a title which had some aptness as applied to 

four of the eight painters only, had looked long and hard at the reality 

of the great city both in Philadelphia and New York and recorded what 

they saw with loving care for the most bitterly realistic of subject mat
ter. Yet American painting vas not for some years to follow this venture, 

and it was in the medium of the graphic arts that achievement in line 

with the radical renaissance8 was to take place. Newspaper cartoonists

36 Ibid., 191.
37 Ibid., 191.
38 Albert Parry, garrets and Pretenders (New York, 1933)» 188.
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and illustrators as wall as painters followed the tradition of Hast, 0pr» 

per and Homer Davenport with something also of the gentle social obser

vation of W. T. Smedley, but moved gradually away from the English school 

of draftsmanship toward the heavy power of the German satirical magazines 

and the biting incisiveness of French drawing* If in the last nineteenth 

century wmost of the abler men were drawn into business and an artist was 

an anomaly,*39 then in the twentieth century revolt* the artist emerged 

to give business some of its worst punishment*
Any analysis which concludes that the earnestness devoted to pol

itics and economics, to the violent bitterness of the labor struggle, to 

unemployment, hunger and poverty was automatically irreconcilable with 

joyous strength, gusto and sensuous enjoyment of life must inevitably miss 

the spirit of the times. Genevieve Taggard, anthologist of the Masses— 

Liberator1 verse and active participant in revolutionary causes in the 

later years after the war, summed up one aspect of the revolt of youth: 
wThe air vas clear and exciting and the hour was the hour of seven on a 

spring morning, May days, indeed * » • • There was so much to be said, 

done, thought, seen, tried out. But for all their laughter and eager

ness, the leaders of the intellectual left were ty no means naive —  they 

could think and fight as well as feel and enjoy.
For both graphic artist and writer a serious problem existed in 

the selling or even placing of radical work. Of course during the years 

of the dominance of muckraking, the mass-eircul&tion magazines, led by

39 Frank Jewett Mather* The American Spirit in Art (Hew Haven, 1927), 
307.

40 Genevieve Taggard, May Days (New York, 1925), 2.
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McClure * s, had welcomed the ^literature of exposure,” “but McClure had 

led the way out of ”radicalism” as he had led the way in. The Socialist 

press had marked limitations, as Upton Sinclair indicated*^
The Socialists of America have never "been ahle to main

tain an organ of propaganda upon a national scale; the country 
is too Mg, and the amount of capital required is beyond their 
resources. The nAppeal to Season” vas a gift to them from a 
real estate speculator with a conscience, old J. A. Way land 
• • • • nWilshire*s Magazine” was a gift from a bill-board 
advertising man with a sense of humor.

The ”Appeal,w especially, was a combination club and blunderbuss ill-

suited to the keener weapons of Art Young* John Sloan, Max Eastman or

Floyd Dell. Serious party journals offered only weighty discussion of
ponderous party-line dogma.

There had been a minor wave of ^little” magazines toward the end 

. of the nineteenth century Has a protest against the suppression on the
ji<>part of the established ones of all convictions which were new.8̂ * These 

voices of protest had soon died away, but by December, 1911* the world of 

magazine publishing again became intensely alive. Hiram Koderwell wrote 
in The International a survey of 11 Our Contemporaries ”;^3

There are something like 5*000 magazines in the United 
States, in addition to the 10,000 newspapers, —  almost as 
many periodicals as there are newsdealers who carry them. Of 
these it is safe to say 2,000 are technical or otherwise very 
limited in territory or in audience to which they appeal. At 
least 500 are or would like to be ,Jfirst class” periodicals 
of large and general circulation. And of these 500 the aver
age reader probably could not name more than thirty. There 
are then, 4?0 publications which are aspiring to stand for 
America as a whole, and which are comparatively unknown.

hi Upton Sinclair, American Outpost (Hew York, 1932), 209#

42 Algernon Tassin* The Magazine in America (Hew York, 1916), 323* See 
also Frederick Hoffman, Charles Allen and Carolyn Ulrich, The little 
Magazine (Princeton, 1946).

43 The International, V, 15 (December, 1911)*
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Among the five hundred vas the Masses, torn in 1911 to give a voice to 

the radicalism of Greenwich Tillage, of the United States and of Europe,

The early Hasses vas not to live long despite the vital poten

tialities stirring in the radical unrest and general intellectual ferment 

of the times. The magazine vas fundamentally unsuitable for leadership 

in so dynamic a period. In addition to a general ineptitude of make-up 

and style* the Masses reflected an earlier day when American socialism 

looked to European dogma and precedent rather than to national and local 

realities. Yet within its pages there was apparent a struggle for reali

zation "by powerful new forces which, when the magazine was reborn, would 
make it one of the most brilliant periodicals yet published in this 

country. The early Masses was a suggestion of things to come.

The magazine vas b o m  through the efforts of Piet Vlag, a Hol

lander who had been trained in the particular version of the cooperative 

movement typical of Belgium and the Netherlands, an activity which he 

passionately wished to propagate in this country He worked as a wait

er and as manager of the restaurant in the basement of the Band School, 

but he was also active in the American Wholesale Cooperative through 

which he hoped to foster socialist cooperatives. Although Vlag*s humor 

was somewhat heavy and his English markedly uncertain, he had tremendous 

energy and enthusiasm. He managed to interest Bufus W. Weeks, who was

kk Charles Gido in Consumer1s Cooperative Societies distinguished this 
brand as quite different from the better known Rochdale .cooperatives. 
RThus» the characteristic feature of Belgian cooperation is that it 
is mixed up with politics,11 he wrote, Rwhich is not at all the case 
in other countries —  at any rate, up to the present . . . .  It is 
in order to keep in daily touch with him [the workman/ and to be able 
to control his actions more minutely that all Belgian cooperative so
cieties make the selling of bread the basis of their operations.R 
Quoted in Andrew J* Kress, editor, Introduction to the Cooperative 
Move roe nt (New York* 19^1), 5 ^ 5  •
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"both, a vice-president of the New York Life Insurance Company and a devot

ed if conservative socialist, in subsidizing a magazine. He then eagerly 

solicited contributions from artists and writers, getting together with

out difficulty enough material to publish a first issue in January, 1911,^

Vlag dominated the early Hasses from its beginning, but the first 

editor was Thomas Seltzer, translator of Gorki, Hauptmann and others and 

later a publisher, who was qualified for an editorial job and sufficient

ly interested, according to Art Young, to have suggested the name for 

the periodical. As editor he emphasized translations of European stories 

and the importance of art and literature to socialism without printing 

any significant work. Seltzer’s broad cultural view of social change 

resulted in little attention to the immediate concerns of either the So

cialist Party or the struggles of the workers, 8It will publish the best 
that can be had,8 he wrote of the new magazine, 8not only in the United 

States* but in the world. It will not publish a story merely because it 

is original, that is, because written first in the English language, A

good story from a foreign tongue, we believe, is preferable to a bad Ara-
„L£erican story.1*

The theoretic justification of such a policy for a socialist 

magazine merged propaganda and realistic art. Seltzer believed that

See Louis TJntermeyer, Prom Another World (Hew York, 1939), Art Young, 
Life and Times and Robert Carlton Brown, “Them Asses, 8 The American 
Mercury, XXX, 40h (December, 1933) for reminiscenses of Vlag.

A6 I, 3 (January, 1911). European stories published during the first 
months included Ludwig Buld&’s ’’The Pur Coat,8 S, H. Chirikov’s l;The 
Little Sinner,!! Julius Stettenheia’s MThe Confidence Man,11 Stefan 
Zeromski*s BThe Vow,8 a late Tolstoy sketch entitled nMust It Be So?8 
and Hermann Sudermann’s five-part novelette, HIolanthefs Wedding.8 
All of them had relevance to American socialism at an extreme dis
tance.



the artiste job was to represent life truly* as he saw it* That this 

would strengthen socialism was (fortunately) never in doubt because 

literature should treat all of life, and any study of the whole of life 

must lead, if it were truthful, to socialism. He relied on the inevit

able movement of history to produce the socialist revolution* Using the 

great European masters of realism in the late nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries as models, Seltzer advocated a climb together, worker and art
ist, toward the light.

However valid Seltzer*s theories, practice in the magazine con

tributed little confirmation. Most of the published European stories

were second rate, and after four months, the translator was replaced as/
titular editor by a professional humorist and ear-assistant editor of 

Puck, Horatio Winslow. Winslow^ humor was whimsically light, seasoned 

with hopeful socialist earnestness. For the last eight months of 1911, 

he published editorials, dialogues with Vlag, articles on cooperative 

stores, fiction, poetry and paragraphs which were apparently intended to 

tease the reader into socialism and cooperatives. Despite an occasional 

rousing slogan, the socialist revolution scarcely put in an appearance 

and was ill-fused with conventional uplift.

Even when not officially the editor, Vlag*s ideas dominated the 

selection of articles for the magazine, as immediately became apparent 

when he took over the editorship during the first eight months of 1912.

In addition to his well-known positive advocacy of cooperatives, Vlag 

was vitally concerned with the controversies troubling the Socialist Par

ty. In 1911-12 the major quarrel within party circles was between poli

tical and direct action as methods for the socialist conquest of the 

state. The German Social Democracy had long since fought this battle



out with an overwhelming victory for the forces ‘believing in political
Urjaction and education as the best methods for socialism. ' The German 

party was the largest and most influential in the world, and not only 

Vlag, but many American socialists, especially of German descent, fol

lowed the activities of the German party. In practice this meant a devo

tion to the gradual education and organization of the workers in social

ism, slowly cumulative gains through the ballot and a rigid discipline 

within the party to enforce group political action. The apparent suc

cess of the German party led Vlag, Victor Berger and others to look to 

the German tradition as the perfect example for good American socialists.

The quarrel became bitter in America as a result of the growing 

dramatic power of the Industrial Workers of the World. This organiza

tion, commonly known as the I. W. W., advocated syndicalism as well as 

a kind of socialism, and therefore stressed the use of sabotage and the 

direct conquest of power by the unified workers through the general 
strike. Its rallying cry was HOne Big Union*n and it preferred to work 

directly with organized workers rather than through the intricacies of 

political parties* After the bitter conclusion of the McHamara case, 

certainly an example of direct action, the battle came to a climax 

with the expulsion of Bill Haywood of the I. W. ¥• from Socialist Party 
councils. This decision, in effect, rejected direct for political 

action. Vlag and his magazine campaigned actively for the latter 

method because, as they saw it, any tactics except socialist lectures.

4? The perennial quarrel over method has affected most modern revolu
tionary movements, resulting usually in a split into right and left 
wings within the local groups and a bitterness of brotherly strife 
far greater than the battle against an outside enemy. The intrica
cies of left-wing quarrels can be followed in Harry V. Laidler* s 
overwhelming handbook, Social-Economic Movements (Hew York, 1944).
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discussion* balloting and cooperatives were suicidal for the working 

classes. In a bold—face editorial headed KEEP STEP* OB FALL OUT* his 

European experience led Vlag inclusively to reject all undisciplined
J k Qthought and action;

We believe that the time has come for the Socialist party 
to deal most rigidly with the anarchistic elements which* for 
lack of another shelter, are knocking at its door. We have no 
room for rebellious individualists who are sore on the System 
because they cannot beat it. We have no room for ambitious in
tellectuals of muck-raking activities. We have no room for 
self-seeking politicians. We have no room for philosophical 
anarchists. We have no room for nspit—ln-the-fire-growlers.H 
The International Socialist Party is a workingmen*s party* call
ed into life because of the injustice the present system heaps 
upon this part of humanity • . . .  We have no room for compro
misers.

Ylag*s socialist mansion was reduced to the tiny proportions of 

Daniel Pe Leon*s. Eugene Debs, who represented the wider and freer 

element in American socialism, was significantly not mentioned except 

for a reproduction of his photograph accompanying a hymn to the soon-tc- 

triumph political action of the great Socialist Party. To most of the 

younger radical Americans of the time, it was Ylag who seemed to be the 

compromiser, working in the tradition which belonged in their country 

chiefly to the German-language Federations, HI had see%a copy of The
V

Masses,11 Max Eastman wrote of his pre-editorial days, nand remained in

different to it because of its dull make-up and very fyellow* brand of 

/ socialism. Its brotherly evangel of human!tarianism and zeal for con- 

j sumer1s cooperatives I then regarded with s c o r n . Y l a g * s  dognatic

48 III* 3 (June, 1912). Behind the violence of this attack was the 
great split of the European radical movements which resulted from 
the nineteenth century quarrel between Bakunin, the anarchist, and 
Karl Marx. The memory remained bitter, especially to Marxists.

49 .Eastman* The Enjoyment of Living* 394* Tags applied to the political 
and direct actionists included the conventional fellow” and **red.M
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narrowness and European references were ill-suited to the reality a.?id 

"breadth of the growing spirit of American revolt*

like his editorials* the articles represented 71ag*s orthodox 

socialism* Contributors included* among others, Lena Morrow Lewis* 

socialist agitator* Samuel Hopkins Adams, Victor Berger, Milwaukee 

socialist and a member of the party elected to Congress, Barnet Braver- 

man, Randolph Bourne, Louis Untermeyer, Eugene Wood, an editor for Life 

as veil as a socialist, Walter Lippmann, secretary for a time to social

ist Mayor lunn of Schenectady, and Job Harriman, candidate for mayor of 

Los Angeles who lost the election chiefly because of the McHamara case*

All of these writers were concerned with educating the workers and the 

collegians (presumably members of the Intercollegiate Socialist Society) 

and belaboring direct action in the interests of the “One ?.hg Party.“

Rufus Weeks, who contributed regularly to the magazine he was supporting, 

summed up the Masses1 attitude toward the class struggle. “The Socialist 
has, however, no idea that the struggles will be one of physical force; 

ho realizes joyfully that our centuries* experience in the forms of 

democratic government have brought us out of the way of thinking that 

issues are to be fought out with literal weapons, “ he answered a critic 

of the magazine*s attack on the Boy Scouts. “In modem political en

counters we still use the language of warfare, but the words do not mean 

what they say —  the only fighting there will be is jaw fighting.1*̂ ®

Weeks, reportedly, was a gentle old man, mild and elegant. The I. W. W., 
the Lawrence strikers and the West Virginia coal miners, fighting not 

voting for existence, were most certainly not.

50 I, 10 (May, 1911)
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Aside from the attention to political action and a flood of ar

ticles on cooperatives by Ylag and Winslow* the struggling magazine 

found two other issues during 1911-12, The first was a violent attack 

on the Boy Scouts led by anti-militarist George H. Kirkpatrick* who 

believed that the capitalists were training an army of workers' sons to 

turn against their parents to put down industrial strife*^ This cam

paign* which began in February, 1911* was used to build circulation 

through the offer of free copies of Kirkpatrick's book, War, —  What 

For?* from which John Sloan's violent illustrate.ps were reproduced as 
advertising on the back cover* Eventually Ylag offered to equip juvenile 

salesmen with a Socialist Scout uniform, modeled on the European "Cadet■ 

pattern* as a prize for subscriptions*
For its other campaign, the early Masses attempted to help along 

the general propaganda for the sight-hour day by sponsoring the foundation 

of a national organization to be called the "Masses Labor League" designed 

to present Congress with a program for the eight-hour day in inter-state 

commerce. The McNamara case was used as a point of reference to show 

the superiority of political and educational action. After claiming that 

the plan was not "invented by some ambitious intellectual" but "developed 

out of economic necessity," citing the proper European precedent, and 

outlining the proposed act, Ylag claimed that the measure would result 

directly in revolution because with more time to think, the workers would

51 It is only just to say that many scout troops at the time learned
military drill and had instruction in the handling of weapons, Baden- 
Powell scouting did not necessarily lead to gentle wood-crafting* 
Kirkpatrick was, however, excessively violent. His tone of abuse 
was generally reserved, by the early Masses, for the direct-actionists.
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inevitably become socialists.^ There was a suggestion in the continued 

campaign that all of the local branches of the league would without 

doubt subscribe to the Hassest but ostensibly all was lofty and disin

terested idealism designed to offset the dread stupidities of the direct- 

actionists. Vlag seems to have genuinely believed that he was revolu

tionary in advocating the eight-hour day, whereas Gompers and the Ameri- 

can federation of Labor were not.'^

In addition to articles on American problems, there were a few 

published on international socialism which also followed the same pattern 

of political opportunism* typical of the majority element of the German 

party. Paul Louis, Karl Xautsky, Dan Irving and Carlo de fomaro all 

stressed the gradual education of the workers and peasants in Germany, 

England and Mexico. As they saw it, Socialism depended completely on 

literacy and political action*

American political analysis, except for praise of the Socialist 

Party, was almost entirely omitted from the Masses, another symptom of 

remoteness in those exceptionally political years. Pouck White, clergy

man with Harvard and Union Theological Seminary training, who carried 
Christian Socialism to its ultimate in such books as The Call of the 

Carpenter, covered the Bull Moose convention in a heavy-handed, fantastic, 

apocalyptic style speaking as the mouthpiece of the Lords "from whence 

comes the stink of the stolen wealth that is backing him [TltJ ? Stench
ful it mounts to my nostrils. I cannot away with the malodor of it.

52 See Vlag’s prospectus, III, 7 (January, 1912) and Winslow’s article,
I, 6 (November, 1911). Note that Volume I of the magazine included 
the twelve issues for 1911, but that beginning in 1912, a decision 
was made to group only six issues in a volume. Volume II was omitted.

53 IV, 5 (August, 1912). White wrote three articles for the magazine 
during its last months under Vlag.
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Ylag, in his last advertising campaign, offered reprints of White1s 

purple prose at one dollar for a hundred leaflets,

The final issue under Ylag’s editorship, that of August, 1912, 

included an analysis of Theodore Boosevelt Toy Charles T. Haiiinan which 

showed some of the possibilities of criticism of the larger political 

movements from the left, Typically, however, the magazine rested with 
Eugene Wood’s hopeful optimism, ’'Anybody with any head for figures at 

all,* he wrote, "can see that it won’t t^ke twenty years for the Social-
■s-

ist vote to gain control of the government; nothing like twenty years at 

the rate it is growing now."^ The Socialist gains in 1912 were hopeful 

enough, hut the Masses failed to recognize that the increased vote repre

sented a broadening of the party rather than a great increase in narrow 

and dogmatic class consciousness by the workers. The intellectual task 

of a periodical demanded leadership closely in touch with political and 

industrial realities and the general spirit of revolt in all areas of 

life.
In artistic matters, the early Masses gave some promise of what 

was to come when the magazine was reorganized. In both fiction and pic

tures, some few things of real merit appeared, and most gave promise of 
new vitality. Only in poetry was the magazine too early to take advantage 
of fresh currents. Although Louis Untermeyer was struggling for new ex

pression, his verse had as yet taken on little power, and he contributed 

much the best poetry published by the magazine. "I contributed occasion

al verse," he later said wryly, "which tried to graft the loose vigor of

Ibid., 13.
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Healey on the tight moralising of Tennyson; I "borrowed Chesterton*s un

orthodox idiom, his paradoxology, to prove uncontested truisms • • • **5$ 

Apparently a more typical account of the Hasses* versifying and its origin 

occurred in the first issue* The editor wrote: ,?When Herbert Everett,

who used to "be editor of Van Horden*s Magazine, and then had to he something 

else, because they didn*t want any Socialists fooling around a perfectly 

good publication —  well, when Hr* Evere.tt saw Cesare*s picture of *The
fMasses,* he went off and looked out of the window a few minutes* When 

he came back, he said: *1 could make a poem out of that** So he did.11̂

In Tennysonian metre and form, the "poem** jogged through four stanzas to 

a revolutionary conclusion to the effect that ^We are many, they are 

one* **57 Such inspirational verse, looking backward for its technique 

and language, held little or no promise*

In fiction, the result was better and the promise greater* Tlag, 

without the literary theory and background of Seltzer, accepted a similar 

view as to the truth to be expected from fiction* Writing just before 

he became officially the editor, he took pains to reject crude revolu

tionary propaganda written to convince **the readers of THE MASSES that 

they will get together some evening, march to Washington, shoot the 

Plutes and establish the Co-operative Commonwealth*1̂ ® Vlag took a firm 

stand for cold truth or no magazine at all, but more significantly, he

55 Untermeyer, ffrom Another World, 39*

56 I, 11 (January, 1911)*

57 Ibid*,

58 I, 8 (December, 1911).
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took thoroughly American instances to make his point:59

If ever there was a time (which we may doubt) when it was 
necessary to arouse the varking-classes by Desperate Desmond 
stories with the capitalist playing the part of the villain 
with black mustache» that time is past. It may thrill the hay
seeds in Koo&leville.m _d make them goggle-eyed with interest 
to tell then of subterranean passages from the Capital in Wash
ington through which palpitating plutocrats expect to make their 
get-away when the victorious and vengeful tramp of the hosts 
of the B-r-revolution shall be heard, but it can only disgust 
and repel the sensible and sane. Socialists in head as well as 
in heart, those whose intelligence is stirred as well as their 
emotions, are disgusted. The men whose commonsense we shall 
need almost immediately to organize the Co-operative Common
weal th are just the ones we lose by this frantic effort to get 
votes*

Political rather than literary in his judgments, Tlag’s desire for 

commonsense realism helped young American writers who wished to write 

realistically to an appearance in print*

During the years 1911-12, there was very little direct propaganda 

for socialism in the stories in the Masses, and the subject matter ranged 

from the inter-racial problem at Eadcliffe to a steel worker’s death*

Inez Haynes G-illmore was the most regular contributor to the magazine* 

maintaining a generally high level of excellence which just missed uni

fied success* George Allen England, Horatio Winslow, M. B. Levick, Mary 

Heaton Torse, Charlotte Teller* Elorence Kiper and others contributed 

stories which dealt realistically with urban and industrial subject-matter* 

Although the stories in general failed through sentimentality or melo

drama or too much imitation of the tricks of 0* Henry, and with one or 

two exceptions never touched the bounds of ’’proletarian1* fiction, they 

did reflect the American scene and the new problems of the time. It was

59 Ibid., 8.
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obvious that there was a great deal of available and unpublished talent 

as well as a whole field of subject-matter toward which writers were 

groping. The need for the magazine was more apparent than its success; 

however# a thoroughly native literary revolt was gaining momentum as the 

Hasses showed.
The artists, too# had an outlet in the Masses. The magazine had 

set out to “print cartoons and illustrations of the text by the best 

artists of the country « . . .  This does not mean that the editor will 

not admit to the columns of the Masses new, unknown geniuses as soon as 
he discovers them.*1̂  Art Young, Boardman Robinson, Charles A. Winter# 

H. J. Turner, Anton 0. Fischer# Maurice Becker# Alexander Popini# Oscar 

Cesare and a few others, although with the‘possible exception of the 

first two scarcely near “genius#11 contributed drawings to the magazine. 

Drawings somewhat blurred by sentimentality end traditional techniques 

of illustration nonetheless showed a notable movement toward uncluttered 

realism# the use of the worker for a subject and a close cooperation 

between text and picture —  although the text was too often an over- 

elaborate explanation of a self-explanatory drawing.

The most consistently effective work# some of it very good in

deed, was contributed by Art Young# who was a moving spirit both of the 

early and later Masses. When he could generalize an entire attitude or 
point of ‘ view# free from the magazine1 s * dogma, Young was at his best.

One of his most famous cartoons appeared in 1911. The drawing of two 
small children standing in a dirty city street looking up at the unfami

liar stars was captioned “Observation do Luxe —  Young Poet: Gee Annie#

60 I, 3 (January, 1911).



look at the stars! They,l%  thick as b e d b u g s , S h e  combination of
' i

poignant sentiment with ruthless attack on things as they are for the 

children of men could scarcely have been bettered. An elaborate develop

ment of the parasite theme in the accompanying text did nothing to help 

the suggestive force of the drawing. Social satire with the widest pos

sible framework of ideas was the genius of Art Young, as it would be the 

mark of the reorganised Masses, What other men could do with satiric real

ism, given a chance to print their pictures, remained to be seen after 

1912; but the promise, already more effective than the fiction, was clear 

by the time Ylag*s management ended,
like all Hlittlen magazines, the Masses had difficulty from the 

beginning in keeping alive. At the six month mark, Ylag triumphantly 

claimed a circulation of 10,000. The kindly Debs contributed a support

ing note to the issue of July, 1911* Beginning in 1912, the price was 

raised from five to ten cents and a better quality of paper was promised, 

but never appeared. An enlargement of the editorial staff in July, 1912 

and the creation of a full-fledged board of directors demonstrated the 

support the magazine could have, but provided no significant financial
fs?help. From the contents, it was impossible to tell that the magazine 

was in serious trouble even in the final issue of August, 1912. But

61 I, 12 (October, 1911).
62 In addition to Ylag as editor, the new staff included Charles A. Win

ter as Art Editor, Inez Haynes Gillmore as Fiction Editor and Horatio 
Winslow and Louis Untermeyer as Assistant Editors. Robert Carlton 
Brown said that the intellectuals took the magazine away from Vlag. 
Although this is not supported by the evidence of Young and Unter
meyer, there is no doubt that this editorial shift marked the move
ment toward the wider and freer artistic and social revolt typical 
of the time*
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BufUs Weeks withdrew his subsidy, and the end came as Art Young recorded:^

If or a year and a half the Masses appeared regularly, hut 
did not become anywhere near being self-supporting, and Mr.
Weeks* enthusiasm waned and finally came to a full stop*
Ylag*s co-operative stores were suffering from too much in
dividualism, and he had lost his usual buoyancy* But he was 
busy trying to solve the problem of survival for wthe Messes,H 
and he went to Chicago to look up a man reputed to have a lot 
of money and a generous nature* That man had just left for a 
trip around the world . «

So the magazine was apparently dead in September, end Ylag vanished from 

the scene. According to Eastman, he Hhad moved to the warmer climate of 
Tampa, Elorida.”̂ '

As American radicalism emerged from the old, predominantly Euro

pean socialism, so a new magazine emerged from the ordinary and inept 

cooperative and socialist periodical. The artists led the way, but 

tk0 Masses was to become the brightest expression of all major aspects 

of the radical renaissance* It was in December, 1912 that the real 

magazine known as the Masses began* Erom the gray ashes of a fire which 

had never done much more than sputter emerged a flame which showered 

sparks«

63 Young, life and Times, 27^•

6h Eastman, Enjoyment of Living, 39^ •



CHAPTER II

SHAPING A MAGAZINE —  REVOLUTION VERSUS REFORM

When the Masses was rehora in December* 1912. it immediately

/ became the voice of revolutionary radicalism demanding the complete over-

turn of American society in contrast to the patchwork reform which its

editors attributed to the dominant political and social forces in the

United States. Unlike the program of the Socialist Party, the revolution**\ -
ary policy of the magazine was( freed from dogmatic narrowness to approach

American problems instrument ally —  as they existed in reality rather than
*

in theory. Furthermore, social and aesthetic problems were included apart 

from their purely political significance. Although the Socialist Party 

was to be a major instrument in reconstituting society, the destructive 

analysis of American institutions preparatory to revolution included the 

Socialists whenever they seemed to be ineffective or parochial. Brashly, 

and without fear or favor, the magazine chose for its enemies all opponents 

of human liberty and truth*
To make effective so generous an attack in the name of truth, the 

magazine had to draw to Itself a brilliant, eclectic staff with exception

al satiric power. It was necessary to organize the staff in such a way as 

to stimulate the freest possible expression from rebellious individuals;\
i
J

and it was necessary to confine this freedom within a general pattern of 
attack on the social order. This was the almost impossible task which the 

Masses attempted. The result was a periodical filled with individual and 
social vitality to an extraordinary degree, especially marked In the inti- ^

i
mate and successful relationship between social revolution and the creative j 
arts.
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The strongest impulse to continue the magazine after its failure 

under Vlag came from a group of artists and writers. They were active so

cialists, hut their action depended largely on having a vehicle to print 

their work. Vlag's visit to Chicago in search of funds led him to merge 

the Masses with a socialist woman18 magazine in the mid-vest, throwing in 

the New York artists and writers as a part of the bargain. Naturally 

enough, this idea was rejected with some violence when Vlag returned to 

New York to tell the staff.

A meeting was held in August, 1912 by the writers Unteraeyer and

Eugene Wood and the artists Young, John and Dolly Sloan, Alice and Charles

Winter, H. S. Turner, Maurice Becker, Glenn Coleman and William Washburn
*

Nutting. The group decided to keep publishing the magazine without any 

money —  nsomething nobody but artists would think of d o i n g . M a n y  of 

them were familiar with such European publications as the German Slmpli- 

cissimus and Jugend and the Erench Gil Bias, in which the satire was 

pointed and keen, the literature (notably in Gil Bias, which reprinted 
Mallarme, Baudelaire, de Maupassant, Prevost, Daudet, Bourget, Zola and 

others) was excellent in quality, and the drawing of Steinlen (especially), 

E. Thosy, Bruno Paul, Theodor Heine and Wilhelm Schulz followed and-varied 
the great tradition of Daumier. These magazines, ruthlessly critical of 
all aspects of established society, were truly satirical rather than 

nclass~conscious0 propaganda organs. But both the excellence and the 

satiric force appealed to the Americans. They saw the possibility of a 

similar magazine in the United States to print their own excellent work and 

to express their socialist opposition to ttthe system*1 and all its parts*

1 Art Young, On My Way (Wew York, 1935), 275*
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However impractical the artists were about financing the magazine*
/they did know that an editor was badly needed. Young had met Max Eastman 

some months before at a dinner for Jack London. ; Although Eastman was 

teaching at Columbia University, he was at the point of resigning to de

vote himself to writing and socialism. BA part-time editorial job on 

some socialist paper, a column of labor news or comments —  these were the 

projects I had in mind,” he wrote. He wanted to support himself and at 

the same time make some contribution toward teaching the radicals to > 
think scientifically and experimentally. 11 And I was also modest enough 

to believe, n he added, f?I could teach them this wisdom on the side, or 

that we could learn it together while I was devoting my morning hours to 

creative writing on other subjects.

The Masses group was impressed by an Eastman article on the found

ing of the Ken’s League for Woman Suffrage. Sloan and Untermeyer composed 

a note which everyone signed. ttI>ear Eastman,11 it read, KWe have just 

elected you editor of The Masses at no salary per a n n u m , H o w e v e r  far 

this was from what he wanted, Eastman was persuaded to try the job for a 

few issues. When he discovered a real talent for the scissors and paste- 

pot of magazine make-up and also the charm and intellectual stimulus of 

an exciting and talented group of people and the absolute need the maga
zine had for someone to keep it alive, he was lost in editorial responsi

bilities for something like ten years. A small salary was ultimately

2 Eastman, Enjoyment of Living, 389

3 koc. cit.
k Untermeyer, ffrom Another World, hZ»
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forthcoming* hut Eastman*s major energies went to the magazine rather than 

to his personal writing of poetry and criticism* He was dragooned into 

the joh; and as Young observed the miracle* "In three months we emerged, 

December, 1912, with new hope and a new make-up throughout, with color 

on the cover.8'*

Eaising funds to keep the publication alive —  the problem which 

had ended Vlag,s editorship —  was almost entirely Eastmanls responsibil

ity from the beginning* Unlike*many struggling little magazines, there 
were no pleas in each issue for financial help through direct contribu

tions, although there was of necessity a continuous barrage of promotion 

directed toward increasing the subscription list* A favorite technique 

was to reprint letters to the editor alternating high praise with indignant 

insult, thus appealing both to a desire for excellence and for rebellion 

in the prospective subscriber* Some income resulted from advertising, 

although the chief advertisers were always publishers with offers of books 

or magazines* In June of 1916, for example, appeared advertisements for 

bronze medallions of famous men offered by the Masses, for Oliver type

writers, Montessori apparatus and Tuxedo Tobacco. All other advertisements 

were from publishers, including Doubleday, Page, Henry Holt and Company, 

Frederick A. Stokes, Charles Scribner*s Sons, E* B. Huebsch and the Washing

ton Square Book Shop*
The Masses Book Store was featured as a department in the maga

zine beginning with the issue of February, 1915* Selected books were of

fered with brief notes on the contents. Prices were the same or lower 

than the publisher*s price, yet the Masses still made a small commission

5 Young, On My Way, 2?6
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on sales, "No one Is trying to make money out of the Masses, hut we do 

want its receipts to pay the cost of publishing. Kadical efforts do not 

pay in dollars," said the editor,^ The Book Store grew in size and im

portance, offering lists of hooks in the fields of fiction, science and 

art, history, education, poetry and drama, sociology, health, sexology 

and "general," The selections were perceptive and presented a wide 

choice of European and American hooks.

Such fund-raising efforts supplemented the sales receipts from the 

magazine. Circulation figures are not obtainable, and estimates from 

those concerned vary, hut the average distribution was apparently between 

ten and twenty thousand a month through single-copy subscriptions, bundles 

ordered by socialist and labor groups and newsstand sales in New York and 

elsewhere J  In any case, the magazine was continually on the verge of sus

pension and managed to exist only because Eastman utilized a talent for 

raising funds as well as pasting up the dummy. The methods of raising the 

twelve to fifteen thousand dollars needed yearly were such as would be 

possible only in a time when social ferment had stirred all classes, includ

ing the wealthy. To obtain the first contribution, Inez Mllholland, a 

suffragette friend, arranged for Eastman an introduction to Mrs. 0. H. P, 

Belmont, whose only possible connection with radicalism was a devotion to

6 71, 3 (February, 1915) • The new management returned to the yearly vol
ume of twelve issues,

7 So far as can be determined, no business records of the Masses survive. 
The recollection of Eastman, Dell and Sloan indicates a moderate esti
mate. Merrill Sogers, the last business manager, believed that circu
lation during 191? went as high as seventy thousand, but this figure 
differs radically from Eastman1 memory of the same period. A. peak of 
thirty thousand seems possible, but was unquestionably not typical of 
the five years of the magazine!s publication. E. E. Wonderly of the 
McConnell Printing Company testified in 1918 that the circulation of 
the Masses for August, September and October of 1917 was 25,000,
20,000 and 28,000 respectively. See the New York Times, 8:5 (April 17, 
1918) for these surviving figures*
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militant woman suffrage* She also furnished John Fox, Jr® to give 

literary respectability to Eastmanfe request for funds. Mrs. Belmont 

gave two thousand dollars; Fox was seduced by the situation into adding 
another thousand.® Eastman later wrote; nThus our super-revolutionary 

magazine owed its send-off to a leader of Hew Torkfs hOO —  to the for

tune of old Public-be-Bamned Vanderbilt, in fact, —  and to a southern 

gentleman with as much interest in proletarian revolution as I had in 
polo ponies.^

Funds came from such diverse sources as Berkeley Tobey, who suc

ceeded Dolly Sloan as business manager and turned over his inherited for

tune of $2,060 intact to the magazine, Amos Pinchot, Elizabeth Sage Hare, 

Samuel Untermyer, Adolph Dewisohn* E. W. Scripps and his sister, Mrs. Fate 

Crane Gartz of the Chicago Cranes and Aline Barnsdall, who inherited the 

oil fortune. There was a steady trickle of small contributions of fifty 
cents and up from the rank and file of labor and radicalism; however, 

despite this solid if inadequate base, the Masses was in truth 11 a luxu**\ 

rious gift to the working-class movement from the most imaginative art

ists, the most imaginative writers, and the most imaginative millionaires 

in the Adolescence of the Twentieth Century.

A succession of business managers which began with Dolly Sloan 

and ended with Merrill Rogers, who came directly to the Masses from Har

vard College, took care of the subscription lists, the mailing, such ac

counts as were kept, and managed the Book Store, which had an actual

8 See “My Career in High Finance,H Chapter 55.,of Eastman, The Enjoyment 
of Diving.

9 Ibid., kok.

10 Ibid., h63.
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physical existence as well as “being a department in the magazine. They 

were all somewhat shadowy, if indispensable, figures except as they 

contributed with others to the magazine*

Although the financing of the Masses was extraordinary, and in 

its breadth, an indication of the time, the ownership and operation had 
much more meaning in accounting for the magazine1 s peculiar brilliance*

In theory, the magazine was both cooperatively owned and operated by its 

contributing editors. The notarized statements of ownership which were 

printed in compliance with the law showed the ownership to have been 

genuinely cooperative, the cited stockholders of the Masses Publishing 

Company being identical in all but one or two instances with a list of 

the most active editors* A

Not only was the ownership cooperative, so was an important part 

of the editing. The Masses * meetings were the sustaining heart of the 

publication, j In operation, the choice of contents was made for each issue 
at one or two monthly meetings of the staff. Each picture or piece of 

writing was submitted for group judgment and ultimate vote. ' These meet

ings were, of course, by no means completely amicable and calm. Most of 

the editors attended, along with invited (or uninvited) guests and friends 
such as labor leaders like Anton Johannson and Bill Haywood, agitators 

like Elisabeth Gurley Flynn and Carlo Tresca, the lawyer, Clarence Barrow, 

or the visiting poet, Carl Sandburg. All of them joined in the arguments 

over contributions*

Mary Heaton Vorse wrote: ,5 The re would arise from the clamor and 

strife of those meetings something vigorous and creative of which we were

11 See for example VIII, 2? (December, 1915)*
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all a part. Tbs flame was present here too* as well as in Lawrence*

She has given a description of typical meetings:^

The artists were more vital and more powerful than the 
writers, including as they did, John Sloan, Boardman Robinson,
Robert Minor, Bellows, Coleman, Stuart Davis, and Cornelia 
Barnes, while in comparison we seemed puny and lacking in 
force* The cartoons would be submitted to the meeting as a 
whole, and noisily voted on.

The next Masses meeting would be an ordeal for the writ
ers* Floyd Dell would read the contribution aloud without 
telling the author‘s name. It might be the work of an out
sider, or it might come from one of the editors. As Floyd 
read along* Sloan would give a groan. Boardman Robinson 
would look bored behind his red beard. A voice would say, 
u0h, my God, Max, do we have to listen to this tripe?B

Voices would clamor “Cut it outlw Floyd would go on, 
and any reading of so many manuscripts aloud would have been 
monotonous. The poor author would feel more and more like a 
worm. You could see him looking wildly around to see if 
there was any means of a swift exit.

Nothing more horrible can be imagined than having one*s 
piece torn to bits by the artists at a Masses meeting. On 
the other hand, there was no greater reward than having them 
stop their groans and catcalls and give close attention; then 
laughter if the piece was funny, finally applause.

The cooperative experiment, for all that it would probably end 

either through inertia or a grand explosion, was a great success in recon

ciling the conflicting aims and ideas of a large group of greatly talented

12 Mary Heaton Vorse, A Footnote to Folly (New York, 1935)» 42. Law
rence refers to the great mill strike of 1911 at which Mrs. Vorse be
gan a lifetime devotion to the cause of labor. The comparison of the 
meetings to striking workers was apt. See Shapter III.

2-3 Ibid., 42-3. Floyd Dell says that Mrs. Vorse probably had in mind an 
occasion for which he never knew how to apologize, when she came late 
in the middle of the reading of one of her stories which was a bit too 
long. To force attention, Dell was reading louder in Increasing des
peration; he may have sounded as if he were ‘hamming15 the story —  
unintentionally. There was a coolness for a time between the two 
writers.



and individualistic artists. Ho one was paid. The honor of passing their 

colleagues1 judgment was the only incentive other than the artistic satis

faction of seeing a work in print. They were actually BA little republic 

in which, as artists, we worked for the approval of our fellows, not for 

money, There was little or none of "the continuous arrogance of the 

editorial attitude, not only in matters of opinion and taste hut in prop

erty rights, which Algernon Tassin observed in chronicling the histoiy 

of American magazines of the nineteenth century. If sparks flew on the 

Masses, it was in part because the organization was unique —  because the 

ever-present stimulus of the group made exciting demands on the indi

viduals.
The meetings continued throughout the career of the Masses, but 

were of less importance beginning some time in 1916. Accounts given by 

others, including Eastman, Dell, Young and Untermeyer, agree in substance 
with Mary Heaton Vorse. This part'of the selection of material was with

out doubt cooperative and resulted in as high a standard as the work sub

mitted allowed.

The fact of group editorship did not alone account for success* 

Another fundamental reason for the magazine*s strength was the exception

ally high quality of the staff of editors. Eastman was unquestionably 

the cultural leader of the left at the time, possessed of rare abilities 

both as speaker and writer. He combined the keen logical objectivity of 

the scientific philosopher and the sensitive awareness of the poet with 

the humor and persuasiveness to make them effective. He was, perhaps, an

lh Dell, Homecoming, 251.
15 Algernon Tassin, The Magazine in America (Hew York, 1916), 326.
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excellent example of Emerson’s ^American Scholar,H drawing deeply on na

ture, hooks and actual life experience to become MMan Thinking.»

Dell, who joined the magazine in January, 1914, was, in Eastman’s 

words, ”the most perfect example of an associate editor that nature’s 

evolution has produced • . . , I never knew a more reasonable or depend

able person, more variously intelligent, more agile in combining socia

bility with industry, and I never knew a writer who had his talents in
16such complete command, M ° I>ell could sit down at the last minute at the 

printer*s and write whatever was needed to fill a blank space. He was 

also, as Eastman fully credited, one of the most widely read and percep

tive reviewers of the time, 3Por the magazine he wrote poetry, stories, 

articles and reviews and also supervised publication. He also shared with 

the editor the responsibility of cajoling work of high quality from reluc

tant artists and writers when, as was often the case, there was not enough 

first-rate material coming in,

John Heed, who joined the magazine in March, 1913 and even brief

ly tried the job of managing editor during the latter part of that year, 

was one of the great reporters of his time both for the Metropolitan 

Magazine and the Masses, The latter got much of his finest work on Mexico 

and the war in Europe. “When he had time, Heed wrote some fine stories and 

promising poetry*^ Louis Untermeyer, who was already well established as a

16 Eastman, Enjoyment of Living, 443*

17 See Granville Hicks, John Reed (New York, 1936), This very good bi
ography is somewhat weak on Reed’s relation to the Masses for reasons 
chronicled in an interchange of letters in the Modern Monthly, X, 8, 
19*22, 31 (October, 1936), Ibid., X, 29“31 (December, 1936); and Ibid., - 
X, 15“16 (May, 1937)* It seems, without attempting to adjudicate a 
dispute with such complex political and psychological roots, that the 
interaction of Reed and the Masses was somewhat more significant to 
both than the biography suggests*



poet and critic of poetry* exercised for the Masses both of these abili

ties as well as a fine talent for satire and humor at the meetings. Mary 

Heaton Vorse was beginning her. long and active career as a labor journal
ist and short story writer. Howard Brubaker developed his famous para

graphs for the Masses and never missed an issue. William English Walling* 

socialist dialectician and* despite his more than adequate income* a 

revolutionary who had fought on the barricades in the Russian revolution 

/of 1905 and been the heart of the famous MAH club which had offered shel

ter to Maxim Gorki in 1906, contributed a department dealing especially 

with European Socialism called 0The World-Wide Battle line.H Eugene Wood 

remained on the staff until May of 1915; and at various times Robert Carl

ton Brown* Arthur Bullard, author of the early proletarian novel Comrade 

Tetta, Edmond McKenna, Helen Marot, a pioneer labor historian, Charles W. 

Wood and Arturo Giovannitti, I. W. W. organizer and poet, were added to 

the list of contributing editors for literature.

John Sloan, painter, graphic artist, almost as eloquent with words 

as in line, acted as art editor until he resigned from the staff in June, 

1916. In the first year especially, he often shared Eastman*s tasks as 

editor. Art Toung strengthened almost every issue with some of his finest 

work. Stuart Davis, who was to become a major figure in American modern

ism, joined the staff in July, 1913* to contribute a series of fine pic-
/'tures and an occasional smashing cartoon. Charles A. and Alice Beach 

Winter remained with the magazine until June of 1916 although the neo
classical style of the former and the sentimentalism of the latter were 

not well suited to the new magazine. , Maurice Becker, except for a brief 

interval, continued to draw for the Masses throughout its career, his work 

growing steadily more effective and as reliable as that of Art Toung.
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Georg© Bellows became a contributing editor in June, 1913 and gave the 

Masses gone of his best work* Cornelia Barnes, a month later, began her 

drawing of callow and arrogant young men which anticipated John Held’s 

documentation of the youth of the twenties. H* J. Turner, Glenn 0. Cole

man, K. R. Chamberlain, H. J* Gllntenkamp and G. S* Sparks were editors 

for varying lengths of time* In June, 191o when several editors left the 

magazine, John Barber, Robert Minor and Boardman Robinson joined the 
staff to keep the artists in full and powerful representation.

Other artists, writers and left-wing figures attended many of the 
meetings and shared in producing the magazine. Mabel Bodge, whose salon 
was at its height in these years of the Masses, came to the meetings and 
considered herself one of the ’’advisory committee.” She summed up the 
vital spirit of the group and of the time: ”The most that anyone knew was
that the old ways were about over, and the new ways all to create. The 
city was teeming with potentialities.”̂  Many of these potentialities 
focussed around the Masses’ meetings, contributing to an exceptional pub
lication. The artist had been a lonely man in American society. Here, 
for once, he sharpened his mind and will and creative spirit against the 
best of his fellows. American life was in rebellion and the Masses’ ed
itors belonged in the life of their time.

18 Mabel Bodge Luhan, Movers and Shakers (Hew York, 1936)» 151* A let
ter from Max Eastman appeared in the book: ”Will you take over April
or May number of The Masses magazine? Bill all space you can with 
plays, stories, editorials, verse, articles, suggest cartoons, any
thing you choose. Unconditioned freedom of expression. Will adver
tise you as editor of the issue. Probably circulation 2 or 3 
hundred thousand from Atlantic to Pacific Coast. All profits yours.” 
(p. 15^)• Nothing of this sort was done at any time, and the figures 
are indeed extreme. But Mabel Bodge did contribute* in part anon
ymously.
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A full emphasis on the cooperative nature of the Masses must al

low for the inevitably dominant position of the editor and managing ed

itor, Eastman had a free hand with his editorial material subject to 

the ultimate judgment of his colleagues, and the exigencies of publica

tion resulted in an actual dominance of Eastman over the contents as well 

as the finances —  with the later assistance of Bloyd Dell. In a sense, 

the editor*s control was absolute. Not everything submitted or included 

could be discussed and read in open meeting; there was simply not time* 

Make-up demanded that all of the space be filled without an interval to 

call other meetings* Inevitably there was much of the editor and manag

ing editor in the final issues even if the major features were decided 

cooperatively* Dell often used his own judgment, especially as to brief 

fillers and poems, and there were times when he was over-ridden by East

man* But this was an essential part of producing each demanding issue, 

even if it was a kind of latent dictatorship; and as Dell wrote: **Once

the artists rebelled and took the magazine away from us; but, as they did 

nothing toward getting out the next issue, Max and I got some proxies from 

absentee stockholders and took the magazine b a c k . D e l l * s  final judg

ment as to the practical success of the magazine, including its subsidies, 
was that it was ifdue chiefly to Max Eastman's tact and eloquence; he 

could talk anybody into doing anything*11

19 Dell, Homecoming, 251* Bor the artist's revolt see Chapter VI*
20 Ibid., 252. Always a controversial figure, the brilliant and charm

ing editor evoked strong opinions from all sides. This study makes no 
attempt to solve the fascinating and bewildering question of Max East
man, His colleagues who have remained communists have, of course, con
demned him, as have such fighting anarchists as Emma Goldman and such 
intellectual anarchists as Hutchins Hapgood, Liberals have feared his 
revolutionary background. His unusually frank autobiography is indis
pensable for an understanding of the man*



With funds available and an extraordinary group of editors» there 

remained to be stated the general position of the magazine and its rela

tionship to the complex political problems of the day, especially confused 

on the turbulent left. In the first issue of the revived magazine, East

man set his sights for truly free expression of the finest quality of 

criticism available in the radical minds of America. To the definite 

statement that the periodical was generally socialist was added the qual

ification which distinguished the Masses from other magazines of protests 

“Observe that we do not enter the field of any Socialist or other maga

zine now published, or to be published. I Wediall have no further part in 

the factional disputes within the Socialist Party; we are opposed to the 

dogmatic spirit which creates and sustains, these disputes. Our appeal 

will be to the masses, both Socialist and non~Socialist, with entertain- 

ment, education, and the livelier kinds of p r o p a g a n d a . I n  June of 1915# 

Art Young illustrated the anti-dogmatic position with the tiny figure of 

a cherub carrying a small pail whose watery contents was marked Hdogmaw 

against the towering background of an ocean wave marked “truth.11

John Heed brought in a statement he had written as to what he 

thought the magazine should stand for. With careful revision by Eastman, 
it became the challenge printed on either page two or three of every 

issue after January, 1913J ̂
£

This Magazine is Owned and Publisher Cooperatively by its 
Editors. It has no Dividends to Pay, and nobody is trying to 
make Money out of it. A Revolutionary and not a Reform maga
zine; a Magazine with a Sense of Humor and no Respect for the 
Respectable; Prank; Arrogant; Impertinent; Searching for the 
True Causes; a Magazine Directed against Rigidity and Dogma

21 IT, 3 (December, 1912).
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attributing the statement sJf ,tJlat A r t ^ ' ^ e r a b l  Pai’ts °f t)le edit-and more superficially da:M y t0 p y°hngiR * 9 areuraent. A rea, 
the stories, poems and ran ? part8 ?90d> &fth aory wrong i„
a more serious revolution^ *ns °f his ^ ^ l y l h i  ̂  l6SS serl°us 
and its origin seems accur^ / «  »ith

23 IT. 5 (December, 1$12), ° n°t6 l9)*CrlPt]-°a of the s t a t e d
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accepted constant 'battle in the name of justice. ”They will call you 
materialistic* incendiary, enemies of Christianity and democratic brother
hood, 8 wrote Eastman. 8 As long as the power remains in their hands they 
will suppress you* they will bring charges against you, they will throw 
you into state prisons in the name of ’Social Consciousness.8 Since 
this was true, ’’either we vill see a Social Revolution, or we will never

Oilsee liberty and equality established on the earth.***
Compromise, in a struggle' for power, seemed impossible, and the 

Masses attacked reform, however sincere, as a smoke-screen for injustice. 
That there were possible short-term gains through the work of reformers 
was frankly admitted, but since capital’s objective was ’’benevolent ef
ficiency, ” labor could never get ahead. Apparent gains should be accept
ed, 8but do not fool yourself into thinking that this kind of an arrange
ment is ever an essential victory against capital or a fundamental step 
in the direction of human j u s t i c e . T h e  editor claimed that until 
labor took control, capital would always manage to make a large gain 
every time labor made a small one.

To bring about the dominance of labor, the magazine needed to
4 \find a practical approach to the American reluctance to swallow rigid

’’foreign” doctrine whole. The reformist and unrevolutionaiy temper of
the American public did not lead the Masses to hopeless defiance, and
Marxism was not applied to American society as a dogmatic gospel. The
general Marxian view of the class structure of society was taken as a
hypothesis and then applied specifically to American social structure.

2b 17, 5 (April, 1913).

25 Ibid,, 5*
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Eastman accepted as the simple truth the fact that the middle class in 

the United States was the largest and might remain so; he claimed it did 

not even need to “be abolished. If as he thought* the middle class had no 
strong economic feelings or interests, a clear distinction between a 

small group of capitalists on one side and-a much larger group of prole

tarians on the other would force the middle to take sides. HEvery battle 

line passes through the center of the souls of thousands of people, but 

when the battle rages, these people have to take their stand upon one 

side or the other. In this fact lies the promise of the social revolu

tion.112̂  All that was needed was to be sure the line between was truly- 

drawn, and this was the task of a real social science —  a science basic 

to the magazine1 s efforts. A further squeeze of labor by the invention 

of a new coal-mining machine could help to make proletarians conscious; 

the high cost of living which squeezed the middle class could lead to a

discontent which would move the quantitative strength ̂ o the proletarian
\

side.\ The task of the Masses was to define the battle-line on all pos
sible issues for both proletarians and the middle class.

Although the magazine never formulated a specific npolicy,** there 

were definite principles which gave unified meaning to diverse materials. 

These were most completely stated when, in June, 1916, The Mew Review, an 

intellectual Socialist journal, was absorbed by the Masses and printed as 
a separate section under the title MThe Masses R e v i e w . H e r e ,  given 

the opportunity, Eastman began to define his scientific basis for the

26 Ibid., 5*
27 It was with the addition of the "Review" that the size of the maga

zine doubled to forty-eight pages, and in August, 1916, the price
went up a nickel to fifteen cents or a dollar and a half a year.
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editorials under the general title "Towards liberty: The Method of Pro

gress.8 The first section traced the development of the scientific 

method as a devotion to "the enunciation and testing out of working hy
potheses.8 Applying the criteria of this method to the work of Karl Marx, 

it seemed clear that, although Marx had succeeded in introducing the con

cepts of science into economics, in replacing the static absolutes of 

classical economics with evolutionary prediction, he had fallen a victim 

"to the intellectualistic philosophy of a previous century in Europe.8 

His passionate wish led Marx to rationalize, despite the practicality 

which was the foundation of his revolutionary theory. The need of revo

lutionaries in 1916 was summed up briefly:^®

As it stands, however* we must alter and remodel what he 
j^MarxJ wrote, and make of it, and of what else our recent 
science offers, a doctrine that shall clearly have the nature 
of hypothesis, of method for proceeding towards our end. A 
technic7.e of progress, offering a working guid\, both tenta
tive, indeed, and highly general, but not vague, to those who 
wish for human liberty —  that is what today demands. And 
there are many minds today who possess such a technique, though 
it never has been clearly formulated, and the difference be
tween these minds and the rigid Marxist or the emotional rev
olutionary has no public name.

The major elements of serious revolutionary analysis were clear. The 

Masses, in its editorials, stood for Marx, yes; but even more it re
flected the essentially practical and down-to-earth scientific realities 

of pragmatism and instrumentalism, ^he magazine, unlike the earlier De 

Leon or the later Communists, was in the main stream of American thought —  

plus Marx.
The beginning of the second section of the article was clearly in

28 VIII, 28 (September, 1916}, 29.
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line with John Dewey*s thought: "The act of thinking in completeness is a

movement hack and forth between the factual situation and the end desired, 

each being comprehended and continually redefined in its relation to the 

other, and the hypothesis progressively remodeled as the change proceeds. 

With this logic as a basis, the working hypothesis to be considered had 

then to be examined as to aim (Mfor I assume that the stimulus of vague 

dissatisfaction with out present social state is general11), the facts 

about human nature in society, and finally the general plan of action*

In setting up a plan, the revolutionist must especially beware 

the tendency to create a new philosophy of life,* a temptation which would 

come to every intellectual poet as it came to Christ, to Tolstoy, to Em

erson or to Nietzsche. "He [the poet] has imagination, he has mood, heYhas suppressed desires. He can so easily see the world under a form that 

will exalt that imagination, eternalize the mood, and satisfy the unsat

isfied that life*s reality has left in him. But this he can no longer 

do, and call it general truth. All individual poetry of experience must 

be called poetry, or it will be called quackery.

As dangerous as the poet*s Utopia was the complete prospectus of 

the social planner in a dynamic world of science. Eastman wrote: 11 And a
man1 s social philosophy is not the plan of some elaborated commonwealth 

that he lays out in his mind; it is the act of aligning himself with a 

social force, and his factual and ideal reasons t h e r e f o r . T h e r e  was

29 Ibid., 29.
30 Ibid., 29. lor Eastman's analysis of the relationship of poetry and 

science, see The Enjoyment of Poetry (Hew York, 1921)•

31 Ibid., 29.
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no need for elaborate plans even of the immediate future "because plans 

would follow power, /wIndeed he [the revolutionary ] needs all that he has 

for the more delicate task of maintaining his alignment in the complexity 

of current change, and for fashioning the next steps and ever the next as 

he proceeds* Time will "be more creative than our imaginations can be.°*^ 

The necessary planning was simply the shifting requirement to control 

current change.
Such a policy was as ^opportunistic11 as Dewey*s analysis of the 

nature of society. It also shared the .knowledge of the actual technique 

of revolution which was so thoroughly mastered "by Lenin.^ It was com- 

pletely optimistic, concerned only in the most general sense with ethical 

ends, "but certain that the means of today would work towards those ends. 

Significantly enough, however, there was a complete "break with the meta

physical and mystical concept of history which had dominated the optimism 

of Earl Marx. This was revolution through the hard, shrewd practicality 

of American philosophy rather than the vague and ultimately absolutist 

doctrine of Hegel.
In a later article, Eastman measured contemporary movements for 

social "betterment against his concept of scientific revolution and found 
them wanting. The article, which was entitled f,The Aim of Agitation, n 

appeared in October, 1916. Utopian catch-vords were discussed in turn —  

Equality, Brotherhood, Social Consciousness, Eighteousness, Anarchy and 

Syndicalism. Each in turn was rejected either for its violation of the

32 Ibid., 29
33 This was notably clear in John Eeed*s account of the Russian Novem

ber revolution in Ten Days that Shook the World (New York, 1919)*
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facts of human nature or for its inadequacy as a palliative only. If 

such men as Plato, Jesus, Tom'Paine and "Rousseau wanted all men to have 

equal opportunity for the realisation of life,B they preached Equality 

only as a protest against caste* impossible of attainment vdthout an ab

solute judge. Universal Brotherhood was a concept borrowed from Eastern 

philosophy and existed only as a mystic identity with an external absolute 

or in the comfortable and quieting self-justification of the well-to-do. 

Social Consciousness was both negative and obviously designed to allay 

discontent; although its aim to abolish absolute poverty was possible, it 

was degrading and could never revolutionize or change the fundamental ec

onomic stratifications of society. Righteousness was at best missionary 
§>an&yat worst simply self-righteous, designed not to give the individual 

liberty of his own, but someone else*s. So Eastman dismissed the rally

ing words.
Organized movements fared no better. Anarchy was an intellectual 

throw-back to the cult of ^natural liberty, B dependent upon an absolute 

authority for enforcement, yet worshipping the not5on of complete freedom 

from authoritative interference. Machine civilization had destroyed any 

possibility of the success of this eighteenth century doctrine, nprom 

being a mere negation of external interference, the concept, individual 

liberty must become a sweeping and audacious affirmation. We must organ

ize this intricate gigantic engine so that it produces liberty as well as 

wealth.

Syndicalism was equally foolhardy since it posited a powerful and

34 Till, 25 (October, 1916).
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/absolute central authority to maintain competition among essentially an

archic labor groups. If it recognized economics as a central control of 

m&n*s behaviour, it failed to solve society*s ills by choosing a single 
factor for explanation. As anarchism was purely political, so syndical

ism was purely economic. Both ignored the nature of man, which was ex

ceedingly complex despite the fundamental importance of economics.

With the unrealistic and inadequate goals of revolution discard

ed,^ a positive aim remained to be stated:

The purpose of life is that it should be lived. It can 
be lived only by concrete individuals; and all concrete indi
viduals are unique, and they have unique problems of conduct 
to solve. And though a million solutions must be generally 
proposed and praised in order that each may choose the true and 
wise one for himself, they are all futile, these solutions, and 
the whole proposal to live life in wisdom or virtue is hypo
critical and absurd if men and women are not free to choose.
That we should give to all the people on the earth a little 
liberty to be themselves, before we lay out such elaborate ef
forts to make them “better,H seems to be a point of common 
courtesy that the entire idealistic trend of culture has ig
nored. Yet around that simple friendly purpose, dropped by 
the wayside in the grand procession, the revolutionary storms 
of history have always gathered.

The ultimate and general goal, despite economics and the class struggle, 

was to give all men a chance to live to the fullest with freedom of 

choice. This statement was completely in harmony with the often preached 

if seldom practiced doctrine at the root of American political idealism 

since “The Declaration of Independence.11 The Masses wished to extend po
litical ideals into industrial democracy. There was, significantly, an

35 A qualification was included: “Something from all these utopias re
turns, after one has renounced them, and beautifies the enduring pur-

• pose of the agitator to make all men as free to live and realize the 
world as it is possible to make them.H Ibid., 25«

36 Ibid., 25.
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absolute condemnation of dictaterehip as a violation of the natural rights
i

of men and the evolutionary development of society*

Eastman did not finish this series of articles. The addition of a

highly serious review displeased many subscribers, and the high cost of

paper forced a reduction in the page size from IO3XI3J to 8gxll and a change
to inferior stock. Serious analysis shifted to the war in 1917* As a

final note, however, the December, 1916 issi>> explained that despite the

fears of Marxians and Syndicalists alike, the economic interpretation of

history and the reality of the industrial struggle were not rejected in

the aim of liberty. Eastman wrote: 8. • • * for both the conditions, and

our knowledge of the conditions, of human bondage have changed. The sub-

stance of liberty must be defined anew. This, in its own frank, ar-
«

rogant and impertinent way, was the chief task of the Masses —  to join 

individual liberty to an understanding of an industrial society and to 

bring about a revolution from which would emerge new solutions for new 

problems•

for the five years from December, 1912 to December, 1917* the 

magazine attacked with the full force of realistic detail or satire the 

foolishness of reformers and dogmatists as well as misery, unhappiness 

and stupidity wherever they found them. So much underbrush of fixed 

ideas was to be rooted out that there was only a modicum of time and 
space to devote to the construction of revolution. Both Dell and Eastman 
were thoroughly aware that the United States was far from an actual rev

olution, hence they believed in the task of preparation through propa

ganda —  a task necessarily negative in that it had to reduce conventional

37 IX, 15 (December, 1916).
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In a political democracy, the major pressures of social need ex

press themselves, if often indirectly, in the manoeuverings of party 

groups* Since the regular Eepublicans were far out of touch with reali

ties in 1912 and the years following, the Masses turned its attention to 

the Progressives, the Democrats and of course the Socialists* lie formers 

were most often attacked, hut there was an often repeated idea that the 

inadequacies of traditional politics were inevitably leading to new and 
social methods of government based on industrial democracy* The lack of

r* * *
an adequate realization of industrial realities by politicians or their 

rejection of liberty and democracy formed the basis for the Masses1 at

tacks*
Immediately after the 1912 election, Eastman emphasized the twen

tieth century incongruity of the Democrats under Wilson* They were be

lievers, said the editor, in a dead system, a restored free competition 

under the aegis of Jefferson* Democrats, he said,were of three kinds: 

those who voted a perennial straight ticket, small businessmen who were 

duped into believing competition could be restored in a modern industrial 

world, and big businessmen who knew that the Democrats would fail and 

wanted it that way for their own selfish interest* This heterogenous 

alliance evaded an answer to the problems of monopoly capitalism by prom

ising patchwork reform*

The Progressives, as Eastman saw them, were much more dangerous 

opposition to the attainment of a revolutionized society because they 

were more fully aware of the real economic trends of the time, to which, 

however, they applied feudal and absolutist concepts* !,The Progressive 

platform,” he wrote, M— government control, with,labor reform on the side
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is the next step in the evolution of Capitalism.*1̂  If this were true*
i

the proposals of the Progressives* many of them adapted from the Social

ist platform* represented no threat to ultimate revolution unless the So

cialists got confused and "began to think they were on the same side. As 

Eastman put it: Essentially they represent the enlightened self-interest

of capitalists. We represent the enlightened self-interest of the work-
‘  -59 1ers, and the fight goes on.,U7 The Progressive Party was destined to "be

very good for socialism, said the Masses, in that it "bade fair to draw

the line "between revolution and reform which would lead the middle class

to choose sides.

After Wilson*s inaugural address* Allan X*. Benson* who was to run 

against Wilson in 1916, wrote for the Masses an article demonstrating a 

similar promise of definition "by the new president. Despite Wilson*s 

complete lack of understanding of economic realities, Benson thought he 

would clearly delineate the moral right and wrong in the social system, 

split the Democrats as the Republicans had "been split by Roosevelt, and 

thus do business for socialism, Benson believed that Wilson was both in

telligent and a fighter, although his blindness to economic actuality 

would mean that nexcept by way of clearing the ground for those who are 

to come after him, I have no hope that he will accomplish anything

38 IV, 6 (January, 1913)• Many Socialists equated the Roosevelt pro
gress ivism with German State Socialism, German industrial progress 
revealed the success of benevolent, if absolute, autocracy. State 
Socialism did not have liberty as its aim, but the preservation of 
absolute control by an aristocracy or oligarchy. Clearly understood 
by the people, it would be rejected by Americans for the socialism 
which led to freedom and democracy —  so the Masses believed.

39 Ibid., 6.
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The Masses took little interest in Wilson1s dramatic domestic
\program aside from occasional barbed comments in which, the entire series 

of measures ws*? recognized as falling directly within the classification 

of •‘reform*8 The editorial position did not need to he applied to each 

act. Since the attitude of Wilson toward established big business seemed 

negative, this was approved for the little it was worth* The Masses 

praised Wilson for his firm stand against intervention in Mexico in 1914, 

praised him for flouting Wall Street; but when the gunboats went to Vera 

Cruz, Young drew a biting cartoon of the president being given a back 

treatment by "Uncle Sam, Osteopath8 with the comment; wThere seems to be 

something lacking, Woodrow I8 ̂  Eastman concluded that Wilson did not
9

have the courage to go on with 8watchful waiting,8 despite his attempts 

to comprehend a capitalist world. 8I get the impression, 8 Eastman wryly 

summarized, “that he is being slid around in a way rather unbecoming a 

scholar, by some powers that have got under his pedestal* This was to 

be expected, however, from a reformer who made no fundamental changes in 

the control of economic power*
Without knowing, of course, that Wilson1s major social effort was 

over, the Masses recorded a shift of emphasis in 1914. In August and- 

September, both Wilson and Roosevelt were accused of deserting the middle

\\\

40 IV, 3 (May, 1913)* 3?he analysis agreed well with later writers who 
have stressed the Presbyterian rigidity of Wilson. As Benson indicat* 
ed, the moral basis of the President's thought accounts as well for 
his successes as for his failures.

41 V, 1? (June, 1914).

42 Ibid., 18*
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man* had wanted only a temporary resting place until economic unrest had 

quieted down* while the progressives had wanted his name. Aware chiefly 

of his ruling abilities* the ^Colonel” had by this time decided to be an 

out-and-out leader of the Progressive Big Business sponsored by George 

Perkins. With Roosevelt* absolutism was natural; yet Wilson, too, had 

turned far to the right in his appointments to allay any suspicion of 

radicalism. ”116 doesn*t want to lose his opportunity to exercise his re

markable political abilities in a dignified and secure position,M said 
l/xEastman pointedly*

After the November 3* 191^ elections, Amos Pinchot, as one of its 

most active members, wrote a post-mortem of the defeated Progressive 

Party. The leadership of the party was clearly responsible for what hap

pened, said Mr. Pinchot, since ”a situation was developed where the rank 

and file and the more radical leaders found themselves working in a direc-
hh.tion diametrically opposed to the dominating influence.” This influence 

was summed up in Theodore Roosevelt as much as in George Perkins. More 

fundamentally, the entire Progressive program was in error. ttThe

A3 V, 18 (September, 191*0. The degree of Wilson*s opportunism is, of 
course, debatable* He performed some amazing political handsprings 
in the name of idealism and righteousness. See Matthew Josephson, 
The President-Makers (Hew York, 19*K)).

44 VI, 9 (December, 191*0• Pinchot quoted a letter from Roosevelt: nI 
believe that the spirit* however honest, which prompts the assault 
uoon Perkins, is the spirit which, if it becomes dominant in the 
party, means that from that moment it is an utter waste of time to 
expect any good from the party whatsoever, and that the party will 
at once sink, end deservedly sink, into an unimportant adjunct of 
the Debs movement or some other similar movement.fl Roosevelt*s 
treatment of his followers in 1916 should not have so stunned his 
politically aware followers.
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Progressive program had something of everything in it, from the care of 

babies to the building of a birch-bark canoe. Yet it contained little 

which dealt with the actual problems of the United States in any but the 

most superficial manner. It was the expression of social aspiration, but 

not of a social program.11̂  Whereas the rank and file recognized econ- 

omic necessities, the leadership was ensnared, with however much sincer

ity, in political delusions.

Wilson1s weakening domestic program, which paralleled the decline 

of the Progressives, received little comment from the magazine after the 

flood of reform bills during his first two years in office had subsided.

At the time of the strike at Ludlow, Colorado when Hockefeller refused to 
take any responsibility despite the request of the President, Maurice 

Becker drew a powerful and vicious caricature of the twisted figure and '/ 

distorted, snarling face of a Wilson who had just been kicked in the seat 

of the pants by the mine owners;^ but the President usually kept himself i 
aloof and too magnificently rhetorical to be a good subject for the 

Masses * satire. A sketch of a newspaper conference with Wilson submitted 

by W. L. Stoddard revealed the journalists view. 11A man who might have 

talked through our hands and over the wires to the people, had nothing to 

say, n he concluded, after due tribute to the Presidents skillful and am
biguous language. MThat he said it eloquently was the greater pity. He 

had no vision to set before the country this m o r n i n g . P o r  the Masses.

45 VI, 9‘"10 (December, 1914). Note the use of the past tense by Pinchot 
in 1914, two years before the party really died.

46 VI, 11 (November, 1914). The satiric caption was ^he Conciliator.n

47 VI, 6 (January, 1915).
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this was gentle, since they found no significant opponent in Wilson. The 

magazine approved the administration1s reforms with complete lack of 

faith in their efficacy. In any case, the hest of old-line politics 

could he dismissed as superficial. The Masses was "Searching for the 

True Causes.8

Specific laws favoring lahor or correcting abuses, such as the 

LaJollette Seamen’s Act of 19151 were approved for what they accomplished* 
When the Adamson Act, which gave the eight-hour day to railway workers 

despite the refusal of both labor and management to arbitrate, was passed 

in 1916, the Masses responded with reserved enthusiasm to the method of 

gaining the eight-hour day. Becker had vividly sketched the attitude to

ward abritration in 1913 with a cartoon shoving two giant figures of 

labor and capital confronting each other on a bench with a shrinking and

inadequate representative of the ’’public8 sitting on the capitalists
A8knee like a ventriloquist*s dummy. The conventional arguments from 

principle that force settled nothing, that arbitration substituted reason 

for force and that a forcible struggle disregarded the public seemed com

pletely false to Helen Marot, the labor historian, just as Becker had 

suggested two years earlier. A labor defeat, the usual result of arbi

tration, meant only that explosive action was replaced by the erosive 

•force of starvation and misery. Season, in any case, was rarely char

acteristic of arbitration boards and not transferable to the parties in

volved. The nubile could not really gain in the long run. “For those

kQ V, 12-13 (October, 1913).
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■who recognize that violence and absence of sweet reasonableness is the 

characteristic of our industrial system,“ she wrote,0 and that labor 

unions are efforts to bridge that gap, arbitration boards remain a de

vice: good when they enforce the position of labor, and destructive when

they add to the position of capital.0*^ The Brotherhoods were completely 

right to refuse to arbitrate. This attack was typical of the Masses1 

attitude toward reforms and its consequent swing toward direct action.

In the same way, the eight-hour law, seen by Becker as torn from 
a bewildered and aghast Congress clinging to the roof of the capitol by a 

triumphant, sweeping figure of railway labor,seemed to Helen Marot to 

show how the Brotherhoods had missed their opportunity to consolidate an 

aggressive organization including the unskilled because “there is idealism 

in the Brotherhoods which might have emanated from Brook Farm0 —  a naive 

reliance on their own uprightness* Although they took their concession 

from Congress, they gave up collective bargaining for the “labyrinth of 

national politics,0 With a reliance on the law, the Supreme Court was 

accepted as the arbiter, and in that Court the only hope for labor was 

the perception of the danger that if justice to labor was not done, “we 

may have to face the wrath of good roen,0̂  Becker adapted a cartoon from 

a famous drawing by Balfour Ker to show an anti-labor Supreme Court rock

ed back by a powerful fist thrust through the floor, but the Masses had 

no faith in labor1 s acceptance of political reformism in lieu of organ

ized industrial power. To the magazine, politicians were subservient,

49 IX, 14 (December, 1916),

50 IX, 12-13 (November, 1916), The caption was a word —  “Power,0

51 Ibid., 5.
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weak vessels of entrenched class Interests*

The Masses1 final story of the Progressives was told hy John Heed 

in 1916. He covered the Chicago convention and wrote a blistering attack 
on the Progressive leadership under the title "Roosevelt Sold Then Out.0

VTracing TR*s connection with the spirit of militarism and the men who 

sponsored it and profited from it, Reed contrasted this record with the 
delegates, "men who all their lives had given battle against frightful 

odds to right the wrongs of the sixty per cent of the people of this 

country who own five per cent of its w e a l t h * T h e  driving evangelistic 

enthusiasm on the floor contrasted with the icy coldness of the leader

ship of George Perkins and his friends and the despair of the few leaders 

like Hiram Johnson who sensed what was happening. After the final stun

ning catastrophe of Roosevelt*s refusal to run, the recovery of the dele

gates from shock was slow, although ultimately they realized that “their 

Messiah had sold them for thirty pieces of silver." Reed concluded that 

bad principles were not much worse than bad men, and "as for democracy, 

we can only hope that some day it will cease to put its trust in men*" A 
new kind of social organization was once again the need learned from 

watching traditional politics,.

Wilson*s re-election was observed by Prank Bohn to mark the re

sumption of the main stream of American development after the dislocation 

following the Civil War. To him, the vital element had been a history of 

labor in which "the conflict between the fanner and the capitalist was 

the one main line of cleavage running through our politics. **53 As Bohn

52 VIII, 19 (August, 1916).

53 IX, 15-16 (January, 191?).
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saw the election* it marked the beginning of the emergence of a new po

litical element —  the working class. Although ¥ilson*s first election 

had been as a representative of the old* essentially conservative* agra

rian interest, new problems had forced the President to become a true 

progressive moving with the new forces. MIt was the old America, 8 he

suggested, Bits mind just touched by the inspirations of the new time*
ch,which re-elected Wilson.,iy

Bohn thought both foreign policy and domestic labor policy re

elected the President. In both cases, it seemed that Wilson1s policies 

reflected the wishes of labor to some degree —  as It also mirrored the 

progressive ideas of the farmers of the South and West. Even so* the 

election was only a negative victory over Hughes* because Wilson had a 

good heart but no insight. “With his head uplifted and his happy smile 

illuminating the landscape he moves serenely down stream without the 

slightest notion of the wild rapids ahead,11 Bohn wrote. Unlike some of 

his predecessors* Wilson would not send federal troops to help shoot 

strikers, nbut that is about all the labor movement can hope from Mr. 

Wilson.

When the Masses rejected the political programs of the two major 

parties and their progressive offspring, it seemed natural enough, since 

these groups were not economically revolutionary. A more surprising at

tack emerged from a distinctly unbrotherly attitude toward the excessive

ly political comrades of the Socialist Party. As with the major political 

groups, the magazine wasted no time after its reorganization in both con

demning and refusing participation in the particular concerns of the

5k Ibid., 15 
55 Ibid., 16.
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\
of the Socialist Party, The devotees of purely political activities for \

\
Socialists were immediately under attack# The magazine implied that the 

conventional political parties could not ultimately maintain their con

trol; thereforei the question hecame one of tactics for the Socialists.

With the correct methods, said the Masses, society could "be revolution

ized under Socialist leadership#

In January, 1913* the Masses printed a cartoon hy Sloan entitled 

“Political Action,8 which was a direct result of the artist*s experience 

as a Socialist watcher at a polling-place in the twelfth congressional 

district of Hew York. . The picture showed a crowded room with one man 

pinned to the floor hy a tough with a cigar in his mouth and another hent 

hack over a railing hy two other men# Both the watcher*s certificate 
clutched in a waving hand and the "brutal treatment received sly smirks or 
indifference from the crowd and a thoughtful chin-stroking from the one 

policeman visible.^ Eastman* s accompanying editorial was a hlast at So

cialist dogmatists who accepted either method, political or direct, as 

correct# and then attacked the one rejected; “All these questions of 

method are to he answered differently at different times, at different 

places, in different circumstances • • • • Therefore, the one thing con

tinually important is that we keep our judgement free,11 he wrote. “Tie 

up to no dogma whatever.

In the same issue, William English Walling suggested a less ob

jective attitude in discussing fundamental conflict in American trade 

unionism. In an article entitled “Class Struggle Within the Y/orking

56 17, k (January, 1913).

57 Ibid., 5.



Class,0 lie suggested that neither political nor direct action was any* 

good until labor recognized that the real problem was that of the un

skilled, He believed that this was happening and that nthe whole phil

osophy that has hitherto underlain Socialism, together with its political 

and labor union tactics, is being completely revolutionized, then, by 

the fact that the owner of the job has become the enemy, as much as the 

owner of capital or the employer of l a b o r , A l t h o u g h  Gompers was the 

goat, it looked very much as if the I# W. V. and direct action were being 

given endorsement.
The Masses carefully accepted no official anti-political policy. 

The cartoon, editorial and article placed the magazine in relation to the 

conflicts within the Socialist Party. Party councils had rejected direct 

action for political action, but a left wing which embraced both methods 
remained powerful, and Debs, the perennial presidential candidate, was 

closer to the left than to the party bureaucracy. The Masses, without 

official standing of any kind, became the voice of a large and dynamic 

element in socialism, taking the leadership without engaging in the de

tails of dogmatic party strife. Indeed, it specifically rejected any 

dogmatic position.
Such pragmatic thinking was immediately misunderstood, and the 

more conservative Socialists (and amoung them must have been a horrified 

Piet Vlag) labelled the magazine as '‘syndicalist.0 To counteract this 

suggestion of accepted dogma, Sloan drev; another cartoon captioned- * 

^Direct *Actionf,,‘ in which a forlorn group of strikers sat hopelessly 

aroxind a fire in the snow while in the distance their factory,
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patrolled by soldiers, produced full blast without them.-^ Bastman, with 

a touch of asperity in his humor, concluded that the editor1s job, instead 

of demanding a flood of new ideas as he had feared, was simpler, only 
asking that the same idea be repeated in new dress until it finally pen

etrated. Again he stated the dangerous Mtendency of every man to turn 

his pet idea into a little god.H

In theory, then, the Masses accepted all methods leading toward 

socialism;; yet in practice, it was clearly a vehicle for left-wing thought# 

An article in the issue which satirized direct action brilliantly summar

ized the ill-fated McNamara case and the bribery trial of Clarence Darrow. 

Unlike the more conservative group of Socialists, Max Eastman refused to 

abandon the Structural Iron Workers when they were caught. ”They had the 

courage to be criminals in the defence of their union,w he wrote, • • * • 

RIhose who feel called on to decide whether they are good or bad men • •

• . are welcome to the job. The question I want to ask —  as a serious 

proposal to your practical intelligence —  is this: If the Steel Trust is

determined to fight the emancipation of its workers by every means that 

money, and fraud, and the control of government, provides, how do you ex

pect the workers to fight the Steel Trust?H

His answer was to organize class-conscious agitation to form rev

olutionary unions to fight Steel both directly and through class-conscious 
voting. RYou can start with this conviction of the dynamiters,R he pro
posed, Rif you will stand with them and for them as your brothers, whether

59 IV, k (February, 1913).
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you think they went wrong or not —  you can make this event not the end 

of a secret conspiracy, "but the beginning of an open revolutionary agita

tion that will strike into the very heart of capitalism in this country.11 ̂  

Art Young*s cartoon on the back cover showed a gigantic and brutal soldier 

sitting indifferently on a striker and pinning his arm to the ground with 

a bayonet. The well-dressed gentleman in a top hat who observed as the

wserene onrlooker0 said: f,Very unfortunate situation, but whatever you
61do, don*t use force.H Whatever the editor might say about class

conscious voting, it was almost impossible to illustrate effectively.

The editors were unquestionably drawn to the I. W. W. through the * 

great Paterson silk strike in 1913 and an active association with its 
leaders. Their sympathies were fully opposed to an alliance with Social

ist politicians, and they were searching for a more adequate base in the 

labor movement. The mine workers of West Virginia and Colorado, most 

nearly nsyndicalistn of the A. P. of 1. unions, were given support along 

with the frankly anarcho-syndicalist I. W. W, Yet, this support was not 

based on revolutionary romanticism. In an attempt to explain the fearful 

symbolism of the letters iww, Eastman concluded: °The I, W. W, is a kind

of extreme outpost of the Socialist movement • . . .  An organization pos

sessed by the spirit of the I. W. a spirit wholly belligerent, some

what negative and unresponsible —  can not and will not usher in the day 

of industrial democracy. Put as agitators, awakening the workers to the 

philosophy of Socialism pure, producing among capitalists that antagonism 
which is a seal of its truth, the service of the leaders of the I. W. W.

60 Ibid., 3*

61 IT, 20 (I’e'braary, 1?13).
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to Socialism is i n v a l u a b l e , T h e  Masses and the I, W, V, were engaged 

in the same business —  through agitation drawing the line between capi

tal and labor, and as such, they were allies despite their difference in 

aim. The I. V, W*, by the nature of its violent and dramatic offensive 

against capital, furnished exciting copy both for journalists and writers 

of fiction, John Reed and Austin Lewis, to name two, made full use of 

the material for the Masses, but placed within the editorial scheme, 

these contributions were a logical part of the battle ^Towards Liberty,n

Where there was a connection between syndicalism and the magazine,: 

there was no link with anarchism, which Eastman found illogical and false, ; 

The leading anarchists of the time were Alexander Berkman, Ben Reitmann 

and Emma Goldman with a host of supporters from the uintellectual** left.

The term wintellectual,B applied to anarchists, meant rather a bohemian 

urge for individual freedom from social pressures than a drive for sciexr* 

tific revolution. Eastman found completely self-centered individualism 
purely negative. The whole anarchist movement was literary in its nature, 

as Eastman saw it, and in rejecting science for aspiration and elaborate 
plans, it was so removed from modern times that many anarchists had glee

fully accepted the entire program of the I, W. W, simply because it of

fered a means of action.

Essentially, as Eastman saw Anarchism, it was an atavism, a re

turn to the philosophy of natural right and pre-industrial individualism

62 IV, 6 (August, 1913)* Additional support for approval of the I. W,
W. came, ironically enough, from a reprinted newsletter by Roger Bab- 
son (V, 20, December, 1913) in which he advised business men that 
much as they might dislike it, the I. W. W, was closer to the indus
trial truth than the A. 3F, of L. and in some form would survive and 
probably ultimately win.
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which demanded liberty as a negative thing —  a desire to he let alone —  

and was thus dangerously close to laissez-faire capitalism. In twentieth 

century terms the anarchists were akin to such types of the industrial 

tyrant as John D. Rockefeller, said Eastman, both in method and in theory,

HAnarchy, n he wrote, nis the raw material of despotism.f1 Even the much* 

vaunted and much-feared propaganda of the deed11 was a foolish survival of 

individualism. BThe practice of individual praise-and-blame, the old- 

fashioned business of moral evangelism (of which assassination is perhaps 

only an extreme instance) seems to be the essence of their method,11 he 

concluded, Band it belongs almost as properly to the past as their phil

osophy, which is in reality a dying scream of the eighteenth century 

attempt at human l i b e r t y . H .  J. Glintenkamp illustrated the anarchist 

sitting at a cafe table against a background of dancing couples: nHe;

*Did you know that I an an Anarchist and a Eree-lover?1 She: *0h, indeed i
—  I thought you were a Boy Scout.1

While a good deal of attention was given to varying attempts at

63 V, 5 (August, 191*0. The anarchists responded with a thorough dis
like both for Max Eastman and the Masses, excluding them from the 
191*4 Revolutionary Almanac. The magazine defended individual anar
chists such as Emma Goldman on specific occasions when they were un
justly treated either by the law or mob violence, but Goldman found 
Eastman^ position on anarchy an example of narrow Marxism, and Hut
chins Hapgood always felt Eastman to be cold and inhuman in his scien
tific reliance. See Emma Goldman, Living: My Life ■ (Hew York, 1931)* 
which for all its fascination as a document of the time gives cre
dence to Eastmanfs summary of anarchism and suffers generally from 
her bitter disillusionment with Lenin and the early Soviet state*s 
treatment of the anarchists. The discussion of Eastman occurs on 
pages 689~90. Hutchins Hapgood, whose autobiography, A Victorian 
in the Modern World (Hew York, 1939)* is a charming and penetrating 
revelation of a man and the history and people he had known, disliked 
revolutionists chiefly because they were uillusioned specialists11 who 
disturbed the happiness of human beings, violating the end by the 
means (pp. AA6r9)* The reasonableness (which was certainly present) 
was, in Hapgood1e case, perhaps too sweet for a difficult world*

6h VIII, 12 (December, 1915).
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reform, to syndicalism and to anarchism and to the proper revolutionary 

tactics, the magazine made little direct analysis of the Socialist Party 

until just before the campaign of 1916. By almost completely avoiding the 

doctrinaire political interests of the Socialists, the Masses implied that 

the Party was not a revolutionary instrument. In July, 1916, when Meyer 

London, the Socialist Representative, apologized to the House for un

necessarily revolutionary language about the deprivation of Puerto Ricans 

of the vote, Arturo G-iovannitti raised some sly questions about what hap
pened to a Socialist in the clubrooms of Congress.^ In September, Helen 

Marot spoke up about the ex-Socialist mayor of Schenectady, George Lunn, 

demonstrating that he had never been a Socialist, but rather a liberal 

who was interested in the "people11 rather than the working class. ° But 

these were minor things and did not record the magazine’s full attitude 
toward Socialist politics. It was Eastman’s personal stand on the Wilson- 

Eughes-Benson election campaign which clarified the Masses’ general posi

tion, bringing the magazine into the open as primarily dedicated to direct 

action through labor organization rather than the election of Socialists 

to office. A choice which rejected one method and chose the other was 

finally made.
Although he voted the Socialist ticket, Eastman remained so free 

from politics that he gave a statement just before the election to the
vWoodrow Wilson Independent League endorsing Wilson as compared with 

Hughes. Por this action, he was excommunicated by a horde of Socialists. 

He responded with an article, "Sect or Class," in which Allan L. Benson, 

the Socialist candidate, was lamented as a non-working class representa-

65 Till, 32 (July, 1916).

66 Till, 38 (365161111)61, 1916).
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tive of Socialism who should therefore not he a political representative. 

Befusing a Socialist the right to do anything hut go right down the line 

for the Party was condemned as dogmatism. He concluded: ’’What it £ the

Socialist PartyJ has to do now, is to get rid of all this sectarian dog

matism, this doctrinaire, index erpurgatorius mode of thinking* and this 

infatuation with an organization as an end in itself, let us try to use 

our hr&ins freely, love progress more than a party, allow ourselves the 

natural emotions of our species, and see if we can get ready to play a 

human part in the actual complex flow of events.”̂ ?

This was individual liberty with a vengeance, and under the cap

tion "Aid and Comfort,0 Eugene Wood claimed in the next issue (his letter 

was printed as the best of many) that the careless running to Wilson by 

Eastman, Reed, Walling, Ernest Poole and others was a major cause of the 

Party1 s loss of strength and the final undeserved blow to thousands of 

hard-working and faithful Socialists. The position of Eastman and the 

magazine was of such importance, said Wood, that he had to be exceeding

ly careful of what he said, “Caesar's wife can’t go around beefing that 

it’s a hell of a note if a perfect lady can’t be seen coming out of a

dollar hotel with a nice young man at 2 o’clock in the morning, without
68doctrinaires and sectarians flapping their dirty mouths,”

The printing of this vivid and telling letter was evidence of the 

Masses’ belief in liberty as well as its sense of humor, Hevertheless, 

Eastman explained the next month that as the European experience of the 

World War had demonstrated, war ended working-class effectiveness; hence,

67 IX, 16 (December, 1916),

68 IX, 20 (January, 1917).
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*becaiise Wilson ultimately had the one-man power for war or peace* it was 

important to Socialists that he he elected rather than Hughes, If this 

seemed dangerously opportunistic, Eastman pointed out that hoth the ed

itors and the magazine had been the most insistent in stressing the 

shallowness of the nreformn conception of Wilson, MOur line-up,M he 

said of the Socialists, ttwill never hold th9 field in politics until labor 
is strong and solidary enough on the industrial field to force it,»69

Although this analysis admirably fitted the magazine*s insistence 

upon an instrumentalist approach to a society in a state of continuous 

flux, it in no way answered Wood*s statement of the faith and loyalty 

absolutely prerequisite to political success. In theory, the magazine 

steered clear of dogma, but in this case, Eastman clearly stated what the 

Hasses had implied all along, 11 And meantime as before,M he claimed, 11 our 

chief preoccupation ought not to be politics at all, but the struggle of 

organized labor for industrial sovereignty,M Although as facts later 

showed, he was right for American labor both in terms of the effect of 

war and the need to concentrate on organization; despite the circumstan

ces, the statement clearly rejected political for direct action in a 

stand which was dangerously near dogna, The magazine would have had a 

shorter career under Mparty discipline11 than it had under the repressive 

efforts of capitalism.

Two months later, Eastman had his say again on what he called 

Hheological automiem*1 in the Socialist Party, The tendency to clap the 

creed over the facts whether they fit or not meant that Ha readymade 

first-aid solution of any question that might arise was assumed to be at

69 IX, Zb (February, 1917)•

70 Loc. cit.
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hand in the Communist Manifesto and the party-platform, and anyone who 

had anything else to say would “be a heretic and a traitor to *the working- 

class* . “ Samuel Gompers, said Eastman, was closer to reality in Ameri

ca than was Morris Hillquit "because he preferred action to theory* “It 

£ the Socialist Party J fails because it approaches human nature with an 

abstract theory when the core of human nature is always a concrete wish*11 

He rejected as absurd the notion that any sweeping political action could 

be founded on or grow out of those who understood Marxian economics; the 

party must be made up, instead, of those who are doing something* “The 

Socialist party,“ he forecast, “will never become the party of the labor 

struggle until it subordinates the idea and builds around the will* And 

if the Socialist party does not become the party of the labor struggle, 
another and a wiser party will take its place.

With this final prophetic blast, the Masses turned its attention 

to the war and the new Russia, finding a threat to all progress in the 

first and a hope for the future in the second* The focus of the magazine 

had been kept on a combination of liberty and industrial democracy, of 

the individual and society re-interpreted in twentieth century industrial 

terms* The politics of traditional democracy, at first welcomed as one 
method of revolutionizing the world, had increasingly been rejected in 

conservative, liberal and Socialist parties. The labor struggle became 

the most important issue of the magazine, and it was in reporting the 

plight of unskilled labor that the editors did their most brilliant work.

71 IX. 6-7 (April, 1917).



CHAPTER III

LIGHTING POR LABOR

The editorial policy of tlhe Masses attempted an objective balance 

between the alternative methods of direct and political action* but an ed

itorial leaning toward direct action through labor organisation was fore-x 
shadowed from the beginning in its treatment of industrial conflicts. The 

most violent yet profoundly serious concern of the magazine was with the 

attempt of labor* especially the unskilled* to organize and obtain minimum 

concessions in the face of concerted, powerful and ruthless opposition.

The Masses1 editors and contributors, beginning with the aftermath of the 

Lawrence strike, the Paterson silk strike of 1913 and the struggles of 

the West Virginia miners* fought labor*s battles against the employers, 

the constabulary, the gunmen, the troops and the press —  with the Amer
ican Pederation of Labor as an occasional opponent on the side.

The early years of the second decade were characterized in part by 

Ha sort of offensive and defensive alliance of the younger intelligentsia 

and the awakened members of the labor groups.1̂  Randolph Bourne and other 
intellectuals of The ITew Republic and The Seven Arts considered their task 

to be one of thoughtful leadership, since, as Bourne wrote: nThe labor
movement in this country needs a philosophy, a literature, a constructive 
socialist analysis and criticism of industrial relations. Labor will 

scarcely do the thinking for itself.11̂  With this position, the Masses*

1 Van Wyck Brooks, Introduction to Randolph Bourne, The History of a 
Literary Radical (Hew York, 1920), xx,

2 Quoted in ibid., xxviii.
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editors sympathized, hut they thought their function was to help fight 

the day hy day battles as well —  to understand intimately and truly the 

actual conditions of labor violence. It was this idea that led John Reed 
to Paterson and jail with the strike leaders, Max Eastman, as well as 

Reed, to Ludlow, Colorado and Mary Heaton Vorse to the Mesahi mines. They 

wanted to know at first hand the struggle of the workers so they might 

fully join in the fight on the side they had chosen.-^ As a result, the 

pages of the Masses were instinct with the living, dire brutality of the 

labor struggle in a way which could be duplicated in few if any other 

publications.
The history of labor has been marked by waves of effort on the 

part of working men and their leaders to attain justice and a better life.^ 

The years from 1910 to 1915 were filled with an almost universal labor un

rest accompanying and driving on the general swing to the left of the Am

erican people. The maturity of an industrial and finance system, which 

began with the formation of United States Steel in 1901 and progressed 

rapidly into ever more intricate and inter-dependent structures with in-

3 Albert Parry, Garrets and Pretenders, 282, said: ,rWhen Max Eastman came 
down from Columbia to take over Vlag*s job he made the Masses more ar
tistic and literary, but he neither added to nor detracted from its 
quantity of social protest.11 Allov/ing for a quibble on the meaning of 
^quantity of social protest,11 this generally accepted judgment is quite 
misleading. Precisely in its labor reporting, the later Masses chang
ed greatly both in quantity and quality.

k See Selig Perlman and Philip Taft, History of Labor in the United States 
(Hew York, 1935). This is Volume IV in John R. Commons et.al., History 
of Labor in the United States, reprinted lpbOt which is still the fund
amental scholarly treatment of labor history. See also for diverse 
points of view Anthony Rimba, The History of the American Working Class 
(Hew York, 1927); Louis Adamic, Dynamite: The Story of Class Violence 
in America (Hew York, 1931); Norman Ware, The Labor Movement in the 
United States, 1860-1895: Philip S. Foner, History of the Labor Move
ment in the United States (Hew York, 19^7); and Poster Rhea Dulles,
Labor in America, A History (Hew York, 19^9) *
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creasingly remote and impersonal controls sharpened a conflict which 

remained intensely personal for each laboring man faced with the absen

tee ownership of finance capital.

The labor struggle was marked necessarily by violence# since most 

labor gains were opposed with ruthless force. The most telling evidence 

of the violent nature of industrial strife during the period was the re

port of the "Walsh Commission#" which was submitted to the Senate exactly 

three years after passage of the Act authorizing a government investiga

tion.^ During these years# trained investigators under the leadership of 

Prank Walsh of Missouri held hearings in various parts of the country, 

summoning witnesses as disparate as John B. Rockefeller, Jr. and Mother” 

Jones, J. P. Morgan and heretofore anonymous striker's wives. Out of 

the mass of evidence gathered, the Director of Research, Basil M. Manly, 

concluded that "Political freedom can exist only where there is indus

trial freedom; political democracy only where there is industrial democ

racy. This generalization was of vital importance to the nation since 

there were "thousands of workers, skilled and unskilled, organized and 

unorganized, who feel bitterly that they and their fellows are being de
nied justice, economically, politically, and legally. Just how widespread 

this feeling is or whether there is imminent danger of a quickening into
nactive, nation-wide revolt, none can say."'

5 Industrial Relations, Pinal Report and Testimony submitted to Congress 
by the Commission on Industrial Relations created by the Act of August 
23, 1912, 64th Congress, 1st Session, Senate, Document No. 415, Vol. I, 
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1916.

6 Ibid., 18.
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Manly quoted many witnesses who spoke for millions of people* and 

concluded that there were four main sources of discontent: wone, an un

just distribution of wealth and income; two* unemployment and the denial 

of opportunity to earn a living; three* a denial of justice in the crea

tion, the adjudication* and in the administration of the law; and four,
Q

the denial of the right and opportunity to form effective organizations.H 

Instances of the truth of such charges were multiplied to demonstrate 

that whether or not anti-labor practices were universal, they existed in 

such quantity as to form a real challenge to American democracy.

The Masses group worked with the same living material to demon

strate, with a force and power which even the unusually vivid and frank 

congressional report dared not use, the existence of ruthless class in

justice in the industrial system of the United States. The heritage of 

political freedom gave special characteristics to the class struggle in 

America. ^The American underdog has been taught to believe that, essential

ly, he is as good as the next man, if not a little better,11 wrote Louis 

Adamic, Mand as such has the right to refuse to stay an underdog, and to 

do everything possible to climb upward.”̂  The result of this psychology 
was an intensely dramatic conflict between two powerful protagonists, the 

one struggling for his privileges, the other for his rights. The war was 

often enough to the death, as the Masses group discovered. When John 

Chamberlain and other critics of the period described the young intel

lectuals of the time as playboys who ’’had not looked upon the death that

8 Loc. cit.
9 Adamic, Dynamite, 362.
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the system under vhich they had "been reared vas capable of dealing, 

they were perhaps speaking correctly of The New Republic group hut not of 

the Masses.
An actual participation in industrial battles on the part of Masses 

writers and artists produced a very high degree of indignation, especially 

among the artists, with a consequent emotional truth —"gained at the ex

pense of a careful objectivity no doubt. Objectivity was, in any case, 

no part of the aim of these avowed partisans. “And yet," wrote Mary 

Heaton Vorse, “the sense of indignation vhich we shared was not the whole 

story. It was far more complex than that. It was seeing of what beauty

human beings are capable. Here in Lawrence was the flame; that surging
11forward toward the light which is the distinction of mankind.11 On this 

ground the hard pragmatism of editorial theory could meet the intense 

feeling of the creative artist and be merged in one. Barbed satire and 

naturalistic journalism alive with deep feeling constituted the chief 

method of attack of the. Masses against the “system11 in defense of labor.

Daring the first five months of 1913» before the magazine inti
mately faced a major strike, Bast man wrote an anti-injunction editorial 

on the occasion of the needle-vorkers1 strike of 1913 which traced the 
way of the arrested workers to the court-room where they were convicted 
of various charges on the uncorroborated testimony of a single policeman 

in each case. Bor some reason, the whole weight of government was em

ployed to force the workers back to their jobs. “How that unaccountable 

reason,0 wrote Eastman, “is nothing but the natural, inevitable, and

10 Chamberlain, Farewell to Reform, 278.

11 Vorse, Footnote to Folly , lb.
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oftentimes unconscious working of money influence and money power. There

ie no democracy, no equality of opportunity, no fundamental justice to “be

had, where this power is given into the hands of & part of the community,
12and the other part deprived of it.11 The line “between classes was drawn; 

the workers were advised to fight “by every means at their command; and the 

Masses discovered its greatest enemy in the courts and law enforcement.

The massive middle-class was challenged to answer the question of democ

racy. ffBy your answer you place yourself in the fighting march of the 
heroes of human liberty,tt wrote the editor, Hor you place yourself with 
the pompous battalions of hereditary power against which they have always 

f o u g h t . T h e  mag&sine reserved the right to define for itself the terms 
of liberty, but the editors offered the same fundamental choice between 

the money power and the people as had Jacksonian democracy.

The collaboration on labor questions of artists with writers, which 
typified the effectiveness of the cooperative venture, was early illustrat

ed in the April, 1913 issue by printing on opposite pages a drawing by 

Maurice Becker and a poem by Louis Untermeyer, each entitled Sunday.11 

The event Untermeyer wrote about was the inarch of the Lawrence strikers 

on a Sunday morning in the previous year to lay flowers on the grave of a 

young working girl picket who had been killed. Their parade was inter
rupted by the violence of the police. The poem ironically contrasted the

14battle in the streets with the services in a nearby church:

12 XT, 3 (March, 1913).

13 Loo, cit.
14 IT, 14 (April, 1913)* Two strike leaders, Ettor and Giovannitti, were 

indicted for this murder in a pattern of suppression vhich the Masses 
found again and again. In this case, the leaders were acquitted.
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Down the rapt and singing streets of little Lawrence 
Came the stolid columns; and, behind the bluecoats,
Grinning and invisible, hearing unseen torches,
Bode red hordes of anger, sweeping all before them.

And, below the outcry, like the sea beneath the breakers 
Mingling with the anguish rolled the solemn organ. . •
Eleven in the morning —  people were at church —
Prayers were in the making —  God was near at hand — •
It was SundayI

The accompanying cartoon showed a wild melee of helpless men and women 

struggling against the clubs and guns of the police before the low and 

massive arch of a closed church door.

The Lawrence strike involved the editors imaginatively in the 

cause of industrial justice, but on the 25th of February, 1913* a mass 

strike began in the silk mills of Paterson, Hew Jersey which was to draw 

them directly and personally into the labor struggle. The early years of 

the second decade of the twentieth century were a period of hard times 

with the usual cutbacks in production and wages. As at Lawrence, the 

relatively ignorant, unorganized foreign-born workers walked out in protest 

against the conditions of their work. Again, as in Lawrence, the I. W. W. 
leaders stepped in to organize the workers and lead the strike. Bill 

Haywood, Carlo Tresca, Pat Quinlan and Elizabeth Gurley Elynn with their 

comrades attempted to prevent violence on the part of the workers, to set 

up soup-kitchens, care for the children and above all give the strike the 

kind of publicity that Lawrence had.

Before the trouble was over, most of the Masses1 leaders had at 

least shared in the meetings. Mar Eastman, who said that he only Mat- 

tended11 the strike, described a typical meeting! ^Forbidden to assemble 

in the city, they would troop out every Sunday, fifteen to twenty thou

sand of them, to the near-by village of Haledon where a socialist mayor 

guaranteed free speech and assemblage, and a petty-bourgeois sympathizer
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offered them his house and lot. The house was in a meadow, and had an 

upstairs balcony from which the leaders made their speeches to a crowd 

that brightened with sharp colors several acres of the grassy slopes 

around it.û  The speeches were excellent, and although filled with the 

violent language necessary to leading an angry fight, they gave specific 

and detailed instructions how to attain ends without provoking bloody 

action.

The violence, as the editors learned to observe, was on the other 

side, among the enforcers of law and order. For their first featured 

strike story, the Masses printed John Reed1 s account of 11 War in Pater
son.11 Opposite the lead story, appeared a Young cartoon of a flag on a 

dollar-topped standard reading HTo hell with your laws! 1*11 get Haywood, 

Elizabeth Flynn, or anyone else who interferes with my Profits.” The fat, 

frock-coated, top-hatted, moustached silk-manufacturer who held the flag 

stood on a ground of torn-up laws and broken rights and addressed with 

righteous belligerence a gray-faced, knuckle-chewing and nervous TJncle

Sam cowering in the dov/nright comer. The caption said simply: MSpeak-
16ing of Anarchy.11

Heed began his article, which was for the most part straight

forward, factual reporting, yet without pretense of objectivity, with the 
17following words: *

15 Eastman, Enjoyment of Living, 447.

16 17, 15.(June, 1913).
17 Ibid., 14. The newspapers were quoted approving mob violence against 

the strike leaders.
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There*s war in Paterson. But it's a curious kind of war.
All the violence is the work of one sid8 —  the Mill Owners.
Their servants, the Police, club unresisting men and women and 
ride down law-abiding crowds on horseback. .Their paid mercen- 
aries, the armed Detectives, shoot and kill innocent people.
Their newspapers, the Paterson Press and the Paterson Call, 
publish incendiary and crime-inciting appeals to mob-violence 
against the strike leaders. Their tool, Recorder Carroll, 
deals out heavy sentences to peaceful pickets that the police- 
net gathers up. They control absolutely the Police, the Press, 
the Courts.

Opposing them are about twenty-five thousand striking 
silk-workers, of whom perhaps ten thousand are active, and 
their weapon is the picket-line. Let me tell you what I saw 
in Paterson and then you will say which side of this struggle 

 ̂ is Anarchistic" and "contrary to American ideals."

The reporter went on to describe his visit to the streets of the 

mill-town, his request for permission to stand on a porch to escape a 

rain-storm (permission granted) and his arrest by a suddenly bewildered 
policeman who had no charge to make against him. Reed stood for his 

rights, the policeman tried to goad him into saying something for which 

he could be arrested, and ultimately Peed did. "I had to come all the

way to Paterson to put one over on a cop," Eeed told them when they were

helplessly repeating impotent profanity. His words were unwise, if 

scarcely illegal (later he would have known better); and he was arrested 

and stuffed into a filthy jail with about forty high-spirited pickets who 

sang, cheered and shouted until they were dismissed because the county 

jail was full.

Eeed, however, went before Recorder Carroll (who had "the intel

ligent, cruel, merciless face of the ordinary police court magistrate") 

and was immediately sentenced to twenty days on a tissue of lies, as he 

reported, by the arresting policeman. In the jail were Bill Haywood and 
a host of strikers who had been arrested, often with violence, on a

variety of trumped up charges. They were being held for a Grand Jury on



vhich sat four silk manufacturers, the head of the local Edison company

and not a single workingman. Reed*s vivid description of individuals,

almost all foreign, emphasised their devotion to the strike and the I* W.
W. The local churches were singled out for particular attack as being

comparable to Judas. Their treachery to the strikers was summed up in a

sermon by a particular clergyman who was named. ,fHe had the impudence,”

Eeed wrote hotly, ,!to flay the strike leaders and advise workmen to be

respectful and obedient to their employers —  to tell them that the sa- 
"f"h aloons were^cause of their unhappiness —  to proclaim the horrible deprav

ity of Sabbath-breaking workmen, and more rot of the same sort. And this 

while living men were fighting for their very existence and singing 

gloriously of the Brotherhood of Manl” ° As yet, the writer was angrily
4

surprised to find his ideas confirmed by reality.

Eeed observed that the church was not alone in deserting the \
workers. The A. P. of 1. and the Socialist party also bore a share of 

his attack. . A young Italian brought Eeed a paper with three storiesi the 

first, of an A. P. of L. attempt to break the strike; the second, of the 

rejection of Haywood and Paterson by Victor Berger; and the third, of the 

refusal of Newark Socialists to help. The young man asked Eeed in broken 

English for an explanation. Eeed wrote; ,fBut I could not explain. All 

I could say was that a good share of the Socialist Party and the American 

Federation of Labor have forgotten all about the Class Struggle, and seem 

to be playing a little game with Capitalistic rules, called *Button, but

ton, whofs got the Votel15̂

18 Ibid., 16.
19 Ibid., 1?. The Masses carefully reprinted the New York Call1s angry 

response to this unorthodox attack in a supposedly socialist periodi
cal without retracting a word.
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Heed got out of jail and joined with. Mabel Bodge and others to

stage the great Paterson pageant in Madison Square Garden. The pageant
20lost money despite its dramatic success, and the strike failed. Tet the 

Masses group learned from the experience the difference between violent 

talk and violent action, the bitter lesson of the Htreachery” of purely 

political socialism and labor, the typical suppression or distortion of 

news in the press, the treatment of strikers by the courts, and the posi

tion of many organized churches in the labor conflict. Prom this time 

on, they knew their enemies.

There was little more to be done for that particular strike, des

pite the new-found knowledge. In August, the Masses was proud to produce 

over Bill Haywood’s signature an example of Recorder Carroll’s attempts 

to ’’intimidate” the strikers. In November, after the strikers had gone 
back to work, an interview by Inis Weed and Louise Carey with a fifteen- 

year old silk weaver was printed. The girl interviewed had some educa

tion in Italy, but her entire experience in America from the age of thir

teen had been low wages, bad conditions and the ’’speed-up” under a labor 

system in which children were contracted for by the year, and half their 

wages held out until the year had passed. In her particular mill, the 

strike had led to gains more specific than working-class solidarity: to

an increase in wages, an end of child labor and the contract system, the 

addition of inspectors, fire alarms and whitewash. When asked by the in-

20 Mary Heaton Torse, footnote to Polly, 53* said that Elizabeth Gurley 
Elynn always felt that the disillusionment of the pageant ’’together 
with diverting the worker’s minds from the actual struggle to the 
pictorial struggle, was fatal.” In any case, it was about this time 
that Eeed began to abandon left-wing liberalism for revolution.
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terviewers if these benefits would last, the girl said: "I don!t know.

If it don't, we strike a g a i n . I t  was this spirit of courageous struggle 

which was transferred to the Masses.

In a poem entitled i!PatersonH by Bose Pastor Stokes, ex-cigar-
22maker who had married a millionaire socialist, the threat was dramatized:

Tou dream that we are weaving what you will?
Take care I 

Our fingers do not cease:
We've starved —  and lost; but we are weavers still;
And Hunger's in the mill . . . .

It was the conventional shroud being woven for the oppressors, but the 

poetic imagination and skill of the radicals was taking on some strength 

and power as they began actively to participate in the labor struggle.

When the strike was over, the courts continued with the punish

ment of the most prominent part of the leadership. As Sttor and Giovan- 

nitti had been tried after the Lawrence strike, so six of the leaders at 

Paterson were under indictment. The Masses helped to publicize the need 

for funds for the defense: "If the organized forces of capital, government

and law can bring it about, these six strike leaders will be sent to jail. 

It is in the backwash of a strike, the period of dead interest and spent 

enthusiasm, that such things can be done . . . .  A conviction in Paterson 

will put shackles on labor all over the country.11 ̂  Haywood, Tresca and 

Adolph Lessig were convicted, but the sentence was reversed by the Hew

21 V, 7 (November, 1913)* The strike had an effect, following as it did 
the national protest against the Lawrence mill owners, but the radi
cals were very skeptical of such superficial reforms.

22 Ibid., 11.

23 Y, Ik (October, 1913).
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Jersey Supreme Court, Judge Bergen saying in parts “This conviction had 

not the slightest evidence to support the judgment that this defendant

opinion of Judge Bergen, in dismissing Haywood*e case,” Eeed sardonically 

wrote, “is such a stinging rebuke as to make the Judge liable under that

Sumner Boyd was convicted of advocating sabotage in suggesting that the 

strike could be won from the inside by reducing the efficiency of the 

machines and making them stop working by applying vinegar to the looms. 

The efficiency of the machine was defined as property, hence the crime. 

The Masses responded with a blistering attack on an outdated conception 

of the life and death value of property when civilization was no longer 

in the spear and canoe stage. “We accept a civilization which rates 

Things at a higher value than the people who make them,11 said the maga
zine. Accordingly it is permissible to destroy life, as the employers 

of labor destroy it. But it is wrong to destroy property, or to advocate 

its destruction, even for the saving of life . . . .  And when there is a 
strike like that in Paterson, most of us agree that *law and order must 

be preserved.* By which we mean that the destruction of property must 

stop and the destruction of life go on as before.11 The idea was not

new, but Emerson* s “Things“ that were in the saddle to ride mankind were 

applied directly and with heat to a specific situation in an industrial 

society.

2k V, 19 (December, 1913). '

25 Loc. cit.

26 T, 19 (December, 1913).

2kcomplained of was a disorderly person.11 "The

famous Hew Jersey statute for *holding a public officer up to ridicule.1 
The triumph was short-lived, since shortly afterward Frederick
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Early in the strike, the Hasses*editors had thought the language

of violence necessary; as the post-strike suppression continued, they

concluded that the parallel "between military warfare and industrial strife

was more actual than metaphorical. Maurice Becker drew a dual cartoon of

a prisoner led from court and a prosperous citizen carried in triumph by

a moh of howling men. The caption of the first was HHe Advocates Sabo-
27tage at Eome," of the second, lfEe Advocates Murder Abroad. ** Stuart

Davis, for his contribution, drew a two-page cartoon entitled ,J¥arH in

which, against a factory background, a mass of strikers with uplifted

hands milled before the buildings. The treatment was a dramatic render-
28ing of black and white, instinct with violence.

Eastman joined the cartoons together to unify and point up the

attack. HThere is the contrast,H he wrote. **We send our moral warriors

to jail, but our aesthetic murderers and advocates of murder we extol and

send up to the legislature. We give patriotism, or devotion to an unreal

idea, a highest seat among the virtues. But class-conscious solidarity,

the spirit of self-sacrifice in the cause of living flesh and blood that

suffers and aspires, that we rate with treachery and treason among the 
29sins of hell*n The class war, as in Davis* picture, was 5,A stern, des

perate, dirty, inglorious and therefore supremely heroic struggle toward 

a most real end; n while in national wars wthose fine glamours of Patriot

ism and National Honor and Glory are only the silken vestures in which 

Business has to dress itself before its slaughterings on so large a scale

27 7, 18-19 (January, 191*0.

28 Ibid., 12-13

29 Ibid., 19.



30will appear properly ceremonious.11 Eight months "before the war in 

Europe "began* the Masses took its stand, in relation to imperialistic war

fare* drawing its conclusions directly from observation of the national 

labor strife and only incidentally from Marxist theory.

Over a year later, with the conviction of Pat Quinlan for “incit

ing to riot,“ the Masses struck its final blow for the leaders of the 

Paterson strikers, coupling an attack on the courts with an indictment of 

police evidence* A featured cartoon by K. E. Chamberlain showed a weary

judge and five beefy policemen in the witness stand who pointed with
31machine regularity to a witness and said “We Seen 1 im Say It.“̂  The 

evidence against Quinlan, as the Masses reviewed the case, was certainly 

framed by the police. Since the Supreme Court could not review questions 

of fact, the magazine attacked the workings of the jury system. “The 

fundamental issue»“ said the magazine, “which of course could not be 

placed before the courts for review, was of the competence of the jury to 

pass on the facts of the case where the interests of the petty bourgeoisie 

were identical with those of the battling capitalists, and where an enemy 

was on trial before a jury of his enemies and not a jury of his peers.

The issue lived on, but at the time, no national coverage was apt to be 

given to radical protests, and there was little opportunity to force 

changes in the accepted procedure of selecting juries. Although unsuccess

ful, the Masses tried to play David against a sacrosanct opponent —  the 

law and the administration of justice.

30 Loc. cit.

31 VI, 1? (April, 1915)-
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From the 'beginning, the Masses linked an attack on the “kept11
press with labor1 s struggle for recognition. Next to the courts, the

force against which the magazine fought most effectively was the daily

press and its news-gathering agencies. In December, 1912, the magazine
printed a two page cartoon by Art Young called "The Freedom of the 

33Press." Dressed in a sweeping white gown "The .Madam, Editor and Prop

rietor" received a handful of bills from the corpulent, trustified "Big 

Advertisers." The "girls" sitting in the parlor, many of them recogniz

able caricatures, included editors, writers, cartoonists and reporters 

dominated by the figure of the "Business Manager" who stood reading "The 

Daily Prostitution," cigar competing for attention with short black dress, 

ham-like forearms and piano legs. Above them hung the motto of the house, 
"Obey the Madam."

Throughout the nation, the tendency toward a standardized press 

was marked during this time, and an intimate relationship between the in
terests of newspaper ov/ners and business was clearly apparent.3^ The 

press was generally free enough for those who owned and managed the pa

pers; but especially to dissenters, the freedom of the press was a bit

terly ironic half-truth, valid only for those who agreed with the masters 
of the system. As many radicals saw it, the journalistic helots did not

33 IV, 10-11 (December, 1912).

3h Historian Harold U. Faulkner, The Quest for Social Justice (Hew York, 
1931)* 253, explained that the tendency toward standardization result
ed largely from "the syndication of feature articles and pictures, 
the prevalence of great news-gathering associations and the decided 
sameness in the economic views held by the owners of the papers."
John Flynn, God * s Gold (New York, 1932), wrote even more directly
in discussing the Rockefellers: "The modern press belongs to busi
ness," he said. "It is on the side of business. It is very natural
ly on the side of the advertiser, particularly the big advertisers." 
The same general pattern has been pointed out many times*
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even know they vere enslaved. The Associated Press and other news-gather

ing agencies were especially suspect. They seemed to many to he the a#r 

willing or unconscious tools of monopolistic control parallel to and 

identified with the great corporations. And they were the primary source 

of newsi even to papers which seemed independent.

A general attack on the ^trustification11 of the news was common, 
hut the Masses made generalities specific. Throughout the winter of 1912“

13» the almost continuous warfare in the West Virginia coal mines took on
35an exceptional violence* The militia was called out, the governor de

clared martial law, and the strikers were treated with exceptional sever

ity hy mine-guards and soldiers alike. In reprinting a minerfs poem from 

the International Socialist Review, the Masses told part of the story, hut 

pin-pointed a special villain: HThe general public knows absolutely noth

ing of the armed tyranny which that declaration of martial law signifies 

. . . . The representative of the Associated Press is the Provost Marshall. 

People who visit the West Virginia miners speak of •returning* to the 

United States when they leave.

By the next month, Young and Eastman had worked out their attack. 

Young drew a cartoon of a reservoir labelled 11 The Hews11 above a large 
city. A skulking figure identified as ,fThe Associated Press11 poured into 
the water the contents of bottles of poison containing •'Hatred of Labor

35 The story is fully told from the radicals* side in Charles E. Russell,
Doing: Us Good and Plenty (Chicago, 191*0 and even more vividly in Mary 
Harris Jones, Autobiography of Mother Jones (Chicago, 1925). The lat
ter is an intensely interesting personal record of the most dramatic 
woman labor organizer of the time.

36 IT. 9 (Jana. 1913).
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Organization, n "Prejudice, " "Slander, " "Suppressed Facts * and "Lies."

The caption read "Poisoned at the Source. ^  "So long as the substance

of current history continues to be held in cold storage, adulterated,

colored with poisonous intentions, and sold to the highest bidder to

suit his private purposes," Eastman specified, "there is small hope that

even the free and the intelligent will take the side of justice in the
struggle that is before us . . . .  It shows that the one thing which all

tribes and nations in time have held sacred —  the body of the Truth —
38is for sale to organized capital in the United States." The Associated 

Press, stung by similar but less telling attacks from Collier^ Weekly,

The Outlook and The Independent, chose the Masses for its opponent, and 

failing with John Doe proceedings before the New York municipal court, 

succeeded in interesting the District Attorney and the Grand Jury to the 

extent that Art Young and Max Eastman were indicted in December for 

criminal libel.
The little magazine, suddenly finding that it had scored a pene

trating hit, rallied its meager defenses against its giant opponent, 

lawyer Gilbert Hoe, an ex-partner of Senator Bobert M. LaEollette, agreed 

to take the defense. Art Young sketched a Mutt and Jeff pair appearing 

before the bar of justice, and Ployd Dell, who joined the magazine in time 

for the battle, told the story. "If you control or influence any avenue 
of publicity in the country," he urged, "go out and help us get the case 
before the public. And if you know any other way to contribute to a

37 IT, 6 (July. 1913)-
38 Itild.. 6
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legal struggle, do not pause or postpone it. The issue is not ours, it
39is yours.” The Socialist press immediately supported the Masses as the 

Hew York Call was quoted: ”To have got under the hide of this organiza

tion means that some accurate shooting has been done . . . .  and it is a

foregone conclusion that behind them, helping them —  and congratulating
hothem —  will be the whole Socialist party.” The national organization 

set about gathering facts to help Eastman and Young; instead of a midget, 

the Associated Press discovered it had engaged a multi-headed monster.
Many members of the press association flew to the defence of the 

A. P. The Hew York Evening Post, in a long editorial, supported the As
sociated Press and quoted an official as saying that the case was ”not

being prosecuted in a spirit of revenge,” but simply to clear up charges
hiappearing in many places. To which the Masses responded ironically:

Just why this particular ” opportunity” was chosen for the 
Clarification is not made perfectly plain.

Hor is it made plain just why the people*e taxes should be 
used to pay for an investigation of the Associated Press in the 
criminal courts, when evory precedent points to a civil action 
for damages as the natural procedure.

Hor is it made clear just why, ”in no vengeful spirit,11 it was 
found necessary to have two people indicted, to say nothing of hav
ing two people indicted twice for the same alleged offense.

. . . .  Meanwhile watch this page for indictments.

In pluralizing !tindictment,,f the Masses was referring to a second

charge which had been filed, citing Eastman and Young for criminal libel

against the person of Prank B. Noyes, the president of the Associated
Press. The claim was that the skulking figure of Young*s cartoon repre-

39 V* 3 (January, 191*0. 
hO V, 2 (February, 191*0. 

hi Ibid., 3*
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sented Noyes, as it probably did. Ida Bauh, lawyer as well as Eastman’s 

wife, argued a demurrer against the second indictment, showing, as Dell 

carefully traced in the magazine, that the second effort by the Associated 

Press had another motive than avenging the libeled president. The lawyers 

were trying to prevent the subpoena of the records of the AP’s Pittsburgh 

office. By dropping the first charge, they hoped that these records 

would not be admitted as evidence against the personal charge. ’’Apparently, 

then, if the District Attorney’s Office succeeds in its design,” Dell 

concluded, ”no investigation of the records of the Associated Press will 

be possible. Whether what The Masses said about the organization is 

true or false, will have nothing to do with the case.” Since the AP pro
fessed only to wish for a public vindication, this was, as Dell commented,

h 2”to say the least, an interesting development.”

The Masses’ irony was effective, but the editors needed more than 

their own efforts and resources. A mass meeting was held at Cooper Union 

led by Inez Milholland, Amos Pinchot, Lincoln Steffens, Charlotte Perkins \

Gilman, Norman Hangood and Joe Cannon of the Western Federation of Miners. |
)The major speech was delivered by Pinchot, who willingly accepted a share 

of the Masses’ guilt. ”1 am perfectly willing to stand behind the charge 

made by Eastman and Toung that The Associated Press does color and dis

tort the news,” he said firmly, ’’that it is not impartial, and that it is

a monopolistic corporation, not only in constraint of news but in con
k'sstraint of truth.”

kZ V, 1**. (March, 191*0.
b3 Quoted from the Times in V, 18 (April, 191*0.
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The AP’s supporters were reduced to vituperation. The austere 

New York Times replied on March 7th with a violent editorial assault on 

radicals, the Masses and Mr. Pinchot. The tone could he gathered from 

the first paragraph: Nowadays those who "bawl loudest for freedom of

speech are persons who make or wish to make the unworthiest use of the 

privilege. When men or women inciting mots to riot and pillage come into 

collision with the police we always hear much prating about freedom of 

speech.f! Pinchot was rebuked for failing to understand that the crimin

al, rather than civil, action was taken by the government to punish the 

lawless. Moreover, °the indictment of Eastman and Young makes certain 

that an investigation will be had, a thorough, searching, and perfectly 
impartial investigation . . . .  If the Associated Press has guilty sec

rets they will get full publicity. What more can be asked by the volun-
44teer defenders of the press against an odious monopoly?0 The condition 

implied in the cartoon under indictment, said the Times, was impossible, 

since the Association served all kinds of newspapers of varying shades of 

political opinion, and such distortion of truth would be followed by an 

uproar. °If the assailants of the Associated Press would now and then 

find something true to say about it, if they would base their arguments 

on some other structure than one built up of glaring falsehoods and owl-
45ish stupidities, their antics would be more interesting.0

That this answer evaded the issues was obvious, but Mr. Pinchot*s 

reply nevertheless directly accepted the challenge of the Times. He dem

onstrated with considerable effectiveness that members of the Association 

were objecting to colored news, and that the organization was so tightly

44 Ibid., 18.

45 Ibid., 18



controlled that members were completely subject to the orders of the man

agers of the AP under penalty of various disciplines or expulsion without 

recourse* Editors of member newspapers were cited as having told Pinchot 

that the Hasses1 charges were "well within the truth.M The members them

selves dared not protest, since only the Associated Press could bring 

them the news if they were morning papers.

Furthermore, said Pinchot, the claim by the Times that the AP

wanted an investigation was false. He cited the evidence of the attempt

to drop the first charge and prevent the subpoena of the records. With a

good deal more balance and reason than his opponent, Pinchot proposed a

series of reforms to follow a thorough investigation: ,!The nature of the

Associated Press, its control over the distribution of news and the size

and scope of its operations demand that it shall be considered a common

carrier in the sense that railroads are common carriers. Its service

must be open to all those who can pay for it, its control known and all
k6of its operations conducted with the fullest publicity.11

The letter ended with a challenge to the Times: ,!X hope that in

spite of the by-laws of the Associated Press, which I realize would, un

der ordinary circumstances, prohibit your publishing what I have written, 
you may decide that the present situation would justify you in doing so.Ĥ  

Mr. Pinchot and the Masses had the great newspaper where they wanted it. 

Caught with the facts against it, the Times ignored Pinchot1s letter.

But it was published when he sent it to the editor of the Hew York Sun, 

as well as in the Masses. The magazine won that round.
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Art Young drew a funny cartoon of the Masses’ editors meeting in 

shivering fright below the folded-armed figure of the AP. ”If there has 

been a feebleness of expression, a tremulous note, throughout the liter
ature and pictures in THE MASSES the last eight months,11 he mockingly 
added, Hour readers must remember that during this time we have been 
haunted by a dreadful nightmare. •Beware!* says the presiding spirit of 

894 American newspapers, clanking with medals and honorable tributes from

all the crowned heads of Europe and most of Asia. ’BewareI* (In deep 
. hQsepulchral tones) ’The Jail!’5 To emphasize their defiance, the editors

printed another poem by ”A Paint Creek Miner” entitled ’’The Kanawha
49Striker*” It was a perfect Italian sonnet which ended:

Is this the land my fathers fought to own —
Here where they curse me —  beaten and alone?

But God, it’s cold! My children sob and cry!
Shall I go back into the mines and wait,
And lash the conflagration of my hate —

Or shall I stand and fight them till I die!

Eor all their scorn for their opponent, the editors were worried. 

They fully recognized the power of the Associated Press and its legal 

staff. Eastman consulted Arthur Brisbane, whom he knew.^ Brisbane sent 

him to Samuel Untermyer, who after piling up millions as a corporation 

lawyer, had become strongly public-spirited. Untennyer, showed the car

toon, said that of course it was libelous, not to tell anyone of his con
nection with the case or it might be dropped, and finally that he would

48 Ibid., 3

49 Ibid., 16
50 Eastman said of Brisbane in The Enjoyment of Living, 4?2, that in 

memory of his father, the radical exponent of Fourier, the son never 
attacked a radical. It was a law of his life.
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appear and subpoena everyone from J. P. Morgan on down and have the thing 

out. He himself, as Eastman told the story, could prove the part ahout 

the news "being kept in cold s t o r a g e . T h e  case disappeared from public 

attention.

During the two years that the suit hung over Eastman and Young, 

the Masses did not ignore the press. It twitted the AP for delivering 

some of the news on the Ludlow strike, a concession for which they took 

part credit. ,!The general public knows a little something about it this 

time*1’ the magazine said proudly. ”The demand for a bit of real news 
from these fights has got home to the powers. And we are thankful we 

played our small part in driving it home.”

During 191^ appeared Socialist Charles E. Bussell’s old-fashioned 

but thorough muckraking of the press hush-up in West Virginia, Calumet, 

Michigan and Ludlow, Colorado. Crammed with facts comparing actual events 

with the stories released, Bussell’s book concluded! ’’Such things can hap

pen and do happen and either the press will not report them at all or it

will give of them distorted and perverted accounts creating the impression
53that the victims of these outrages were themselves the lawbreakers.”

His description of the course of events paralleled the exact abuses which
5hthe Masses stressed!

So here are the plain facts about this matter. You pass 
Laws to secure better conditions for labor. The corporations 
refuse to obey those lav/s and the officers of the state by

51 Eastman. Enjoyment of Living. 473. It was a good story.

52 V, 18 (June, 1914).

53 Bussell, Doing Us Good and Plenty. 47.

54 rbld.. 97.
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their own admission find themselves powerless to enforce the 
statutes against so great a power.

Workingmen strike to secure the rights guaranteed to them 
by these broken lavs.

The corporations bring in gunmen to shoot down the strik
ers.

Civil War ensues with scenes of revolting slaughter.

Most newspapers carefully suppress the facts. Those that 
tell what has happened are sued for libel by the corporations.

There was no response from the Associated Press, which had, with some out-
55side help, investigated itself and found itself guiltless.

In February, 1915» the Masses noted that it heard the case was

due to be heard. In January, 1916, Art Young removed the press from the

brothel to a comfortable domesticity with two fat and pompous figures

labelled ’'The Press” and ’’Capitalism” seated above the caption ”Business 
56as Usual.” The next month the case was dismissed, and chortling with

glee, the magazine printed Young1 s cartoon of the AP as a haughty dowager
sailing down the street carrying a purse with a dollar sign, some bundles
marked ”choice news” and ”probity” and a small dog labelled ”aristocracy.”

On the sidewalk behind the proud lady lay a small roll marked ”the Masses

libel proceedings.” The caption said with telling simplicity: ’’Madame,
57you dropped something.”

55 See Oswald Garrison Villard, Fighting Years (Mew York, 1939) for a 
liberal editor’s indignant whitewash of the Associated Press. Any
one familiar with modern wire-services might, however, still raise 
interesting questions about the distortion of the nev/s.

56 VIII, 8 (January, 1916).
57 VIII, 1? (February, 1916).
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The relief must have been great. In any case, the humor of the 

group was stimulated to the point that Young did a full two “page re “draw” 

ing of the original cartoon, substituting an angel of light for the 

skulking Associated Press, ‘‘Christian DutyM for the bottles, and “Truth,“ 

“Pure Motives,“ “love of Labor51 and “Generous Spirit“ for the contents.
In the comer knelt two penitent figures, Young and ]3astman, before a

53burning candle. The caption read: “April Pool.“̂  The whole sequence

was made to order for the Masses. The issue waB a vital one to the labor

struggle, the little men were engaged in the drama of giant-killing and

above all, the Associated Press worked itself into a ridiculous position

which was fair game for the most brilliant satirists of the time. The

facts dug up by countless Socialists and other sympathizers were turned

over to Upton Sinclair when the Masses no longer needed them. The case

was documented in full in Sinclair1 s angrily violent study of the American
59press, The Brass Check.

Shortly after the start of the trouble with the Associated Press 

in January, 191^* the magazine began its fullest and most impressive piece 

of labor journalism. The Masses5 brilliant and angry story of the Colo
rado coal strike brought together the courts, the press and the labor 

struggle at its most vivid and dreadful. In the Pall of 1913* a- mass 

strike began in the mining properties of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Com

pany, a Rockefeller-controlled company, which was to explode on April 20th

58 Yin, 16-17 (April, 1916).
59 Upton Sinclair, The Brass Check (Pasadena, California, 1920). There

are probably better editions for paper and type. This was the eighth,
published by the author for reasons the contents easily explain.
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of 191^ into the Ludlow ,lM&ssacre , M one of the most brutal events in the 

history of the American labor movement. The strike automatically became 

a lock-out since the company owned mines, land, houses and towns. The 

miners were forced to leave company property; the notorious Baldwin-Felts 

Agency furnished mine guards with their weapons (as appeared in the testi

mony before the Walsh Commission, many of them went straight from West 

Virginia to Colorado).

After a month and a half of the strike, the governor of Colorado 
sent the militia. By April, the miners were installed in a tent-city 

near Ludlow, Colorado not far from Trinidad, and the militia detachment 

was reduced to about thirty-five men, recruited in part on the scene from 

among mine guards and deputies, under the command of Major P. J. Hamrock 

and Lieutenant S. K. Linderfeldt. Mother11 Jones, who went to Colorado 
as soon as the strike began, described the preliminaries in her auto
biography:

The miners armed, armed as it is permitted every American 
citizen to do in defense of his home, his family; as he is per
mitted to do against invasion. The smoke of armed battle rose 
from the arroyos and ravines of the Rocky Mountains.

Mo one listened. Mo one cared. The tickers in the offices 
of 26 Broadway sounded louder than the sobs of women and chil
dren. Men in the steam heated luxury of Broadway offices could 
not feel the stinging cold of Colorado hillsides where families 
lived in tents. *

60 Autobiogranhy of Mother Jones, 191. The Masses had recognized the 
attempt of Colorado troops to deport Mother Jones by printing a 
blistering attack by Eastman to accompany a Young cartoon of the lone 
woman facing charging cavalry saying “Come on you Hell Hounds.11 V «7 
(February, 191^). The indomitable old lady went right back to Trini
dad and spent days in a basement dungeon, imprisoned by the militia 
for no committed crime. ' ,
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Then cane Ludlow and the nation heard. Little children 
roasted alive make a front page story. Lying by inches of 
starvation and exposure does not,

Mary Karris Jones was a good hater* hut for all the color of her story,
essentially it was fact*. The Associated Press sent special correspondents,

Metropolitan Magazine sent John Heed and the Masses sent Max; Eastman to

Trinidad.

The Masses * covers were always striking, hut the lurid flames

hacking the crouched figure of a miner with a dead child over one arm and

a "blazing pistol in the free hand gave John Sloan*s cover for April, 191*1-

a sinister and shocking violence which leaped from the newsstands covered

with conventional pretty girls. The leading article was an equally shock-
61ing report from Eastman under the title “Class "War in Colorado.”

Eastman said in hie autobiography that this was the one time when 

he, personally, wanted to take a rifle and join in the killing; yet he put 

the blame for the crime, not upon the hired thugs and gunmen, but upon the 

controlling interests. As he wrote bitterly at the time, it was natural 

for the Rockefeller interests to adopt tyranny and exploitation, to flout 

state law to “drive back their cattle with a lash . . . .  But I think the 

cool collecting for this purpose of hundreds of degenerate adventurers 

in blood from all the slums and vice camps of the earth, arming them 

with high power rifles, explosive and soft-nosed bullets, and putting 

them beyond the law in uniforms of the national army, is not natural. It 
is not human. It is lower, because colder* than the blood-lust of the 

gunmen themselves.” Despite the direct violence, said Eastman, ”1 put 
that crime, not upon its perpetrators, who are savage, but upon the 

gentlemen of noble leisure who hired them to this service.”

61 V, 5-8 (June, 191*0. Succeeding quotations in the next few pages are 
from this story.
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The angry editor aid not lose sight of his predominantly eastern 
audience and anticipated the dismissal of the strike violence as “local” 
and as “western.” “The commanding generals,” he said, “are not here, the 
armies are not here —  only the outposts.” This event was only a skir
mish in the carefully organized effort to wipe out ruthlessly all attempts 
of labor to organize. Tar from “western,” the strike represented men who 
spoke fifty-seven languages and dialects around a town of fifteen thou
sand (Trinidad) which was more thoroughly typical of modern America than 
an eastern city of fifty thousand.

The open warfare was traced by Eastman to the first murder, that 
of union organizer Gerald Lippiat, who was shot dead in the streets of 
Trinidad by two Ealdwin-Eelts detectives three months before the strike.
The two gunmen were engated in spotting union men. Such intimidation was 
against the specific law of Colorado, as were five out of seven of the 
strike grievances —  “an incident which shows more plainly than usual what 
the State is in essence, an excellent instrument for those who have the 
economic power to use it.”

Local residents were quoted in detail on the miner*s grievances, 
to reveal the obvious truth that there was nothing “revolutionary” in the 
strike. The “ignorant foreigners” were gentle and long-suffering, living ' 
through unimagined hardships in their tents in winter under the constant 
provocation of guards and deputies. In fact, the significant thing about 
them was that they were no longer “ignorant.” Many of them brought in 
from Europe ten years earlier to break a strike, they were heartily ap
proved so long as they remained docile; but once the miners had learned 
English and begun to acquire an interest in American rights and laws, 
they rebelled “because their employers were daily violating these laws
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and these principles at the expense of their lives and their happiness, 

and they knew it.**^

In the Fall of 1913 when the strike began, the men and their fam

ilies were driven out of their homes, even if they owned them, since the 

houses were built on company l&nd.^ They moved to their tents near Lud

low and the railroad junction as a quarantine sign to incoming strike
breakers, and it was “very important for the unsanitary business within 

that they be removed.11 An intermittent war ensued with the gunmen coming 

down out of the hills and the strikers retaliating until a pitched battle 

on October 28th brought out the state militia. At first the strikers 

were cheered, as the Governor had promised to prevent the importation of 

gunmen and disarm both sides. All was peaceful for a week or two until 

the company discovered that the union leaders were not holding the men 

by force, and the workers as a whole would not come back without gaining 
their points. “Therefore the guns surrendered by the strikers were turned 

over to the new gunmen, and the protection of illegally imported strike

breakers began again. Began also the enrolling of Baldwin-Fe11z [sic] 

gunmen in the Colorado militia . . . .  Thence forward ve have to lay aside 

and forget the distinction between the private gunmen of the mine owners, 

and.the state militia of Colorado . . . The army, like the state, was

the weapon of those with the economic power to use it.

62 Eastman slipped scarcely at all from highly emotional, yet objective 
reporting. At this point, however, he said: “In/hen you hear a man

, talking about ‘blood-thirsty foreigners,* you can be perfectly sure 
j there is one thing in his heart he \%rould like to do, and that is 
I drink the blood of those foreigners —  especially if he happens to be 
one of those hatchet-faced Yankees. “ He was undoubtedly feeling the 

' immediate situation in a way which colored the universe.
63 Eastman cited as one example the fact that strikers were not allowed 

through the gates at one mine to get their mail because the United 
States postoffice was on private property.
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The strikers asked the operators to confer and were refused. On 

November 26th, Belcher, one of the Baldwin-Pelts men who had murdered 

Lippiat in August, was shot; and miners were indiscriminately rounded up 

and jailed, habeas corpus proceedings were disregarded and all rights for 

the strikers disappeared. As Eastman said; “The State and organized capi

tal were married together before the eyes of men so amiably and naturally 

that, except in retrospect, one hardly was able to be surprised."

On Sunday, April 19th» after weary months of misery, the Greek 

portion of the strikers led by Louis Tikas celebrated the Easter ceremo

nies with dances, songs and baseball. The next day, Major Eamrock called 

Tikas to turn over a striker who was actually not in the camp. After one 

attempt, Tikas finally met the major between the camps. While they were 

conferring, the militia formed around the camp, and the men among the 

strikers retreated to a nearby railroad cut. Suddenly, as Tikas ran back 

toward the camp, a signal of three bombs was given. At Lieutenant Lin- 

derfeldt*s order, the militia opened fire. MIt is incredible, but it is 

true that they trained their machine guns, not on the miners who had left 

their families . . . .  but on their families in the tent colony itself."

Fleeing women and children were machine-gunned, while those who 

failed to escape huddled on the ground inside the riddled tents. All day 
the forty miners in the hills tried to fight the militia, and Tikas called 

vainly for reinforcements. "But the reinforcements came only to the mili

tia, for they controlled the railroad, and in the evening, after a dayfs 

shooting, they took courage under their uniforms and crept into the tent- 

colony with cans of coal-oil, and set torches to the tents." Tikas, who 

had joined the men, was captured by the militia while returning to the 

camp, and immediately shot, apparently by an officer, possibly by Lieuten

ant Linderfelt, as Eastman suggested. The Coroner*s jury brought in the
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following verdict! “We find that [here follow twelve names of women and 

children] came to their death by asphixiation, or fire, or both, caused 

by the burning of the tents of the Ludlow Tent Colony, and that the fire 

on the tents was started by militia-men* under Major Haarock and Lieu

tenant Linderfelt, or mine guards, or both.”

For once, as Mother Jones said, the nation learned and the nation 
64was horrified;

Is it a thing to regret or rejoice in that Civil War fol
lowed. that unions all over the state voted rifles and ammuni
tion, that militia~men mutinied, that train-men refused to move 
reinforcements, that armed miners flocked into Trinidad, sup
planted the government there, and with that town as a base, is
sued into the hills destroying. For once in this country, middle 
ground was abolished. Philanthropy burned up in rage. Charity 
could wipe up the blood. Mediation, Legislation, Social-Conscious- 
ness expired like memories of a foolish age. And once again, 
since the days In Paris of l71» an army of the working class 
fought the military to a shivering standstill, and let them beg 
for truce. It would have been a sad world had that not happened.

The ^war11 resulted in the death of between one hundred and fifty and two 
hundred men, women and children and the destruction of over three hundred 

thousand dollars worth of property. After surveying the ashes of the 

colony and the ruins of the mines in the hills, Eastman concluded; MIt 

is no retribution, it is no remedy, but it proves that the power and the 

courage of action is here.”

Sloan, in addition to his cover, drew a sketch of a huge soldier 

looking down at a fat capitalist giving him directions. In the accompany
ing citation, one hundred and twenty members of the Colorado National 

Guard were honored as the "Order of Patriotic Mutineers” for refusing in 

Denver to entrain for Trinidad. The citation was signed by "The Civilized

64 V, 8 (June, 1914).
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65W o r l d . O n  the opposite p&ge, over the caption “The Real Insult to the 

Flag,n Morris Pancoast drew the militia firing into the ‘burning tents 

with a foreground of sprawled figures and a wounded woman sinking to the 

earth. Young contributed a sketch of Wilson on his knees before John D. 

Rockefeller, Jr. at 26 Broadway. Rockefeller wore a robe decorated with 

dollar signs, was crowned with a money bag and held a Bible in reference 

to his famous Sunday School class. He.pointed to the exit as Wilson sub

mitted a petition: f!Please end the Colorado strike.11 Beneath were the

pointed words “Petitioning the King.11̂  Senator Elihu Root^ patriotic 
words on the death of soldiers at Yera Cruz were contrasted with his si

lence about Ludlow, of which he had learned at approximately the same 

time. “But this did not stimulate the glands, of his oratory at all, n 

said the Masses, “because here the justification was quite obviously 

adequate. There was money in it.“^

Among its opponents, the magazine accepted the army, patriotic 

America, the Rockefellers, the President and the Senate. Actually, of 

course, all of these were one as the Masses saw it, and John D. Rocke

feller, Jr. was only the symbol of an economic system so unjust that rev

olution alone could halt the power of the oppressor. Ho deed seemed to 

the Masses more pitifully to illustrate the inadequacy of patchwork legal 

reforms than the brutality of Ludlow, and the editors used every ounce of 

their strength to drive the lesson home. •
. The Sloan cover for the next month showed the bloody-handed figure

65 Y, 7 (June, 191*0.
66 Ibid., 8.
6? Ibid., 17
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of John D. Rockefeller, Jr. at a washbasin, initialed Bible spilled 

on the floor. The figure twisted, dropped brush and soap to stare at the 

massive, barred door which split along both edges to admit clenched fists. 

Done in black and white, the blood-red hands, the red fingerprints on the 

towel, gave point to the title of the picture: 11 Caught Red-Handed.1* In

side the covers, Stuart Davis also attacked the owners, whose representa

tive was seen before a mirror outfitting a series of brutal-faced thugs 

in the khaki and campaign hats of the militia by which they attained 

nThe Dignity of the Uniform.11
Eastman1 s article, **The Rice People of Trinidad,11 7 was part of a 

deliberate experiment by the editor to discover the effectiveness of the 

split in society under crisis when a choice was forced upon the middle 
class. In company with a reporter from The Independent, Eastman inter

viewed women from both sides of the conflict. He tried the men, but the 

strikers were in arms in the hills, and at an interview with a mine mana

ger, he was told of Hthe humane efforts of the companies to conduct the 

strike fairly and without aggression upon their side, whatever indiscre

tions might be committed by the miners.11 As Eastman concluded: “I had

just come up from the black acre at Ludlow, where I had counted twenty- 

one bullet holes in one wash-tub, and yet when that Snodgrass assured me 

that there had been no firing on the ient-colony at all I was within a 

breath of believing him . . . .  the men behaved as men of the world have 

learned to behave under the eyes of the press.11
It was emphatically not so among the women. The ,1nice11 women of

68 V, 12-13 (July, 191*0.
69 Ibid., 5~9- Succeeding undocumented quotations are from this story.
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Trinidad, led in virulence by the wife of the Presbyterian minister, were

so vindictive against the strikers that Eastman could scarcely believe
70his own carefully written notes.' Those participating were named, and 

their relationship to the management of the mines established. They ac

cused the strikers of being led by outside agitators, of squandering their 
money, of being forced to strike by the union, of low character, of being 
foreign, of ignorance, of brutality, or irreligious stupidity. Perhaps 

the worst of all the attacks came from the minister’s wife, who was quoted 
as sayings "They ought to have shot Tikas to start with. That’s the 

whole trouble. It’s a pity they didn’t get him first instead of last.

You know there is a general belief around here that those women and chil

dren *rere put in that hole and sealed up on purpose because they were a 

drain on the union.” To the women, the militiamen were sympathetic charac

ters who were being maligned by sensational newspapers. When asked for a 

solution to the problem, the final word of the wife of the supervisor of 

the coal railroad was: "Kill ’em off —  that’s all.”

Sadder and wiser, Eastman returned to the miner’s wives, whose 

testimony he had inclined to believe exaggerated. Story after story fol

lowed from those who had lived in the tents and come out alive. The most 

telling narrative was that of a woman who, although on the verge of giv
ing birth to a child, ran with her other children through the flying bul
lets across the prairie to shelter. Eastman described a young Italian 

mother who had lost her children in the fire as "sweet, strong, slender-

70 He wrote: "And they furnished it [the evidence] with such happy volu
bility to our sympathetic ears, and nota-books, that I feel no hesi
tation in reproducing their words exactly as I copied them there."
The entire story must be read to get the cumulative feeling of con
centrated hatred.
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fingered exquisite Italian Kother-of-God! If there is more fineness or

aore tenderness in the world than dwells in those now pitifully vague and

wandering eyes, I have lived without finding it.H The last contrasting

word came from a woman whose husband had been caught by the soldiers and

murdered in cold blood: wBevenge?** she said, “Hevenge? We might go out

there and stay five years to get revenge, but it would never get us back
?1what we lost. It would only be that much on our own heads.H

Max Eastman found the key to the attitude of the Hnice!l women in

their description of the strikers as Hcattle,,f and when he summarized his
72conclusions as to true causes, he wrote:

It would be both futile and foolish, I suppose, to pretend 
that there is hatred, ignorant hatred of dwarfed and silly minds, 
only upon the ,1capitalM side of this struggle. Yet I must re
cord my true conviction, that the purpose to shoot, slaughter,
and burn at Ludlow was absolutely deliberate and avowed in the
mines and the camps of the militia; that it was an inevitable 
outcome of the temper of contemptuous race and class-hatred, the 
righteous indignation of the slave-driver, with which these mine- 
owners met the struggle of their men for freedom; and that upon 
the strikers* side is to be found both more of the gentleness 
and more of the understanding that are supposed to be fruits of 
civilization, than upon the mine-owners*. It will be granted,^ 
perhaps, even by those who love it, that our system of business \ 
competition tends to select for success characters with a fair 
admixture of cruel complaisance, and that those excessively J  
weighted with human love or humility gravitate toward the bot
tom? At least if this fs granted to begin with, it will be 
heartily confirmed by the facts for anyone who visits the people 
of Las Animas County.

No clearer reasons could be found for the Masses* stand against the social

system. Their position was based both on Marxism and the American tradi-

71 The varied testimony before the Walsh Commission supported Max East
man* s evidence on the striker*s side of the question. Nowhere else, 
it seems, can be found the immediate opinions of the •'nice11 people. 
Eor the causes and provocation of the strike, see Conditions in the 
Coal Mines of Colorado, Subcommittee of the Committee of Mines and 
Mining, 63rd Congress, February 9» 10, 11, 12, 1914, Government 
Printing Office, Washington, 1914.

72 V. 13 (July. 191*0 •
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bion of democratic liberty with, a strong infusion, however little they 

admitted it* of the concept of righteousness to "be found in Christianity. 

To these were added a passionate hatred of ugliness and injustice which 

is the very root of at least one major type of artistic intelligence.

Never rigidly singling out economics as the sole motive for human "beha

viour, they mixed psychology and poetry with a host of other means of 

analysis to explain and "belabor the system of industrial and finance ca

pitalism as they found it operating in the United States of their cLay.^ 

When the civil war in Colorado was ended "by Tederal troops sent 

hy President Wilson, the Masses for a time turned the attack upon John D. 

Rockefeller, Jr. almost exclusively. The younger Rockefeller was called 

to testify before the Walsh Commission, and once again the Rockefeller 

name "became the symbol of oppression. Although using this symbol to the 

full, Eastman felt it necessary to show, in connection with the hitherto 

cited opinion on anarchists, the dangers of taking the man for the thing. 
,fUndoubtedly, n he said, ,sthe Rockefeller personality —  expressing to per
fection the cold hypocrisy of Christian big business —  is a symbol of 

immense value in militant propaganda. Nobody in touch with reality can 

want to dispense with flagrant personalities as points of attack.” But 

after all, the man was ffa relatively weak and warm representative of the 

white-hearted tyranny of the whole capitalistic business . . . .  The mo

ment Rockefeller dies, his value as a bloody embodiment of the slave-

73 Max Eastman, who was kind enough to lend his file of hard-to-get 
Masses, only once suggested anything as to the treatment of the 
subject. This was to say: l,I only hope you can convey something of
the dreadful nature of the labor struggle of those days.” The posi
tion of organized labor has improved so much that it is nearly im
possible to go back except in so vivid a place as the magazine 
itself. Today, the struggle goes on, perhaps as violently at times, 
but with power more nearly balanced.
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7bdriving system is gone. Ho thing stops but his heart.11 The Masses 

nevertheless continued to use the Rockefeller name and semblance to attack 

the unjust trials of the strikers which followed quietly after the publi
city of Ludlow was over.

In September* Art Young drew young John D. and his father peering 

out from behind a huge Bible. The younger man asked: “Has it blown over,

Pop?1 1 When a Las Animas County grand jury indicted two hundred miners 

and not a single militiaman or guard, despite the deaths at Ludlow, X. R. 

Chamberlain shoved a sneaking capitalist nudging a judge and saying: °We

only got fourteen of them. Better go ahead and indict a couple of hun

dred more for murder.1*7^ In December the new governor of Colorado was 

quoted as saying: nI intend to do the things that will make progress,

peace and prosperity possible here —  if not by pacific methods, by 

force.1,77 This was interpreted by Eastman as an open declaration of war 

on the surviving miners. Young put the case powerfully in a drawing of 

two shooting stands filled with top-hatted men and surmounted by flags. 
Into the foreground rushed a long line of miners herded by the militia; 

the leaders were plunging into violent death; the caption was “The Sport 

of Rings.”78

In March, 1915» Chamberlain drew a vivid cartoon of a bowed miner 

leaning on a massive coffin and facing a wizened-faced Rockefeller, Sr. 

with a group of his heavy, well-dressed henchmen. The line beneath read: 

“Now We Will Talk,11 and the Masses added a note: “After refusing for

7b V, 5 (August, 191*0.

75 V, 20 (September, 191*0- ■*>,

76 VI, 12-13 (November, 191*0 •
77 VI, 15 (December, 191*0.
78 Ibid., 12-13.
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twelve months to meet any person representing the striking miners, the

Rockefeller interests —  now that the miners are all either murdered or

whipped hack into the nines —  graciously offer an interview to the strike

leaders. 'I am sure we shall understand each other tetter*1 said John D.
79Rockefeller. Jr., 'and our meeting will have an influence for good."1

The next month, the magazine welcomed John D. Rockefeller, Jr. as a new

subscriber with a lesson designed to teach him that the Walsh Commission

had not teen appointed to serve capitalist interests and "allay" Indus-
00trial unrest, tut to investigate its causes.

The legal aftermath of the strike went on for months, and the 

Masses did not forget. When John Lawson, the popular and respected leader 

of the United Mine Workers, was convicted of murder and sentenced to life 

imprisonment as a result of the Colorado strike, Becker gave the new sub

scriber a jolt with a cartoon of him and his father in a church pew. The 

picture was headed "During the Prayer," and John D., Jr. was quoted as 

whispering behind his hand: "Well, Pa, we've got John Lawson out of the
on

way!" Eastman explained the case as "a seal of infamy," and Charles 

Gray contributed the clinching remarks in a brief quotation from the re

ception of Lawson by his friends and well-wishers when he arrived in Den-
82ver from Trinidad:

Then a miner stepped up and seized his hand, saying, "It's 
a damn shame, John."

79 VI, 13 (March, 1915).
80 VI, 6 (April, 1915).

81 VI, 1^15 (June, 1915)

82 Ibid., 12.
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Another asked vhat the union was likely to do. But Lawson 

seemed to have some tiling else on his mind. At length he said:
“At the industrial relations commission*s investigation in 

New York John D. Rockefeller, Jr., shook hands with me and re
marked, *1 am sincere.* I wondered what he meant.**

“Just stand around this way and smile a little,** broke in 
a newspaper photographer.

“I am smiling,11 Lawson replied.

In July, Chamberlain1s bloody cover featured a heap of severed 

heads and a file of workers being led to a guillotine whose controlling 

strings were held by frozen-faced caricatures of the Rockefellers.^ The 

cartoon served as an introduction to the leading article by George Creel, 

“Rockefeller Law.15 Creel*s article was a blazing indictment of the Rock

efellers and their interests, of the press for its distorted coverage,

and a revelation of facts concerning the Lawson case which had been care

fully suppressed in the well-publicized trial. "Hever at any time has any
0

metropolitan daily printed the history of that indictment or acquainted 

people with details of the trial,** said Creel. Lawson was convicted, not 
for murder, but for the responsibility for murder as president of the 

United Mine Workers. “If this be law,** accused Creel, “then why is John 

D. Rockefeller, Jr. not on trial for his life . . . .  Ror every Rockefeller 

mercenary who met with death, ten strikers have filled graves ....**

He closed his article with a warning of future injustices to be added to 
the present: “Careless of the shame to a state, the debauching of justice, 

and the desperation of the working class in the United States, the world 
must be shown that the pious philanthropist of 26 Broadway has not been 
engaged in the business of crushing wretched toilers, but that he has been

Ohdealing with a lot of ‘murderous agitators.* The press has attended to it."

84 George Creel, who headed the great war publicity campaign for Woodrow 
Wilson (see Chapter VIII), had been a rebellious journalist in Colorado 
and had often enough campaigned with violence against injustice and ‘'the 
interests," but this article was an exceptionally angry piece of jour
nalism. It was not mentioned in Creel's autobiography, written in later 
and more conservative years.
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Ho wonder there were doubts when Georg© Creel went to Washington during 

the war to supervise* among other things, the handling of news by the 

press.
The Masses1 final blow against the Rockefellers was a careful ar

ticle on the first great public-relations espert, Ivy 1. Lee, tracing his 

distortion of the Colorado case through a highly skilled, adequately fin

anced campaign to change systematically the mass opinion of the Rocke

fellers. Herbert J. Seligmann, the author, drew directly on Lee's own 
description of his profession. The psychological campaign was summarized:^

The German government offers the anomalous example of a des
potic form of government and a contented people. Its success is 
due to the Kaiser who has got himself absolutely believed in by 
his people. The inference is clear. If the railroads and the 
coal operators can get themselves absolutely believed in by the 
people, success must come. To accomplish this belief railroads 
must use the phrases and symbols which lead mobs, they must employ 
leaders who can fertilise the imagination of crowds.

A series of pamphlets on Colorado was discussed, one of which went so far 
as to prove that no massacre of women and children had occurred at Ludlow. 

The article closed: "More systematic and perverse misrepresentation than

Mr. Lee's campaign of publicity has rarely been spread in this country . .

. . In the service of his employer he enjoys believing e'.il of his oppo

nents and then he publishes it. One wonders what Mr. Lee thinks of his
86ideals when he is alone."

85 VI* lb (August, 1915)* Mr. Seligman drew this summary from a speech 
delivered to the American Railway Guild in Hew York. This, according 
to the author, was the major document submitted by Lee to John D. 
Rockefeller, Jr. to prove his qualifications to handle the public re
lations of the Rockefeller interests. See also Allan Kevins, John D. 
Rockefeller (Hew York, 19^), 2 vols. Kevins said, v. 2, 6?b, that 
Arthur Brisbane recommended Lee to Rockefeller. This objective study 
of the Rockefellers discussed the Ludlow affair in Chapter L, volume
2. Kevins inclined to distrust the rhetoric of the Industrial Commis
sion without exonerating the younger Rockefeller from responsibility.

86 Ibid., lb.
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Starting in 1915 with the Rockefellers1 employment of Ivy Lee to 

manage public relations and Mackenzie King to study better labor-manage- 

ment relations, there began a new phase in the labor struggle. Violence 

was by no means ended; but management, or capital as the Masses -preferred 

to call it, became more cautious, less blatant and ruthless in public. A 

new generation of owners abandoned the policy of no concessions to labor. 

Every step remained a fight, but from this time on, steps were possible. 

The Masses could, perhaps, take little credit for so momentous a social 

change, although it played its extraordinary part; but nowhere outside of 

interminable fine print of the Walsh report was there a more dramatic 

story of exactly where unskilled and rebellious labor stood in the years 

just before American participation in World War I. She picture was not 

pleasant, but to understand the heritage and social progress of America, 

it was an indispensable record.^

Earing 191^» the magazine managed to give some attention, chiefly 
through cartoons, to the Michigan copper strike at Calumet and the hop- 

pickers1 strike at Wheatland, California. In 19^5♦ the magazine featured 

Inez Haynes Gillmore*s coverage of the hearings of the Walsh Commission 

in March and again in July. Eastman and Stuart Davis visited a strike at 

the Liebig Fertiliser Company and printed a cartoon and an article on the 

brutality of the guards. In July, the editors featured Anton Johannsen1 s 

story of the aftermath of the McNamara case which had resulted in the ar~

8? John E. Rockefeller, Jr.*s subscription to the Masses is a tempting, 
but slight piece of evidence. It shows nothing certain except that in 
one tremendously important instance, the magazine had the opportunity 
to fyelp produce far-reaching effects. The Masses reached the signifi
cant man, and it packed power. For the effect of Ludlow, but not the 
magazine, on the Rockefellers, see Allan Kevins, John D. Rockefeller, 
and also John T. Flynn, God*s Gold, The Story of Rockefeller and 5is 
Times (Kew York, 1932).
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rest four years later of two men, Matthew Schmidt and David Capian, on a 

charge of murder growing out of the case.

Late in 1915* the general lahor situation was reviewed in a long 
article by Amos Pinchot, who had just come from the Standard Oil strike 
at Bayonne, Hew Jersey. Pinchot wished chiefly to point out the need for 

a change in tactics hy lahor. Strikers were losing battles because they 

neither wished to nor could compete with the violence of the employers. 
Unemployment increased the pressure (this was just before the big war 

boom which began in 1915)* His analysis revolved around the change in 
the industrial system which had reduced freedom automatically for both 

capital and labor. As Carnegie said that he could no longer re-enter the 

steel business without the consent of the steel trust, so labor had no 

chance against the system without government control. Although this ad

vice was opposed to the Masses1 general trend toward direct rather than 

political action, Pinchot was in full agreement with the edi'hr’s distrust 

of reform. The fight needed to go on, he wrote, with all weapons, and 

especially a consciousness on the part of labor of larger goals than the 

remedying of immediate abuses. The aim of which labor needed to become
DOconscious was the only hope for the future of society:

In the labor movement of today we find the main hope of 
democracy. It contains the real idealism of American life.
Political parties are essentially selfish. YJithout fundamental 
principles, they are maintained chiefly to get offices for men

88 VII, 15 (October-November, 1915)• It is not unlikely that the C. I. 0. 
is very close in idea, and perhaps in actuality, to the Masses1 dream 
of organisation for the unskilled —  minus, of course, the socialist 
political triumph. It took a depression and a favorable government 
to make the organisation possible, yet the magazine analyzed American 
labor as it was really going in at least one major aspect.
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who us© them to get office. Reform' "bodies are "busy carrying on 
superficial movements that do little harm —  except to waste 
energy that might he usefully employed. They are generally try
ing to find some way to help the poor, without interfering with 
the special privileges of the rich. The church does not play a 
helpful part in the struggle for economic justice: its tendency
is to sustain privilege. But the labor group stands out as the 
one organised body that is ready to make great sacrifices for a 
simple and righteous aspiration. Labor is immensely vital be
cause it is fighting for humanity*s basic needs and rights.

Given the addition of a militant and dramatic support of specific labor 

cases, this was much the general attitude of the Masses. The editors al

ways remained aware of the need to draw the line for the class-struggle, 

but the line was drawn in the interests of justice and a democracy “which 

is but another word for life itself,” a6 Amos Pinchot said.

In addition to an attack on the illegal brutality of hired gunmen* 
guards and state militia, the Masses fought*the threat to democracy and 

labor they saw in the organization of a State Constabulary in Mew York, a 

seriously considered plan early in 1915• While revealing the place of a 

constabulary in relation to the “system,*1 the magazine took the opportuni

ty to dispose of the serious and sincere reformer as an actual"'enemy.

Just before the events at Ludlow for the issue of April* 191^* Sloan drew 

a cover of a mounted constable riding over bloody victims, a reminiscence 

of the Philadelphia street-car strike of 1910. The Pennsylvania organi
zation was known throughout labor circles as the “Pennsylvania Cossacks, u 

and there was no doubt that the men were at times used to suppress .“strike 

disorders,” which meant in effect suppressing labor1s attempt to organize. 

Eastman pointed out that New York sponsors of the constabulary wanted it 

simply to provoke violence, the cure-fire way to defeat a strike when 

guns belonged to those who could pay for them. Constables were much more 

dangerous than mine guards, Eastman said. . . . they are higher up 

from the ground,” he wrote sardonically. “A man is human. A horse is
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89equine. But a man on a horse is cavalry. That*s the difference. H

When there vas a proposal in 1915 "by Seth Low, speaking as a citi

zen of Westchester County, that a New York State Constabulary he set up 
“to patrol the rural d^tricts,” Irvin Bay brought hie guns to bear both 

on Low and his national Civic Federation. Bay traced not only a variety

of anti-labor practices of the Federation, but showed that Low!s request

directly followed a strike by state laborers in Westchester County for 
pay which was due them. Gunmen shot up the workers, but were driven away 

by a sheriff who really wanted to protect the peace. In the clamor that 

followed, the State Engineer, rather than the strikers, was sent to jail, 

convicted of illegal practices.

The Masses, with Ludlow still vivid, attacked Seth Low as a rep

resentative of a bloody and oppressive system; and in the next issue,

Eastman answered at length a letter from Bupert Hughes, who was a neighbor 

of Low1 s. Hughes* letter began from “an admirer of your incessantly in

teresting publication, ** and concluded with “let me compliment you again 

. . . .  on the many splendid things you are achieving." In between the 
compliments, Hughes told of a crime wave in Westchester County which 

had resulted from Italian laborers remaining there after a construction 
job was finished. There was, he said, no desire at all to create a body 

of Cossacks, but simply to protect women and children, including those 

among the law-abiding Italian laborers. As for Seth Low, he had done 

more for the poor and lowly than anyone, To Hughes it “seemed a pity 

that you should besmirch the purity of your own cause, by throwing dirt 

on everybody that happens to have money, without regard to the way he got 

it or the way he spends it . . . .  He [iowj is a man of the simplest,

89 Y, 6 (April, 191*0.
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kindliest "benignity. To pelt him with obloquy as an oppressor and mur

derer of poor workmen is the very sublimity of ludicrousness.

After lamenting the necessity of ‘’swatting11 friends in the eye 

when engaged in militant journalism in the interests of truth, Eastman 

belabored Hughes with the difference between reform and revolution applied 

especially to the respectable achievements of Seth low. Agreeing that 

low was probably all of the things Hughes had said, “probably to the 

depth of his soul a peacemaker, one of the children of God,11 the editor 

commented: ̂

Veil, —  we are not. We find ourselves directly opposed 
in principle both to God as he functions in the religion of a 
ruling caste, and also to all of his children. We do not wish 
to make peace, and we do not count it a service “to the cause 
of humanity*1 to make peace between capital and labor at the 
current rate of exploitation. Peace between capital and labor 
at just that rate is the dearest wish of capital: it is the
sole wish and purpose of the powers behind the Civic federation.
And exactly because of his Godchildish tendency to make peace 
for peace’s sake, has Seth low become the favored servant and 
representative of those powers. Doubtless he is altogether 
forthright and sincere about it; if he were not that, he would 
be a less favored servant.

Eastman pointed out that the miners had forced John Mitchell to 

withdraw from the federation, and that it was Low himself who, at a meet

ing at the Colony Club to further the constabulary, had pointed out the 

additional merit of the police in “quelling riots at times of industrial 

warfare.0 Low was summed up as follows: “His impact upon society, from

the standpoint of the fighting wage-worker, is altogether bad, and will 

be fought by the true lovers of liberty to the last trench.“ Irvin Hay 

added a note about the specific Westchester situation, advising Hughes to 

go down to the labor camps and get acquainted with “the hardest driven men 

of our day,“ and suggesting that a group of deputies responsible to the

90 VI, 19 (February, 1915).^
91 Ibid., 19.



sheriff and the community might better serve his purpose, since un

like a constabulary, such men were socially responsible for their acts
92within the specific community.

Rupert Hughes made little answer in March except to explain that 

he thought they were making grizzly bears out of teddy bears. Ray told 

him that he was simply shutting his eyes through lack of experience, that 

Hughes was comparable to Ray’s own baby who threw half-dollars to an 

organ-grinder, unaware that they were not pennies. Sloan added a vicious 

cartoon of nA Recruit for the Constabulary” showing a massive brute being 

interviewed. He had not been born in the state, had been in prison, be

longed to no union, had no family, had no relatives in the unions, a-’d 

when asked if he had friends in any labor union replied that he had no 

friends —  "GoodI I guess you’ll pass 0. K. —  Call Monday. The 

Masses did not prevent the creation of a State Police in Hew York, but 
earlier and later labor history throughout the states showed that they 

were right as to the anti-labor use of the force, although by no means by 

necessity or in all cases. Certainly the police force had other func

tions than labor suppression. The same question of the control of the 

state was behind this protest as in the comments after Ludlow. If capi
tal controlled the state absolutely, whether or not the idea of a consta
bulary was diabolical was beside the point. The organization would be 

used against labor if necessary as another brutal arm of the ’’system.”

As the Masses saw it, the same thing was exactly true of innocent and 

pious reformers like Seth Low. Only those men who were useful to the 

masters were raised to such positions of far-reaching importance.
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The big labor news in 1916 concerned a series of battles of 

Steel Trust workers at Youngstown, at Pittsburgh and in the Mesabi Hange 

of Minnesota. The pattern of each strike was roughly the same: low

wages, war profits in industry* rising cost of living, a spontaneous 

strike* violence (supposedly by strikers, but strikers and their wives 

were almost the only victims), legal suppression as in Colorado and fin

ally the end of the strike, hastened by the desertion of the skilled work

ers. Because of the labor shortage resulting in part from the cessation 

of immigration, the strikes were not as hopeless as they had been in pre

vious years when strike-breakers from Europe could be imported. Usually/' 
despite the defeat of organization, there were wage gains and some modera

tion in the post-strike treatment of workers because of the need to keep 

plants running at full blast to fill war-time orders. Prank Bohn,

Arturo G-iovannitti and Mary Heaton Vorse covered the strike news in a 
series of brilliantly documented stories. Two especially powerful car-

9h
toons came from these strikes: Becker18 “Solidarity at Youngstown, **

and Robert Minor*s “Pittsburgh.**^

The legal status of striking workers continued to be an important 

concern in 1916. Matthew A. Schmidt*s speech to the court after his life 

sentence for murder was printed in March as a moving revelation of the 

helplessness of the laboring man against the courts. In September, U. H. 

Matson covered the beginning of the Mooney case with a story of an organ

ization by the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce to raise a war chest and 

put an end to the stevedore*s strike and the labor domination of the city.

9k VIII. 8 (March, 1916).

95 VIII, 21 (August, 1916).
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A month later, Sara Bard Field wrote the story of “San Francisco and the 

Bomb.” Before Mooney and his co-defendants had "been located, the author 

showed that the 1301113 was 11 the missing link “between what we, Big Buslness,
wanted to do and how it is to he done,11 as the anti-labor capitalists

96seemed to her to think.7 John Reed summarized the Billings trial for

the December issue as based solely on “framed” evidence. “But what can

you expect from citizens of a town which has been told every day by all

the newspapers that a bomb will be thrown by Union labor, “ he concluded,
97“and after the event, that it has been thrown by Union labor?” Reed

thought American labor was too strong to tolerate such injustice, but

Mooney1s freedom had to wait until 1939* She Masses recognized at the

outset the arguments stated again and again through the years until

Mooney and Billings were freed.

During 1917» American labor profited greatly from the decrease

in man-power and the increase in manufacturing which resulted from the

war. There was, as Mark Sullivan observed, “not demand by labor but
98furiously competitive up-bidding by employers , . . The Masses

turned its attention to the one remaining major labor struggle, that 
of the I. VT. W. The questions were no longer simply industrial, but 
complicated by the issue of loyalty during war-time. In February, the

96 71II, 16 (October, 1916). The famous labor “martyrs,” Mooney and 
Billings, were arrested and convicted for the explosion of a bomb in 
a Preparedness Day parade. Although the legal case was complicated 
by patriotic issues, labor always insisted that the fundamental is
sues were concerned with labor, and that the two men were framed. 
Although the execution of both men was stayed, they were not freed 
for many years despite continuous agitation for their freedom.

97 XX, 16 (December, 1916).

98 Mark Sullivan, Our Times (New York, 1935)* 7, kSk*
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magazine printed Charles Ashleigh's description of "Everett*s Bloody Sun

day," with an appeal for funds to defend the hapless prisoners who had

been thrown into jail after their unsuccessful attempt to land at Everett, 
99Washington. In September, the Masses protested the deportation in

Arizona of some twelve-hundred alleged members of the I. W. W. from the

Phelps-Bodge mines in an article comparing German kaiserdom to the abso-
100lutisa of American despots. In October, the lynching of I. W. W. or

ganizer, Prank Little, at Butte was commemmorated in a long, dramatic poem
101by Arturo G-iovannitti, "When the Cock Crows."

As the Masses ended publication in November-December, it devoted 

the lead article to "The Truth about the I. W. W. ,** by Harold Callender, 
the investigator of the Arizona deportations for the National Labor De

fense Council. He analyzed the troubles in the mines at Bisbee, Arizona, 

in the great lumber strikes in the Northwest, in the copper mines at Butte

99 The I. W. W. had been barred from the town by a group of citizens. As 
was their custom in such "free speech11 fights, men set out at once for 
Everett. In this case, they chartered boats and proposed to land from 
the sea. They were met at the docks by deputy sheriffs who fired on 
the vessels, a fire which was returned. When the boats returned to 
Portland, the I. W. ¥. members were immediately thrown in jail. Ha
tred of the labor organization was combined with patriotic feeling as
sociated with the war in such a way that long after the organization 
had ceased to be a. power, the very initials served as a ’'bogeyman'1
in the west.

100 The Masses had distinguished support on this issue. President Wilson 
telegraphed the Governor of Arizona: ". . . . Meantime may I not re
spectfully urge the great danger of citizens taking the law in their 
own hands as you report their having done. I look upon such action 
with grave axrorehension." See Ray Stannard Baker, Woodrow Wilson 
(New York, 1939). VII, 160-1.

101 IX, 18-20 (October, 1917).
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and on the farms of North Dakota. Everywhere. Callender noted a closer 

tie between the A. I. of L. and the I. W. W.» between craft and industri

al unions. As he saw it. and he quoted widely separate opinions to illus- 

trate the truth of his vision, it was becoming more and more apparent 

that the I. W. W. had a real function to perform for all labor in the ex

pression of revolutionary discontent. Ill-equipped to do the job of or

ganizing except in the most general way, the older unions could provide 

the permanent structure after the I. V. V. had dramatized the need for 

solidarity among the unorganized. E. B. Ault, a labor leader of Seattle, 

was quoted as saying: “The Industrial Workers aren!t primarily a union

seeking better industrial conditions, they are revolutionists . . . .  But

the workers aren*t in a revolutionary mood . . . perhaps I should say
102that we are engaged in a revolution, though of a more Eabian sort.n

Callenders article was perceptive, but ironically, the very hope

he held out for the I. W. W. was blasted before the article was published

by the indictment at Chicago of over a hundred I. W. W. leaders for con-
103spiracy against the government. The magazine had never believed in 

the I. W. W. as the answer to the problems of labor in the United States.

102 X, 11 (November, December, 1917).

103 The two major studies of the I. W. W. are Paul P. Brissendon, The 
X_. w. W ., A Study in American Syndicalism (Hew York, 1919) and. John
S. Gambs, The Decline of the I,. W. W. (Hew York, 1932). Gambs 
wrote: “An organization which sang in deep-throated tones songs of 
sardonic humor and savage mockery; which evolved a vituperative cant 
of its own; whose picket lines were a thousand miles long; whose 
tactics of battle in free~speech fights and in the harvest fields 
were unexpected and bold; which laughed with inimitable, grim humor 
—  such an organization cannot be completely understood unless some 
attention is given to its romantic side.” (p. lh) This aspect in
trigued the Hasses< editors, as has been suggested, but by 1917 
there was more grimness than humor.



The organizations valuable contribution throughout the years had been 

made through propaganda and the dramatic realisation of class lines. By 

19171 its importance to the Masses lay in the brutal suppression by which 
mutual enemies, including a war government, were eliminating any threat 

to their power. Both the magazine and the labor organization were under 

sentence of death.

Throughout its years of support of the workers, the Masses felt 

about the American Federation of Labor much the way it did about politi

cians of any sort. At best an organization which might be used by rev

olutionary labor for its own purposes; at worst the Federation was 

another subtle part of capital*s deceptive power over the workers. Since 

both of these were somewhat tenuous possibilities, the magazine devoted 

little attention to the conventional organization of skilled workers. The 

highly skilled craftsmen were not “the masses,” and were not a part of the 

crucial labor struggle. The A. F. of L.» with its political policies of 

rewarding friends and punishing enemies, of organization on craft“union 

lines, of cooperation with such organizations as the National Civic Fed

eration, was naturally under sharp attack through the history of the 

Masses. The tone was set by Eastman*s coverage of the 1912 convention of 

the A. J. of L. in an article headed “Raisin* Hell in School.” The main 
attack was levelled at Samuel Gompers: “The resemblance of Gompers to a 1/
school ma’am is not only physical, but there is the same manner, after the 

delegates get through reciting their lessons, of telling them whether they 

were right or wrong. There is the same sacrifice of the true aims of the

institution to the necessity of maintaining school discipline and the au-
10hthority of the teacher at every turn.” Disciplined regularity, as

10k IT, 18 (January, 1913).



ju&I with the Masses, cane off second best in a discussion of tactics.

At the 1912 convention. Socialists and industrial unionists were 

ne. When they were defeated, Eastman concluded that the A. E. of 1. 
ight well either disintegrate or he renewed under new leadership, "but 

hat industrial unionism would come either inside or out of the Federa

tion: 11 And if they prevail out-sde £&icj of it, they will take out with

them the fighting strength of the Eeder&ion [slcj. An old carcass of 

rotten politics and officialdom will "be all there is left of the American 

federation of labor in about three years if it sticks to its present pol

icies, Eastman attacked Gompers primarily because of a hypocrisy

which deluded the workers and kept them from realizing the full nature 

of the class struggle. He recognized that the A. E. of L. was working 

for class legislation, but he attacked the pious fraud implicit in the 

idea that when employers unite that is evil, but when the unions unite, 

that is humanitarian. As a believer in science and truth as well as the

105 The death and burial of the A. E. of 1. was announced many times, 
yet it survived. Perlman and Taft in their History of labor made 
clear why this was true. See especially the premises of 1897 (pp» 
3-10) and the conclusions of 1926 (pp. 623~&30). The middle-class 
psychology of the American worker was a commonplace, although this 
period saw a turning away toward socialism. IJathan Eine said in 
Farm and Labor Parties: 11 If it were not for the election of Woodrow 
Wilson in 1912, the outbreak of the World War and Americans en
trance into it, with the hysteria and the post-war reaction,- not 
even Gompers could have stopped the growth of socialism among the 
trade unionists of America.51 (259) There were too many "ifs" for 
this analysis to be very meaningful now, yet the conclusion was 
probably true. Perlman and the '’Wisconsin School" of labor history 
take the dangerously narrow pragmatic position that because the 
A. E. of L. did survive, it was the only type of organization 
suited to the American scene. The success of the C. I. 0. has made 
arguments somewhat academic by fulfilling part of the dreams of 
the industrial unionists.
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class struggle, Eastman wanted the lines drawn truly.^^

In the next year, Helen Marot reported that at the Seattle con

vention the Socialists, who had put up a fight the year before, Hlay down

on the floor this year, and allowed the steamroller to pass quietly over 
107them.11 The only hope for industrial unionism she found was in the 

militant California Federation which had never been Socialist but had 

the fire of rebels even if deficient in theoretical ends. Whatever hap

pened, the A. F. of L. had to change or be superseded if the Masses was 

right.
The final decision in the Danbury Hatters1 Case, in which the 

Hatters1 Union was fined triple damages for being in restraint of trade 

under the Sherman Anti-trust law, evoked cries of rage and fear from 

Gompers; but Eastman was delighted that this might finally make clear 

the ineffective pretense of a policy which ttdenies the conflict of in

terest between labor and capital, bootlicks the capitalist parties at

Washington, and begs for class legislation upon the pretense that it is
108not class legislation. B To Eastman, just laws in an unjust society 

were simply folly for the impotent masses or workers —  meaningless re

forms. The A. F. of 1., seeking labor gains in Washington, was completely

106 Gompers hated Socialism primarily because of its intellectual nature. 
He said; ,!I saw how professions of radicalism and sensationalism 
concentrated all the forces of organized society against a labor 
movement and nullified in advance normal, necessary activity . . . .
I understood that to experiment with the labor movement was to ex
periment with human life.11 See Gompers, Seventy Years, X, 97“8. To 
the Masses group, not to experiment was to produce far worse human 
consequences.

107 V* 16 (January, 191*0.
108 V, 22 (February, 191*0.
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detached from industrial realities which existed rather in the struggles 

of the workers to organize in such places as Paterson and Ludlow.

In sharp contrast to the usual Masses1 attitude toward the Feder

ation, Inez Kaynes Gillmore covered the San Francisco convention of 1915 

with attention to nothing hut the positive impression of the power of 

lahor. Calling her article “The A. F. of L. Convention: An Impression,M
•gshe stressed the actual size and trained power of the delegates■, their 

skill and their knowledge of the complexities of society, the fighting 

force which filled the convention hall. Gompers1 control of the conven

tion she discussed with hewaldered appreciation of his abilities. Ee 

^Brought them hack not to his hut to their own control —  brought them 

hack through sheer force of will, brain and personality power.” Always 
behind the clamor of the convention, Gillmore seemed to see the ranks 

of millions of workers. ”The voice of labor,” she wrote, ”is a roar,
deep as though it came from a throat of iron, penetrating as though it

109came through lips of silver.” Her article was a romantic vision of 

the solidarity of labor.

Throughout 1916, Helen Marot wrote most of tho labor news. She 

was no friend of the A. F. of L.» and in discussing the organization of 
actors and teachers or of the needle trades, there was general praise 

for organization as such, a lament for the inadequacy of the established 

craft unions, and a sense of hope for the future. George P. West cele

brated the success of the anthracite miners in negotiating an agreement 

and praised the United Mine Workers as the model American union. A. F. 

of L. or not, it was a militant industrial group. The self-imposed

109 VIII, 8 (February, 1916).
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limitations of most of the established unions seemed bitterly wrong to 

*&© Masses1 editors, so terribly aware of the dilemma of the unorganized. 

Both the caution and the self-righteousness of the A. J* of L. seemed 

thoroughly evil in terms of the truth about the labor struggle.

There is no way to estimate the effectiveness of the Masses1 

labor crusade. The facts upon which some very brilliant journalism was 

constructed were true, although not necessarily the conclusions; there 

were few other places for the worker1s side of the labor struggle to be 
circulated; there was a wide-spread concern with industrial unrest. Louis 

Adamic summed up the period from 1911 to 1920: nIt was a period of

massacres, frame-ups, Bed scares, mass arrests, judicial murders —  dirty 

doings, far worse than the acts of such characters as Alexander Berkman, 

Bill Haywood, the McIIamaras, and the Centralia I, W. ¥. The latter, at 

least, were not perpetrated by the powerful against the weak, were not
110anti-social, brutal, brutalizing, inhuman in the motives behind them.11 

Only a full-scale, and therefore forbiddingly unmanageable survey such 

as that made by the Commission on Industrial Relations, or the fiery, 

inspired journalism of the Masses group could do justice to conditions as 

they were, and convey to those not immediately concerned the nature of 

labor’s struggle.

110 Adamic, Dynamite, 321.
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: WOMEN'S 2SV0LUTI0H

They draw nude women for the Masses 
Thick, fat, ungainly lasses —
How does that help the working classes?

During the early years of the Masses, an unidentified wag coined 

the above lines. The five Sloan nudes which gave a feminist versons of 

the story of a tiny Adam and a mas si w  Eve in the issues for February and 

March of 1913 were the butt of the satire. The unknown humorist expressed 

wittily a serious problem which bothered contemporary and later critics 

of the magazine: can a publication devoted to social revolution pay at

tention to the universal problems of sex without extending itself to so 

general a position as to lose its revolutionary nature? The Masses set 

out to show not only that it could, but that it must.

In the years of publication of the magazine, women were in revolt 

against the social system as actively and more successfully than labor.

In 1916, a group of feminist and suffragist leaders requested five dollars 

apiece from, women readers as a Hew Year's tribute to the magazine. "In 

cartoon, in verse, in editorial, in story,” their plea read, "THE MASSES 

has stood for us all along the line as no other magazine in America has. 
When we fight for suffrage, for economic freedom, for professional oppor

tunities, for scientific sex knowledge, there stands TEE MASSES, always



understanding, always helping.“ The women felt that, correctly revolu

tionary or not, the magazine fought for them.

The editors were naturally glad to have the support of any group

of readers, "but they demonstrated over again in relation to the “woman”
/

question the connection between liberty and the social struggle. If the
V. i

aspirations of women were simply bourgeois, the Masses refused to consi

der them so. The consequences of a feminist victory over organized soci

ety seemed directly revolutionary, and the kinship between the struggle 

of labor and that for women1 s rights was demonstrably obvious. Even the 

conservative Samuel Gompers recorded that “Devotion to trade unionism

leads to interest in movements for freedom in all relations of life; con-
2sequently I was early interested in the movement for equal suffrage.11 

So closely were the two battles linked in the thinking of the time that 

the"University of Chicago published a learned monograph by Jessie Taft, 

a social scientist, to state “the women1s side of what from the man!s 
angle is called the labor movement.“ She wrote; “The real goal of both 
movements is a society whose consciousness shall have reached the social 

stage and hence is capable of dealing scientifically with social as well 
as physical problems, a society which no longer leaves the social forms 

and relationships whereby human impulses are expressed to chance or

1 VIII, 2 (February, 1916). The signers were; Alice Carpenter, Zona 
Gale, Marie Jenney Howe, Anna Strunsky Walling and Vira Boardman White-
house. A group of anti-suffragists resigned from the Mew City Club 
when their fellow-members offered such support to a revolutionary 
periodical. See the Hew York Times 11:3 (March 1, 1916) and 11:5 
(March 2, 1916).
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3or physical force, hut subjects them to rational control.f! A full con

tribution to scientific social change included both* whether or not 

dogmatic Socialism had come to this conclusion.

Only a part of the attempt to establish women * s rights was con

cerned with the right to vote, and even on this rather narrow question* 

Eastman consistently adopted a broad scientific position. In establish

ing his editorial policies, he pointed out that the great socialist 

thinkers, Saint-Simon, Fourier, Marx and Engles, had grasped the impor

tance of freeing women from subjection and that the Party had early made 
woman'suffrage a part of its program. But using the example of the defeat^ 

of woman suffrage in Wisconsin despite the state’s strong socialist move
ment, the editor claimed that ’’members of the Socialist party in America, \

i

on the whole, have been like every other group of sexually selfish men. j
\
i

None.of them got up and actively went into the suffrage propaganda until \

after they saw that suffrage was coming, and they would soon have to be )
kasking for women's votes.11 As in politics and labor relations, the Masses 

differentiated rigid theory and actual practice in the Socialist Party.

3 Jessie Taft, The Woman Movement from the Point of View of Social Con
sciousness (Chicago, 1916), 5 6 . The dependence upon rationality, as 
compared with the various irrational explanations of the nature of man 
which followed the popularization of the psychology of the unconscious 
in the twenties, differentiated the Masses' approach to sex and the sta
tus of women as to other questions. The significance of this rationalism 
was considered by Frederick Hoffman, Freudian!em and the Literary Kind 
(Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 19^5)* See especially 322-26.

^ IV, 5 (January, 1913). Rheta Childe Dorr, noted suffragist, observed in 
her autobiography, A Woman of Fifty (New York, 192h), that her experi
ence with the Socialists both in Wisconsin and Hew York, had shown her 
that such ”idealism” based on the class struggle only obscured the di
rect fight for votes as a legislative question. Most of the suffrag
ist leaders agreed with this conception so directly parallel to Gompers* 
views on trade unionism and Socialism.
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As in other vital matters, the magazine took a pragmatic position 

in relation to woman suffrage. Eastman wrote: "The question of sex equal'

ity, the economic, social, political independence of woman stands by it

self, parallel and equal in importance to any other question of the day. 

The awakening and liberation of woman is a revolution in the very process 

of life. It is not an event in any class or an issue between classes. It

is an issue for all humanity. It is not an event in history. It is an
' 5event in biology."

So sweeping an editorial claim implied that the magazine would 

not reject the political suffragists as they had other reformers. The 

editors were tempted by the "militant" wing of the suffrage movement as 

by the I. W. V/. and the direct actionists in the labor struggle. The 

Masses extended honor and respect to Emmeline and Christabel Pahkhurst 
in their activities as the leaders of the direct English movement; yet 

Eastman, again avoiding dogma, clearly differentiated the Americans from 

their more violent English sisters. Becker showed a working class home 

with a child holding up a paper headed "Militancy" to her seamstress mo

ther with the question "Mamma, what's this mean?" and suggested action as

positive as a strike in her answer: "It means if we sit here like this,
5we'll sit here forever."

5 Ibid., 5. Chamberlain, in V, 1*4 (August, 191*0» satirized middle class 
women in a drawing of two. matronly ladies, one of whom said pettishly:
"I used to be interested in the suffrage movement, before it got mixed 
up with those labor agitators and socialists."

N.6 ?» 9 (March, 191*4-). As with labor, the artists found it much more tempt- ‘ 
ing to draw the drama of militancy. Obviously Haywood’s response when 
questioned whether women should have the vote was a better subject for
a cartoon than milder gradualism. Big Bill said: "Hell, yes, and they
can have mine, too!" Editorially, the Masses completely disagreed 
with the leader of the I. W W. in discussing suffrage.
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Tet Eastman chose rather to write pragmatically of the American group:

“They face a different problem, the problem of utilizing the votes of

women in the nine suffrage States, in order to extend the principle

throughout the country . . . .  And so I regard the Suffrage problem in

this country as essentially not a martial problem, but a problem of how
7to make success succeed a little faster than it ordinarily does.’’ Un

like most other socialist publications, the Masses was always concerned 

with the instrument best suited to the native scene, whether or not it
v.\conflicted with cherished ideas valid in another context. Labor organi- N)

/

zation might demand direct action, but women suffrage was primarily a 

political problem.

Eastman had organized the Men’ s League for Women Suffrage in 

1909 and remained an active suffrage orator. Erom this experience, he 

had advice to give the suffragists which harmonized with the expressed 

aims of the Hasses1 revolution “Towards Liberty.11 Statistical evidence, 

he wrote, made poor material for the propagandist. What was needed was 

to accept the opponent’s main point, such as “a woman’s place is in the 

home,*1 and suggest a logical and psychologically attractive extension of 

the argument. “Such is the peculiar advantage that the propaganda of 

liberty has over all the evangelical enthusiams,” he said. “It does not 

at the first gasp ask a man to mortify his own spontaneous inclinations 
as the type and exemplar of angelic virtue, and demand that everybody

oelse be like him.’1 With woman’s place in the home as a starting point, 

the propaganda of liberty demanded only the unique solution by each person

7 IV, 6 (April, 1913).
8 VII, 8 (October-llovember, 1915).
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of his? own needs. This analysis of the methods of propaganda went far to 

explain why the Hasses proceeded lightly through satire as well as force

fully through direct emotion, and why a single monotonous revolutionary 

these was rejected. The editor simply thought that evangelical narrowness ̂  

would not work.

Always at its best when revealing a ridiculous or unjust opponent,

a major part of the Hasses1 support of the suffragists was through satire

directed at the opponents of votes for women. Cornelia Barns, in such
obrilliant drawings of vacuous young men as ”United We Stand” and ”Vo-

ters,11̂ ® whipped the pretensions of callow masculinity. Sloan pictured

a stolid farmer leaning against a cow and rejecting a suffragist canvas-*

ser with ”Ho, miss, she ain’t home —  hut I kin tell you my wife don!t

need no vote.” The one word caption was ’’Cattle.” After the 1916

elections, when two states had rejected suffrage, Becker drew a sketch of

a group of brutal-faced ward~heelers sitting around a saloon. The central
12figure gloated ”They ain’t our equals yet.” Such cartoons stood out 

against the popular drawings of foolish and unwomanly suffragists. Sa

tire has always been an easier weapon to use against new ideas which 

would change the familiar {lcomraonsense” of the status q u o . The Masses 

effectively turned satire against the conservatives.

The combined issue of October-llovember, 1915 was officially la

belled ’’Woman’s Citizenship Uumber,” and carried a variety of cartoons,

9 V, 16 (March, 191*0-
10 VII, b (December, 1915).

11 IV, 1? (April, 1913).

12 IX, 19 (January, 1917).
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poems, stories and articles in support of the freedom of women. Floyd

Bell, who was more generally feminist than suffragist, described his

Adventures in Anti-Land.*1 Bell visited the offices of the anti-suffrage

headquarters in Kew York and came away with a handful of literature from

which he discovered that because women bore children and had a menstrual

period they were unfit to vote. It seemed, from the authorities cited,

that women spent most of their time either hysterically deranged or at

least irresponsible. Bell observed that this description of the nature

of women was exactly parallel to the taboos of African witch-doctors.
Mock-persuaded, he said; "Apparently they have persuaded me of too much,

these pamphlets. They show* not merely that woman isn’t fit to vote, they
13give good reasons for believing that she isnft fit to live.” And yet, 

as Bell wryly indicated, the anti-suffragists would persuade men that 

women should be cherished —  that a woman*s place was in the home. In an 

accompanying cartoon by Glenn 0. Coleman, a bedraggled woman sweeping her 

stoop on Hester Street while her bearded husband lounged in the doorway 

could only tell the suffragist canvasser; ”You*ll have to ask the head of 

the house —  I only do the work.

When the suffrage movement was augmented by a militant group 

which set up separate headquarters as the Congressional Union in Y/ashing-

13 VII, 6 (Oetober-November, 1915)♦
lh Ibid., 10. The extreme position of the anarchists was illustrated 

by Emma Goldman’s response to the Hasses* "Woman Citizenship” number. 
After lamenting the inoculation of the rival publication with the 
’’vicious virus” of suffrage, she wrote; "Perhaps Mother Earth 
alone has any faith in women. Perhaps we alone believe women no 
longer need dolls; that women are capable and are ready to fight 
for freedom and revolution.” As usual, the opinion was quoted in 
the Masses; YIII, 20 (January, 1916).
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ton under the leadership of Alice Paul, the Masses heartily approved.^ 

After the United States vas in the war, the militants picketed Wilson 

with banners, some of which quoted Wilson’s words, yet were accused of 

"being treasonable. Max Pastman linked the issue to liberty as the maga

zine saw it throughout its career, and welcomed the women who shared the 

magazine’s spirit. He said that when beautiful phrases were applied too 

close to hone then ’’you were on the danger line —  where all lovers of 

liberty belong, and where we are glad to see the militant suffragists 

taking a conspicuous p l a c e . E v e n  if the magazine in 1917 vas more 

concerned with Wilson as a militarist, Wilson the ’’Kaiser,” than with 

votes for women or anything else, they recognized kindred courage to

tell what they believed to be the truth when faced with injustice and
#

overwhelming pov'er.

Political equality for women was, in theory at least, a part of 

the socialist program; however, the Masses was concerned with woman suf

frage as only a small, political phase of the larger question of femi“ 

nism. Feminism comprehensively included democracy, liberty and economic 

freedom for women alike with men. Fundamentally, as the Masses’ contri

butors saw it, women and men both needed to be freed from dogma applied 

to the relations of the sexes and especially the place of women in society. 

The truth about a woman was that she vas a person, a human being with all

15 Bheta Dorr said in A Woman of Fifty, 283• ,!In effect Miss Paul said 
to me that it was idle to hope that a two-thirds majority in the 
House and Senate would ever be converted to woman suffrage . . . .
What did matter was that the Democratic Party, after many lean years, 
was in office . . . .  and over those majorities President Wilson 
exercised despotic power.” This was the reason for the attack on Wil
son. For the suffrage campaign* see Elizabeth Cady Stanton et. a!., 
The History of Woman Suffrage, 5 vols. (Hew York, 1922).

16 IX, kZ (August, 1917)*
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of the needs of a human being. Fundamental physical differences might 

alter the terms of the needs of women and men, but in the need for indivi

dual fulfillment, both shared a social problem. An anonymous contributor, 

probably Floyd Sell, illustrated the position with the story of a man who 

became dissatisfied simply to work, who wanted also to live and become a 

human being. After years of marriage, he ultimately found out that his 

wife had the same needs, that on the day he discovered the inadequacy of 

his own life, his wife had written in her diary: ”1 did not deliberately

decide to spend the rest of my life sitting in a house and taking care of 

children. It just happened to me.” The unfairness of the woman*s shel

tered and monotonous tasks without rights of freedom or wages suddenly be

came vividly clear. “She took care of an individual*s children and looked 

after an individual*s meals. But she herself wasn’t an individual. She 

wasn’t a free human being,” wrote Dell. HSo it was that I became a femi“ 

nist."17
One method of connecting women’s freedom with the economic struggle

of the masses was illustrated by Upton Sinclair, who contributed a parable
18which reflected the economic basis of sex relationships:

Once upon a time a Man married a Y?oman.
Time passed and one day the Man said: “I love all women.

I need a great deal of love.”
And the Woman replied: ”1 love all men. I also need a

great deal of love.”

17 V, 8 (March, 1914). The story of Floyd Dell’s development as a femi 
nist was the center of his autobiography. Homecoming. A delightful 
account of his and others experiments in living while in Greenwich 
Village appeared in Love in Greenwich Village (Mew York, 1926). A 
more serious study of Dell’s was Love in the Machine Age (Hew York, 
1930).

18 IV, 7 (August, 1913).
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Said the Man: “If you talk like that, I will hit you over
the head with a club.1’

And the Woman said: “Forgive me, lord and Master.”

Ten thousand years passed, and again the Man said: “I love
all women. I need a great deal of love.

And the Woman replied: “I love all men. I also need a
great deal of love.”

Said the Man: “If you talk like that, I will divorce you
and you will find it hard to earn your own living.”

And the woman said: “You are a brute.“

Another hundred years passed, and again the Man said: "I
love all women. I need a great deal of love.”

And the Woman replied: “I love all men. I also need a
great deal of love. And, as you know, I can earn my own living.” 

Said the Man: “If you talk like that, I shall have to be
have myself.”

And the Woman said: “At lastI“

Since women were increasingly free to work and on all levels were 

being drawn into business and industry, the simplifications of this par

able were scarcely adequate as applied to wage-workers. Once working, 

women became, as the magazine saw it, even more unfortunate slaves than 

men. An important theme of the Masses was the economic destruction of 

women by the system whether they went into the mills or stayed at home.

To illustrate, Chamberlain sketched two capitalists riding in an automo

bile. One said: “Woman suffrage? I guess not! Yfomen are too shifty.

I*d just got my mills running to suit me, when every damn woman went on 

strike for shorter h o u r s . S l o a n  did a back cover of a street scene

with two young girls in the center: “Say Mamie, I heard Pa readin* in
20de paper how us minimums is a-go in1 to git more wages!” Young showed

the Madame of a brothel and a mill owner talking together: “By the way,
21how much are you paying for girls now?” Reminiscent of the Triangle

19 V, 19 (December, 1913)•

2.0 IT, 20 (May, 1913).

21 VI, 18 (December, 1914).
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fire, H. J. Glintenkamp sketched three girls against the background of 

burned out tenements with a sign still displayed —  "Girls Wanted."

Women were the cheapest commodity on the market if they were driven into 

the labor force.

Yet if women stayed at home, their condition was depicted as be

ing at least as bad. George Bellows drew a woman sprawled on an icy 

street while her husband said: "By God, MariaJ X believe wefve busted
23this umbrella.51 Another Bellows drawing showed a teeming slum street

24over the comment "V/hy don*t they go to the Country for a Vacation?"

W. J. Enright sketched a drunken workman threatening his terrified wife
and child with a bottle over the caption "Incompatibility of Tempera- 

25ment." Young connected women with the war in a vicious two-page car

toon of a capitalist facing a lovely girl across a cradle and spitting 

out the one word "Breed. Even Young* s famous "cool sewer5* cartoon 
m s  a sly comment on the domestic life of the worker. The ham-handed 

man slumped in a chair said: "*I gorry, I*m tired." His harassed wife

replied: "Y0U*B2) tired! Here I be a-standin* over a hot stove all day,
27an* you wurkin* in a nice cool sewer!" Again and again the magazine

22 VIII, 9 (February* 1916).

23 V, 7 (April, 191*0.
2k IV, *1- (August, 1913).

25 VI, 16 (October, 191*0- A note referred the cartoon to the narrow 
divorce laws of New York State.

26 VIII, 14-15 (December, 1915).
27 IV, 15 (May, 1913). It will be apparent that feminist issues had a

special appeal to the cartoonists. This was also true of the poets
and writers of fiction, as will be seen.
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stressed the dual antagonists of poverty and inequality. Sometimes 
poverty destroyed man and wife together; often enough the woman suffered 
the most from a system in which her subjection was a part.

Floyd Dell traced the opposition to the freedom of women to a 
cult of masculine superiority which was fostered and used by the rulers.
The causes were economic, but the results were far-reaching. Ee wrote of
women’s freedom to earn a living; “Capitalism will not like that. Capi- 
te-lism does not want free men. It wants men with wives and children who 
are dependent on them for support." Yet to Dell, this was by no means 
the worst aspect of the subjection of women. He found that men liked 
sweethearts better than wives and discovered the reason in the nature of 
married life. “Y/hen you have got a woman in a box,” he wrote, “and you 
pay rent on the box, her relationship to you insensibly changes charac
ter. It loses the fine excitement of democracy. It ceases to be com- \

28panionship, for companionship is only possible in a democracy.”
Threatened by a capitalist code of morals, women became drudges, and men 
became slaves or scoundrels. In either way, they lost their liberty,
their freedom to become fully human.

Attention to general individual needs especially marked the 
writers. Y/hile the artists revealed the worst aspects of an un“feminist 
world, the poets (chiefly women in this case) and the story writers \?ere 
busy showing the emotional needs of women, workers or not. Much of the 
feeblest poetry in the magazine fell into this classification, but the 

/ demand for recognition of women’s emotional and intellectual life was so 
v- omnipresent that the magazine was flooded with manuscripts. Most of the

28 “Feminism for Men,” V, 20 (July, 193-7)*
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bad ones and some of the good ones dealt with freedom in love , especially

sexual lovei "but the wider spirit of the poetic renaissance touched many
young poets with the urge to express the general yearning for a letter

and fuller life which marked the feminist movement. Jean Starr Unter- 
29meyer wrote:

I will not he like the unaspiring hills,
Whence the sour clay is taken,
To he moulded hy the shape-loving fingers of Man 
Into vases and cups of an old pattern

But I will he my own creator, 
dragging myself from the clinging mud,
And mould myself into fresh and lovelier shapes 
To celebrate my passion for Beauty.

/ So far as the Masses group was concerned, they wanted all women to create 

Beauty and Truth, love and nature and children had as much claim to ful

fillment for the Individual woman as career and politics and the public 

life of society. The dearth of either kind of satisfaction proved the 

hitter need to revolutionize society.

The Masses, unlike purely doctrinaire feminists, did not equate 
feminine freedom solely with the right to business equality with men. The 

editors recognized the central importance of family and children to women 

and to society. Because of the editors’ scientific interest, the bio
logical function of women was of great importance, and they devoted a 

good deal of attention to the children which meant the future of the race. 

The child's position in an .economically unjust society vas illustrated 

at its worst level in child labor. In a mock newspaper release, E. J. 

Bandall, aged ten, a cotton worker, deprecated the anti-Wilson attitude 

of some of his fellow workers. "While I have long been in favor of a law 

which would make it possible for me to discontinue my attendance here and

29 VIII, 20 (October, 1916).
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complete my life,0 he said, "I feel sure that Mr. Wilson is right in say

ing we must do nothing to interfere with the doctrine of States' Rights, 

which I have always heard highly spoken of . . .  . whether Mr. Wilson
does anything for us or not, we can at least he sure of his heartfelt sym- 

30pathy." Chamberlain sketched a graveyard under the great seal of Ala

bama with a forlorn woman kneeling before the headboards of child mill 

workers aged six to nine. The caption read "Rest I n d e e d . Y o u n g ' s  

mill owner spoke to a mother with a child on her lap: "Mrs. Crumb, I

have called to assist you. We have just installed machinery that no 

longer necessitates your husband's services in the factory. These ma

chines can be manipulated by three-year-old babies, and I am willing to
32give your child & chance."

Closer at hand for the artists was the environmental effect of a 

city, especially on the masses. George Bellows' "Splinter Beach" was a 

graphic display of city boys swimming off the docks. Alice Winter's 

sentimentalized children made an effective point on a most unsontimental

ly tiny fire-escape playground. Sloan’s cover labeled "Innocent Girlish 

Prattle —  Plus Environment" showed two sweet-looking adolescents walking 

down a carefully observed city street. The younger of the two said:
"WhatI Him? The Little —  —  —  —  — ! He's worse'n she is, the —
 ,,,33

Prom the representation of the effect of city environment on

30 IV, 12 (March, 1913).

31 V, 11 (October, 1913).

32 V, 9 (April, 1913).
33 V, 1 (November, 1913).
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children, it was an easy step to the consideration of the schools. Under 

the leadership of John Dewey and Superintendent Wirt of the Gary, Indiana 

schools, education was talcing on a new vitality and interest in experi

ment and change. It seemed to the Masses1 editors (Dell was especially 

interested) that the problems of children and education could “be solved 

in part without a revolution of society because the bourgeois had dis

covered that a school system which produced better people was incident

ally cheaper to operate, at least on the ’’Gary Plan” basis. Prom better 

human beings, revolution was to be expected since they would demand a 

better world for themselves.

One obvious point of attack, even in bringing about the Gary 

Plan improvements, was the school board. Dell traced the relatively re

cent development of organized school systems in the United States in an 

article designed to show that the teaching profession had advanced from 
a refuge of the aged and disabled to a position with permanent status, 

but that the control of schools was still in the hands of out-moded 

boards of education drawn from among the ministers, bankers, lawyers and 

businessmen. These ’’gifted amateurs,” who once had been the only men in 

a community to have experience with education, were now outdated. They 

presumed so much upon the ’’dignity” of their position in New Tork as to 

make flat decisions hbout married teachers, and discipline any teacher 

who protested in public.*'

3b VI, 11 (March, 1915)• Dell’s articles on education were a reflection 
of the general hopefulness of the liberal Club, where Greenwich Vil
lage met the uptown intellectual rebels from Morningside Heights. His 
rebellious objectives, however, did not stop with the schools, but 
extended to the freeing of women and children in a new society.
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In a later article* Dell traced, his own educational experience, 

with its complete severance from the life of every-day practice and ob

servation, to reveal the re-education in living he had bitterly gained 

'-after leaving high school. The aim of education, as Dell saw it, was the 

production of all-around human beings who had learned something about the 

world through a school which was a part of the world. As he pointed out, 

the making of real people in his society was an impossible dream; "It 

would seem altogether improbable that anything so sensible should be 
generally done in our lifetime, except for the miraculous and hardly 

credible fact that in G-ary the new system has been found to be cheaper . 

than the old. On this economic fact, the rebels and the conservatives 

would agree.
#

. "It almost seems as though a real over-turning of an ancient and 
ridiculous institution could be quietly accomplished for economic rea- 

j/^sons," Anthony Crone (Dell?) wrote in a review of Bandolph Bourne's The 
Gary Schools. ^  This led directly to a revolutionary effect on children's 

minds. "The Gary System," Dell wrote, "seems to me part of a new concep

tion of life which regards it as too precious for any of it to be wasted 

in tedium. Which is in itself a revolutionary idea. I cannot imagine a 

race of children brought up with that idea, growing up into quiet accep-

35 VIII, 10 (February, 1916). The remoteness from the mass struggle of 
the magazine's concern with schools was apparent in a note by Lucy 
Sprague Mitchell in VIII, 22 (June, 1916): "There must come to be a 
general understanding of the school as the community's greatest so
cial instrument, so powerful and so vast that everyone interested in 
the community must perforce have a voice in its policies." For so
cialists, this was the heresy of the liberals who were more interested 
in "the people" than the working class. On the other hand, later "pro
gressive educators" have failed to recognize the revolutionary signi
ficance so much a part of the awareness of the early theorists.

36 VIII, 29 (October, 1916).
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tance of that paralysis of the will which passes as contemporary moral- 

ity. In much the same way, lifhittier and Lowell had turned to the 

schools to free the minds of men from slavery. Dell’s ideas differed 
chiefly in that they accepted the implicit assurance that the world was 

moving toward socialism, and that the freeing of any minds hy anyone or 

any institution would give the true science an opportunity to work.

The Masses was not concerned with revolutionary cabals, hut with 

finding the places in the flow of American development at which they 

could divert injustice into liberty and selfish stupidity into sane 

idealism —  which they equated with socialism. A growing change in the 

theory of education was just such a place. ’’The babies of this world,” 

wrote Eastman, ’’suffer a good deal more from silly mothers than they do 

from sour milk. And any change in political forms, however superficial 

from the standpoint of economic justice, that will increase the breadth 

of experience, the sagacity, the humor, the energetic and active life- 
interest of mothers, can only be regarded as a profound historic revolu

tion.”̂  The welfare of children was one of the strongest weapons of 

the propagandist for liberty and the warm, human values; therefore, both 

John Dewey’s educational philosophy and the Gary plan of school organiza

tion were revolutionary developments to be advocated whether or not the 
’’bourgeoisie” also accepted them. Mary Heaton Yorse went so far as to 
conclude that all labor journalism was concerned with child and mother.

37 Ibid., 32. In later years, Dell made explicit the connection between 
the liberation of children and the revolution in a succession of ar
ticles in The Liberator on ”Vere You Ever a Child?” His thinking 
about education was also important to the autobiographical novel, 
Mooncalf. Eor all of his apparent liberalism, Dell always recognized 
an ultimately revolutionary objective.

38 VII, 9 (October-November, 1915)•
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“For when you come down to it,“ she said, 11 the labor movement is about

children and about homes . . . .  Sift things down, and all governments

and all civilizations ultimately come back to this: Are we going to live

in a world where we release the limitless energies and talents latent in
39mankind, or are we going to live in a world which stifles these gifts?

The cause of labor unified for the Hasses a multitude of new and revolution

ary causes.

As a corollary to an interest in women*s rights, feminine freedom 

and the development of children, the Masses inevitably dealt with ques

tions of sex and marriage. To many readers of the magazine, such material 

applied to individuals rather than society and was not only unrevolution

ary, but offensive. As many letters to the editor showed, even the 

emancipated left believed often enough that an interest in sex was simply 

prurience. At least as large a group gleefully accepted “The Sexual Re

volution11 as an important part of the realistic revolt against the “gen

teel Age“ and the Puritanism which H. L. Mencken was to advertise so 

effectively at a later date. 3C. R. Chamberlain satirized the hushed era
howith a cartoon of three women in a glass jar labeled “Canned Innocence,“ 

and the Masses joined another campaign against distorted and suppressed 

truth.
The elementary freedom to treat sex as a part of life in litera- y/ 

ture was a part of the demand for liberty. The Masses opened its columns 

almost from the beginning to poetic expression of hitherto silent truths 

whenever they seemed to the editors to have merit as poetry. Helen Hoyt,

39 Torse, Footnote to Folly, hoh. 

ho T, 19 (July, 191h).
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for example» submitted a poem entitled “Comparison”:

Kow long and slim, and straight thou liest beside me.
Thy body is like the shaft of a strong pillar,
Or brawny tree~trunk; firm and round and hard.
Often thy fancy has likened me to a flower:
A tree art thou; so tall aloft, so rugged,
With branches proud, and roots that never swerve.

How frail I look next thee, and foolish fashioned!
And yet, I think I like my own self better:
What has thy body lovely as my breasts?

0 thou art also beautiful, beloved;
Only I still do find thee ■unfamiliar:
Different from me: so strong, so strange —

So subrange, my eyes will scarcely dare behold thee;
Hy hands draw back when they would reach to touch thee;
But for thy kisses I were half afraid.

In publishing such frankly individual expression, the magazine apparently 

felt no need for self-justification. As a part of the effort to see life 

truly, such material seemed revolutionary for all men and women who had 

been distorted by the social system. Most of all, free expression on

sexual matters was a part of women1 s coming emancipation from society*s

shackles. The material of the fetters might be economic, but any revolt 

! against society which produced freer minds was a blow against the “sys

tem.” The idea marked the magazine*s attitude toward all social change.
Even more directly to the point, the bourgeois oppressor with 

his conventional morality was linked as directly to Freudian repression 

of the individual as to Marxian suppression of the mass. This pairing did 

not become popular until Freu&ianism was better understood, but the root 
of the combination existed in the Masses group. “Many of the Villagers

hi VI, 16 (September, 1915). In its later years especially, the Masses 
printed much frank and intimate verse. For a discussion of the 
literature, see Chapter VII.
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suggested that the secret of maladjustment lay in the institution of mar

riage ♦" wrote Frederick Hoffman. “The American “business man was univer

sally held up as illustrating the effect of repression upon personal

happiness. Ho American 'businessman could be both happy and wealthy at the 
kzsame time.11 A good deal of rationalization unquestionably masked a de

sire for pleasure, and for the individual contributor to the Masses, the 

urge toward romantic revolt may have been the sole reason for contribut

ing a particular work. Yet the product was set into an editorial frsme-
A3work which made the connections between individual and social revolution. 

The story-tellers in prose chose for the most part to objectify 

/their protests against the sexual inferiority of women through a romanti-
/

seized version of the "fed-len woman. “ Such literary treatment of society's 

outcasts had a long European history, and Theodore Dreiser's Sister 

Carrie and David Graham Phillips' Susan Lennox had opened the battle 

against the censorship of American works on the same subject. Again, the 

conflict seemed to the Masses to be between significant truth and suppres

sion, with social and economic science thrust aside by reformers* plati

tudes and patchwork.

Under the influence of the muckrakers, the larger cities had 

conducted extensive and well-publicized investigations into “The Social

42 Hoffman, Freudianisa and the Literary Mind, 6.

43 America was filled during these years with a general revolt of the 
younger generation which, although moving in the direction of social 
and economic revolution, had for the most part not reached the ex
treme of the Masses. See especially Yan Wyck Brooks, America's Coming- 
of-Age (Hew York, 1915)» Eandolph Bourne, Untimely Papers (Hew York, 
1919) and Bourne's The History of a Literary Badical with an introduc
tion by Brooks. The Seven Arts, on which both were important figures, 
typified the leftward swing of individual and literary revolt. See al
so Margaret Anderson, My Thirty Year's War (Hew York, 1930) and Alfred 
Xreymborg, Troubadour, An Autobi0granny (Hew York, 1925).
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Evil. n The second report of the Committee of Fifteen, headed by E. R. A. 

Seligman, was submitted in New York in 1912. The report indicated a moral 

and legalistic approach to the universally intriguing problem of prosti

tution, and an almost complete evasion of social and economic causes.

The influence of poverty was dismissed briefly: •'Even where the children

of the poor are not in immediate contact with professional vice, their 

surroundings are frequently highly inimical to virtue . . . .  The problem 

is one of the most intricate with which society has to deal, since the

incomes of the poor and the rents which they have to pay are almost entire-
44ly fixed by laws over which government has little control.11 The com

mittee concluded that prostitution must be driven out of homes, especially 

those of the poor, that segregation and regulation were ineffective and 

that the only answer was the stern repression of public manifestations 

and the reform of Raines Law hotels and the magistrate's courts.

The Masses agreed, as usual, with an attack on the courts, giving 

the prostitute the same support against unjust laws that it gave to other 

victims. Sloan contributed a drawing of “The Women’s Night Court,0 

which showed a young woman in tawdry finery facing a bearded, bald judge 
and a young man in civilian clothes, presumably a detective, who was 

giving evidence against her. Ken sat and stood around the courtroom,
45watching the girl. The caption read, “Before Her Maker and Her Judge.n 

Untermeyer extended the interpretation of the legal suppression in a set 

of verses entitled “Cellmates,n which Sloan illustrated with a drawing of

44 Edwin R. A. Seligman, ed., The Social Evil (New York, 1912).

45 IV, 10-11 (August, 1913).
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46an overstuffed Madam and a tearful young first-offender:

Don’t worry now, an’ things ‘11 he all right —
Ye’ll only see th’ folks with happy faces —

There’ll he no more o* workin* noon an’ night 
An’ etandin’ up all day behind th’ laces . . .

Eere’s the address —  now, don’t ye lose it, dear;
An’ come right up —  don’t stop to primp or tidy —

Gee, hut it’s lucky that ye met me here . . .
Let us go to sleep. Good-night, an’ see ye Erid’y.

These contributions followed the magazine’s usual realism more

closely than such typical stories as John Heed’s tale of a taxi-dancer
who saw Europe and South America only to return joyfully to the familiar

Haymarket, ‘ and James Eenle’s celebration of the simple virtues in the
48heart of a prostitute in “Hobody’s Sister.” Such stories of the kin

ship of the fallen to their socially superior fellov/s were a form of

truth-telling, hut for the most part too highly romantic and sentimental

to point a realistic moral.
Hasses’ serious analysis of the interest in prostitution 

stressed economics and rejected the passion for investigation. ”It real

ly isn’t necessary to investigate vice,” wrote Eastman, ’’All the investi

gation effects is to drain off the enthusiasm of those who might otherwise 

have been led to do. something about it . . .  . Investigation as a substi

tute for action —  that is a habit that ranks high among the credentials 

of hell.”2*9

46 V, 4 (May, 1914). The two cited Etanzas are the last of eleven to the
effect that “now, I’ve the swellest little flat uptown . . . .”

47 “Where the Heart is,” IV, 8 (January, 1913)•

i 48 VI, 10 (January, 1915)* Dell said that the magazine was flooded with
j manuscripts about prostitutes and bums —  of which they somewhat reluc-
j tantly printed a few of the best. The sentimental attention to the “slumi proletariat” seemed as false to them as to more orthodox socialist

critics.
IT. 5 (May. 1913).
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The editor found some hope in the propaganda for a national

minimum wage law for women which resulted in part from studies of the

social evil. This reform might Indicate the proper economic culprit

even if it did nothing about fundamental causes. For those who still

did not know the true cause of prostitution, an Art Young cartoon entitled

“Defeated® showed the bloodhound of commercial greed sniffing along a

trail from a factory which ended with a girl’s hat lying on a narrow
50neck of land stretching into the rippled sea of prostitution. The

magazine made connections which the sober report of the Committee of

Fifteen had evaded through delicacy or a complete belief in the iron
laws of classical economics.

If a frank treatment of prostitution violated a social taboo, a

violently emotional story about a syphylitic prostitute submitted by Dr.
Charles De Garis of the St. Louis City Hospital went even further. It

told, with self-torturing bitterness, of the doctor’s experience with a

child of fourteen who had been born in a brothel, grown up there, and

ultimately been put to work without any moral knowledge that what she

did was wrong. Within a month or so, syphilis, described in full and

nauseous detail, had hideously disfigured the girl’s face. As she was

removed to the venereal ward, she cried, “Oh please take it all away*

Please let me have a good time some more.® The doctor ended: “All down

the long corridor I heard her as she wept until the screak of the
51stretcher wheels drowned her puling and her prayer.® Although the 

dice were obviously loaded, there was no evasion and no pat moralizing 

for socialism or anything else. It took daring in 1913 to print an

50 Ibid., 10-11.
51 “She Never Left Home,® I?, 13-lh (August, 1913).
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article so ruthlessly in violation of the universal taboo against the 

mention of venereal disease. The revolutionary aims of the magazine were 

broad enough to include the publication of any important truth which 

others refused to tell.

Although far-reaching in social consequences, the problems of the 

control of prostitution and venereal disease did not, in those years, be
come as dramatically publicized as the more general issue of the dissemi

nation of birth control information. The controversy, settled largely 
through the inertia of the defenders of laws widely and openly violated, 

was at its height in 1915 a&d 1916. The Masses quickly became one of the 

most effective propagandists for the advocates of limitation, and again 

surprised many of its readers by engaging in a fight which at first glance 

had little or no connection with a revolution by the masses, however true 

the arguments might be,

Eastman met the critic’s questions by stressing both the contri

bution of scientific knowledge to the freeing of men’s minds and the 
directly revolutionary consequences of a widely adopted practice of contra

ception. The connection between the evolution of the human mind and the 

control of instinctive processes by intelligence seemed entirely obvious 

to the editor; hence the opponents of birth control, he said, failed to 

recognize man’s evolving nature and rejected science for a moralistic and 

authoritarian dogma.
Especially for socialist critics, he reviewed briefly the history 

of the European and English neo-Mai thus ian movements to show that from 

the beginning, the spread of contraceptive information had been connected 

with the relief of the working classes. The earlier explanation was 

simply that fewer workers would cause a rise in wages, hence help the
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condition of the maps©s. Rejecting this utilitarian oversimplification

“based on the iron law of wages, Eastman applied revolutionary arguments

to the situation of the .American worker who, he said, needed not so much
simply more wages as a "better life in all of its aspects: “An unskilled

worker is never free,11 he wrote, “but an unskilled worker with a large \
family of half-starving children cannot even fight for freedom. That for

us is the connection between birth-control and the working-class struggle.

Workingmen and women ought to be able to feed and rear the children they
want —  that is the end we are seeking. But the way to that end is a

fight; a measure of working-class independence is essential to that
52fight; and birth-control is a means to such independence.

Eastman soon agreed that the general question could be dismissed 

from the Masses when such respectable journals as The Hew Republic, Har

per1© Weekly, the Hew York Tribune and the Hew York American had “been 
giving the question publicity, and are probably making a great many 

more converts to it than we did.11 At the same time, he traced the be

ginning of wide publicity to the March, 1915 issue of the Masses. In 
that month the Masses had printed a lead story by Eastman under the 

title “Is the Truth Obscene? “ whic-h traced the history of William and 

Margaret Sanger from her attempts to publicize birth-control infomnation 

through the Hew York Call, the publication of leaflets and The V<oman

52 YI, 22 (July, 1915)* In this issue, for example, George Creel 
lashed Rockefeller, Anton Johannsen traced the Matthew Schmidt 
case and Erank Tannenbaum muckraked a prison strike on Blackwell1© 
Island. The connection of these stories seemed obvious to the editors.
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Rebel to her indictment for circulating obscene literature through the 

mail and his arrest on the evidence of a Comstock detective who posed as 

a socialist. The article traced the probable causes of these foolish 
acts to capital*s desire for cheap child labor, to the old tradition of 

tribal survival, to a male fear of women1s freedom and to a morbid terror 

of truth; but the essential fact which emerged was that the almost univer

sal diffusion of knowledge within the upper middle class was only prose

cuted legally when an attempt was made to extend the information to the 

masses. Young drew a brilliant cartoon of brooding worries and fears 

shaped as weird animals, eyes and vague forms surrounding a bowed worker, 

his wife and three children in a “Hell op Earth.”̂  Chamberlain added a 

jolt to conservative sensibilities in a drawing of the muffled figure of 

a woman with a child in her arms standing on the edge of the docks. The 

caption was sufficiently shocking; ‘‘Family Limitation —  Old Style.

53 Xu commenting on this magazine, Eastman clearly stated his disapproval 
of its attack on other feminists in a manner which he found extreme 
and rebellious for the sake of rebellion. “The entrenchments of cus
tom and capital and privilege are so impregnable to our attacks —  
they ignore us and we have no satisfaction,” he wrote revealingly,
“and so we turn upon our own weaker sisters and brothers who will re
coil and fight back, and give us an exhaust for our emotions. It is 
the sad history of every crusade.” V, 5 (May, 191^). Except for the 
anarchists, the Masses showed little trace of this error aside from 
an occasional sly comment on other radicals.

5h The detective persuaded Sanger, who was an architect, to dig up a leaf
let from among his wife*s papers (Mrs. Sanger had fled to Canada to 
finish her pamphlets before standing trial). When Sanger finally found 
a leaflet, he was arrested by Comstock himself who tried to find out 
the whereabouts of Mrs. Sanger and did his best, even to making the 
plea himself when Sanger was finally brought to court, to get Mr. Sang- 

/ er to plead guilty to circulating obscenity. Dell, in his autobiog- 
lv raphy, said the police spy was a woman, but the Masses was probably 

right since Eastman had talked to Sanger before writing his article.

55 VI, k (March, 1915)-

56 VI, 19 (May, 1915).
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Over tlie caption “Congratulations! “ the same artist drew a "brilliant and 

sardonic cartoon of a top-hatted, corpulent race-suicide alarmist speak

ing to a  miserable family which included a grandmother, haggard father 

and mother and seven children. The true cause again seemed to be econo

mic.

Once the facts, as the Masses saw them, had been revealed and 

taken up by others, the magazine’s campaign was, as in the labor cases, 

one against specific attempts to use the courts to persecute individuals • 

William Sanger was defended through publicity, raising money for his 

trial and printing columns of letters from all classes of people, in

cluding one or two giving lengthy expositions of the religious and moral 

opposition to birth control. One letter advocated the intellectual 

beauty of restraint from “the yearnings of uncontrolled passion.11 The 

editors gave the letter the heading “Prom a Disembodied Spirit.“ The 

letters added most of the pro-information arguments which the Masses had 

not included. A  particularly brilliant exposition of the case for birth 

control came from a Hew Zealand woman and compared Hew York in the most 

unfavorable and specific terms to her native land, keeping class issues 

in the foreground.

When Sanger was convicted and sentenced to thirty days, Ployd 

Dell summed up the implications of the trial under the title “Criminals 

A l l , “ and described the efforts of Mrs. Sanger and others to distribute 

her pamphlets. “In the use of the mails to distribute this information,“ 

he wrote, “it is estimated that the law has been broken some 500,000 
times since the Sanger arrest. That is what you might call efficiency.“ 

The fact showed that the law was unenforceable, and with his usual sharp

ness and effectiveness, Dell singled out for quotation the Judge's words
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to Sanger as reported in the press: “If you and your ilk would marry de

cent women, you would not have time to think of such worthless projects.” 

This insult from the immunity of the "bench, was excellent propaganda for 

the magazine's attack on unjust laws and the system as represented "by the 

"bourgeois who interpreted them in their class interest. Inferring the 

typical middle class knowledge of contraceptives "by "both judge and prose

cuting attorney, Dell said: ’’Bor a ’criminal1 on the "bench to talk

solemn nonsense to a ’criminal’ in the dock only makes the courts ridicu- 
57lous.”̂ ' Such ridiculousness, it was the Masses* function to expose "by 

lighting up the real truth with fact or satire. Robert Minor made the 

point perfectly in a drawing of a fat, pompous, heavily mustached and 

"be-spectacled caricature dragging a woman on the floor to a "bench pre- 

sided over "by a judge with the face of a nut-cracker. The prosecutor, ob

viously Comstock, said: "Tour Honor, this woman gave birth to a naked

child.*^8
When Emma Goldman was arrested for distributing birth control 

information publicly, the Masses defended her more seriously despite 

their dislike of anarchism, even printing in full her speech to the judge. 

Jessie Ashley, another deliberate law-breaker, summed up the legal his

tory of the struggle in the issue for January, 191?* Mrs. Sanger had 
been dismissed (although she was then awaiting another trial for opening 
a clinic in Boston), and the other victims had with one exception been 

given light fines. The Masses fought for all of the radicals who were 

trying to reach the lower classes and took delight in pointing out that

57 VII, ,2.1 (October-November, 1915)* Themenforceability of the law fitted 
well into this particular Women’s Citizenship*1 number. Of course women 
could see through such glaring stupidities.

58 VI, 19 (September, 1915).
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a rich girl, Rose Pastor Stokes, had openly given information at a huge 

meeting in Carnegie Hall without arrest, \diile poorer radicals like Ida 

Rauh and Sama Goldman were jailed for precisely the same act in less awe

some places. The class lines of law enforcement clearly dictated the 

freeing of Mrs. Stokes and Mrs. Sanger, said the Masses, while similar 

acts committed by those closer to the working classes and without powerful 

and wealthy friends among the middle class liberals were punished.

The battle for toleration of birth control was nearly won, a ne

gative victory since many of the laws remained on the books, but effec

tive insofar as the Masses was interested. In this instance, the magazine 
campaigned for its friends and acquaintances in a battle with the Hew 

York courts. That it lifted the “free speech15 and evolutionary science 

issues into a clear framework of working class revolution was typical of

the magazine and marked its difference from the periodicals it helped to
60prod into action on the birth control issue. As Marxian strategists 

suggested, good socialists joined with the bourgeois at any time a success

ful battle promised to help along the future ability of the proletariat 

to make a revolution.

59 VIII, 23 (August, 1916).
60 Hutchins Hapgood in A Victorian, 1?0, remarked that the European con

nection of birth control with the revolutionary labor movement was 
transferred by Krs. Sanger to the respectable middle class in the 
United States. However, Mrs. Sanger pointed out in An Autoblo^ra-phy, 
109* that she failed to interest the feminists and turned to the rad
icals “trusting they would appreciate the importance of family limi
tation in the kind of civilization towards which they were stumbling.“ 
Although Mrs. Sanger was middle class, it was such as Emma Goldman
and the Masses who fought her early battles with her, and both stressed 
the fact that the middle class had the knowledge —  only the masses 
could really profit.
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It was scarcely possible to print nude pictures, passionate poetry

and pro~birth control arguments without coming to the attention of the
61agents of the New York Society for the Suppression of Vice* Anthony 

Comstock and his successor, John S. Sumner, were the principal prosecu

tors of the disseminators of birth control information. The letter 

column for one issue of the Masses was headed "Progress or Comstock?"

Until 1916, when the self-appointed censor died, he was used as an occa

sional whipping boy for the magazine's attacks on the suppression of 

feminist truth. The letters which came to the editor asking for informa

tion about contraception were not answered by the magazine directly, but 
rather, as Dell recorded, turned carefully over to a private individual 

who would see that they were answered. Dell proudly accepted, as had 
Thoreau, the duty of civil disobedience. "I believed then, as I do now," 

he wrote in his autobiography, "that it is a moral duty to violate evil 

laws . . . .  my lawbreaking was in accordance with the implicit oath

which I had taken as a rebel against tyranny, it made America a little
62better, and it gained xae only the approval of my conscience." Eastman 

pointed out the wider social implications when he indicated that the 

Masses was not only a pioneer in propaganda for scientific revolution, but

61 This private corporation existed under state lews and was empowered to 
enforce laws, make arrests and keep one-half of the fines imposed by 
the courts. The censorship of literature has made it particularly, 
notorious. According to historian Dwight L. Dumond in Roosevelt to 
Roosevelt (New York, 1937)* there were 3673 arrests and 2911 convic
tions under Comstock. Most of the censorship laws still exist, al
though they are enforced only occasionally. See Morris 1. Ernst and 
William Seagle, To the Pure (New York, 1928) and Mary Ware Dennett, 
Who1s Obscene? (hew York, 1930).

62 Dell, Homecoming, 252-3.
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also* the editors were among the first to reject the “genteel tradition,H
cp,

by daring f,to say things in public that they said in private.11

Comstock’s power was such that revolt against him meant a revolt 
against the state Itself. The censorship, even though it was directed 

primarily at supposedly obscene pictures and books, was potentially a 

powerful weapon against truth of any kind. With the feminist convictions 

of the Masses1 people combined with social revolution, it seemed that the 

intolerant and uncontrolled power of such men as Comstock was more than a 

personal threat to the magazine, and already a means of keeping the masses 

as ignorant as possible. Of course the Masses fought the censor. The 

weapons they used were those they employed in all their battles with, 

however, an emphasis on satire. Charles W. Wood, for example, wrote a
64mildly witty piece of light verse “To Our St. Anthony11 which concluded:

And when thou1 rt finished, Anthony, with art and Kature, too,
And all that*s male or female has come under thy taboo;
And when at last all things in sight are stamped with thy 

approval,
Or else with some anathema that calls for their removal;
We hope that thou will guide us where our sinful nature fails,
By stamping every woman with:

‘'EXCLUDED FBOK THE M A LES.11

Bellows, taking censorship to heart, contributed a fat, evil, nude figure

with hands clutched for concealment and a cross around its neck over the *

63 Eastman, Enjoyment of Living, 475* Ereud had first been translated in 
1913 > and there was much discussion of sex during this period by the 
intellectuals. Eastman published the first popular discussion of the 
new psychology in Everybody1s Magazine for June and July of 1915* See 
Hoffman, Freudian!sm, 50“L. Outside of the book reviews, there was 
little attention to the psychology of the unconscious in the Masses. 
The editors were more interested in the completely rational.

6k 71, Ik (May, 1915).
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65statement “The Nude is Repulsive to This Man.“ Minor followed his car

icature of Comstock in the courtroom with another showing the same figure* 

now shirt-sleeved* with one foot on the "breast of a huge upside-down nude* 
poised to chop down with an upraised sword —  “Oh, Wicked Flesh. E. 

Grainska sketched a stylized ‘'Nightmare of a Pure-Minded Censor after 

having reluctantly and purely as a matter of duty, attended a performance 

of the Russian Ballet. C. E. S. Wood disposed of Comstockian modesty 

in a “Heavenly Discourse” in which a modest soul refused to enter heaven 

without clothes. When captured "by Peter, he begged God and Jesus for 

even a small fig leaf to shield him from view, especially from the female 

angels:
GOD: Everybody is looking at you, you are making a spectacle of

yourself. Who is looking at you?
SOUL: That lady angel.
GOD: Well, stand up and look at her. What’s wrong about it?
SOUL: Oh, God!
GOD: What ideas have you got in your head anyhow?
SOUL: Please excuse me, God, but don’t you really see how vile

and indecent it is for souls to look at each other naked?
GOD: Here, Peter. We need people, but I can’t stand this.

Take him to Hell.

When John S. Sumner succeeded Comstock, he was accepted by the 

Masses in the following terms: “Anything that Mr. Sumner does not like
he can suppress. That is what it comes down to. It is to our minds a 
vicious, an immoral, an obscene fact. But it is a fact.” Since the

65 VI, 13 (June, 1915).
66 VII, 20 (October-November, 1915)*

67 VIII, 17 (May, 1916).

68 VIII, 29 (June, 1916).
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magazine recognized facts, they proposed going in procession, all editors,

each month to the censor*s office where the contents of the next month*s

magazine would he read aloud for approval. "It is no more than just that

having the powers of a censor he should also have the censor*s burdens,"

they said, anticipating with solemn mirth that all other periodicals

would follow the same course.^ Used as they were to fighting the actual
direct power of the courts and the entire social system, the Masses could

not take the pettiness of Sumner and Comstock with the seriousness they
recognized to he implicit in the existence of a censorship. When Art

World published a conventional attack on Manet’s picture, "Lunch on the

Grass," accompanied by a reproduction, the Masses accused Sumner of

writing the review, and pointed out that he had thus made himself liable

to arrest I "Though under the law, we understand, a Vice Expert does not

have to lock himself up as the possessor of a lewd, lascivious, filthy
70and obscene mind —  more’s the pity."

Except for one misdeed, the magazine, by some miracle, managed 

to keep out of the toils of the Vice Censorship. Dell described the 

visit he received in person from John S. Sumner. The censor was snooping 

through the bookshop to find out whether or not they were selling, as ad~
/

vertised, copies of August Eorel’s The Sexual Question. He disapproved ^ 

of this book, Sumner told Dell, because Eorel expressed "approval" of 

homosexuals. Dell argued with Sumner about a technical term, and ended 

up in the wrong, but calling the self-righteous censor names in which 

"sneak" was the-least offensive. It was no wonder that a Sumner detective

69 VIII, 16 (March, 1916). 

?0 IX, kZ (April, 191?).



returned, found Merrill Sogers in the store as "business manager, and ar

rested him when he furnished a copy of the dreadful "book, Eogers was in 

this way introduced to the Masses* office shortly after he left Harvard. 

He vent free on bail, and the case was eventually dismissed by the grand 

jury, but the censor refused to return confiscated magazines bearing the 

offending advertising.

Intellectually, the Hasses1 campaign for the emancipation of 
women was successfully reconciled with revolutionary labor and a new 

world to be constructed on socialist principles. The same *basic opponent, 
repressive capitalism, was continuously spotlighted, as were the courts 

which served as the magazine*s most frequent specific enemy. Yet there 

was a significant difference between the single-hearted devotion to the
t

working classes which marked duller socialist journals and the indivi

dualism which was especially apparent in the Hasses* feminism. The ed

itors tried always to keep in mind that the faceless "masses'* were ac

tually innumerable individuals, that the goal of social revolution 

remained the fullest possible life for those individuals and that the 

dogma and authoritarianism which marked conservatism was an ever-present 

danger as much to the "left" as the "right." Before women could become 

a part of any free society, whether socialist or capitalist, it was 

necessary to recognize in them the basic human needs which had been ap

plied to men throughout the ages. The goal of a new society was freedom; 

women were fighting for freedom; ergo women were fighting for a new so
ciety. That the battle was by no means as apparently bloody and imme

diate as that of labor undoubtedly accounted for the use of satire 

instead of anger as a major weapon of the editors.
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As at a later date no radical movement could ignore racial minor
ities, the Masses could not ignore the crusade for women’s freedom dur
ing its "brief years. The editors were in tune with the Zeitgeist, firmly

*
rooted in devotion to democracy rather than authoritarianism and at the 
same time pressing for an extension of the meaning of democracy into the 
modern industrial world. The major significance, perhaps, of their in
clusion of feminism among major causes lay in their insistence that social 
aims must "be harmonized with individual aims, that neither can he forgot
ten in any society which lays claim to the possession of liberty and 
freedom.



CEAPTSE V

EEVOLUTIOU AITD ORGANIZED RELIGION

Although the struggle for women*s rights reached a peak in the 

second decade of the twentieth century, conflict between religion and 

secularism has been a continuous part of the history of the United States. 

As the early years of the twentieth century showed, the rise of the so

cial gospel, industrialism, and the labor movement raised new and vital 

issues in a predominantly religious America. With these new issues, the 

Masses, trying to represent the true interests of labor, was concerned 

in two ways: first, to reveal the supposed alliance of the organized

churches with the interests of capital; and second, to show the perversion 
of true idealism in what the editors believed to be a distortion of Chris

tianity, On the first issue, the editors attacked religious reformers, 

and on the second, they attempted to reinterpret the historical Jesus.

Both were approached from the standpoint of ethical idealism originating 

in social rather than individual righteousness.

’’Among these millions and their leaders we have encountered a 
spirit religious in its fervor and in its willingness to sacrifice for a 

cause held sacred,” wrote Chairman Prank P. Walsh of the findings on in

dustrial unrest. ”And we earnestly submit that only in the light of this 

spirit can the aggressive propaganda of the discontented be understood and 
judged! However evangelical the spirit, it had little to do with the 

organized churches of the United States, and the intellectual leaders of

^ Industrial delations, 153.
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the labor movement found traditional religion only an ill-fitting mask 

over the hated features of a familiar enemy. As the social gospel wished 

to transferal the churches and direct religious thinking away from the in

dividual and his salvation to the building of the Kingdom of God on earth, 

so the intellectual left wished to use religious energy and the power of 

faith outside the churches to create a new world of justice and liberty.

“for the first time in religious history,11 wrote Walter Eauschen- 
busch in 1908, “we have the possibility of so directing religious energy 
by scientific knowledge that a comprehensive and continuous reconstruc

tion of social life in the name of God is within the bounds of human 
2possibility.” Unlike the distinguished clergyman, the Masses despaired 

of progress through the church, yet throughout their attack on the church 

as the ally of repression ran the powerful forces of the social gospel 

rather than the nihilistic destruction of religion as “the opium of the 
people.” The “Carpenter of Nazareth" was adopted as one builder of a 

true Kingdom on earth, and with the fervor and devotion of their Puritan 

forebears, the Masses * editors sought to create the New Jerusalem with 

the tools of instrumental science guided by the divine aspiration within 

man. No believers in an anthropomorphic God, they still escaped the low
est common denominator of earthly materialism by faith in the spiritual 

and intellectual striving personified in Jesus the working man, social 
agitator and lover of truth. To get results in traditionally religious 

America, two vulnerable spots were attacked within the churches. The 

church, said the Masses, is a Judas betraying both man and God.

The artists, ever in search of universally meaningful', symbols 

with which to strike at capitalism, found natural material in religion.

2 Eauschenbusch, Christianity and the Social Crisis, 209.
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The cross, the pulpit and the church "building itself were all Immediately 

understandable and effective subject-matter. Morris Hall Pancoast drew a 

"Design for a Pulpit!l in which a clergyman was placed in a huge money-bag 

supported on the backs of the masses.^ Becker sketched a stock ticker 

with the tape running through the minister * s outstretched hands as he ear* 

horted his congregation to "lay Up Treasures for Yourselves —  ." Sloan1s 

well-fed congregation was addressed unctuously by a pious, surpliced 

clergyman, "THUS FRIENDS," he preached, "WE SEE THE MASSES PIKED WITH A 
VAGUE, UNCHRISTIAN SPIRIT OF DISCONTENT. THEY CRY OUT UPON WORK, BEWAIL

ING- THEIR DIVINELY APPOINTED LOT, FORGETFUL, MY BRETHREN, OF THE HEAVENLY 

LAW WHICH ORDAINS TEAT ONLY THROUGH TOIL AND TRIBULATION, BY THE NARROW 

PATH OF SELF-DENIAL, MAY WE ENTER INTO THE HIGHER VALUES OF SPIRITUAL 

BLESSEDNESS. . . . LET US PRAY ! In a Stuart Davis cartoon, three hard- 

faced women gathered in front of a church door responded to churchly 
pieties: "That’s right, girls. On Sunday the Cross —  on week-days the

Double-cross." A less bitter but more typical response to religion by 

the laboring classes marked Young’s sketch of an arm-waving gospel exhort- 

er in the street with a pious congregation of six. Said the Preacher:

"You must be born again!" Mike (tired of the struggle) "Once is enough,

Doc!
Young?was especially adept at using religion and the church to

3 V, 15 (August, 191^)•
*1- VIII, 6 (December, 1915)*

5 V, 12-13 (December, 1913).

6 Ibid., 21.

7 VIII, 22 (June, 1916).
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make his points against the system. In “A Compulsory Religion11 he drew a

great, bejeweled beast of an idol labeled ‘'Mammon1' with the personified

fears of poverty, illness and the unknown driving in a mass of worship
erpers. He represented the clergy consistently as one of a group of sub

servient leaders of capitalist repression. A complicated cartoon showed 

a great roller “To Crush Organized labor.11 A rapacious figure represent

ing the national Association of Manufacturers was “Hooking Up the leaders" 

—  a senator and a judge. The roller was drawn by a team prominently
n ,featuring a minister. An ironically effective use of symbols and cap

tion distinguished “Nearer My God to Thee,11 a succinct drawing of a tiny 

church shouldered on either side by great skyscrapers.^

These cartoons voiced the major objections of labor and the so

cialists to the churches. Organised religion was accused of deliberately 

fostering submission to the favored upper classes in return for a later 

reward in heaven. The churches allegedly claimed that class-distinctions 

were a part of God's plan, and pretensions of brotherhood were hypocriti

cal soothing-syrup. The church, in essence, was a dependent tool of the 

vested interests.^

The writers of the Masses were more interested in replacing a de

pendence upon an anthropomorphic God with the divine inspiration in man 

than in attacking the church as an institution, although Will Eerford, for

example, disposed of the church in relation to capitalist exploitation

8 IT, 15 (December, 1912).

9 IT, 6 (September, 1913)* A rare typographical error turned the caption 
into “Hooking Up the Lenders."

10 T, 1? (Decemter, 1913).
11 See Dombrovski, Christian Socialism, 5~6.



with a parody of ’’The House that Jack Builtn:^
These are the Parsons shaven and shorn 
Who tell the workers all forlorn 
To pray for contentment night and morn 
And to hear and suffer want and scorn 
And he lowly and meek and humbly seek 
Bor their just reward on the Heavenly shore*
But not on the earth that God made,

Clement Wood, parodying the idea of the Twenty-third Psalm in f'A Psalm not

of David,n examined the reasons for a shepherd’s attentions to his sheep, 
13and concluded:

If we are sheep, we will praise our Shepherd,
We will meekly bow to Eis will, accept His food and His drink,
And at the appointed time trot sheepishly to the shearing or 

butchering.
If we are men, we will snatch His crook from the Shepherd’s 

hands,
And break it over His fleeing shoulders, and go on bur way re

joicing.

One of the longest poems the magazine printed was ’’Darkness before Pawn*1 
by Gelett Burgess, sub-captioned ”A Revolutionary Hymn to the Anthropo

morphic God.1* Burgess stressed the long-suffering patience of man, and
1Achallenged God to one more effort to make things just a little worse:

Bo, we are men! Our need hath sought Thee greedily,
But slack is* Thy will, and we ask no more of Thee.

If Thou couldst bless, Thou wouldst have done it speedily;
Unafraid we tweak Thy beard, Thy master now are we.

If God, he continued, would only give men a little more agony, they would
find their own salvation quickly and discard dead idols:

12 VIII, 18 (February, 1916).

13 V, 21 (June, 191*0.

14 IV, 3 (June, 1913).



Sleep then, and dream, 0 God of ancient mysteries,
Ended Thy sovereignty, the mockery of Thy plan; 

locked he the volume of all Thy gory histories —
The cross and crown achieved again, to grace the Son of Man!

Sleep, then, and dream; and let her slave Thou scorified
Snatch up Thy majesty and wield it once again!

lo, Thou hast failed, hut Man, Divinely glorified,
He shall achieve alone the Brotherhood of Man.

The most brilliant satires which appeared in the magazine, the ‘‘Heavenly
Dialogues” of Charles Erskine Scott Wood, revealed the remoteness of God,

Jesus and Heaven from the false and irrational conventions of the Chris-
15tian churches.

Explaining the attacks on the church and the shift of attention

to the aspiration of man, the magazine stated editorially that “. . . .

while we may sound grim and polemic, we are as idealistic, we are as much

moved by the highest hope, we are as much concerned over the salvation of
the world, as they. Only we believe that this hope can never be achieved,
except through a method which takes account of the fact that"men are what 

l6they are.” A devotion to individual “righteousness” by the churches 

seemed to the editors a manifestation of deliberate hypocrisy.

Despite the condemnation of the institution of the church as a 

major opponent of the reconstruction of society, the Masses believed that 

the psychological force of faith and spirit were to be respected and used 

as one part of man’s nature. “Never let any so-called Marxian,” wrote 
Eastman, “tell you that the power of disinterested idealism is nothing,

15 The dialogues must be read as a whole to make their point. They 
have been reprinted in Penguin (now Signet) Books as Heavenly Pis 
course (New York, 19̂ -6).

16 IV, 5 (July, 1913).
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or is negligible. Point to the life of Marx himself. All that his phil

osophy rejects is the alleged disinterestedness of those whose interests 

are really at stake, Por instance,“ he continued, “there is a big 

spiritual force under the roof of the church, and as the power of the 

church declines we want to bring as much of that force our way as we can. 

We want to save up all the virtue that is being wasted in trying not to 

swear, and swing it into the channel of true revolutionary effort.

As the Masses analysed religion, the established churches were 

disintegrating for blindingly clear reasons. The destructive forces were 

more apparent in positive acts of the churches themselves than in any 

great feeling of the masses against the institution. When a conference 

of the Eastern division of the Protestant Episcopal Church was feted at a 

banquet in Hew York, Becker drew a scene filled with fat and prosperous
•I Obishops dining sumptuously below a life-sized crucifix. According to 

the magazine, the-banquet cost $20 a plate and a total of $10,680. When 
a correspondent later corrected the figures to show that it was only 

$5*353.89, the Masses answered sharply that the exact figure of Judas1 

price was unimportant. “Living in the leisure class luxury of an occi

dental money aristocracy, wrote Eastman of the clergymen, “accepting its 

standards in all matters of conduct in life, and yet fattening their emo

tions upon the extreme ethics of an oriental mystic, a poor man, an agi

tator, an anarchist —  that is the black rot and perversion of human char
acter and judgment which stirred the cartoonist and the editors. That is 
what we had to say about the c h u r c h .

17 IV, 6 (May, 1913).

18 V, 4 (December, 1913).

19 V, 5 (April, 191^).
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The same convention acted to oppose the control of child labor 

because children must he taught the honorableness of labor, and Eastman 

stressed the clear self-interest of the church. ,!For let there be no 

mistaking the church*s motives in so fighting democracy,” he wrote, Hso 
fighting science, so defending privilege for fifteen hundred years

against every menace of an awakening people. Its prime motive is and has
20been economic.” The immediate consequence of an increasingly clear 

awareness of the economic roots of righteousness would be the dissolving 

of the church for a clearer, saner, more scientific idealism. So the 
Hasses believed, and the magazine tried its best to establish the truth 

and hasten the disintegration.
When the magazine was attacking Rockefeller, a correspondenti *■

wrote to them to ask why they were so out of date on religious thinking, 

so unaware of the success of the social gospel in the theological 

schools. The editors knew very well about the changes which had been 

made, but they believed the enlightened clergymen were, like Seth Low and 

the national Civic Federation on the labor front, simply Hmediators” and 

^peacemakers11 between the masses and the church —  that the church was 

simply trying to reform. They did not believe that the social gospelers 

could reform the church any more than the liberals could reform politics. 

The editors remained determined to transfer religious emotions to a pro

gram of human and scientific aspiration. The realities of the Episcopal 

convention simply seemed more powerful than the theories of Walter 

Rauschenbus ch.

The ironic ambiguity of the connection between great wealth and

20 V, 5 (December, 1913).
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and a religion of humility struck the Masses1 editors as it did other 

commentators. '‘Divine Eight" Baer, the Eockefellers and a host of other 

wealthy men were apparently genuinely pious and ardent supporters of the 

churches to which they "belonged. These business men were not deliberate 

hypocrites. With their Protestant forebears, they drew their business 

and religious principles primarily from those parts of the Old Testament 

which approved religious devotion as a glorification of God in payment 

for success. The dilution of Christian benevolence typical of Franklins 

doctrine of frugality gave New Testament reinforcement to the Puritan em

phasis on sobriety, continence and Sabbath observance. The model of a 

Christian gentleman was identified by hard work, saving, no alcohol or 
adultery, the wearing of a somber suit to church each Sunday, money in

the collection plate and above all a laissez-faire which left religion a
21matter between God and the individual. The successful religious busi

nessman was bound to society only through the doctrine of stewardship, 

the belief that God had given power and money to favored children who held 

it in trust for God*s work and could not be called to account by men.

The great city churches sanctioned and reflected this point of 
view by becoming increasingly dependent on wealthy parishioners, moving

their property away from poorer districts and becoming resplendent and 
22successful. Their publications and sermons gave support to the actions

21 See Frederick Lewis Allen, The Lords of Creation (New York, 1935) for
analysis of the relationship of religion and the "robber barons."

22 See Schlesinger, The Else of the City, especially 331~2. By the
second decade of the twentieth century, the settlement house movement
had begun a reversal of the general tendency of the churches away
from the poorer sections, but this was not so much a return to the 
people as an attempt to mitigate the movement away.
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of wealthy men. The Church Edifice Department of the Home Mission Depart

ment of the Baptist Church said of Rockefeller: “The oil trust was ‘begun

and carried on by Christian men. They were Baptists, end the objects and
23methods of the oil trust are praiseworthy.” J When Rockefeller was under 

attack for his connection with the Colorado mine strikes, the Masses 

quoted from the “authoritative Baptist publication,11 the Watchman-Examiner: 

“We deeuly sympathize with Mr. Rockefeller in the persecution to which he 

is being subjected. . . . ” The Baptists offered unhesitating support of 

Rockefeller “if the facts have been revealed.B The Masses commented 

succinctly: “In the light of the remarks quoted above, the conception of
2hbrotherhood* cherished by Rockefeller’s Church becomes blindingly clear.” 

When the newspapers reported in 1916 that John D. Rockefeller, Jr. 

was willing to endow churches in the mining camps in Colorado “where ade

quate support and permanence of wrorship are assured,” 0. E. Cesare drew 

a brutal cartoon of bowed and sullen prisoners hunched in pews and held 

chained to their places while a top-hatted Rockefeller peered in the open 

door at the rear.^ “He was not willing to give back any of the money, 

or any of the liberty, he had taken out of those towns,” wrote Eastman in 
an accompanying article. “He was not even willing to talk about such 
matters with his serfs. He would not allow them to form unions, but he
will give them churches . . . .  Permanence of worship among his employees

26is permanence of peace and profit to him.” Eastman had no doubt that

23 This almost unbelievable non sequitur was quoted in Plynn, God’s Gold,
296.

Zh ?, 15 (August, 191^). Italics were the Masses1.

25 VIII, 18-19 (June, 1916).
26 Ibid., 18.
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Rockefeller was absolutely sincere, keeping the irreligious nature of his 

safeguards to profit firmly in his unconscious mind. The editor cited 

the testimony of Rockefeller before the Walsh Commission as so perfectly 

conventional as to be inconceivable as deliberate deception. ”1 gladly 

acknowledge,11 said the editor, ’’that he defends his self-interested des

potism with those abstract ideals in entire childlike ignorance of what
27motives control him.15

Nonetheless, the actual alliance of capitalism and religion was 
again illustrated by Rockefeller. “That churchdom as a whole is against 

the struggle of the lover classes toward liberty,” Eastman wrote, ”is 

against discontent, is against rebellion, is against the arrant assertion 

of human rights, is against clear thinking as well as heroic action toward 

a free and happy world —  that is our attitude. And to it we add the sur

mise that Jesus of Nazareth was more than half in favor of these things,

and that the churches maintain their position by denying and betraying
28him whom they profess to believe divine.” The editor conceded that it 

just might be possible to use Rockefeller’s sincerity to make him conscious 

of the truth, and he recognized a few free churches in which such a con

version had occurred.
Hope for the church and for John D. Rockefeller, Jr., however, 

did not last long. The activities of Billy Sunday, the revivalist, came 

forcibly to the attention of the magazine and again actions seemed more

2? Loc. clt. Eastman compared Rockefeller to Woodrow Wilson: ’’Woodrow
Wilson is an astoundingly candid man. He always tells you everything 
that comes into his mind. But he is so delicately adjusted by nature 
that nothing ever comes into his mind except what he wants to tell you. ”

28 Loc. cit.
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typical of religion than theoretic hopes. Sunday was having phenomenal

success during the second decade, and two poets had isolated him for the

Masses in 1915* Frederick Baper wrote a twenty-four line description of
Sunday in action which ended with a satiric measure of the profit in 

29evangelism:

The people were pleased with these elegant scenes 
They yelled their approval and gave of their means,
They filled his hat full to the brim with their gold,
To hear the glad tidings that hell is not cold.

Baper's disgust with Sunday’s antics was as nothing compared to the flay-X
ing alive of the evangelist in Carl Sandburg’s masterpiece of invective,

”To Billy Sunday, ” which was probably the most telling attack ever made 

on popular evangelism of the ”hell-fire and damnation” school. In es

sence, Sandburg wrote

I’m telling you this Jesus guy wouldn't stand for the 
stuff you’re handing out. Jesus played it differ

ment. The bankers and corporation lawyers of Jeru
salem got their sluggers and murderers to go after 
Jesus just because Jesus wouldn’t play their game.
He didn’t sit in with the big thieves.

Two of Charles Srskine Scott Wood's "Heavenly Dialogues” were de

voted to Billy Sunday in Heaven. In addition to showing that Sunday was 

anathema to God and Jesus, Wood stressed the alliance between the evan“ 1 

gelist and big business. In the first dialogue, Sunday was infuriated to 

discover in heaven a woman who sold her body. Jesus suggested that rather 

the men of wealth sold her body. Sunday said no, those men were his best

29 VI, 13 (April, 1915).
30 71, 11 (September, 1915). The poem is well known under its later 

title, M0de to a Contemporary Bunkrshooter." Sandburg was originally 
not generalizing. Sunday's success for twenty years was such as to 
dwarf any other American evangelist, even Aimee Semple McPherson.
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friends: "They pay liberally to save souls and keep the people quiet. I

teach the slaves to put their trust in God and hereafter, patiently sub

mitting now. That was my great stunt. I was booked two years ahead when 

1 cashed in.

God sent Sunday to the heaven for African Medicine Men. Here he 

learned tom-tom technique and got the idea of converting heaven to

Christianity in return for only the gate receipts of the last night. Be-
*

fore God approved, the revivalist wanted to talk to his friends Morgan, 

Harriman, Schv/ab and the two Johns to be sure the gate would be large 

enough. A  disconcerted God ordered Michael to take him away. Michael: 

"Where?" God: "Anywhere. Where-ever he is, there will be Hell. I am

very tired.

To clinch the connection between evangelical and revivalist re-
33ligion and business, the magazine quoted from a Hew York newspaper:

We gather from a single column in the Hew York Sun the news 
that John D. ^Rockefeller, Jr., is the most prominent layman 
concerned in bringing Billy Sunday to Hew York, and also the 
following news from Isaac Ward, who handles Billy*s work among 
factory men:

"The owner of a big factory drove up in his car near where 
I stood the other day, and I noticed a large dent in the door of 
his automobile. I asked him where he had had his collision. 
•Collision?1 he exclaimed, "That’s not a collision —  that's 

■ where my men have thrown stones at m e . '

Veil* we went into that factory and we stamped out every 
bit of labor agitation. Hot only that, but we soon had no 
swearing in the place. We took no sides in labor disputes; we 
simply preached the gospel."

31 XX, 12, 1^-15 (January, 1917).

32 IX, 33 (July. 1917).
33 IX, 28 (lebruary, 1917).



-GOThe story neecyno comment, and received none.
Charles W. Wood, the Hasses1 drama critic, reviewed one of Sun

day »s New York performances sponsored by the metropolitan ministers under 
the title ”Do Unitarians Stink? and Other Problems.” Wood said that he 
had wanted to be fair to Sunday. Although he was fighting capital*s 
battle against labor, still he must have a personal message. “1*11 take 
it all back,” he concluded. •Silly Sunday makes his appeal to the basest
things in the nature of man —  to fear, to cowardice, to ignorance, to\
superstition and to hate.” As to the church, its sponsorship of the 
revivalist was ”a confession of spiritual bankruptcy” which was adopted 
simply because it brought people in. ”The preachers accept Billy because
they think he is popular, while the people accept him because they think

3 hhe is a preacher. Whether bishops in convention or evangelists in a
f

tent, the representatives of the church apparently served only business 
and had abandoned whatever spiritual message the church once had.

The only pretense the churches kept up, it seemed to the Masses, 
was that of brotherly humanitarianism disguising the hungry self-interest 
of its masters in pious and insubstantial reforms. As with politics, the 
editors tried to demonstrate that capitalism used the reformers or dis
carded them as they served to help or hinder the gains of the system. 
Established ideas of humanitarianism within the churches were the dis
tinguishing marks of a faint-hearted liberalism. “The Liberal,” wrote 
John Haynes Holmes, ”seeks to save himself by culture, education, and de
velopment as an individual; and he seeks to save other people in the same 
way as individuals. Beyond this single individual and his need, he does

34 XX, 30 (June, 1917).
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not go.w*^ Revolution demanded that more than individual aims he taken

into account, so the Masses opposed traditional humanitarian and churchly

attitudes toward liquor, the race question, charity and prisons, showing

the falseness of the church when they could.

Masses1 consideration of prohibition was conditioned by the
idea that a healthy proletariat would make a faster and better revolution

and that business efficiency rather than religion was the root of the

agitation. In December, 191^, after three Mountain States vent dry, the
magazine asked for a forum from its readers on the possibility of a Pure

Liquor (or 5^) Act. Bill Haywood answered typically: MI am forninst

the masses getting on the water wagon —  it is not a tenable place. Pure 
*

Liquor laws would not get the results you desire, any more than pure food
#

laws have improved or purified living. Laws are made to break; profits

will for a while determine the adulteration. Tours for industrial free-

dom.u-"i“ Sardonically accepting the churches1 efforts for prohibition,
another letter signed “J. S.“ said, “Let one of these great evils put

forth all of its power to exterminate the other —  the Doctor of Divinity
37vs. the Demon Rum —  need we care which wins?”

At first, however, the magazine was tempted to join with the Meth

odists. Below the letters, John Barber sketched two drunks asleep at a 
table over the caption ‘‘Yours for the Revolution.“ This view of a reform 
which ms the property of religion looked instrument ally sound because it

35 John Haynes Holmes, The Revolutionary Function of the Modern Church 
(Hew York, 1912), 3k.

36 VI, 11 (January, 1915).

37 Ibid., 11.



seemed so clearly to help the revolution along in a scientific way, "Get 

"busy, you middle class foes of ■booze!" wrote Kate Hichards O ’Eare. "We 

guarantee that if you can keep men sober, we will organize them for revo

lution .

The crusade for Pure Liquor petered out in indecision. "Our own 

attitude," said the editors cautiously, "is that of curious but impartial 

inquiry." Finally, by August, 1917, they had made up their minds to fol

low Haywood’s advice, and printed a full-page advertisement to show that 

the entire campaign for prohibition was simply a diversion financed by 

the privileged interests to distract attention from the crusade for so
cial justice. Bpformers, as usual, were tools.

Humanitarianism as an answer to the problem of the Negro in the 

South seemed to the Masses to be completely idle. The editors inherited 
the fighting tradition of Garrison rather than the piety of insulated 
Northern brotherhood. They were sympathetic followers of the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People which had been founded 

in 1910-11, and they subscribed to the immediate demands of the radicals \ 
led by W. S. B. DuBois rather than the moderate gradualism of Booker T. 

Washington. In 191^~15> there v/as a mass movement of Southern Negroes to 

Northern cities, a movement which increased greatly during the war. These 

were also important years in the great economic transition of the South 

to industrialism. It was this aspect of the racial question which most 

influenced the Masses.

The magazine claimed that "the worst offense of the Negro in the

38 VI, 21 (April, 1915-
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South is not, as some have imagined, his color. Bather, it seemed to

the editors that it was the Negro’s refusal to work in a factory. To

counter demonstrations of white superiority directed toward cowing the
Negro into obedience, the magazine recommended the use of armed power by

the Negroes. To Christian Northerners they said: “They need not your

pity. They need not your ethnological interest, your uplift endowments.

They wait for their heroes . . . . As with the church1s advice to the

laboring man, the Masses condemned the concept of pacific brotherhood in

race relations. At the same time, certain symbols were useful. Robert
Minor made use of the appeal of Christian symbolism in a cover cartoon

which caricatured the traditional Southerner against the background of

two figures crucified. “The Southern Gentleman Demonstrates Eis Superior”
hiity,” read the caption. Direct action was the magazine’s counter-advice 

to the Negro.
Stuart Davis drew a number of studies of Negroes in various situ

ations, most of them unrelated to propaganda. Their hard realism, which 

the Masses offered as a substitute for the brotherly evangel, called forth 

a protest from Carlotta Russell Lowell to the effect that the magazine 

harmed and belittled the Negro. “Stuart Davis,H wrote Eastman in response, 

“portrays the colored people he sees with exactly the same cruelty of 
truth with which he portrays the whites. He is so far removed from any 
motive in the matter but that of art, that he cannot understand such a

39 V, 20 (July, 191^).

40 IV, 6 (February* 1913).

41 VI, 1 (August, 1915).
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jiOprotest . . . . “ The editors, however, promised to he more careful in 

"balancing art and propaganda, and over the next few months they printed a 

more direct attack on racial injustice. Mary White Ovington’s dreadful
L ritrue story of rape in Mississippi, “The White Brute,11 J was an example,

and an even more fearful account hy an eye-witness of a lynching in Waco,
LLTexas, “An American Eoliday,” was another.

One significant difference between the Masses and groups interested

only in reforming evil through piety was in the magazine’s straightforward

and often ugly realism. In February, 1917* the magazine printed “Ebony11
by George P. Whitsett:*^

I am an American Nigger 
' And a clean one.

My ancestors washed themselves 
Every day in a clear river •
And I worthy of them.
It is the pet horror of my life 
To be thrown with the grimy whites,
To see their repulsive hands and nails and necks,
And to smell the odor of their perspiration.
I am a clean Nigger 
And I pay for it.

With the lynching stories, such brutal frankness was directly opposed to 

pious hopes. The fundamental unity of injustice was illustrated by Helen 

Marot in January, 1917 when she applied the Waco incident to the labor 
struggle by claiming the same faces in the Texas mob as in Citizen’s Al

liances and the Law and Order Groups. Realism, with the Masses, led to

42 VI, 6 (May, 1915).
A3 VII, 17”18 (October-November, 1915). Miss Ovington was a founder of 

the N. A. A. C. P. See her autobiography, The Walls Came Tumbling 
Down (New York, 1947) in which “The White Brute“ was reprinted.

44 VIII, 12 (September, 1916).

45 IX, 39 (February, 1917).
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the active support of deeds rather than righteous hopes.

The organized private charities which sprang from the religious 

idea of stewardship were sporadically attacked. Kenneth Chamberlain drew 

a cartoon of a miserable woman and child in a poverty-stricken alley 

filled with charity workers whose investigation had reduced the fund do-
k6nated for the woman to a mere $2.37 which they duly presented to her.

Wilton Agnew Barrett submitted a long free-verse narrative of the visit of 

a church charitable committee to a poor washer-woman and her untended 

children. Effectively it ridiculed the convention that only self-help was

fit for Americans and pricked the pious self-satisfaction of the church
1 hi ladies.

The Masses found the guilty among the “Overlords of Charity,11

those who said with Mrs. John G-lenn of the Bussell Sage Foundation: “To

demand of the state that it shall give relief to the widow and her Chil
li Qdren tends to lessen the family^ sense of responsibility for its own.11 

Here, according to the magazine, was not only a defense of the official 

mock-piety of the upper classes, but a deliberate attempt to avoid fur
ther tares. When a bill to take the care of widows and orphans out of 

private hands in Nev; York was lobbied to death, the magazine traced the 

villainy to those with “Tested Bights in Charity,” —  not the social 

workers, but the rich who supplied the money and salved their consciences.^ 

The measure had been opposed as a step toward state socialism, but the

h6 IT, 8 (August, 1913). 
h7 Till, 21-2 (April, 1916). 

h8 TI, 11 (April, 1915). 

h9 TI, 11 (February, 1915).
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Masses found the lobby motivated simply by economic self-protection mas

querading in the cloak of religion, humanitarianism, and even patriotic 

duty —  to accept charity from the state was, it seemed, neither American 

nor virile, or so rich man Otto Barnard was quoted as saying.
As in the battles for labor and birth-control, the magazine was at 

its best when it could combine the direct support of the masses with an 
attack on capitalism, on the courts and other parts of “the system.’1 On 

these familiar grounds, the church stood condemned beside other well 

known enemies. The winter of 1914 was a very bad one in LTew York. Thou

sands were out of work, homeless and destitute. The I. W. V/., whose lead

ers hail remained in the East after the Lawrence and Paterson strikes, at

tempted to organize the unemployed; and as a part of the job, they set 

about finding away to get food and shelter. One idea that occurred to 

a young man named Prank Tanenbaum was to take the men to the churches.

St. Mark’s Socialist Pellowship fed and housed them for a night, but when 

they went to St. Alphonsius church, all of the men who entered were ar

rested. Tanenbaum was called into the church and then arrested and 

charged first with inciting to riot and latter with unlawful assembly, a 

charge on which he could be convicted. For this crime, he was tried and 

given the maximum penalty of a $500 fine and a year on Blackwell’s 

Island. *
Masses responded immediately with a cartoon by Sloan of the 

steps of the church filled with men and police with drawn sticks under 

the indignant supervision of a fat priest. The caption was “Calling the 

Christian B l u f f . E a s t m a n ,  in his accompanying article, said: “March

4th, 1914, is an important date in American history. On that date the

50 Y, 12-13 (April, 1914).
y
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Christian Church openly and arrogantly repudiated its professions of duty 
toward the poor —  the profession upon which it is founded, and without 
which it cannot continue to exist. It was an act of suicide. To make 
his point, he traced the case to show that Tanenbaum had no idea of chal
lenging the church to a showdown, hut simply brought the men to the church 
as a natural refuge for the poor. This was his crime, said the editor, to 
treat poor men as if they had rights. “Hote this.*“ Eastman concluded,
"it was in the effort to preserve the self-respect of the unemployed that 
Tannenbaum took them to the churches for food and shelter. And the 
churches —  failed.

In reporting the trial, Eastman wrote angrily: “What must outrage
the moral sense of every man is that after acknowledging the high motive 
under which Tanenbaum had acted, confessing that there was no selfish pur
pose, no desire to injure anyone or gain anything for himself, that he 
was seeking ‘only to better the condition of his fellow men,1 Judge Wad- 
hams inflicted upon that boy who had never been in a law court before,
what is by the decent customs of the courts reserved for habitual crimi-

53nals . . . .  the extreme penalty of the law.“ ' Again the whole system 
was fitted together, and the church joined the company of capital and the

51 Ibid., 10.
52 Ibid., 11. Prank Tanenbaum* s name was. also spelled “Tannenbaum11 in 

the Masses.

53 Y, 9 (May, 191*0. Mary Heaton Yorse said in Pootnote to Polly, 65*
“It is important to remember that while the leadership belonged to 
the I. V. V., the rank and filo was made up of neither class-conscious 
men nor bums, but of ordinary workers, largely skilled, out of a job.“ 
She knew. Her house was the headquarters for the struggle. It was by 
this experience, she said, that the unemployed could never again be a 
faceless, nameless crowd, that at last, she and her husband were no 
longer spectators as at Lawrence, but participants.

y



courts under indictment for the most "brutal kind of injustice. When put 
to the test, humanitarianism was a hollow pretense.

Tanenbaum’ s speech to the court was reprinted. It rambled some
what, hut he made clear the point that he had not done as he did out of
disrespect for the spirit of religion, although his meaning for religion 
was not that of the church. "Why, H he said, "there is no more religious
thing I have ever witnessed than that lot of homeless, half-fed, half
dressed, illy-clad men sitting over a long tahle enjoying a clean, warm 
meal, laughingtand talking. That is the most religious thing I ever 
saw." By comparison, he said, the priest would "be the first to crucify 
Jesus again. Tanehbaum had not wanted a trial "because he knew the out
come in advance; he knew that he had no chance, whatever his motives or 
the reality of economic justice. The capitalist court and church, he 
said, fully equipped with a capitalist jury on v/hich no working-man ever 
sat, would have him guilty. Chamberlain summed up the whole case in a 
cartoon entitled "Contempt of Court," in which the young man faced the 
judge with the statement "You can arrest me but you can’t arrest my con
tempt.

Tanenbaum went to prison and spent his year. When he got out, he 
contributed a series of articles on prison conditions to the Masses. The 
major thing he discovered was that the men were fully human even in prison. 
They had not lost their capacity to suffer for others. As Mabel Dodge 
recorded, Tanenbaum "wanted to stick to prisons, he said, wanted to learn 
more to improve himself, and then to give his life to changing the
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conditions of prisons in A m e r i c a . . The Masses made the unusual gesture 

of paying him for his work so that he could attend Columbia University.

The funds were supplied by friends, according to Mrs. Luhan.

Prison reform had religious sanction, but the church as an oppo

nent was lost in recounting Tanenbaum1s experiences. The reform of prisons

was, according to Eastman, ’’the reform which is most interesting to a revo- 
<57lutionist. The reason this reform stood apart from the class struggle 

was that ”It can be in some measure accomplished without rectifying the 

distribution of wealth; and, rectifying the distribution of wealth will 
not accomplish it.” The problem of what to do with the criminal remained 

in whatever social system existed. A riot at Sing Sing, said Eastman, was 

a good thing, because ’’without both pride and power from below, neither 

the system, nor the spirit of the system will ever be completely : : 

changed. The Masses accepted a humanitarian reform, added a faith in 

the revolutionary spirit of even the “slum proletariat” to their dream of 

a new society, but at the same time refused to embrace the Utopian idea 

that a revolution would bring about the millenium in human character.

The interest in prison conditions and injustice and the rights of 

the criminal were not far removed from the Masses’ positive idea of Jesus 

and his place in religion. In April, 191^, Sarah H. Cleghorn contributed 
the following stanzas as a part of a poem entitled 13Comrade Jesus”; ^

56 Luhan, Movers and Shakers, 116. Tanenbaum accomplished his purpose. 
His book, Osborne of Sing Sing (Chapel Hill, 1933)» carried an in
troduction by the Eon. Eranklin 3). Boosevelt.

57 VI, 5 (June, 1915).
58 Ibid., 6.

59 V, 1** (April, 191*0.
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Thanks to Saint Matthew, who had “been 
At mass-meetings in Palestine,
We know whose side was spoken for 
Yfhen Comrade Jesus had the floor.

Where sore they toil and hard they lie, 
Among the great unwashed, dwell I 
The tramp, the convict, I am he; 
Cold-shoulder him, cold-shoulder me.

Por law and order, it was plain,
Por Eoly Church, he must he slain.
The troops were there to awe the crowd, 
And violence was not allowed.

Ah, let no local him refuse;
Comrade Jesus hath paid his dues. ,
YvHatever other he debarred,
Comrade Jesus hath his red card.

In the same issue, E. G. Alsherg, under the title "Yfas It Something Like 

This?1* reported the last days of Jesus as they might have appeared in a 

modern version of the Homan newspapers. The expulsion of the money chang

ers from the temple was reported as follows; "Jesus of Nazareth threat

ened to wreck the temple completely, the priests with death and the complete 

destruction of the building. His almost insane ravings were replete with 

vile vituperation of all those in authority and of the hard-working citi
zens of the empire, and exalted to the skies, as usual, the thriftless 

and improvident." Pontius Pilate was condemned for being dilatory and
merciful, and the Jews were praised for their prompt action against the

... 60 agitator.
This specific response to the Tanenbaum case, picturing Jesus as 

the leader of an army of the unemployed^into Jerusalem, had been anticipated

60 Ibid., lA. The poem was a mixture of Christian Socialism and "The 
Lower Depths," of hard irony with over-tender sentimentalism.
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in the Christmas Number of 1913* an issue largely devoted to attacks on 

religion. Young1s head of Jesus on the cover was part of a poster which 

read "He Stirreth up the People, Jesus Christ, The Workingman of Nazareth, 

Will Speak at Brotherhood Hall, Subject, The Eights of Labor. Below 

the words "One of those damned agitators" Young wrote, "it is self-evi

dent that had Jesus Christ, the great agitator of Palestine, been born 

in the last half of the nineteenth century, he would today be one of the 

many traveling speakers proclaiming the message of industrial democracy."

Eastman, son of two ministers, said that it was an uncertain prob-*
lem whether or not Jesus was the exact equivalent of an agitator, but he \ 

did know that the man was poor, a well-doer, intelligent, exalted, a poet 
and comrade of thef rejected. "Whether that Jesus of Nazareth," he wrote, 
"has had any real part in this institutionalized, aristocratic, senti

mentally hypocritical hierarcy of the powers of conservatism that has 

arrogated to itself his sacred name —  this is no p r o b l e m ! " ^  Briefly 

scanning history from the time of Luther and the Peasant’s War, he claimed 

that the churches always stood on the opposite side from their spiritual 

founder.
The Masses had little interest in spreading the truth of "The 

Higher Criticism." They had printed during 1913 a few satiric interpre
tations derived from the scientific knowledge of the Bible by Eugene Wood 

tinder the title of "The Masses1 Bible Class." In racy, modern language, 

Wood told a number of stories, such as the first encounter of Moses with 

Jahweh, at the end of which Wood remarked typically: "All this may seem

 - -

61 V, 1 (December, 1913)*

62 Ibid., 3.

63 Ibid*, 5.
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irreverent 13111 it is the Biblical narrative that is irreverent when you 

take it as seriously as I do. It is the savage ideal of a deity that jars
6kon the civilized mind and not its presentation in modern language.”

Dismissing the active propaganda for scientific interpretation of 

the Bible, the Masses nonetheless followed at least a part of the dis

coveries of modern scholarship about the historical person, Jesus. Y/hen 

they approached the G-ospels and the life of Jesus, they were working very 

closely with the ideas of Christian Socialism —  minus the church as an 

active ally or at least tool. "During the last days in Jerusalem,*1 wrote 

Valter Rauschenbusch, ”he was constantly walking into the lion’s cage and 

brushing the sleeve of death. It was the fear of the people which pro
tected him while he bearded the powers that be. His midnight arrest, his 

hasty trial, the anxious efforts to work on the feelings cf the crowd 
against him, were all a tribute to his standing with the common people.’*^ 

In summarizing Jesus* place in modern life, the theologian wrote: ’’But if

we are forced to classify him either with the great theologians who elab

orated the fine distinctions of scholasticism; or with the mighty popes 

and princes of the church who built up their power in his name; or with

the men who are giving their heart and life to the propaganda of a new
66social system —  where should we place him?”

To this question, the Masses knew the answer, but this knowledge 

led it to reject the church completely. ,fWe believe in Jesus,” wrote 

Eastman in setting out the editorial policy of the magazine. **We believe

6k Y, 16 (October, 1913).
65 Rauschenbusch, Christianity and the Social Crisis, 8h

66 Ibid., 92.
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that he lived and died laboring and fighting, in a noble atmosphere of

disreputability, for the welfare and liberty of man. To us his memory is
67the memory of a hero.......... 11 The crime of the church was mostly that

it had betrayed the hero, sold out to the ruling classes. Because of this 

view, the editors accepted gleefully the series of “Heavenly Dialogues11 

from C. E. S. Wood. “Whoever puts Jesus up there,1* wrote Eastman in de

fense of Wood, “dodges him down here —  that has been our experience.

Look into your mind and find out whether it is Jesus of Uazareth that you

want to defend against satire, or a certain paste-and-water conception of
1 68 him which assuredly needs your defense.” Wood, although ostensibly

putting Jesus “up there,” certainly performed the task in terms of earth

ly ideas. A dialogue between God and Jesus as they walked the stars while
69Jesus tried to explain the problem of war babies was typical. It ended: 7 

GOD: Then, what’s the trouble?
JESUS: Why, can't you see, Father, that if the parents are not

legally married the babies are illegitimate?
GOD: What’s that?
JESUS: Hot lawful.
GOD: My I My! How awful. Do they kill them? My Son, I cannot 

follow you.
JESUS: Well, /Father, I’m puzzled myself, but the idea is this:

the parents didn’t have leave from the Church and the 
State to get these babies.

GOD: Well, I’ll b e  Ho, of course, I couldn’t be. Won’t
they let these babies grow up to be soldiers and laborers? 

JESUS: 0 yes. But they’ll be bastards. They’ll be forever
disgraced.

GOD:. Who? The Church and the State?
JESUS: Ho, no, the babies —  the little War-Bast&rds.
GOD: My Son, all this makes me more tired even than these star

stretches. Let’s go home.

67 VIII, 20 (December, 1915).

68 Loc. cit.

69 VI, 18 (September, 1915).
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“To us,u wrote Eastman, ffa dialogue that ridicules, with exquisite art,

this translated Christ and denatured gospel of a church that justifies

exploitation and comforts with sanctimonious emotions those whose pockets

profit by it —  such a dialogue expresses the very sharpness of our rev-
70erence for the memory of Jesus.11

Although comparatively restrained, the response to the ‘‘Heavenly 

Dialoguesw by Vida Scudder, socialist professor at Wellesley, was typical 

of many readers of the magazine who did not find Christianity at all un- 
reconcilable with socialism. “I am not afraid of blasphemy, H she wrote 

in a letter to the editor, “as I do not think the eternal verities aret
ever injured by it, and I like and approve sharp, clever attacks on all

that is false and conventional in religion. But the smart and cheap vul-
71garity of that thing was too much for me. It is a pity.1*1 The Masses

paid no attention to Miss Scudder and other critics; the editors continued

to print Yfood's satires to clearly differentiate their position from that

of the Christian Socialists.

The Wood satires may have alienated some readers* but they did no
great harm to the magazine. Much more damaging was the publication, in

January, 1916, of a simple, short poem signed “Williams11 and entitled “A
72Ballad.“ The second stanza ran:

Joe was as right as the compass,
Joe was as square as the square.

He knew men*s veys with women,
An* Mary was pas sin* fair!

Passin1 pretty an* helpless,
She that he loved th1 most,

God knows what he told th1 neighbors,
But he knew it warn’t no Ghost.

70 VIII, 20 (December, 1915). 

?1 Ibid., 21.

?2 VIII, 13 (January, 1916).
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Bstv/een th© fifth and sixth lines of the last stanza appeared a prose in

terpolation showing how Joseph and the child '"it it”: “(Carn't yer see 

'im standin‘ there in th’ shop lookin’ at th’ "brat like 'is eyes u'd eat 

*ira up . . . . a n ’ say in' to 'isself underneath ’is breath; 'Yer mine.

God dam it, yer mine any 'ov! An' carn’t yer 'ear th* "brat lookin' up, 

an' sayin', 'Daddy'? Yes, 'im an' th' brat, they 'it it.)" The last 

three lines concluded:^

An' after th' years had run,
Folks th't no more o' th* gossip,
But called 'im the Caroenter's Son.f

Immediately, Ward and Gow, the newsdealers who held the franchise for the 

subway and elevated platforms in New York, refused to sell the Masses any 

longer. To Artemas Ward, who was no humorist, the magazine was blasphe

mous and unpatriotic, as subsequent events revealed.

The Masses responded slowly and without recognition of danger. 

Becker sketched a lady at a newsstand saying “Give me the MASSIS.“ “Don't 

carry it any longer,“ replied the newsboy. “They blasphemed the boss of 

something. The magazine noted the suppression, but only commented that 

sales on other stands had increased, showing “that there is a serious 

purpose in our 'blasphemies' and much point to our lack of 'patriotism. • "75 

It was March before the editors quite realized the consequences, in loss 

of sales, of their offense to the pious newsdealer. In a box labeled 
“Censored“ they explained that they would lose three or four thousand 

readers unless subscriptions or sales from other stands made up the

73 loc. cit.
VIII, 1^ (February, 1916). 

75 Doc, cit.
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difference. ̂

The editors chose to fight as well as they could, and they finally 

realized that the personal censorship of Ward was of great significance 
to American journalism. To get the case fully stated, they printed a full 

page of letters of reactions to the poem. Some letters raised moral ques

tions, some literary questions, some recorded distinct pleasure at the 
straightforward interpretation of a coarse man like Joseph, and one even 

enclosed a copy, duly reprinted,, of the English folk-carol “The Cherry 

Tree.” To answer all of the letters at once, Max Eastman delivered “A 

Sermon on Reverence.“ He claimed that the cause for argument "between 

Masses and its readers had nothing to do with controversy over the

Virgin Birth. The offended sensibilities were entirely within the
«

readers. “The cause of that lies in your not revering nature,11 wrote the

angry editor. “Only so can it outrage and violate your reverence to hear

told in the language of plain people, in simplicity, and with excellent

lyrical skill, nature’s story of Jesus . . . .  You are so morbidly out

of love with the very core of human nature as it is forever, that even 
Ito hear it recited among sacred things rasps your souls.”

Quoting a lawyer’s opinion that they could not be banned for of
fending against taste or even the convictions of most Christians, Eastman 
pointed out to the writers of the condemnatory letters that most of them 

had objected vicariously, because someone else would be offended. Such 

people, he said, neither accepted the old truth nor had any real belief 

in the nevr. “. . . . the trouble with all you kind friends who preach to 

me,” the editor concluded, “is that you have never heroically and affirm

atively declared for truth. You are serious, but you are not serious

76 VIII, 13 (March, 1916).
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enough. And you are gay, tut you are not gay enough. The world will
77never get its rebirth from you. u The Masses believed that religion, 

like revolution, had to be filled with a zest for the realities of life, 

both social and individual.

The magazine refused to allow that the poem was chosen for any 

other reason than its truth and literary merit. Eastman, in his autobi

ography, linked the occasion with the general revolt of the editors 

against the genteel tradition of saying one thing in private life and 
another in public. “It would be hard to find a more real and recurrent 

life-problem, or & more simple and musical and genuinely idealistic treat

ment of it, than is contained in this ballad,11 wrote Eastman. “But be

cause it -published a point of view deemed suitable for private communica

tion only, it became a kind of high crime on my part, and the main point
78of attack whenever anybody went forth against the Masses.>,r As a weapon 

against the magazine, the poem was freely used. In the May, 1916 issue, 

the Masses chronicled expulsion by the Columbia University library, the 

Subway and Elevated Stands of Hew York, the Magazine Distributing Company 

in Boston, the United Hews Company of Philadelphia and the government of 

Canada. The reason given, notably in the case of Canada, was blasphemy.

As the editors had from the beginning pointed out, the religious spirit 

was far from dead if, from their standpoint, channeled in the wrong direc

tion.
Actually, the language of the poem, although rough and coarse, 

and typographically representing somewhat arbitrarily the accent of the

77 VIII. 21 (March, 1916).
78 Eastman, Enjoyment of Living, ^76. The poem was reprinted in an ap

pendix, 592-h,



common man, wag tender and moving. The conception of Joseph, taken as a 

man, had a certain insight into the human predicament. The man came off 

veil. But the prose interlude of the last stanza raised questions about 

mixed media, about form and content which could not best be defended by 

praising the general lyric tone. The verse was scarcely a literary mas

terpiece, despite its poetic feeling. The Masses made its big fight, and 

v/isely too, on the grounds of religious rather than literary censorship.

The exclusion vas followed by the hearings of the Thompson Legis

lative Committee which was investigating the Interborough Rapid Transit 

Company. On June 28th, Sastman got permission from State Senator George 
Thompson to question the witness of that day, August Belmont. With the 

editor was a distinguished group of liberals and radicals including Charles 
Scribner, John Dewey, Lincoln Steffens, Walter Lippmann, Herbert Croly, 

franklin P. Adams, the Reverend Percy Stickney Grant, the Reverend Charles 
P. Pagnani and others. Belmont evaded most of the questions, but was 
finally induced to Admit that he thought the newsstands fell under the 

classification of a public service. On the basis of this admission, the 

Masses lodged a complaint to force Ward and Gow to abandon their censor

ship.

Lincoln Steffens testified that.he had been to see Ward, and the 

newsdealer had told him that he had excluded the magazine simply because 

it offended his religious sensibilities, and that the stands were his 

private property to be used as he saw fit. “I won*t say it never will go 

back on the stand, “ Steffens quoted, ‘‘because if they become decent and 

produce a publication like the Atlantic, then I will let it back upon the 

stand.”̂  It was like asking the conversion of Robert Ingersoll. The

79 VIII, 21 (September, 1916).



testimony of a number of witnesses to the effect that the Masses was 

neither obscene nor blasphemous and that censorship by a private business 

man for whatever reason was extremely dangerous to American freedom, 
clearly focussed the issue of whether or not private conscience had a 

right to control public information.

Eastman pointed out in making his complaint that indecency and 

blasphemy were crimes to be held accountable in court. Hot only would an 

illegal ban from distribution facilities destroy the editors* magazine as 

a private enterprise, but since they were idealists trying to give America 

the kind of magazine their consciences told them it needed, the ban even 

encroached directly upon the exercise of their religion. Speaking of the 

contributing editors, Eastman said: “The main purpose of their religion

is not to make sure of the welfare of their own soul in the next world on 

Sundays, and then grab all the money 1ihey can off the counters of this 

world every other day in the week. The main purpose of their religion is 

to make humanity in th\s world more free and more happy. Not only was 

the issue of a free press involved, but Eastman shifted the ground to 
show that free worship was also concerned, at least for artists and writers 

whose devotion was expressed through their work. The argument was neat 

and convincing, and although the religious emphasis might have failed to 

impress, there was little doubt that the Masses, given the money, could 

have won a long legal battle. The complaint to a legislative committee 

moved too slowly to be of practical help.
Artemas V«Tard remained firm. Ee was overwhelmed by a flood of let

ters from such distinguished people as Frank P. V/alsh, Helen Keller,

80 Ibid., 5.
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Charles Dana Gibson, Percy MacKsye, James Earvey Robinson, Walter Lipp~ 

mann, Clarence Harrow, John Haynes Holmes, Ben B. Lindsay, Vida Scudder 

and Mitchell Kennerley. All of the letters stressed the point made by 
Lippmanni MIt will be an evil day for this country when a group of busi

ness men who control an important means of distribution can exercise an
Q-Jirresponsible censorship because of religious or political prejudice.11

Such arguments and those who used them were dismissed as of no 

consequence by Ward in an article reprinted in the Masses from his month

ly journal, ,!Pame.n HThese letters were sincere enough, no doubt, M said 

Ward, ubut so desperately biassed as to be quite unreasonable.M He com

pletely repudiated the idea that he had anything at all to do with public 

service, that h!is relationship to the public was any different from any 
other merchant. / Hence, he said, the goods he chose to handle were his 

free choice. Apparently unaware of minority safeguards, he appealed to 
the Christian majority which would rule against the magazine as the court 

of democratic appeal. uIs it not absurd to accuse me of interfering with 

the liberty of the press because I personally decline to aid this sheet 

by selling it?M he wrote. HDo I muzzle the editor, stop the press or 

hold up the edition?
The answer was, in effect, yes, depending on the degree of the 

monopoly of distribution, but Ward refused to consider the implications

81 VIII, 36 (October, 1916). Lippmann also commented on the nature of
other magazines sold by Ward, and concluded: H. . . . the company which 
suppressed TEH MASSES has not suppressed these other papers and peri
odicals, that leads me to the conclusion that THE MASSES is not ex
cluded for obscenity or lack of patriotism, but for its radicalism, 
its courage and its inconvenience.” John Haynes Holmes put it somewhat 
more pungently: HI question the fitness of the purveyors of La Pari-
sienne, etc., to determine for me what is immoral.”

82 Ibid., 36.
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of his decision. His reasons were clear: ,fIs it conceivable that a man

who pays a rent of over half a million dollars should have his liberty 

limited in a way that would be intolerable to a newsdealer who pays a 

$600 rental, or to an honest Catholic boy who has secured a free privi-
0 0

lege through his alderman.11 ' Privilege was the basis of the suppression, 

and a complete lack of responsibility to anyone except himself was the 

justification given by Ward. Religion came in a poor second as the Masses 

had constantly claimed. The magazine eventually made up the loss, but 
after a change to inferior paper and a smaller size and with the help of 

the issue of American participation in the war.

Y/hen the war in Europe began in 1914, the Masses responded with 

an ironic recognition of the relationship between religion and the na

tions at war. Becker sketched a benign and disinterested God relaxing in

the clouds while uniformed figures representing all the warring nations
84raised their arms to him in prayer. The same ambiguity was the subject 

of a "Heavenly Dialogue." But the editors, with other Americans, were 

not yet immediately embroiled in the war situation. "At this time many 

priests and parsons are doffing their solemn cloth in order to pull on 

the fighting uniforms of their country," wrote Eastman calmly. "And how
ever one may judge the wisdom of the act, there falls away from them at 

least a sickening halo of pretence. They become in semblance what in 
reality they are, men of the twentieth century, motivated by the condi
tions and ideas of that century."^ Hope ms alv;ays present in honest

83 Ibid., 36.

84 71, 24 (October, 191*0.

85 VI. 14 (December, 1914).
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truth# and perhaps the exploiting alliance of religion and capital would 

he recognised in this new frankness.

Although the Masses pointed out in “brief notes throughout 1915» 

the irony of combining war and Christianity, the next powerful statements 

came in 1916. Boardman Robinson submitted a vicious cartoon entitled "The 

Deserter" which showed Jesus against a wall before a firing squad made up 

of soldiers of all nations, Above the wall soared the distinctive crosses 

and domes of the Christian religions of many sects.^ In April, a C. E. S. 
Wood Satan told Jesus and God about his profitable munitions factories at

iBethlehem, Pennsylvania, and in August, Saint Peter went to God about a 

lost soul —  one he couifd not find because it was too small. Reminded by 

Peter about the war on earth, God said:^
GOD: 0 yes. I remember the War on the Earth. Pools killing

Pools for their rulers.
PETER: Yes.
GOD: Why did he [the lost soulj manufacture munitions?
PETER: Because he was neutral. His country was neutral.
GOD: What's that?
PETER: They are willing to help both sides.
GOD: To kill each other?
PETER: Yes, sir. But in fact he only helped to kill Germans.
GOD: Why?
PETER: The Germans didn't need any help.
GOD: But why did this —  this soul manufacture munitions?
PETER: Why?
GOD: Yes, why? Did he love the Allies and hate the Germans?
PETER: No, he didn't care.
GOD: Then why make munitions to kill Germans?
PETER: Well —  er —
GOD: To make money?
PETER: I suppose so — *
GOD: To give to your church?
PETER: Only a little of it.

86 VIII, 18-19 (July, 1916). The American was an excellent caricature 
of Theodore Roosevelt. '

87 VIII, 22 (August, 1916).
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IIo organised church of major importance, with the possible exception of

the Quakers, recognized this position.

As American participation came nearer, Becker contributed a more

direct attack on religion in wartime. A soldier reinforced by a priest

stood over a felled prisoner lying on the ground and said, "How will you

enlist?"Ho!" said the victim, “It's against my God and ay conscience."

"To hell with your God and conscience," was the brutal response. "This 
/ C Ois a war for civilization." America's entrance into the war only

sharpened the indictment of religion. Young contributed "Business and

Spirituality," a sketch of two unctuous men in conversation! The Business

Man: "Yes, indeed, Bishop, war will prove a great spiritual blessing to

the nation." The Bishop: "And, on the whole, beneficial in its effect
  •

upon business, I have no doubt. When the Reverend E. E. Weise was

publically rebuked at a Methodist Church conference for saying that Chris
tianity came before Americanism, Young sketched the conferring clergymen 

singing blessed are the warmakers with one forlorn gagged minister hold

ing the score to blessed are the peacemakers. The caption read: "Sing-
90ing the Wrong Tune." In June, Boardman Robinson renewed the attack on 

Billy Sunday, showing the evangelist as a recruiting sergeant pulling a 

roped Jesus along the ground and saying: "I got him! He's plumb dippy
over going to war 111 ̂  Eron the cathedral to the tent, the church was in

blatant alliance with militarism for the sake of profit as the Masses

saw it.

88 IX, 9 (January, 1917).

89 IX, 9 (May, 1917).

90 IX, 9 (June, 1917)
91 Ibid., 13.
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A long article on ,JIke Religion of Patriotism*1 by Eastman analyzed 

the relationship of war to religion and attempted to show just how and 

why the Masses1 editors stood apart from the new national religion which 

was rapidly coming| into being as a result of the abdication of the church 

from spiritual concerns. Eastman accounted for the origin of any religion 

in devotion to an object or idea which satisfied a considerable number of 
instincts at once, such as fear, wonder, filial devotion and gregarious" 

ness. If these were combined, he wrote, and at the same time the God 
which symbolized them could seem real, the result was the fixation of re

ligion. Socialism, for example, was just such a religion, complete with 

its gospel from Marx; but it failed to become universal within a society 

because it did not include the rich and powerful. Since intelligence and 

the search for truth were then free, it was better being without a God, 

said Eastman; but most men required a less rarefied loneliness and needed 
something to lean on. ’’And so our godless age has been characterized by

a wistful hunger and search after religions,” he wrote. HIt is an age of
921 isms.* ”
Because the rich in the capitalist United States had to be taken 

into account by religion, there was the greatest danger in 1917 of the 
substitution for Christianity of a religion of patriotism. If this hap

pened, both Jesus and democratic liberties, if they stood in the way, 

would go. God, said the editor, would be denounced from the very pulpits 
which were his last refuge. To show that this was indeed already come to 

pass, Eastman quoted from the pastor of Henry Ward Beecher’s old church

92 IX, 8 (July, 1917). This cry of the twentieth century came remark
ably early from the pen of Eastman.
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93in Brooklyn:

All God*s teachings atout forgiveness should he rescinded 
for Germany. I am willing to forgive the Germans for their
atrocities just as soon as they are all shot. If you would
give me happiness, just 'give me the sight of the Kaiser, von 
Hindenhurg and von Tirpits hanging by the rope. If we forgive 
Germany after the war, I shall think the whole universe has 
gone wrong.

The major instincts appealed to by the new religion were gregar

iousness (the herd instinct), hate long repressed by civilization (no

tably among the clergy), the full expression of egoism, of bragging, and

the filial instinct expressed in the state. There were at least as many

ties in patriotism as those which bound man to God. "In the very nature 

of the case," wrote Eastman, "if our theory of religion is true, there

can be no two religions. If God will not fall in step with the United
ohS.tates army, God must go."

Among his acquaintances, said Eastman, the few who held out against 

the religion of patriotism seemed to fall into one of three classes:
Platonic lovers of an idea, the temperamentally solitary, and rational 

theorists whose emotions were controlled by reason. The one common note 

among them was that all had given themselves to something other than nation

alism. "Most of the people in our days of nervous modernity —  busy with ^ 

labor, or busy with entertainment —  never heartily abandon themselves to 

anything," Eastman said. "Such people welcome the orgy of n&tion-worship 
merely as a chance to feel."^ Patriotism was, said the editor, the

93 Ibid., 9.
94 Ibid., 10. This analysis applied to the later Ease ism in Europe 

makes an interesting and significant parallel.

95 Ibid., 10.
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S.easiest religion in the world. He did not believe it possible to argue 

with deeply rooted instincts. “But I do hope,M he concluded* “that a fair 

proportion of the intelligent may be persuaded to resist the establish
ment* in their own minds or in American society, of patriotism as a re

ligion . . . .  an exposure of the extreme easiness of patriotic enthusiasm, 

its quality of general indulgence, might make them wish to bind themselves,

if they must be bound, to some god that is more arduous and demanding of
96personal character.il7

The same high duty of man to man and of man to an indefinable ab

solute of truth which had marked the Puritans haunted the Masses group 

when the original sin of war troubled their prospective paradise. If they 

rejected Emerson’s plain living as a goal for society, the editors never 

departed from high thinking. As they said again and again, they were 

dedicated to moral goals more firmly than their opponents. If faith re

mained chiefly an instrument for living and making a better life, as Wil

liam James and John Dewey said, the editors of the Masses found faith good 

if it helped to meet the real demands of life.
The established churches were examined by the magazine and found 

wanting in every way; Jesus was as much the historical figure as the 
Deists of the eighteenth century had seen him, and as mutilated by or

ganized religion. Yet withal, the Masses1 spirit was deeply religious 

in its devotion to a morality and an ethic. If this seemed inadequate 

without some kind of theism, at least the editors could say with pride 

that they had built no new idols to be worshipped in the old way. Their 

devotion was to the welfare of the mass of mankind through the instrument

96 Ibid., 12.
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of scientific truth. —  not the metaphysical worship of the dogma of Marx 

or even the Marxian State. To traditionally religious men» their belief 

seemed "blasphemous atheism. To the Masses, their opponents were childish
ly self-deluded. Both recognized the power of faith and of duty, of the 

abandonment of self for the higher goal of truth. The lonely eminence of 

men who had abandoned an anthropomorphic God proved vulnerable when it 

clashed with the united determination of conservative men, yet the 

socialization of religion was to prove its power and influence. Although 

bolder and freer, the Masses spoke for its time.

I



CHAPTER VI

ASSISTS IH REVOLT

On almost every subject with which the Masses dealt, the artists 

made an outstanding contribution —  so much so that the magazine was a 

successful and interesting picture-book even without the significance 

given to the pictures by the text. Since 1913* when Haroer*s Weekly be

gan to reprint drawings from the Masses with appropriate acclaim, there 

has been no notable critical departure from respectful praises "The 

Masses♦n wrote Frank Jewett Mather, "during its short life, was by far 

the ablest illustrated magazine in A m e r i c a . T h i s  judgment, in much the 

same words, became the standard evaluation of art and social historians.
The dynamic artistic and social vitality of the time was perfectly re

flected in powerful and sensitive drawings which both held and trans

cended the immediate social issues with which the magazine was concerned.

It was the position of the Masses that the same "system" which \

repressed labor and women was repressive of art; as the institution of j 

the church mutilated religion, so the institutions of publishing dis
torted the work of the artist. From the beginning, the magazine was in 
deliberate revolt against the almost universal editorial control of the 

artist in the interest of profit. "The fact that nobody is trying to 

make dividends out of The Masses," wrote Max Eastman, "has given it a V

unique character, has given it the freedom for a perfectly wilful play of

the creative faculties, such as would Inevitably produce unique

1 Frank J. Mather, The American Snirit in Art (Hew Haven, 1927), 317*
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2works of art.51 This freedom was to he contrasted with the popular mass” 

production of shoddy cliches in other magazines. The most obvious de” 

monstration of the lov; state of magazine art against which the Masses 

fought could he seen by glancing at the magazine covers displayed on any 

newsstand. By 1900, nthe chorus-isation of the cheap magazine was com-
3plete, and the day of the artist model had d a w n e d . T h e  pink and white

feminine simper was the apparent norm for magazine illustration.

You smeared and smirking little bag,
You plump, appealing little brute, you,
Displayed to please when senses flag,
You little paper prostitute, you.

So seymour Barnard addressed the false and unhealthy apparition of Ameri- 
kcan art, whose duty seemed to be to lure the jaded reader into buying a 

mass of advertisements whose attractions were displayed with the help of 

other suggestive and unreal females.

The Masses1 blow for the freedom of artistic integrity was dra

matically illustrated in the reproduction of a cover made from an excellent 

flat design by Stuart Davis, which showed two mercilessly true heads of 

real girls printed in strikingly effective greens and blacks. The editors 

reinforced the challenging realism and artistic honesty with a caption to 

help make the point: ’’G-ee, Mag, Think of Us Be in* on a Magazine Cover
Beside the pink and white on the newsstands, the greens were poisonous;

2 Eastman, Journalism versus Art (llew York, 1916), 10.

3 Tassin, The Magazine in*America, 366.

b IX, 3 (January, 191?).

5 IV, 1 (June, 1913). This was one of the drawings reproduced by
Harper1s Weekly.



"beside the artificial stereotypes, actuality and the shaping vision of 

the artist1 s eye made the cover vibrantly alive.

After the magazine had continued its startling and dramatic hon

esty both on the cover and within the body of the Masses for two years, 

Eastman phrased the lessons he had learned from the artists about the con

trast between prostituted art and the real thing. "We shall find," he 

wrote of the illustrations in the popular magazines, "that they each
£

arise out of the desire tp_ -please everybody a. little and displease none." 
Art, as with other manifestations of life in a capitalist-controlled so
ciety, seemingly was ruled by the economic necessities of the profit 

motive rather than by truth.
The standardised product which resulted from pleasing everybody 

was analyzed by Eastman as it appeared in different forms. Photographic 

"realism" pleased because everyone enjoyed easy recognition; a less real

istic design soothed the eye if it was quiet and repeated enough to become 

familiar; the romantic feelings stimulated by formulary love and pathetic 

children pleased because they were universal cliches; and any idea which 

was not inherently displeasing gave a little pleasure to everyone. The 

only variety possible in the magazines, i*f no one was to be alienated 

from buying, was in size, shape and position of the pictures on the page 

—  a variety which further reduced artistic possibilities by squeezing 

and crowding the pictures with text and distorting them by weird extran
eous margins. "A magazine which is 'chuck full of pictures and stuff1 

seems to be a fat bartain," Eastman explained the justification for pic- 

tures. "Ko matter whether the pictures really exist or not —  they look

6 Vhat is the Matter with Magazine Art?" VI, 15 (January, 1915)•
&

r
s
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as though they did, and the number is large, and it takes a long time to
crowd one’s way through the magazine, and one feels as though he were

7getting his money’s worth.”
Magazine illustration was a product of almost complete indiffer

ence to the values either of reality or of art. ’’All the reader cares
about is that the magazine should not look dull when he approaches it; all
the editor cares about is that the reader should be led to approach it; 
all the author cares about is that he should have a popular artist’s name 
attached to his story; and all the artist cares about is that he should 
sufficiently conform to the business standard of art so that the editor 
will give him a full, or at least a half-page, and pay him a full or at

oleast a half-price.” The result was the paper prostitute and the death 
of artistic values. As S. Sheppard Brown put, it in a cartoon of a capi
talist with an arm around a tattered girl: Rich Patron-of-the-Arts to
the Arts: ’’Gome on now, kid. Don’t take it so hard. You know I can’t

Qmariy you. But see what I will give you, all this money.”7
The Masses could not solve the economic problem for its artists

because it had no money, but the magazine could provide an opportunity for
the artist to show what the art of a reconstituted society would be like. 
If the artists could man&ge to exist by part-time prostitution to other 
magazines and newspapers, the Masses could give them a chance to print 
their honest work so that they would not completely die or sell the whole 
of their souls. The magazine could provide a make-up in which the

7 Doc, cit. |
8 loc. cit.
9 IX, 42 (July, 1917).
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picture would "be reproduced as large as possible in a space which was de
voted solely to the needs of the picture rather than the surrounding tesrt. 
The magazine could give freedom, freedom to state the truth and make 
enemies as veil as friends. This was the primary reason why the Masses 
wished ”to conciliate nobody, not even its readers.” The center of art 
was to he the artist’s vision of life, life filled with the gusto of the 
age of Elizabeth to which would be added the ”ideals and achievements of 
science and democracy.”

Taking their usual anti-dogmatic position, the Masses’ editors 
did not propose any one kind of art for the future. Tfihen commercialism 
disappeared, they did not wish to replace it with a careless freedom from
technical excellence, a slavish imitation of foreign sources, or any par-

*
ticularized realism of subject matter. Art was especially not to be 
judged in terms of a conventional and false morality which insisted on 
evading life by looking at pretty clouds.^ But there was one important 
caution. As Eastman stated it: ”. . . . if intelligence is renounced
for temperament, if Art and not Life becomes the center of interest, if 
men prove too little for the adventure —  then debauchment and dementia 
praecox are the harvest, and the hope is p o s t p o n e d . T h e  socialist 
ideal was the fully developed artist, but the artist within society as 
during the Renaissance, not "freakishly sequestered as in the late nine
teenth century.

10 The realistic demand for the admission of all kinds of subject-matter
exactly paralleled Henry James’ argument in his famous essay on ”The
Art of Eiction.” /

11 VI, 16 (January, 1915)* The rejection of art for art’s sake was
specific and probably directed in part at the influence of cubism and
post“impressionism. See page 223.
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Within the world of the Hasses and its meetings, a world which 
was crossed by all the exciting currents of the time, which reached out 
to an approximate average of fifteen**thousand subscribers every month, 
there was at last a place for the lonely American artist among his fel
lows. To be sure, there had been the Player's Club and Salmagundi Club, 
but these were for the successful money-makers. There were the Brevoort, 
Mouquin’s on Sixth Avenue and Pettipas’ on Twenty-ninth Street; but these 
restaurants were scattered and served chiefly for occasional and casual 
encounters with other artists. Dell wrote of the early Greenwich Village;
11. . .  . artists and writers had always lived here —  but in tiny groups 
and cliques, mutually indifferent, or secretly suspicious of each other.”̂  

The Liberal Club became the social center, and the Masses became the in
tellectual and artistic center which gathered these diffuse and struggl
ing groups together.

The meetings provided the continuous stimulus toward professional 
accomplishment produced by the judgment and criticism of each other’s 
work. To add to the purely professional concern with techniques and me
dium, there was a continuous social and artistic pressure from intelli
gent and vociferous outsiders ranging from literary editors to labor lead-

*
ers. If the real economic status of the Florentine workshop of Leonardo 
was missing, as was the real governmental paternalism of the French salons,

12 Dell, Love in Greenwich Tillage, 19. Alfred Kreymborg in Troubadour, 
207, expressed a common romantic idea of the artist which seems typi
cal of the American idea of art. “The failures of group efforts 
simply demonstrated that the average artist is an anti-social person, 
and when he turns sociable it is usually at the expense of some com
promise with his inner being. Ee was therefore better off in isolat
ed places like Spoon River ancl Vinesburg than he might be in the midst 
of his kin, where too much love or too much envy tended to soften or 
harden the integrity of his ego.11 No amount of meeting seemed to af
fect the egos of the Hasses’ artists.
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the illusion of status, of a right to revolt, filled the artists and for
a time led them toward a significant power and skill. Susan Glaspell said

\ that simplicity of living was the primary gift of the Village to the art-
ists. “Bach could be himself,*’ she wrote, “that was perhaps the real
thing we did for one another.1'-̂  Vhen the artist could be himself, it
was obviotis that he created art. The Masses was a demonstration.

The m u l t i p l i c i t y  of interests which characterized the Masses1
editors had a great influence on the artists* work, directing it away from

1 kthe purely artistic revolt which marked many French painters of the time. 
Because the American artists paid attention to concerns other than profes
sional, the plastic and aesthetic problem often gave way to the social.
The recognition of this artistic dualism shaped the standards of choice 
for pictures in the Masses. The editors fully realised that individual 
and social development were not the same thing, but they believed that 
the two were so inter**related that either kind of development would rein
force the other. If the creator were a genuine artist,, there seemed no 
need to limit him to a pattern of aesthetic rebellion —  even if artistic 
standards were fundamental. Their first question of any picture concerned 
its honesty and excellence as a work of art, and often enough, a drawing 
was selected simply because it was a good drawing. Perhaps the best

13 Susan Glaspell, The Road to*- the Temple (Hew York, 1941), 236.
14 Marechal Landgren pointed out that the governmental status of the rebel 

in France allowed for regular channels of purely artistic rebellion 
led by the enfant terrible, but that in America, the same rebel was 
forced to become a social and political revolutionary. Landgren*s book 
was still in manuscript at the time of this writing (1950). His major 
point about the realistic tradition represented by the “Eight** is

; that they rebelled against a narrow individual and economic patronage 
i of art in the United States rather than against artistic repression 

— * a distortion from which their work suffered.
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example of this kind of selection was the series of semi-abstract drawings 
of Negroes "by Stuart Davis. Carefully planned and executed, they also ab
stracted the significant reality of the subject matter. There was no ob
vious relationship to the ’’policy1’ of the magazine, and the editors felt 
no need for justification other than by the honesty and competence of the 
artist, although they were made aware of the possibility of prejudices 
being read into the drawings.

The line between honest excellence and an exploitation of indivi
dual skill was difficult to draw. Some of the pictures the editors se
lected for their artistic merits were not especially good; but generally, 
the level was extraordinarily high, as might be expected as a result of 
the powerful give and take of expert and free group judgment. Since the 
pictures were all representational, there was an undoubted influence on 
the editors* vote from a series of ideas such as socialism, labor organi
zation, feminism, religion and war. If a piece of work was adjudged ex
cellent and fitted into these ideas, it was printed; however, a general 
desire for the joy and beauty of life made a wide frame of reference into 
which diverse subjects could be placed.

There were, of course, drawings accepted which had little but 
timeliness to recommend them. Naturally enough, the battles which the 
magazine was fighting had an influence on the work done by the artists 
and on the selection. Sloan’s violent covers at the time of the ludiow 
massacre, Becker*s telling caricature of Wilson kicked by the mine owners 
and Chamberlain’s attacks on the Rockefellers were in a sense commissioned 
work. They reflected the immediate interests of the magazine, and whether 
they were produced at the urging of one of the editors, out of the mass 
feeling of a monthly meeting or from the artist’s own perception of in
justice was irrelevant. The editorial standard remained one of excellence,
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and when Minor drew his powerful, lunging soldier with "bayonet "buried in 
the "body of a striker and labeled it ‘'Pittsburg,11 the stimulus of an ac
tual strike, the reports in the papers and at the meetings, and years of 
thought and feeling about violence against labor combined with technical 
excellence to produce a fine cartoon which made its point. This combina
tion was the ideal, although in many instances it was not attained. 
Chamberlain, who did many excellent things for the magazine, sketched 
Tanenbaum's trial over the caption "Contempt of Court," and failed with 
the drawing as a whole despite the effectiveness of the central figure 
which made the immediate point. The criticism was directed at the work of 
George Bellows that he sacrificed artistic values, especially in his back
grounds, for the dramatic action and movement of his central idea. Hot 
all of the Masses1 drawings so effectively discarded technical values.

Another important factor in the selection of pictures was humor.
"I have observed it as a frequent phenomenon," wrote Upton Sinclair,
that an advocate of new ideas is not permitted to have a sense of humor;

15that is, apparently, reserved for persons who have no ideas at all."
The Masses1 editors, deeply grounded in the traditions of American humor, i/ 
refused to concede the weapon of laughter. They gloried in the ludicrous, 
the ironic, the wryly exaggerated reality which had marked the work of 
such literary figures as Mark Twain. Mather said that Art Young was 
easily America*s greatest caricaturist, "tthat made his art great is its 
concentration both as thinking and as execution," he wrote. "He is at 
once very serious and irresistibly droll, having that most precious gift 
of the illustrator, a spontaneous sense for a situation. The praise,

15 Sinclair, American Outpost, 229.
16 Mather, American Spirit, 317*
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as a tribute ooth to Young and his fellow-editoro, might well be applied 
generally to the magazine. The editors could not conceive of a true ar
tist or a real man who was incapable of amusement or of projecting his 
humor, whether light or grim, to the fullest into every aspect of life.
As Eastman said, they would give anything for a laugh except their prin
ciples .

“Mostly the picture has a humorous quality, “ wrote Edmond McKenna
of the Masses* artists* work, “for humor knows and humor is an analyst

17and not a funny man.“ Ho aspect of the Masses has been so frequently 
misunderstood. “The struggle between comic playboyism and serious re
portage went on in the pages of these two magazines Qhe Masses and its
successor The libera-toij almost from the 'beginning, “ wrote the authors of

18The little Magazine. Actually, the editors despised “playboyism,“ but
for them there was no conflict between laughter and seriousness,
could there be. Their humor ranged from the silvery laughter of

*Spirit giving true proportion to false and inflated sentiment to 
donic and bitter rage which turned high comedy into grim satire, 
however, the laughter was robust and revealing —  a prime weapon 
powerful antagonists. Whatever may be characteristic of others, 
has always been a prized instrument of American society, nowhere

17 VI, 12 (June, 1915).
18 Hoffman, Allen and Ulrich, The Little Magazine, 152. Whether humor 

has a place in revolution remains a moot point. The United States was 
nowhere near an actual revolt at this time or at any time since. Eana- 
ticism has a large part to play in the tine of real violence, and 
probably in the preparation. But when the fanatic so badly estimates 
the realities as to be ineffective, humor is a much needed corrective. 
It was possible to laugh with the Masses or to be angered by it, but
it was very difficult to laugh at it. Here was a lesson later Ameri
can radicals might well have learned.

nor
the Comic 
a sar- 
Always, 
against 
humor 
more
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apparent than in the face of the most serious realities.

Heither "breadth of principal, excellence of result or sense of 

humor kept the Masses from a major conflict over artistic matters. In 

March of 1916, a revolt against the editor took pistee among the contribu

ting editors. According to Robert Carlton Brown, the only rebel among 

the literary editors, the root of the difficulty was the salary paid to \  

Eastman and Dell for editorial work, while the contributors v/ent unoaid. \

The younger artists, who lacked the established markets of some of the
19 *older men, were especially resentful, according to Brown. Two other

issues, however, dominated the actual quarrel in open meeting: whether

there was an editorial art which should limit or expand through captions

the work of the contributing art editors\ and whether or not the magazine 
\

should commit itself to any kind of “policy” which would influence the 
selection of drawings for publication. The rebels included Stuart Davis, 

Glenn 0. Coleman, Maurice Becker, Henry Glintenka&p and Robert Brown, but 

took an even more serious importance when Art Editor John Sloan, despite 

his own political and social beliefs, became the spokesman for the young

er artists.

The question of editorial control was, perhaps, impossible of de

cision. Not only was there the hard fact that the magazine lived on East
man’s ability to raise funds, but there was the equally stubborn reality 

of the exigencies of make-up. To these facts the artists opposed a plan 

something like the MacDowell Club exhibitions which had been sponsored by 

Robert Henri, George Bellows and others in 1910. They wished their por

tion of the magazine to be a kind of art gallery ”in which each artist is 

given an opportunity, subject only to the tolerance of his fellows, to

19 Brown, “Them Asses,” AlO.



20exhibit at any given time anything that he chooses.” Eastman saw In 

such a plan the sacrifice of i!symmetry, completeness, order, timeliness, 

unity in variety, and so forth 11 to an ideal of complete individual free

dom. Although desirable in the abstract, this seemed to the editor and 

others pragmatically impossible and an inhibition on their efforts to pro

duce a society in which such an ideal was feasible. This aspect of the 

quarrel was an obvious statement of the problem of the individual versus 

the collective good with the question of dictatorship already a part of 

the difficulty.

The opposition of :npolicyn to art for art’s sake was stated most 

effectively by Young, who departed from his usual personal mildness to 

move the expulsion of the rebellious artists. Those who painted ”ash 

cans and girls pitching up their skirts in Horatio Street” belonged exclu

sively in art magazines, he said, if they denied any further significance
21to their work than the skillful representation of ugliness. Young and

the literary editors insisted upon supplying, if necessaxy, a moral, ethi-'/ 
%

cal or political point to give real social meaning to the artist’s work. 

There was no suggestion that there might not be a place for another kind 

of drawing than realistic within the magazine, but any insistence upon 

completely artistic objectivity among realists and satirists of the social

20 Eastman, Journalism versus Art, 11-12. The plan was tried in a short
lived magazine called Spawn published by the rebels for two issues.
It was advertised in the Masses: "ho editor I A group of artists, each
of whom pays for his own page, and puts what he wants to on it. . . . ”

21 According to Sloan, this was the origin of the label applied retro
spectively to the famous ’’Eight.” Young was suggesting that the "Eight” 
and their followers were not true social realists, much less revolu
tionists, substituting false and arbitrary symbols such as ash cans
for the revolution which the label came later to imply. The label, 
of course, applied more strictly to an aesthetic revolution, but was 
supplied much later than 1908.
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scene seemed to Young completely false and a violation of the natural so

cial function of the individual artist. Sloan, Davis, Glackens, Glinten- 

kamp and most notably Coleman contributed many drawings which were simply 

observations of reality. The selection of the drawing had to be made in 
terms of artistic merit, but a further editorial function was, without 

touching the work of art, to give it relevance by caption or placement.

Such was the insistence of Young, Chamberlain and all but one of the lit

erary editors.
The rebellion was unsuccessful. Eastman offered to resign, but

the vote was a tie at the first meeting. By the next month, the vote was

11 to 6 to refuse the resignation, the majority including four proxies
22voted by Dell and Young. " It was at this point that Young moved to ex

pel the rebels. A sobered staff rejected the motion and elected thei
rebels to office instead, but the next lay Sloan, Davis, Becker and Brown ^  

resigned, although Becker returned to the staff in 1917. Robert Minor, 

Boardman Robinso^., G. S. Sparks and John Barber replaced the departed 

artists. Glintenkamp, Bellows and others who had sympathized with the 

rebels remained with the magazine.

There were artistic cross-currents involved in the Masses quarrel 

beyond the particular problems of the magazine. American realism had 

major expression and influence in the exhibition of the ’’Eight11 in 1908.

Jour of the eight had been newspaper illustrators before the day of the 

photographic supplement. Their work as graphic reporters developed a

22 Another element in the revolt was the question of Eastman’s ’’arrogant 
dictatorship.” This aspect was emphasized by later Marxist critics. 
See Hicks, John Reed, 214, or Kicks, The Great Tradition (Hew York, 
1935)» 2-9o. Like Brown’s financial emphasis, this seems to be a dis
tortion of what actually happened, although it may well have been an 
underlying motive on the part of the rebels.
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“realism that did not choose the picturesque or pathetic or charming as

pects of American life for the sake of any of these qualities,11 as Suzanne 

Lapollette wrote. 11 Hat her these men took life as it was —  the squalor 

of the overcrowded city slums, the merriment of children at play, the hus

tle and confusion of crowds —  and sought to impart the significance they 

found in it.“̂  As literary realism had moved from the careful selection 

of Howells' to the broader, yet more “slanted” naturalism of Crane, Dreis

er, Sinclair and London, so the artists developed from the work of Homer,
Eakins and the ‘’Sight11 into the graphic realism of the Masses group. Am

erican graphic art looked hard at the American city and found in it the 
same mixtures of good and evil, of beauty and ugliness which the writers 

discovered —  and with the same emphasis on evil and ugliness. Such 

“realism of the streets” had obvious artistic limitations, but was none

theless ip honest and deadly opposition to the academic prettiness which 

marked both artistic and popular standards of criticism.

The significant artistic event of 1913 was the International Ex

hibition of Modern Art, the “Armory Show,” which introduced to America 

and its artists the work of the Post-impressionists and the “Pauves.”

The winds of doctrine immediately began to blow, and the attention of

the painters came slowly to be focussed on Paris as it had been split

between Paris and Dusseldorf at an earlier time. The influence of the 

American realists was submerged until the furor over “regionalism” in 

the nineteen-thirties. Whether the cubist and non-representational in

fluence was unhealthy or not, whether social realism was in opposition 

to the painterly, as the Masses’ rebels suggested, both influences

23 Suzanne LaPollette, The Artist in America (Mew York, 1929), 30A-5. l/”
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opposed the same enemy. "It would seem that the fundamental conflict was 

between the dead and the alive. Both the influences of the 'Revolutionary 

Gang1 and the repercussions of the Armory show made a united attack upon

that dreadful hoax to which the American public had given its unthinking

allegiance for such a long time that it had actually come to believe that 

academic, pastiche ornament was the ‘beauty of art,11! wrote Albert Christ— 

Janer. "The attack of the alive in art was successful; it achieved a 

victory all around."

Hawses generally stood on the side of realism because of the 

editors1 concern with social truth and their devotion to the proletarian 

and his interests. They tried at the same time to give some representa

tion to purely artistic development because their goal was liberty for all,
#

and they saw no reasonableness in banning their goal in order to reach 

it. When the conflict between social purpose and art for its own sake

came into the open, a majority of the editors were forced to take a

stand which they did not like. It was obvious that the work of Stuart 

Davis, for example, was not "playboy," but the production, consistent and 

expert, of a serious artist. But the heat of the conflict forced lines 

to be drawn which were apparent rather than real. Ironically enough, 

much more space was given after the quarrel to such men as Hugo Gellert, 
Prank Walts and Arthur B. Davies, who were completely independent of the 

social theme of the Masses as Sloan and the rebels had never been.^

Zk Albert Christ-Janer, Boardman Robinson (Chicago, 19̂ +6), 25"6. x

25 The seceders won another victory when in 1917 the issues from April 
to June were edited pictorially by the artists. All of the rebels 
were represented by sketches, unfortunately not typical of the best 
work of any of them. So no point was proved.
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The Magees' readers were also concerned with the artistic problem*

hut usually without much perception of the nature of the struggle between

artistic and social integrity. "The kind of illustrations used in THE 

MASSES are, to me, absolutely meaningless,M wrote H. X. Bartlett of Vil-

kins burg, Pennsylvania, "and I believe I am just as much in earnest in
26having society revolutionized as you . . . . 11 This correspondent wanted 

information on economic matters, and any departure from obvious propaganda 

displeased or bothered him. The pressure for dogmatic adherence to un
mistakable party propaganda was, in art as in other questions, continuous. 

‘'The artist," Dell wrote in explanation, "is one who has the power to show

the rest of us what his world is like . . . .  To see the world as the ar-
/tist sees it is the privilege of all of us. But we must either want to

see the world his way, or we must go about our business and let him 
27alone." This answer was incomplete for advocates of revolution. The 

artist1s individual vision was at best not the entire answer. "Sometimes 

the world of the artist is suffused, colored, lighted up, by some strong 

social emotion such as mirth or anger, which he desires intensely to 

share," Dell continued. "Then he goes out of his way to make us share it,

putting his work in A.B C so that he who runs may read, and laugh or be
/

angry along with him. That is the cartoon." As Dell said, nobody had to 

ask that Art Young meant. Clearly though, the social was only a part of 

the artist's concern and rested upon his individual artistic vision. Dis
regarding all pressures, the magazine continued to distinguish itself by 

its inclusion of both the individual and the social, demonstrating as

26 IX, 37 (December, 1916).

27 "What Does It Mean?" VIII, 23 (April, 1916).
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well as advocating the goal of liberty.

Such an undogmatic position resulted much as did the Masses1 ad

vocacy of feminism and other issues not immediately within the socialist 

doctrine. Their art was attacked as being non-revolutionary. ’‘THE MASSES 

seams to me to have a predilection for long hair and a flowing red tie —  

a predilection that is picturesque* and an amiable weakness, at worst, in

a mere Bohemian; but it is distinctly reprehensible in a revolutionist,M
28wrote. Ralph Cheney from the University of Pennsylvania. Another epithet 

which threatened to pigeon-hole the magazine began to plague the editors.

Greenwich Village later became a glamorous name for the Sunday 

supplements to conjure with, but when many of the Masses* editors first 

arrived in the Village, it was perhaps more, as Arthur Bullard suggested, 

an ethical rather than an aesthetic Bohemia. Although there were and had 

been artists and writers in the area for many years, they lived in com
parative isolation, quietly pursuing their work. Greenwich House and the 

settlement house movement were more important than art. As the Village 

became more obviously an island in the spread of the city, cut off by 

its narrow, winding streets and the barrier of Greenwich Avenue, as the

28 VIII, 22 (May, 1916). The term ‘'Bohemian” is difficult to define in 
a useful sense, especially since it has been used so often as an epi
thet to dismiss something disliked or feared or both. The Masses has 
been so characterized both by conservatives and later Communists. If 
the word is used in a Xurgerian sense to describe artists and writers 
whose lives are free as compared to the clock-circumscribed days of 
most men and women, then many of the Masses* editors and contributors 
were obviously Bohemians. See Arthur Moss and Evalyn Marvel, The Leg- 'y 
end of the Latin Quarter (Hew York, 19^6) and Albert Parry, Garrets 
and P r e t e n d e r s  ( H e w  York, 1933)* If* however, the term is meant to 
imply purely individual revolt against the conventional morality of a 
bourgeois society, a revolt which poses as social revolution without 
any real understanding or serious revolutionary intention, then the 
Masses 1 editors seem not to fit the definition. Any use of the word 
applied to the group during the years of the Masses needs careful 
qualification.
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rents lowered with the abandonment of the Washington Square district by

the older families, the artists moved in, lured by studio possibilities

and low rents, as well as by the comparative quiet and peace. The Village
was a neighborhood, close to the teeming East Side, filled with laboring

men and women, social workers and creative artists.

The Masses joined the ethical with the artistic in the name of

social revolution, and at the same time kept the artists in touch with

each other and the larger world around them. Y/ithin its pages there was

space for individual rebellion if it took vital artistic form, or if it
29could be fitted into a pattern of social revolution. YJith revolt for 

its own sake or intellectual anarchism, the magazine had little to do. 

Sloan, in a drawing entitled “The Extreme Left,11 sketched two typical re

bellious triflers, a beefy but “artistic” girl spread out on a sofa under 

a Japanese print, and a cocky little man with flowing tie and cigarette 
at an angle sprawled in a straight chair. The lolling girl said: “Why

don’t those strikers do something —  let a few of them get shot, and
30it*11 look as if they meant business.”'' Eor such temperamental

29 The publishing of nude drawings, for example, was attacked at the time 
as both immoral and unrevolutionaiy. Eastman answered the moral ques
tion in “ITaked yet Unashamed,” IV, 5 (March, 1913)» pointing out that 
to the Masses, such questions were the product of distorted minds.
”In so far as an artist should appeal to and play upon this unworthi
ness of the civilized mind,” he wrote, ”you might justly condemn his 
pictures, and perhaps call them coarse. But in so far as he naturally 
ignored it, those who were unable to appreciate, would do well to envy 
his superior equilibrium.” If the editors found the sketches good by 
professional standards, they were printed. The “smartness” of the ed
itor’s answer often seemed simply to challenge the bourgeois reader, 
but it was usually supported by analysis and thought. Sometimes, the 
Masses simply snapped at its critics. As a phase of the revolt against 
“bourgeois morality,“ the magazine was just clever, but the wit usually 
took on revolutionary meaning within the context of the magazine for 
anyone but the casual page-turner.

30 G-laspell, The Hoad to the Temple, 2^7.



revolutionaries, the Masses had little sympathy, although a good offering 

from any source might he printed if the editors approved the work.

Bor the curious thrill-seeker from outside as well as the "artis
tic" poseur, the editors had only hostility ana distaste.^ That artists 

were poor and had to make their own pleasures rather than "buy them led 

John Sloan to climh to the top of the arch in Washington Square with a 

student, '’Woe11 of Texas, Marcel Duchamp and others to proclaim the repub

lic of G-reenwich Village, but the adventure did not distract either from 

Sloan*s work or his devotion to socialism. That Dell and Eastman helped 

with the amateur theatricals at the Liberal Club and later at the stable 

on MacDougall Street which sponsored the early plays of Eugene 0*Neill 

did not detract from their serious work. Even the money-making Masses1 

Balls at Webster Hall were designed as simple recreation where artists 

and writers were supposed to have fun and use their imaginations on cos

tumes rather than as showplaces for the id. Susan G-laspell put it very 

simply. "Through the years I knew it,11 she wrote, "it ^Greenwich Village] 

was a neighborhood where people were working, where you knew just what 

street to take for good talk when you wanted it, or could bolt your door 

all day long . . . .  I never knew simpler, kinder, more real people than

31 The popular stereotype of Greenwich Village of the nineteen-twenties 
has often been applied retrospectively to the earlier time. Albert 
Parry, the historian of American Eohemia, characterised the tone of 
the later Village: •'It was a mood of arty indolence, of declassed
nihilism, of preoccupation with sex and soul, of revolting for the 
sake of revolt, of crazy escapades under the motto: it's good to be
alive, but let’s pretend we are unhappy, bored and tragic!" See 
Garrets and Pretenders, 199* Such a mood was patently not that of the 
Hasses. Parry's book treated the magazine extensively, but remained 
somewhat uncertain as to exactly how to place it in relation to Bo
hemia. The general conclusion seemed to be that the Masses was not 
Bohemian, yet a manifestation of that Bohemian site, Greenwich Village 
which was somehow different for a tine. Bor a poetic and sentimental 
Village history which also emphasized the difference between the earli 
er and later Greenwich Village, see Floyd Dell, Love in Greenwich Vil
lage (hew York, I926).
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32I have known in Greenwich Village.

A letter from Irwin Granich, v/ho later as Michael Gold edited The

Hew Masses, saluted the Masses1 achievement ’'with its "beautiful, far-

reaching drawings, its stirring stories, Its happy, profound burlesque,

and its grave, golden flashes of wisdom.” The reason Granich gave for
such praise of the magazine v;as that it "was complete as a man or magazine

ought to be, instead of stodgy and slovr-footed and consciously *intellec-
33tual,' as academics evezywhere.” This, it seems, v;as the editors' goal. 

Although never Bohemian in the frothy, glittering sense of the word, the 

magazine was strong because in it there were men, not just theories. As 

these men held up the mirror to their time and country, so did the maga

zine. The Masses fed on disagreement among individuals, yet it maintained
4

a continuous social aim.

The drawings in the Masses could be classified on a scale from 

"pure” art to the propaganda cartoon. Obviously the professional concerns 

of the artist could not be eliminated from a consideration of any of the

32 Glaspell, The .Hoad to the Temple, 2^7.

33 VIII, hi (September, 1916). The later evaluation of the Masses by the 
Communists, who were both proud of the brilliance of the magazine and 
hostile to its inclusiveness and failure to understand the need for 
the discipline of dogma, was typified by an appreciation of Michael 
Gold: "That he remained steadfast in an era of apostacy and that he 
triumphed over the emotional, anarchic Bohemianism of the Masses group 
can be attributed to the depth of his roots in the working class.”
See Granville Kicks, The Great Tra&ition (Hew York, 1935)* 297* Since 
the Masses' editors refused to follow the party-line, they had to be 
explained as "oetty-bourgeois" rebels, as emotional "Bohemians.” Such 
a description seems relevant only within the strict and peculiar logi
cal framework of the Communist Party. The Mew Masses, for all its ti
tle, was not a direct continuation of the older magazine. The Masses 
was followed by The liberator, owned by Bastman and his sister, Crystal. 
Vrnen it petered out in 192&, the magazine was given to the Communist 
Party end united with the labor Herald and Soviet Russia Pictorial to 
form the Worker's Monthly.
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drivings, but there vere sketches, experiments with new techniques and 

many pictures concerned with other than the demands of strict social real

ism. Never non-representational, much of the work of the artists such as 

Gellert, Walts, Davies and Walkovitz was shaped hy purely artistic ends.

There were a number of sketches from the model by such sculptors 
as Jo Davidson and John Storrs, by painters Alfred Frueh, A. Walkowitz 
and Sloan. Simple drawings were represented by a fine sketch of two pigs 
by Kahonri Young, a bold ink drawing of a horse and hack by Frank Walts, 
a sketch of a dog by Becker and a portrait head by Picasso which appeared 
in September of 1916. Hugo Gellert drew a number of stylized pastorals. 
Boardman Robinson contributed an excellent drawing of an ape man which was 
used as a cover on an issue which featured a powerfully imagined illustra
tion of MThe Masque of the Red Death, H also by Robinson. Ilonka Karasz, 
later well-known as a wall-paper designer, contributed a lively, stylized 
dancing girl reproduced in brilliant orange and black on the cover for 
December, 1915* A series of covers were made from the semi-abstract 
portrait heads done by Frank Walts of such famous actresses as Nazimova. 
These, too, were in brilliant color and suggested excellent poster designs.

There was little trace of the new movements which began to stir 
with the French influence, perhaps because the war interfered with the 
freedom of movement of ideas and artists alike. Sloan satirized the 
cubists with a drawing of wthe crooked man” in cubes, complete with a 
cubist dog, cat and house. 3. Gminska's drawings of Centra,! Park and 
other landscapes were semi-abstract, and showed the influence of Cezanne 
and others. Late in 191?» the magazine printed a number of studies of 
the war by C. R. ¥. Nevinson. These vere excellent but rather arbitrary 
designs of airplanes against the clouds, of searchlights, and of a machine-
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gun squad done in a completely geometrical style which only partially as
similated cubist techniques, tut succeeded in giving a strong feeling of 
the mechanized character of the war. The thin line drawings of Barter and 
others in the last year of the Hasses1 existence also reflected new tech
niques *

Although he did not he gin to contribute until 1916» Arthur B.
Davies supplied the magazine with a large number of compositions, usually 
nude figure studies, which were printed simply as designs. They obvious
ly vere done for the sake of beauty alone. MIt is an art that is caviare 
to most,” wrote Mather, “but very delectable to such as yield themselves 
to the raood.11-^ Davies represented the Masses1 art at its most poetic
and certainly had to be accepted solely on the level of artistic pleasure.

«

Akin to the purely artistic studies were a number of drawings of 
the Hew York scene printed with the briefest of descriptive captions, and 
quite apparently admitted to the magazine on artistic merit alone. Such 
were a long series of George Bellows1 lithographs and sketches, including 
an excellent prize-fight drawing used as a cover for the issue of February, 
1915* One the most violent of Bellows1, ring scenes, “Playmates,“ 
showed two fighters stretched across the drawing pouring full-armed blows 
into each other. Another lithograph was labeled “At Petipas“ and featured 
John Butler Yeats and Robert Henri against a crowded background in the 
famous little restaurant.

Sloan contributed a number of typical studies. One, entitled 
“The Bachelor Girl,“ was a carefully observed, selective sketch of a girl 
hanging up her dress at the end of the day. Nothing extraneous was present,

3h Mather, “Some American Realists,” Arts and Decorations, I, lh (Nov
ember, I9I0).
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and no comment was made or iraplied aside from the tender and careful ob
servation of reality. ''Education11 showed a vital young girl in a middy 
“blouse sitting on the roof against a city skyline of low “buildings and 
flapping washing learning to smoke a cigarette from a rough-looking 
young man in a flat cap. Interpretation, if any, was left to the reader. 
"At the Top of the Swing," which was a cover picture for May, 1913» showed 
a girl swinging in the park while the loafers sat on the benches and 
watched. The adolescent girl had tremendous vitality, but there was no 
sly comment implied in the men's expressions, or any other special mean
ing given to the drawing.

Similar observations by Glackens, E. Gminska, Mahonri Young,
Joseph Margulies, Cornelia Barns and others were printed from time to 
time. This kind of realism was touched with fantasy by Stuart Davis in 
a drawing of a church and church-yard with figures climbing the steeple, 
a cat leaping through the air and two lean greyhounds crossing the fore
ground printed over the caption "New Year's Eve." It was another only 
partially realistic drawing by Davis of a Hoboken dock which Dell used 
to illustrate his remarks about the special quality of the artist's 
private vision of life.

To some realistic observations, captions were supplied which gave 
them a certain social relevance. It may well have been this particular 
classification to which the younger artists objected. An obvious life 
sketch by Becker of a group of men shoveling snow into a wagon was cap
tioned "Snow Men,11 and given the added point of "a popular winter pastime 
among the leisure class." A Davis drawing of a wild, upswept sky with a 
round circle for a moon showe.d a man and woman standing on a street cor
ner. The woman looked back over her shoulder as the man gazed at the sky.



The joke supplied beneath was: He: "Gee. Kid, some moon tonight.’ "

She: "Yes —  I think that man that just passed was drunk.11 There could

have been a connection between picture and caption, but the combination 

did not ring true. Shy, trees and the figure of the man did not fit.

More apt vere drawings by Coleman of the Masses’ office over the 

caption "Mid Pleasures and Palaces ,,f another Coleman of a burlesque 

house vith a chorus girl dressed as an Indian singing "Oh give me back my 

place again —  T’row Lincoln off de cent!", a sketch by Sloan of an over- 

dressed woman and her formally correct escort in a box at the opera over 

the words "The Unemployed,11 and a poignant subway scene by Becker of a 

tired family of four, given point by the caption "The Return from Play."

A somewhat similar use of realism ms made by bringing drawings 

into service as illustrations for poems and stories. In some cases, the 

connection between picture and story was immediately apparent, but in 

others, the juxtaposition was not ideal and suggested a made-up combina

tion. Such for example was a Eugene Higgins illustration for William 
/Rose Benet’s poem, "Revolution," which showed a gnarled visionary at a

window. The relevance was there, but remote. The exact relationship of
caption to picture was not always easy to discover. As Prank Jewett

Mather wrote of Sloan, Higgins and Shinn.: "They tamper a bit more than

the rest of the realists with their discoveries. They spray it with
35wit, or pathos or satire or protest." Such shading of reality led 

easily to the pointed caption. Many of the drawings were doubtless so 

skilfully matched with text that any conflict among editors was, and re

mains, masked for the reader.

35 Mather, Arts and Decorations, I, 14 (November, 1916).



Originating very close to realism were purely satiric drawings 
selecting and distorting sufficiently to ridicule pompous and false vani
ties. Most of the work of Cornelia Barns was of this kind. Her particula 
bete noire was the young man, against whose vacuous absurdities she di
rected her brilliant pencil. Men were not her only victims, however. In 
a drawing captioned ”Was this the Hace that Launched a Thousand Ships,” 
she satirized a girl who might be taken for a flapper of the twenties 
leaning against a soda-fountain twisting a string of beads and grinning 
at two typical drug-store cowboys. The drawing was penetrating satire 
and at the same time irresistibly funny.

The first drawing of Bellows that the magazine printed in April, 
1913 was ”The Business Men’s Class, Y. M. C. A.,” a sketch of the instruc
tor and assorted shapes and sizes of men exercising with dumbbells. There 
was a good deal of detail, but only where it was needed to make the sa
tiric point. This drawing ”is the first consideration of the animal 
since called Babbitt in his fatuousness and his pathos,” according to a 
brief sketch of Bellows’ work.*^ Becker, in “Society Cherishes the Doll- 
Baby Idea,” a sketch of a young girl and a ghastly caricature of a lumpy 
and grotesque dress-aaker pinning up a new dress, drew a more violent ex
pression of satiric idea, following closely the kind of work done by the 
German social satirists.

Satire specifically on art made up a share of the contributions 
of this kind. Bellows and Henri both contributed sketches of juries, 
which ridiculed the pretensions of the academicians. Turner and Sloan 
poked fun at copyists in the galleries. Davis commented slyly on the

36 Thomas Beer, George Bellows (Hew York, 192?)» 20.
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patron with a sketch, of the lobby of the Metropolitan Museum displaying 

a sign "To the Morgan Collection.11 One girl said to the other: Oh, I

think Hr. Morgan paints awfully well, donft you?" Morris Hall Pancoast 

included the public in his satire with an expressionistic drawing of a 

gross man peering at nudes in a gallery. The man said: "Whew, them ar-

tists must be sensual fellers.’" Young quoted the Young Artist: "All

that I have accomplished in art I owe to the struggle for the necessities 

of life." To which the cartoonist, a self-portrait of Young, replied: 

"That's the way to look at it, —  if the cost of living goes high enough, 
you’ll be greater than Michael Angelo." All of these drawings had a 

relevance either to the magazine’s social program or its artistic aims.

A glance at the old Life or any other humorous magazine of the 

time showed that the Masses was an innovator in reducing captions on 

funny pictures from the extended "he and she" jokes to one effective 

line, a method adopted by The Hew Yorker at a later date. Some few 

drawings were, however, just illustrated jokes. Below a Turner sketch 

of a man and woman appeared: She: "Who gave you that black eye?" He:

"Who gives me anything? I had to fight for it." Glintenkamp’s drawing 

of two skunks in a barnyard was supplied with dialogue: First skunk:

"Have you contributed anything to the Foundation? ” Second skunk: "What
Foundation?" First skunk: "To investigate the cause of the smell around

this section." Bellows sketched a languid housewife interviewing a black 

and beaming prospective servant: "But if you have never cooked or done

housework — ’ what have you done?" "Well, mam —  ah takes yo’ fo’ a 

broad-minded lady —  ah don’t mind tellin’ you ah been one of them white 

slaves." Young’s "cool sewer" cartoon was of this kind, as was his sketch 

of a radiant girl knocking on a door on the other side of which sat a
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scraggly—whiskered, man in a bare room: Opportunity: "Mike! Have you got

$5,000 handy? How's your chance to make a million." The last two car

toons gave some indication of what a master cartoonist did to enlarge the 

simple illustrated joke to include a wide social reference. They also 

show how the joke was becoming less complicated, substituting freshness 

and originality for a stereotype.

Happily few in number were the elaborate allegories which were 

the specialty of Charles A. Winter. To lines from Shelley, Wilde or 
Swinburne, he sketched massive figures in frozen pseudo*"classical poses.

A man in the pose of the thinker, backed by his wife and two children, 

thought of an elaborate series of figures represented above his head.

The lines quoted were Swinburne: "And shall ye rule, 0 kings, 0 strong

men? Hay!/ Waste all ye will and gather all ye may,/ Yet one thing is

there that ye shall not slay — / Even Thought, that fire nor iron can

affright,"'1 As Untermeyer said, Winter's drawings were "painted in sy
rup," yet in all the fakery, there was a kind of distorted and sentimental 

revolutionary spirit which recognized that truth and beauty could and 

should be united. Young occasionally essayed the allegory with drawings 

such as "When the World Comes Out of the Jungle," which showed a fountain 

in a garden scene with a pool labeled "Internationalism." The idea was 

there, but the drawing and feeling were an example of idealism at its 
sentimental feeblest.

By far the largest number of drawings represented the cartoon, the 

illustrated idea. With extraordinary power, concentration and feeling, a 

host of artists reacted to the life around them and simplified and 

pointed their conceptions so that indeed those who ran might read. Erom 

the little sketches by Sloan, and Young which were scattered through the
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text to the double-page spread and cover, these drawings carried the 

smashing attack of the magazine against its enemies which has been des

cribed in each chapter. Every technique and medium were represented from 

etching and lithograph to charcoal, pen or crayon sketch. Much of the 

most powerful was crayon as it had been used by Boardman Robinson and

Cesare. Robert Minor, Becker, Sloan, Chamberlain and more rarely Young
37used this medium with telling effect.

Art Young was generally conceded to be by far the most effective

cartoonist of the group. Although he had not the artistic power of a

Robinson or a Bellows, he excelled in the dramatic presentation of an

idea or a situation. His drawings were often very complicated in detail,

yet unified in effect and tied up by caption so that an instantaneous im- 
\  «

pression was made, although a careful study revealed more and more. Per

haps the highest compliment that can be paid Young as a caricaturist is 

to say that despite the need for using conventional symbols of fat men, 

top hats and frock coats, and the obvious repetitive treatment of such 
features as the eyes, Young's figures never became stereotyped. Each was 

the product of the particular idea involved and subtly different from any 

other figure, despite the Young trademark which was instantly recognizable.

Cartoons rarely attain universality, tied, as they are, so close

ly to the particular situation in time; but so long as the economic and 
social conditions are recognizable, many of the pictures in the Masses 

will continue to have their effect. Some few are perhaps fit to survive 

as drawings as have the cartoons of Goya or Daumier. Such a quantity of 

excellent work in one place will continue to be a marvel for those who

37 Por the drawings of many excellent cartoonists, see the specific re
ferences scattered throughout Chapters II, III, IV, V, VIII and IX.



can see the Masses. As a record of the time, they are unsurpassed; al

though naturally enough, they show only a particular side of the ques

tions so hurningly debated.

Many critics have suggested that the real strength of the magazine 

lay in the work of its artists, much of which ms so effectively excellent 

at a glance that the text seemed to he secondary. This seems primarily 

a comment on the difference in medium. Whereas a picture can sum up a 

situation or an idea for immediate impact, it cannot develop a theme or 

relate it to a unified system of thought. As with apparently remote 

ideas, the text gave the true significance to many of the pictures, and 

at the same time allowed for a much wider variety than the casual page- 
turner would expect to he coherently possible in a unified magazine. If, 

as one reader suggested, the pictures represented "The inarticulate cry
oo

of anguish that humanity sends up," then the text made apparently indi

vidual protest meaningful - brought it within a pattern.

38 VIII, 25 (April, 1916). See letter from H. A. Haskell, M. 3).



CHAPTER YII

LITERATUR3 AMD BSEELLIOH

The art of the Masses could he clearly understood with the twin 

reference points of social change and individual artistic problems. The 

literature, although generally susceptible to the same tests, was much 

more difficult to evaluate. The financial and cooperative nature of the 

periodical were of much greater significance to literature because the 

Masses coincided in time with the acceptance of a literary “renaissance11 

on the widest scale. Artists were limited, but writers soon had outlets 

for their work and many of them paid well or offered special prestige.

In the literary revolution the Masses could have only a small share, 

although here too, the work they published had special vitality and in

terest.

1,1 The fiddles are tuning as it were all over America.1 This is a 
i

remark of one of the best, the youngest, and the most Irish of all good 

Americans, Mr. J. B. Yeats,11 wrote Van Wyck Brooks in 1915* MIt is true 
that under the glassy, brassy surface of American jocosity and business 

there is a pulp and quick, and this pulpy quick, this nervous and acutely 

self-critical vitality, is in our day in a strange ferment. A fresh and 

more sensitive emotion seems to be running up and down even the old Yan

kee backbone —  that unblossoming stalk. In that same year a volume of 

poetry, Edgar Lee Masters* Spoon River Anthology, actually became a best

seller. With the publication of hosts of thin volumes, the springing up

1 Brooks, America1s Coming-of-Age (Mew York, 1915)» 6l.
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of “little** magazines and in increasing critical concern with the “new

poets,1* there seemed to he no limit to a phenomenon which was almost im-
2mediately dubbed a “renaissance. *'

The year 1912 marked not only the reorganization of the Masses, 

hut the beginnings of Poetry; A Magazine of Verse in Chicago, The Poetry 

Journal in Boston and the publication of The lyric Year in New York.

Other significant periodicals quicIcLy followed: in 1913* the first of

William S. Braithewaits’s yearly anthologies of magazine verse and Kreym- 

borg’s The Glebe; in 191^* The Little Review; in 1915* Others; in 1916,
The Pagan, The Poetry Review of America and The Seven Arts. With these 

literary and critical magazines, the Masses, with its diverse interests, 

could not be directly compared; but on a somewhat less exalted plane, the 

magazine was as truly a reflection of the literary spirit of the time."

No completely satisfactory explanation of the sudden outburst has 

been given. The purely literary critics have pointed to such influences 

as Yeats,and the Irish renaissance, the poetry of Rabindranath Tagore, the 

relationship of Theodore Roosevelt and Edwin Arlington Robinson, the ghost 

of Whitman or the self-starting influence of Harriet Monroe *,s Poetry and

2 The literary revival has been treated extensively in history and crit
icism. See Amy Lowell, Tendencies in Modem American Poetry (Hew York, 
1917); Louis Untermeyer, The Hew Era in American Poetry (Hew York, 
1919); Clement Wood, Poets of America (Rev/ York, 1925); Alfred Zreym- 
borg, -Our Singing Strength (Rev/ York,. 1929); Bred L. Pattee, The Hew 
American Literature (Rev; York, 1930); Horace Gregory and Marya Zatur- 
enska, A History of American Poetxp/ (Hew York, 19^6) and many others, 
including the standard histories of American literature and the memoirs 
of many writers of the time.

3 See Hoffman, Allen and Ulrich, The Little Magazine. This book is the 
first major study of these magazines and as such is of great value.
The bibliographies are especially good, but insofar as the treatment 
of the Masses is concerned, the book must be used with caution.
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the vast energy of Amy Lovell. More socially-minded critics have stressed 

the coincidence of the new literary work with the new spirit in politics 

and society in general represented by the progressive movement, Woodrow 

Wilson and the Socialists. A  Marxist critic, V. F. Calverton, stressed 

the final revolt against the “colonial complex’* and the last stand of in

dividualism representing the petit bourgeois. The literary impulses are 

interesting, in some cases possible, but on the whole unsatisfactory as a 

general explanation. The social analysis is more convincing, but fails 

to explain the direct connection between literary work and the social

milieu. With so complex a background, it seems inevitable that all fac~
htors must be combined and taken into account.

Whatever may be the causes, in the direct and often crude language 

of the new poets there occurred a fresh and vital examination of American 

life in all its aspects. Revolt was a part of the new p o e t ’s creed: re-\
j

volt in form, in diction, in content. Much of the writing (and for later ' 

literature the most important part) was obviously literary revolution 

typified by the Imagist movement led by Ezra Pound in Europe and Amy 

Lowell in the United States, and the controversy over the poetic merits 

of vers libre. Equally important for an understanding of the particular 

years was the revolt in life represented by the majority of the new 

voices and led by such poets as Louis Untermeyer, James Oppenheim and 

Carl Sandburg. A  third kind of poetry more closely linked to tradition 

in everything except language continued to be ably written by such poets 

as Robert Frost and Edna St. Vincent Millay. All three of these tenden

cies were represented in the Masses.

In their own chosen province, social protest and revolution, the

k See Chapter I for a brief summary.



Masses printed a great deal of verse, largely in traditional form, lack

ing great poetic excellence yet introducing new content and occasionally 

fresh and spontaneous language into American poetry. Realism and even 

naturalism entered poetry, usually to the accompaniment of some experi

mentation with free verse. Following no even pattern of development, the 

tone of the verse generally deepened and hardened during 1915 &nd 1916 to 
weaken again in the war year of 1917*^

During the first year of the reorganized magazine, sentimental 

heroics dominated the poetry of protest. Probably the best poem of this 

kind was from Arturo G-iovannitti and was written in Salem jail where he 

was awaiting trial for murder as a result of his participation in the

Lawrence strike. Entitled "The Bum," the poem was given a full page, and
\ r

traced the progress of a slum victim to his bloody death in the streets

And yet, and yet the thunderbolt
Shall fall some day they fear the least,

When flesh and sinews shall revolt
And she, the mob, the fiend, the beast,

Unchained, awake, shall turn and break 
The bloody tables of their feast.

Violently passionate, the sympathy with the "slum proletarian" was an ex

cellent demonstration of the remoteness of revolution.

Rise then*. Your rags, your bleeding shirt,
Tear from your crushed and trampled chest,

Flint in its face its own vile dirt,
Your scorn and hate to manifest,

And in its gray cold eyes of prey 
Spit out your life and your protest!

5 A  discussion of hundreds of poems, when compressed within a few pages, 
must inadequately represent both e xcellencies and weaknesses. This de
ficiency is partly corrected by an anthology of Masses and Liberator
verse, May Days, edited by Genevieve Taggard. The two magazines were 
not separated, however, end as anthologists1 must, much was sacrificed.

6 IV, 15 (January, 1913).
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More “literary15 and even more remote from revolutionary reality,

Harry Kemp, the “hobo poet11 saluted Shelley as the inspirer of revolt
/against the System. William Hose Benet contributed to early issues two 

poems about prostitutes, strained in diction but faiz-ly free in their 

treatment of the subject. Generalized poetic rebellion against the in

difference of God and long poems celebrating the strength and beauty hid

den under the vile surface of the city were typical of “revolutionary”

poetry. A poem of three eight-line stanzas on “Saturday Night” by Louis
7Ginsberg said:

Down through the passionate street an infinite glory is streaming, 
Touching the restless pageant with glamour and light.

Such exalted rhetoric marked the worst kind of verse printed by the maga

zine —  neo-romantic to say the best for it.
i

More effectively, but still in general terms, Louis Untermeyer,
o

in a sonnet entitled “Wake, God, and Arm” concluded:

Where art Thou, God, these torn and shattering days?
Where is Thine excellent wrath, Thy powerful work?
Still —  Thou art still —  impotent and absurd;
A cautious god, feeble and fat with praise.
Thou; too, arise and arm! Why shouldst Thou be 
Keeping with Death, this black neutrality.

James Oppenheim ended a poem dedicated to revealing the thin veneer of
q“Civilization” with an invitation to partake of the bitter Truth:

7 VIII, 22 (March, 1916).

8 VI, 11 (December, 191*0. S'he sonnet, which was not dominant but ap
peared from time to time, made use almost entirely of the Italian form,
perhaps because the two-part organization was intellectually easier to
use despite its greater technical problem.

9 V, 16 (August, 191*0.
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let us not be afraid of ourselves, tut face ourselves and con
fess what ve are: 

let us go backward a while that ve go forward:
This is an excellent age for insurrection, revolt, and the 

reddest of revolutions . . . .

These men vere serious and technically competent, their subject was a new 

part of the times, yet they remained ‘•poetic" rather than revolutionary.

When the Masses1 poets abandoned generalities, they discovered 

their best subject-matter in the specific observation of particular 

places, persons and events. Here it was that they developed realistic 

and naturalistic description of an America which had remained observed, 

especially in poetry, with the partial exception of Walt Whitman. Unter- 

meyer, for example, retold a conversation with a jewelry buyer who care

fully ignored politics, Mexico, hard times, the Ludlow strike and other
s. * *

disturbing matters:

He was a medium-sized man, with thin brown hair and pinkish 
cheeks,

And he was always smiling.
Yet I felt -that this man was going to bring the revolution —
Bring it quicker —  make it bloodier —
WTith his hard, careful apathy, and his placid shrugging uncon

cern.

Here the generalization followed with at least emotional logic a skilful

ly drawn portrait obviously sketched from living reality.

Similarly, Rose Pastor Stokes anatomized the thoughts of a 

waiter; Richard Bland spoke for a plain clothes slugger; Preda Kirchway 

described a soap-box orator and his effect on a Saturday night crowd;

Carl Sandburg contributed his vicious attack on Billy Sunday; Max Eastman 

wrote a long ballad on Wat Tyler; I'red Ashfield sketched with great econ

omy a moving monologue of a father in a bar whose small son had just died

10 ”A Customer,” Y, 15 (June, 191*0 •



as a result of a thoughtless blow; Dorothy Day lovingly revealed two

small children on Mulberry Street; and Miriam dePord sent in a tribute to

Joe Hill, the I. W. W. Organizer who was executed in Utah."^

Occasionally, these portraits and interpretations took on real

poetic power. As an example of vivid naturalism, Euth True described
12with effectiveness an ancient woman in a slum;

A Woman, once, dealing and taking blows,
A child in some unthinkable far dawn,

' Suckled in streets that to her death send up 
Bloat laughter and this stench.

Cornered but venemous, she holds with eyes 
Of livid, smouldering hate, in strange delay 
-She great implacable white lord of Death,
Baring her teeth and keeping him at bay.

The poems which attempted to deal with a strike or the dilemma of 

the workers tended again toward the general, but held to essential reali

ties. M. B. Levick’s "Ludlow" was an inept but passionate response to the 

strike, given a new. effectiveness by the use of free verse which removed 

the jingling that plagued similar poems in the metre of Henley or Tenny

son. The same redeeming freshness marked other poems which treated new 

subject matter in everyday language. Irwin Granich1s “The Three Whose 

Hatred Killed Them” dealt honestly with premature rebellion; Edmond McKen

na’s “After the Strike" served as a tribute to Pat Quinlan and his wife

11 VIII, 1^ (February, 1916). This poem was typically sincere, yet suf
fered from the usual disadvantages of proletarian or any other "tri
butes." The diction was sterile, the imagery was dead, and the feeling 
was the direct inheritance of romantic poetry. Yet the celebration 
concerned a worker and revolution, which was new.

12 IX, h9 (July, 1917).



13after he was in jail; Witter Synner discovered pauper’s graves in "God’s

Acre;" 'both Florence Mastin and Seymour Barnard wrote observantly of tired

workers in the subway trains; and Hortense Flexner observed the coming of

spring from the worker’s viewpoint* although the imagery of the wind

"Bugging like tiny hands at my skirt" was more romantic than real despite

the stress on the women’s being bound to her machine unable to look out
14’’lest a snapping thread swing free."

A series of excellent less definitely proletarian studies appeared 

at various times. Bunice Tietjens contributed "The Drug Clerk," an 

ironic juxtaposition of a callow adolescent clerk against the wonders of 

a prescription department. Jane Burr sent in three sketches, realistic 

and tender, of an old Negro cook. Mary Aldis told a gently satiric story 

of a barbershop patron who read Dante and thanks to a firm Calvinist 

training refused the life offered to him by the manicurist and departed 

regretfully to find another shop. Helen L. Wilson wrote expressionisti- 

cally of a statistical clerk. Clement Wood contributed a long psycholo

gical study of the isolation of a woman who had married a silent husband. 

Frederick Booth wrote an ironic comment on the relative merits of post

hole diggers and an artist if they were to change places. Florence X. 

Mixter sent in a sharply observed interior of "A Greek Coffee House" 

which shut out the summer night. Arthur Davison Ficke contributed an ex

cellent free verse poem entitled "Tables" which contrasted the former

13 VI* 16 (April, 1915)» This poem was another excellent example of the 
marring of a poem by passages of exalted eloquence.

14 VI, 18 (May, 1915). The problem of imagery for the new poetry was 
very great, as the entire work of the Imagist movement suggests. The 
supposed imagery of the worker usually emerged dangerously close to 
sentimentality and the cliche.
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sanctity of the altar with the modern significance of the cafe tables 

across which ideas and life flowed.

All* of these were in search of a truth about people and about the 

world around them. Perhaps Jean Starr Untermeyer best summed up the goal 

of the Masses* poets, too high to be obtained, but always to be reached

Sometimes, when I hear people mouth the word “toleration,”
I am moved by a fury, and a kind of pity too.
Because I know they have run too long with Compromise,
That girl of easy virtue,
Who yields to all with a slack smile,
And weakens her paramours by their quick and musty victories.

How different they who seek Truth,
She whose radiant virtue is a beacon in strange places.
Ho man can wholly possess her;
But they become strong who follow her searching footsteps; 
Strengthened by that slow and rigorous pursuit —
And the hope of her shining surrender.

The weakness of the Masses1 poetry, and indeed much of that of the vaunted

11 renaissance,” was that far too many contributors were unaware, as the

Imagists suggested, of the rigorousness of the search for poetic truth

and excellence. Here was a major difference between the art and the

poetry. Perhaps the poets, too, needed the continuous critical judgment

of their fellows which the artists found in the meetings.

worker and his life into poetry. Should the poet place consideration of 

subject above the art of poetry? In verse as in art, the Masses showed 

that the vision and skill of the artist was an indispensable minimum re

quirement . Efforts to "proletarianize11 were not enough in themselves. 

Irwin G-ranich, consciously striving for the non~bourgeous approach, came 

no closer to the worker in ,!MacDougall Street,” than did Ruza Wenclaw in

/

A serious critical problem was posed by the introduction of the

15 “Tolerance and Truth,” VIII, 16 (March, 1916).



“Hills.11 Granich wrote: ̂

Bill, pipe all those cute little red dolls1 houses.
They1re jammed full of people with cold noses and had livers 
Who look out of their windows as v/e go roarin’ by under the 

stars
Disgustingly drunk with.the wine of life,
And write us up for the magazines.

\

Wenclaw’s "brief T>oem v/as obviously removed in point of view:"^

Tired, sombre "beasts.
They lie sprawled along the horizon.
On their hacks stars rest.
Through the lonely night, the coke-ovens 
(Altars aflame with sacrifice)
Burn at their feet.

The first sounded proletarian, hut wasn’t. The second verse was frankly

the observation of poetic awareness dealing with factories. Neither was

written hy a real poet.

Vachel Lindsay, certainly a poet, was farther removed from reali-
18ty hy fantasy, despite the revolutionary subject matter in “Mice,” than

was C. E. S. Wood, also a real poet, in “A Song of Beauty”*^ which was a

straightforwardly poetic treatment of pity for the worker cut off from

nature hy over-powering insecurity. Arturo Giovannitti, in “When the

Cock Crows,” written in memory of the murdered I. V/. W. organizer, Brank

Little, wrote an extended piece of exalted rhetoric which came from a

mediocre poet who wanted desperately to represent the masses, hut it was

by no means as effective as Carl Sandburg’s “Choices,” which represented
20the poet first and secondly the revolution:

16 VIII, 10 (May, 1916).

17 IX, 3 (July, 1917).
18 VII, 21 (October-November, 1915)*

19 VIII, 12 (June, 1916).

20 VII, 19 (June, 1915).
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They offer yon many things,
I, a few.
Moonlight on the play of fountains at night 
With water sparkling a drowsy nonotone,
Bare-shouldered, smiling women and talk 

. And a cross-play of lives and adulteries 
And a fear of death

and a remembering of regrets:
All this they offer you.
I come with:

salt and bread 
a terrible job of work 
and tireless war;

Come and have now: 
hunger 
danger 
and hate.

As Trotsky said of the workers* poetry, a “pock-marked** art was 

no art at all, and therefore unfit to exist as art for workers or anyone 

else. The Masses* editors, with their respect for craftmanship would, 

it seemed, have agreed. But limited material available to them and weak

nesses of taste, the former more certainly true than the latter, forbade 

a significant voicing of the revolt against industrial conditions in their 

verse. They wanted good poetry of protest, and the magazine allowed the 

poets the same privilege as the artists. Poetry was given the same fea

tured significance on the page as an article, story or drawing. They 

showed that poetry was important to them.

The fact of importance did not, however, necessarily guarantee

good work. On the basis of the evidence of the magazine, poets do not

make, perhaps, the best revolutionists. Prominently featured on the back
/

cover with a Eugene Elggins illustration, William Pose Benet made this 

point with “Revolution11: ̂

21 VIII, 2k (January, 1916).
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Anyone can write Revolution —  Revolution is written 
By pale young nen with the new conventional mind;
Though it causes, indeed, no such havoc 'mid humankind 
As Samson's did when the Philistines were smitten.

It is easy to preach Revolution ** Revolution in pink reviews,
Or flourish a Phrygian cap from the top of a steeple:
But if ever it came to an uprising of the people*
How many pale poets would stand in the leader's shoes?

The Irish rehellion answered the question in favor of the poets in one

case, but for the Masses' poets, Benet's question was hard to answer.

That the poets were tiying to deal with realities rather than con*"

ventional rhetoric and sentiment was also shown by their war poetry. Even

before war broke out in Europe, an attempt was made to generalize the

American experience in Mexico. The unthinking or imperialistic patriot

was a favorite victim of poetic attack, and patriotism was contrasted

with the realities of death in two poems on seventeen victims of the land”

ing at Yera Cruz. Mary Carolyn Davies "’When the Seventeen Came Home”
22reported the funeral procession in Hew York:

Mobody laughed when the seventeen came home.
It is one of our customs to kill men.
But we always treat them with reverence after we have done it.
¥e send them out to die. But we use a colored flag, to show

ourselves that it was not murder.
Murder is better, I think. Murder without lies.
Mobody laughed when the seventeen came home.
But perhaps, under the flags, the seventeen laughed, when they 

saw the people who had sent them out to die, standing in rows 
with their hats off, being sorry.

The outbreak of war in Europe touched Americans less closely at 

first and was received variously, but with surprising strength and under

standing. Louis Untermeyer recounted the experience of "The Old Deserter," 

who had been a German shop foreman and a socialist. The dazed old man was

22 V, 17 (July, 191k).
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made into an effective symbol of what happened to hopes for peace and to

European socialism, Gertrude C. Hopkins, in a poem on "Death Masks,11

contrasted the reality of man’s facial expression when killed in hat tie
with the sentimental image of the peaceful hero. Edmund McKenna, in a

full page poem entitled "Prelude, " brought vividly to life the changed

world which resulted from war for en ordinary man, his wife and child —
23"The'morning wind has grown a hawk’s strong claws." And Clement Wood 

followed the initial line, "Yes, he’ll enlist —  he’ll leap at the 

chance*.” with a hitter analysis of the tempting opportunity to escape the 
drudgery and bitterness of eveiyday life into the gambler’s chance of 

war: ̂
If you think eleven servile hours a day, six days a week,
A slatternly wife, a tableful of children all mouths,
A sodden Sunday, and then the long round again,
Can bind him to sanity and peace,
You do not know your brother —
You do not know yourself1

The same realism was applied by Elisabeth Waddell in "The Tenant Parmer,"

which revealed the romantic power of the war idea to the shiftless, dis

couraged man.
The Masses’ poets were especially concerned with the effect of the 

threat of war on their own lives. Untermeyer composed several long poems 

before 191? which were awkward but deeply felt records of his feelings.

”To a War Poet" contrasted the sagging, slippered poet with the brutal 

reality of war to those who fought: "The laughers" revealed the city in

spring with the gayety of children blotted out by the evil of war

23 VI, 7 (October, 191*0. 

2b VI, 6 (November, 191*0•
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2<headlines; "Truce" dealt intimately vith an island of love which momen

tarily blotted out the war. A later contribution from Untermeyer on war 

was less subjective; a sonnet he entitled ‘‘Portrait of a Patriot*1:

“Why, look,he warmed up to his noble text,
“Look at this country's great neutrality;
And how we've prospered in it. If that strife 
Continues through this sunnier and the next,
Mo one can tell how prosperous we'll be . . .
Just one more year —  and we'll be made for life!t!

A cross-section of the best war poetry printed by the magazine 

would include two fine poems by Carl Sandburg; "Buttons," an ironic com

ment on the real meaning of the moving of pins on a newspaper war map;

and "Murmurings in a Pield Hospital," the gently tender, yet poignantly
27ironic Sandburg at his best, Arturo Giovannitti contributed a fine, in

tense poem on a soap-boxer, a girl and a towering building against a back

ground of marching soldiers and a fearful group of listeners. The poem 

was entitled "The Bay of War," and was one of the few to create, by 

developing the soaring upright glory of the three, successful symbols for
oorevolution. Martha Gruening sent in a vicious free verse attack on the

25 YI, 9 (June, 1915)* This long free verse poem had a nice sense of 
structure, but the moment emotional reaction to the war entered, the 
language failed to ring true. It was strained, and left the subject 
rhetorically general, by failing to find the precise image. This was 
a common weakness of much of the free verse of these years.

26 IX, 8 (January, 191?)• The flatness of this unpoetic propaganda was 
s, trap.lurking for the Masses' poets. And into it they fell. The 
forced rhyme "strife," however, does stand out to show how close the 
poets came to everyday speech even when using so arbitrary a form as 
the sonnet.

2? VI, 10 (February, 1915) and VI, 10 (May, 1915).
28 VIII, 20 (August, 1916).
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American patriot entitled “Prepared,H which was an excellent example of
29the use of living language without any slip into false “poetic” diction. 

Mary Carolyn Davies wrote many brief epigrammatic verses, of which 
“Necessity, ” was a good example;'"

Shooting what looks like an enemy
And then finding out that it was somebody’s father —
This would be a pitiful thing, except that it is necessary 
In order to maintain the dignity 
Of various slices of earth.

Of course, not all of the war poetry was free verse, and the traditional
expression of feeling and idea was also much in evidence. Eastman’s son*"

*>inet, “Europe,” was a typical example;'"
Since Athens died, the life that is a light 
Has never shone in Europe. Alien moods,
The oriental morbid s&netitudes, t
Have darkened on her like the.fear of night.
In happy augury we dared to guess
That her pure spirit shot one sunny glance
Of paganry across the fields of France,
Clear startling this dim fog of soulfulness.
But now, with arms and carnage and the cries 
Of Holy Murder, rolling to the clouds 
Her bloody-shadowed smoke of sacrifice,
The superstitution conquers, and the shrouds
Of sanctimony lay their murky blight
V/here shone of old the immortal-seeming light.

The war poetry had a strong but limited effectiveness. By 1915 It was
clear that the Masses group was being overwhelmed in the growing feeling
for war. Unlike the poetry of the people, the war subject was obviously
farther, removed from reality. In prose, the editors could fight, but
poetry was generally marked by retreat to other subjects.

29' Till, 13 (March, 1916).
30 VI, 8 (December, 191*0.
31 IX, 29 (December, 1916).
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The use of traditional poetic forms, such as the sonnet and the 

quatrain, and of traditional content, such as nature and love, raised 

questions as to the revolutionary nature of the magazine in its poetry.

The fact that the editors, as distinguished from outside contributors, 

tended strongly tov/ard the traditional position sharpened the question.

So far as the controversy over form was concerned^ free verse against the 

older forms, the position of proletarian supporters was fairly clear.

There was a direct contrast between living revolt and purely literary re

bellion. MThe literary rebels, for example,11 v/rote V. 3P. Calverton,

•’who became the advocates of free verse as opposed to conventional verse 

must not be associated with proletarian writers, who are opposed to the 

society in which \v’e live and aim to devote their literature to its trans

formation.

Much more difficult to answer was the question of content. The 

same questions of dogma versus freedom, of the freedom of the individual 

versus the needs of society, which followed the Masses in all of its cam

paigns applied directly to the poetry. As the editors themselves saw the 

problem, rigid distinctions about what was and what was not suitable for 

a poet who believed in revolution had nothing to do with selection. The 
question was simply one of poetic excellence, and since the poet was in
evitably and by definition subjective, the effect of the natural world 

and of love were as important as factories, city slums and slogan-making 

for the revolution. Unlike pictures, poems could not be pointed with 

captions to emphasise their contribution to the propaganda of liberty.

To Untermeyer, the distinctive characteristic of the poetry of the

32 Calverton, The Liberation of American Literature, 46l.
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tine was the probing desire for new knowledge of all kinds, which marked 

the generality of writers. “In every field —  from the artistic to the 

political —  one sees this restless searching,11 he wrote, “this effort 

toward new values, toward ascertaining larger p o s s i b i l i t i e s . H e  

gloried in the enlarging horizons of poetry which he believed to be re-
/

moved for the first time from the aristocratic patronage of “salons” and \J 

“erudite groups.” If the American people were at last being set free 

from echoes to look keenly at all parts of actual life, then this was a 

poetic revolution and a revolution in life; and verse of all kinds was 

admissible if it had any poetic quality or revealed any phase of life, na

ture or spirit which was democratic property. Obviously, this revolt of 

the spirit could not be limited to changing forms, and there was a place 

for traditional forms infused with new life. So too, there was a place 
for a new content or old content which demonstrated new understanding and 

reality.

Eastman based his poetic theory on the distinction between science

and poetry. Science, he said, provided the ultimate in abstract intellect

typified by mathematics. “And as the extreme of science is the vanishing

up of all generalizations in a single truth,” he wrote, “so the extreme

of poetry is to descend from the generality proper to the very existence

of language and engage in the diversities of life. Poetry ushers us out
3 4of the library. It is a gesture toward the world. Science, said

33 Untermeyer, The Hew Era in American Poetry, 14.

34 Eastman, The Enjoyment of Poetry (Hew York, 1921), 147. The book is 
indispensable for the editor’s poetic criticism and standards as well 
as for an understanding of his own poetic writing. The Masses, of 
course, reflected other editors as well, notably Untermeyer, Dell and 
to some degree Peed. See especially the comments on poetic selections 
in Untermeyer, Prom Another World, Chapter III.

s
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Eastman, had discovered the perfect prototype of the poet in studying the 

flatworm which moved from no known reason of instinct or desire exceot the H ,V
urge for experience. The poet wished "to issue from the bondage of habit 
and receive the world," and poetry was not about experience, it was ac

tually experience itself.-^

Poetry, defined in this way, was the product of leisure, as East-
♦man was aware. Only the revolution in society could bring adequate lei

sure to all men, but while revolution was being obtained through science, 

poetry should continue to help men reach out for the world through experi

ence , looking to the future for "the age when it will again be loved by 

many kinds of people, and rise to its heights upon a wide foundation."*^

A corollary of the dream for wide-spread poetic life stressed the communi

cation necessary to poetic experience. Poetry, if it were to be published, 

"ought to occupy Itself with those rhythmic values which may be communi

cated to other rhythmic minds through the printing of words on a page,"

Eastman claimed. "It ought to do this, at least, if it pretends to an
37attitude that is even in the most minute degree social."^'

Here was a poetic policy which stressed traditional forms and 

metres and allowed the fullest range of subject. Granville Hicks, writing 

as a Marxist, said that the poets of the Masses wTere only half revolution

ary, splitting their minds into two parts, of which the important was love 

and nature, while the unimportant portion, consisted of rhymed slogans or 

pathetic descriptions. The proletarian poet, said Hicks, "wants the same

35 Eastman, The Literary Mind (Hew York, 1931)* Yor the theory of the 
flatworai as the type of the poet see 193~^»

36 Ibid., 169- /

37 Ibid., 216.
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spirit, the same knowledge, the sane impulses to inform all hie work.

Such dogma, the Masses1 editors rejected from the beginning. They clearly 

"believed that the difference "between society and the individual was a fact 

to "be ascertained equally well "by science and poetry. Both were important, 

"but economics, politics, social science and revolution were one thing to 

be approached through science; and individual experience, love, nature and 

the feeling of the individual about society were something else to be ap- 

*proached through poetry. Dogmatic monism was impossible to them, despite 

the fact that they found unity in variety through the common impulse to- 
ward liberty of all men.

Following their critical theory, it was only natural that the edi

tors would print many poems dealing with love and passion. Partly, the 

motives were feminist, but even more fundamentally, love was a major part 

.of experience and demanded poetic treatment. Harry Kemp wrote on the en

trance of a captive Zenobia to Rome; Lydia Gibson, among many poems she 

contributed, wrote of a mummy named Esoeris in the museum and of Artemis

in contrast to the maternal idea of Mary. John Reed contributed a sonnet
/

about nLove at Sea,11 contrasting the unstable and meaningless water with

the imperative definiteness of his love for a girl. Floyd Dell celebrated

the desire for cool hands, a laughing mouth, dew-wet knees and the peace

of love. Marjorie Allen Seiffert sent in a column of finely done "Singa-

lese Love Songs11 which all dealt with desire and its denial.

A new frankness and honesty marked most of these contributions.

At its worst, frankness might result in such verses as Clara Shanafelt*s
39nTo Virtuous Criticsf!t

38 Hicks, The Great Tradition, 327*

39 VIII, 8 (December, 1915).
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Isn’t it well that I make poems 
Of my delicate lusts and sensations,
To soothe me with their warm 
Elch-colored folds,
Like a proud Paisley shawl
When I am old? *

Such pallid trifles were matched, however, hy so truly honest an approach
to forbidden subjects as marked Helen Hoyt’s “Kenaia, n which obviously

kostrove for poetic realization:
Silently,
By unseen hands,
The gates are opened,
The bands are loosed.
Unbidden,
Never failing.
In soft inexorable recurrence 
Always returning,
Comes mystery 
And possesses me 
And uses me
As the moon uses the waters.
Ebbing and flowing 
Obedient
The tides of my body move;
Swayed by chronology 
As strict as the waters;
Unfailing
As the seasons of the moon and the waters.

Among the innumerable tributes to passion appeared a few genuine 
and moving poems. Helen Hoyt, Lydia Gibson and Jean Starr Untermeyer all 
contributed their skill and deep feeling. If their poetry lacked ultimate 
distinction, it was because they were actually minor poets, and the sub
ject of love has strict limits for all but the greatest. The introspec
tion which marked later poetry was anticipated and expressed in freer

40 VI, 16 (September, 1915)• As occasionally occurred, this was one of 
an entire page of poems by the same poet.
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form and language than would have been believable ten years earlier.

’’Deliverance11 and "Birth" by Jean Starr Untermeyer, for example, dealt

both realistically and symbolically with the final inadequacy of love to

free a woman's spirit and the observed birth of a sister*s child. The

emotional perception was deep, and the poetic translation of feeling was
klmuch more than mediocre.

The treatment of nature and truth as traditional subjects for 

poetry also made up a part of the Masses' poetry columns. Untermeyer*s 

"The Poetry of Earth" and Eastman’s much-anthologized "At The Aquarium" 

were featured in the number for December, 1912, and throughout the publi

cation of the magazine, there appeared nature poems. There was a consi

derable reflection from the Imagist experiments, but no outstanding ex- 
smples of experimental verse. Typical of the experimentalism of the 

time was Iydia Gibson's "Yellow":
A memory —  where?

Pine-trees, on a ledge of rock, over the lake.
(The lake . . .?)

Sunset, yellow and green.
You threw a pine-cone into the lake, and laughed, very softly —  
'* (Laughed . . . very softly?)

Suddenly the sun was gone.
We walked home, hand in hand.

( . . . a memory?)

A& Edgar Lee Masters remarked, especially of the many women poets,

"The heady wine of this new interest in poetry started the half-educated,

*tl VII, 16 (October-Movember, 1915) and VIII, 11 (June, 1916).

kZ V, 21 (May, 191*0* None of the major Imagists except Amy Lowell was 
represented in the Masses. Lowell gave them a weak, lengthy semi
narrative-entitled "The Grocery" written in a mildly interesting but 
completely flat and unpoetic dialect. Her "The Poem," which appeared 
in the issue for April, 1916, was more effective, but still slight.
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then "mushrooms;11 the Masses printed far too many of them in a department 

at the back of the magazine called ‘'Orchids and Hollyhocks,” which began 

to appear in April of 1917* Ployd Dell was responsible for this depart" 

merit, and he made an attempt to print as many things as possible, in 

order to give striving poets a chance to appear. The magazine printed 

twenty-nine poems in July of 1917 and the number rose to thirty-five in 

the final issue of November-Deceo ter, 1917- Poetic taste should have run 
herd on the selections more carefully, but the motive was commendable if 

the results were not universally either poetic or interesting.

§ome few nature poems of quality were printed, such as James 

Oppenheim's "The Runner in the Skies," Eastman1s "Dune Sonnet" and "Water 

Colors" and a most unrevolutionary Edwin Justus Mayer sonnet which remarked 

"How futile is all thinking against this I/Row exquisite is the air grown,
2|4and the skies." As the magazine pointed out, there was no reason to 

send contributions, conventional or otherwise, to the Masses if other 

periodicals would pay for them. New poets had a market in Poetry and other 

magazines. If they dealt, even experimentally, with traditional poetic 

subjects, the poet!s opportunities included, by 1915* most magazines. Un
like the artists, the poets could publish elsewhere. The Masses offered 

neither money nor strictly literary prestige. As a result, they could 

publish less fine work and were often at the mercy of the inferior because 
they believed in poetry and continued to publish what they could get.

43 Masters, Across Spoon River (Nev; York, 1936), 3^8~9» Prom among these 
generally inadequate poets, the Masses found occasionally excellent 
contributionsi but most of the little verses were quite bad.

hh IX, 33 (September, 1917)*
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As might he expected from a magazine which demanded the right to 

have a sense of humor, some of the test things in the Masses were light 

verse. An anonymous "Lines to a Pomeranian Puppy Valued at $3*500" 

ended:
You don’t sweat to struggle free,
Work in rags and rotting breeches —

Puppy, have a laugh at me 
Digging in the ditches.

John Amid5s "The Tail of the World" was an intricate and amusing transmu

tation of the class struggle into an attempt to swing the world by its 

tail. Clement Wood mocked the prim daring of the new poets in "Song of 
the Free Poet." Eaiph Cheney similarly laughed at himself in "I, A 

Minor Poet," and Eastman contributed a clever piece of whimsy contrasting 

the significance of the poet and the dog in "To a Mad Dog" who, but for 

the closeness of a tree, would have made an end to poet, poetry and all. 

Mary Carolyn Davies sharply satirized college education as producing cop

ies of men who were copies of books. Joel Spingarn’s expert "Heloise
46Sans Abelard" concluded:

0 passionate Heloise,
I, too, have lived under the ban 

With seven hundred professors,
And not a single man.

Louis Untermeyer contributed what started out to be a passionate love poem

filled with luscious description, but ended: ^

My sweetheart’s body is a cry,
A poignant and resistless call;

It almost makes me wonder why 
She hasn’t any mind at all.

45 V, 9 (November, 1913)*

46 V, 17 (February, 1914). 

4? VI, 14 (May, 1915).
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Untermeyer*s "Portrait of a Supreme Court Judge" was a sharply edged epi-

How veil this figure represents the Law —
This pose of neuter Justice, sterile Cant;

This Homan Emperor with the iron jaw,
Wrapped in the black silk of a maiden-aunt.

Taken as a whole, the Masses * poetic contribution was excellent 

as a demonstration of the spirit of the time and the editors* share in it.

! Two hundred and twenty-three poets and versifiers were represented during
i
(

_the five years from 1913“191?• Among these were an impressive number who 

seemed at one time or another to be significant new voices; Mary Aldis, 

Laura Benet, William Hose Benet, Witter Bynner, Mary Carolyn Davies, 

Babette Deutsch, Max Eastman, Arthur Davison Eicke, Hortense Elexner,
Lydia Gibson, Arturo Giovannitti, Robert Hillyer, Helen Hoyt, Harry Kemp, 

Vachel Lindsay, Amy Lowell, James Oppenheim, Carl Sandburg, Marjorie 

Seiffert, Eunice Tietjens, Jean Starr Untermeyer, Louis Untermeyer, Eliz

abeth Vfaddell, Margaret Widdemer, C. E. S. Wood and others make an aston
ishing list for a magazine avowedly dedicated to social revolution.

The few lasting poems are, to be sure, surrounded by inferior 

verse. The "renaissance" was short-lived, and the Masses had. peculiar 
difficulties as a result of its financial and radical nature. The brief 

glory of the poetic revival, with its hearty and lusty approach to realism 

and the actuality of America, fell a victim to the same forces which de

feated and destroyed the magazine and the liberal spirit of the pre-war 

years. However fascinating to the critic and social historian, this verse 
had to yield to the expatriate influence of Pound and Eliot, who were more 

truly poets, however opposed they might be to the dream of a democratic

48 VI, 20 (Pebruary, 1915).
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revival which filled the Magees1 editors with hope.

In prose, the Masses made a historically more important contribu

tion. As John Chamberlain described the early years of the twentieth 

century following the major work of Stephen Crane, Hamlin Garland, Prank 

Morris and Jack London, there was 11 a decade of underground work in the 

arts . . . .  a desert stretch in the totality of American literature."^ 

Because the fiction of the magazine fell naturally into the general class

ification of social realism and naturalism which was to dominate American 

fiction, the Masses was admirably suited to aid in beginning the return 

from the desert. The subject matter of this realism was generally re

lated to the major concerns of the magazine, but fortunately, the treat

ment was for the most part truly fictional, adapting the propaganda motive 
/

to the necessities of form.

Most notably in the short story, which tended to follow the slick 

surprise pattern set by 0. Henry, but also in historical fiction and the 

so-called problem novel which dominated the early years of the century, 

realism was largely superficial and concerned with ideas and impressions 

rather than a.deeply felt, starkly written reproduction of the actual 

American scene. The industrial system with its labor force was scarcely 

represented at all, except in such a solitary success as Upton Sinclair*s 

The Jungle of 1906. A vivid condemnation of the first decade was written 

by John C. Underwood in 1914:^°

American illustration, like the American short story during 
the last ten or fifteen years, has shown a distinct retrogression;

I49 Chamberlain, Farewell to Reform, 118.
50 John C. Underwood, Literature and Insurgency (New York, 1914), iv-v. 

The Masses1 editors would certainly not have accepted Underwood's pa
triotic and racist theories, but with his cultural analysis, they were 
in complete agreement.
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American essays and critical articles in magazine acceptation 
have become a minus quantity; American fiction serialized has 
beer, sacrificed to fashionable and gene rail;/ uninspiring liter
ary importation from abroad; the ethics of commercialism and 
cheap mediocrity have infected the earlier ideals of inspiration 
and service in which these magazines Qhe muckrackersj were con
ceived and founded; and, last and most coi elusive and damning 
proof of all, American poetry in many of our leading ‘‘literary** 
magazines has reached an irreducible minimum of slush and near
slush . . . .  that is as much a living lie and denial of the 
racial temper and smothered aspiration of the American people 
of yesterday, today and tomorrow as any Wall Street inspired, 
bought-and-paid-for prostitution of our Metropolitan newspaper 
press.

The revival of the American short story began during the second decade and 

was based on the journalistic techniques of the earlier naturalists. The 

Masses made a solid contribution to the new vitality of the form, accept

ing as they did, work which could not be sold easily to the typical maga

zine of large circulation.
/ After Sastman became editor, the magazine began slowly to add 
fiction until 1916, which was their peak literary year both in quantity 
and quality. The kind of realism represented ranged all the way from 

gentle observation to the most violent naturalism. The largest number of
/
stories concerned women*s plight, the general problem of marriage and the 

. relationship of the sexes. Mary Heaton Yorse*s work, unlike her labor 

reporting, was of the gentler sort, and she typified this aspect of the 

Masses * fiction. In December, 1912, Mrs. Vorse contributed the tale of a 
man who learned to manage his spoiled wife through buying a boat which 

only stopped leaking when no attention was paid to it. In later stories, 

she wrote, usually in Irish dialect, about occurrences which she observed 

or was told about. "These stories,** she wrote later of her development as 

a writer of fiction, "had to do with the life around me. They had charac

ter, personality and event, but little plot. And they were hard to sell.
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So gradually I wrote a more stylized sort of story that would sell.

The Masses, of course, got tho ones that did not sell elsewhere. In "The 

Story of Michael Shea," "Tolerance," and "The Happy Woman," gentle sympa

thy- for the disillusionment which life inevitably brought marked her work. 

Except in "Tolerance," in which the conflict between an A. F. of L. father 

and an I. W. W. son was one of several threads, there was no treatment of 

the problems of labor, although most of the characters were workers from 

the lower middle class.

Floyd Dell wrote a few stories in addition to his other contribu

tions to the magazine. He was especially interested in the problems of 

adolescence in both boys and girls and the challenge of youth to the

young girl. The influence of the romantic was strong in most of these
/
stories, but Dell tried to deal with young love as the expression of 

physical necessity. The girl was middle class in "A Perfectly Good Cat." 

Like the household cat, she prowled away at night to celebrate her youth

ful, drive in a Bohemian apartment shared with other girls. In "Adventure" 

a school-teacher*s illicit love for a divorced man was balanced too per

fectly against the love of danger which her brother cultivated by learn

ing to fly.. In "The Dark Continent," a conflict developed between the 

German mother and her daughter with the father a helpless spectator. An 

actual fight with the mother preceded the girl*s triumphant departure 

with her "bad" friend. "The Ways of Life" examined the psychology of an 

adolescent boy with a bad heart whose love for adventure in books led him 

to reach up to the high shelf of the library in an apparently fatal ges

ture. The fatality was successfully implied rather than stated.

51 Yorse, Footnote to Folly, hi.
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and the general impression was that of groping toward story telling. In

HThe Beating,11 however, he made emotionally manifest his concern with the
52dawning awareness of life. Unlike his other stories, the characters 

were drawn from the masses and dramatically isolated hy heing placed in 
a girlfs reformatory. Told through a girl from the city slums, the story 

dealt with her dawning realization of human dignity and aspiration as she 

heard and watched another girl beaten to break a spirit which refused to 

give way to tears or any recognition of pain. t!She had seen this thing, 

and had been unmoved, because she had not realized it . . .  . First she 

felt —  with a keenness greater than she had ever felt in her own body —  

the pain of those blows on Jeanette1s flesh; and more than that —  a sen- 
sat ion she had never experienced —  the humiliation of them. She felt 

the pain, the shame, and wanted to cry out; and then she felt with a 

shock the violent mastery which Jeanette had put upon herself to keep 

from crying out.11 Although flavored with melodrama, the story was a suc

cessful effort to work through naturalistic techniques to a broadly 

significant idea.

Beginning in 1916, there was a series of stories on the effect of 

pregnancy and poverty, usually contrasted with middle class lack of under
standing of the moral issues involved. Helen B. Hull contributed stories 

of this kind, usually focussing on the spectator who became involved in a 

servant’s tragedy. ,rUnclaimedu was a brief dialogue between a doctor and 

a middle-aged widow about her maid, a woman approaching middle age, who 

had an illegitimate baby but refused, even after the birth, to recognize

52 ?, 12-14 (August, 1914). The story was vividly illustrated by Sloan.
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that she had been pregnant. The inheritance of web toes by the child di

rected the blame to the dead husband, but the older woman, like her maid, 

would never confess to the reality. The story was particularly skilful 

in its implication of facts which were never completely stated. "Usury" 

was the expertly controlled story of an old maid of strong religious con

victions who tried to force her servant to marry the man who had 11 ruined" 

her three years earlier, despite the true, if inarticulate, love b e w e e n  

the girl and her present fiance, love won the day, and the story could 

have been placed anywhere if it had not been for the emphasis on sex and 

the ultimate reversal of conventional moral values. As it was, the reali

zation of the psychology of the girl and her working-class fiance was ex

cellent, and the fictional subordination of the moral dilemma to the 

necessity of character analysis of the old woman was completely s u c c e s s f u l . - ^

In "Till Death — ," Helen Hull dealt with the reaction of a work

ing woman with a self-centered and brutal husband to a further pregnancy 

which ended her chance for freedom and any opportunity of education for 

her favorite daughter. The story was told through dialogue with great 

economy and a frank honesty of speech both in the father and the company 

doctor who explained the pregnancy to the woman. It was a moving story, 

ironically concluding that the woman must accept her fate "for the child

ren.

Naturalistic methods applied to family and sex relations were 

basic to many other stories printed in the magazine, although none of them 

used the detail in sexual matters which has often typified naturalism.

53 VIII, 5-8 (September, 1916).
5^ IX, 5"6 (January, 1917).
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Of particular merit were Harris M. Iyonfs “Ella Dies,1̂  a dramatic, sordid

account of the death of a woman of thirty from syphilis contracted from
56her husband; Mary V/hite Ovington’s “The White Brute* Helen Forbes1 “The 

Hunky Woman*!l which revealed through melodramatic events but real charac

ters the contrast between the actual feeling for her children of the Po~
57lish immigrant and the impression made on a number of observers.

“Jones,0 by G. C. M. (Gertrude C. Moss), showed a meek man who was married 

and betrayed, and whose only positive act was suicide in an ironic attempt 
to satisfy the romantic code for revenge. “Shelley,0 by the same author, 

dealt with the seduction by a rich man of a cheap girl in a bad hotel, 

frustrated by her admiration for the poetry of Shelley, which the seducer 

was using to calm her down and prepare her for the kill. Most typically 

naturalistic of all, a brief story by Helen Hull entitled "Yellow Hair" 

pictured the return to a violently emotional Elack Portuguese of a sly 

and sensual v/hite woman by whom he had had a child and been deserted for 

another man.**®
A general interest in the internal psychology of the characters 

was typified by the printing of three stories by Sherwood Anderson, all 

three of which later went into Winesburg, Ohio. Dell had helped Anderson 

sell his first novel, and undoubtedly the contact helped the magazine to

55 VI, 8-9 (June, 1915)• All of the characters were poor and filled'with 
a stolid ignorance. The situation emerged naturally from the conflict
ing drives of inadequate people caught in a morally vicious environ
ment .

56 VII, 1?~18 (October-lTovember, 1915)* See Chapter V, 186.
57 Till. 12-13 (Key, 1916).
58 VIII, 15 (February, 1916).
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get the stories. "The Book of the Grotesque" eventually "became the open

ing chapter of Winesburg, and the anti-dogmatic suggestion that grotesque- 

ness was the result of seizing one of many truths was admirably suited to 

"kk® Masses1 position on both life and politics. “Hands11 and "The Strength 

of God" were two of Anderson’s best stories, and the Masses1 editors fea-
/tured then both with their tender and sensitive perception of the inner

69conflict, especially sexual, of ordinary people and eccentrics alike.'

Eastman, in his one venture into fiction during this time, in

vestigated the psychologically abnormal in "A Lover of Animals. The 

material for the story came from a summer experience with a landlady who 
was active in the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, but 

Eastman turned the idea in a gruesome direction by imagining that the old 

lady was chiefly interested in the killing..of helpless animals. As he 

developed the story, a small boy was involved and was rescued at the last 

moment from the gas chamber by his father, who began to suspect that the 

old woman was not quite sane and hardly fit to care for his child.

Mabel Lodge carried the psychological investigation of love to 

its most complete expression in her stories, "A Quarrel" and "The Parting." 

The materials were also drawn from personal experience, but showed a marked 

resemblance in treatment to the battle of the sexes as it was exposed by 

D. H. Lawrence. "He was the source of her life and she looked to him to

59 "The Book of the Grotesque" was published in February, 1916, "Hands" 
in March and "The Strength of God" in August. The early spring and 
summer issues of this year were almost entirely literary in content.

60 IX, 17-19-21 (April, 191?). See Eastman, Enjoyment of Living, 392"3*

61 The two stories appeared in September and October of 1916. See Luhan, 
Movers and Shakers, ^33 *
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animate her sense of living and to enliven her inert force*11 wrote Mrs. 

Luhan, “and she hated him in advance for "being the only element in her 

inexperience that could work this magic for her, changing all things 

vivid —  causing her forces to flow out —  strong and even.11 The writing 
was expert and the parallel to Lawrence was astonishingly close, hut such 

intricate emotionalism must have puzzled good socialist readers.

As befitted a proletarian magazine* the Masses also dealt fic

tionally with "both the toiler and the out-of-work slum dweller. The "bum 

was especially present during the early years of publication. Mary Field 

entitled a story “Bums” and told of the melodramatically contrived meet

ing of a rich and tuberculous young man with the poor and tuberculous 

victim of his father’s bakery. The rich man was presented in completely 

unreal fashion, but Chucky, the bum, was unsentimentally and vividly 

drawn. The same accuracy of line and richness of detail marked Leroy 

Scott’s “Soap and Water,” which characterized a drunken woman with humor 

and pathos. James Eenle’s “Nobody’s Sister” combined realism with senti

mentality in a story told by one young man to another of an encounter 
with a prostitute. The facts of the girl’s life were realistically trea

ted, as were her thoroughly sentimental attitudes. Only the narrator did 

not ring quite true.

John Reed, who contributed more stories than any other writer, 

was largely a reporter of the superficial aspects of life wherever he 

happened to be. In a series of vivid sketches and stories, he reproduced 
the color and life of his surroundings with gusto and typically romantic 

distortion. A series of stories dealt with the streets of New York and 

Reed’s encounters with bums and prostitutes while wandering around the 

city. “Another Case of Ingratitude,“ “Seeing is Believing,” “The
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Capitalist15 and “Broadv/a:/- Right” were filled with sharp observation and a 

facile reproduction of the speech and attitudes of the characters he met. 

Again the narrator was false. The hum who was fed in ’’Another Case of In

gratitude,! told the narrator at the end of the meal: ’’You see . . . .  You 

just had to save somebody tonight. I understand. I got a appetite like 

that too. Only mine’s women.” To which Reed added: “Whereupon I left

the ungrateful bricklayer and vent to wake up Drusilla, who alone under- 
62stands me.n The whimsical note sharply reduced the effectiveness of the 

realism.

The frank and honest language of the drunken old woman in “The 

Capitalist” and the brutal truth of her proposition to the young man were 
balanced by a mock-heroic attitude of the man which vitiated the reality 
and turned the story into a wryly amusing comment. After the story of an 
old nan who had cone down to selling the “Matrimonial Hews” outside the 

Broadway theaters and briefly indicated encounters with three varying 

prostitutes, Reed ended “Broadway Right” with: “This mad inconsequen-

tiality, this magnificent lack of purpose is what X love about the city. 

Why do you insist that there must be reason for life?” ^ The division 

between Reed the revolutionist and Reed the romantic was far greater than 

was typical of the magazine.

The stories which he sent back from Mexico, “Happy Yalley” and

62 I?. 1? (July, 1913). r,• 1
63 VIII, 19-20 (May, 1916). See John Kicks, John Reed for an apologia 

and explanation of thejvgrowth of Reed from romantic to proletarian 
hero, fpom countryiJhay^ln Hew York_to burial in the Kremlin. For the 
typical process of rejecti6h''which led ,to Reed’s first submitting a 
story to the Masses, see page 86 of Hicks’ book.
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‘'Jimenez and Beyond, “ were filled with brilliant local color centered
64around the supporters of Villa and the hangers-on of the revolution.

A penetrating, if again romantic, interpretation of the Mexican character 
was marked by dialogue and event which anticipated the writing of Ernest 
Hemingway with its universal impression of violence combined with rigidly 

artificial Latin behaviour.

A better story was the later “Endymion, or on the Border, “ which 

dealt with a drunken, depraved but kindly doctor at Presidio, Texas. Ap

parently drowning the sorrow of a dead wife and an abandoned career, the 

doctor was worshipped by the local cowboys and Mexicans as a combination 

of “awful goodness“ and “just suffering like hell all the time.*1 The 

Christ parallel was not stressed, but Heed was obviously trying to give
65symbolic meaning to a representative of mankind so apparently degraded.

His writing was improving, but he abruptly stopped contributing fiction

to give his entire attention to politics and revolution.

Other writers were more successful than Heed in dealing with the

actual proletarian. James Hopper wrote a naturalistic challenge in “The

Job,“ an account of the nauseating life of a “geek" who ate live rats, in
66a Paris exhibition. The key description was made dreadfully effective

64 These two stories appeared in July and August of 1914. The line be
tween journalism and fiction is particularly hard to draw on this, 
kind of writing, which puts together a.string of anecdotes and ob
servations in a semi-fictional manner.

65 IX, 5* 6, 8 (December, 1916). Mention should also be made of Heed’s 
“A Daughter of the devolution1* which appeared in February, 1915 at 
the same time he gave an inferior story to Metropolitan.

66 IV, 7-8 (March, 1913)* The “geek*1 lias recently reappeared in American 
fiction in Mightmare Alley by David Gresham. The live victims, how
ever* were chickens not huge sewer rate as in Hopper’s story.
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by putting it into the souths of two gamins who, skeptical at first, were 

convinced that the shov/, if not the participants, was genuine. The story 

was not pointed simply toward nausea, "but was used to illustrate the awful 

position of the man who was forced to take such a job to support his little 

daughter and himself. This was naturalism with a vengeance, "but far re

moved from America and normal realities.

Lincoln Steffens came closer to American labor in a story of the
67mating of a labor leader and-his proud wife, “A  King for a Queen.*1 

Super-imposed on the picture of the strong leader, were scornful comments 

on the laboring m a n ’s rejection of natural strength and ability for the 

business agent, the ’’practical” man. The leader was close to the Jack 

London version of the superman, but the shift from drama to business in 

the unions was clearly stated and at least partially explained through 

the fictional character.

The most consistently effective stories with a proletarian back

ground were submitted by Adriana Spadoni, a woman who lived on the East 

side and attended a few Masses’ meetings without ever becoming an editor. 

Technically, her stories were almost plotless revelations of character 

and environment. Skill, understanding and deep sympathy filled her work 

and made it movingly real, although the writer, with one exception, re

mained the observer rather than the participant. Her first story, ”A

Rift of Silence,” was a  combination of psychological analysis and natur-
68alistic treatment of environment and human drives. The Jewish family 

was suggestively realized; the dreadful overcrowding and heat of the

67 IT, 13-14 (April, 1913).
68 IV, 12-13 (February, 1913).
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tenement reinforced the symbolic value of the sound of breathing which 

haunted the young hero. Within a brief story, tenement life, the effect 

of fatal illness on poverty, the loving and intimate Jewish family, the 

psychological distortion of a sensitive boy, the job in a slaughter house, 

the contrast of the rabbi’s unworldliness with reality, the consequences 

of marriage in poverty, the effect of old age on earning power, and final

ly the grief and relief of death were all woven into an extraordinary and 

gripping unity. The manipulation of symbols was particularly effective.

Three stories submitted at roughly yearly intervals dealt with 

the loneliness of women. HThe Seamstress,“ which told of a poor woman’s 

assistance to a chronic alcoholic she had known and loved from childhood, 

contained elements of melodrama suggested by a far-off plantation b a c k 

ground, but the melodrama was subordinated to the revelation of the real-
69ities of the woman’s bitterly lonely life. Without direct statement, 

the m a n ’s ego-centricity and wealth were contrasted with sacrificing love 

and miserable poverty. ’’Heal Work” was an observation without comment or 

moralizing of an elderly couple. The man retreated from modern living 

into clipping and filing exerpts from the newspapers with the passionate

ly devoted subordinate help of an uneducated wife. ”A  Hall Bedroom N u n ” 

simply traced the observed effect on a lonely working woman of a young, 

newly-married couple’s* occpancy for a few weeks of a room in the same 

house. Written with beautiful restraint, the woman’s eager defense of 

the realities to be touched by observing people was in sharp contrast to 

the austerity of her life. Again deep sympathy for humanity dominated 

the story.

69 17, 15-16 (September, 1913).
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In "Poreladies," the them© vas the effect of machinery on the

vonan worker, told as the first-person experience of a woman who got a 
70job sewing cuffs. The machine, the Monster, even dominated the human

master, the forelady, hut the forelady was successful “because she had

lost her sense of humanity and was dedicated to the machine. Prom this

loss of humanity, the girl was saved “by being fired, but not until she

had understood why, under the resistless speed of the machine, her fellow

workers could not retain pity for each other and human warmth. It was an

extraordinarily evocative story.

The migratory worker received excellent treatment in at least

three stories. Jacob R. Perkins, in '’Remember San Diego, " dealt with two

I. V. V.*s in San Prancisco after the brutal, if temporary, suppression
71of radicalism in San Diego. The struggle against the "system" resolved 

itself into a melodramatic attempt by one of the two men to prevent the 

army enlistment of an unemployed man and a fight with an army officer who 

shot the I. W. V. and wrapped his hands in the flag as he fell. Although 

the essence of the story was melodrama, the recognition of this by the 

central character, the sardonic and bitter tone and the crisp realism of 

the dialogue raised the story far above ironic fire-works. It was a 

statement of the reality of melodrama.

The same reality applied to two excellent stories by Austin Lewis 

who, from the viewpoint of a confidant, told two tales of the adventures 

of a migratory worker. In "The Way of the Worker,11 the stoxy told was 

that of a waitress and migratory laborer who drifted into living together

70 IX, 5 (March. 1917).

71 V, 9 (May, 191*0.
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in San Francisco. When the man left with the season, the girl committed

suicide. Keither character was in the least romanticized, and the genuine

grief of the man was unsentimental and terminated.by the hard reality of 
72his existence. ,}Lucky Sweasy11 dealt with a migrant who was jailed for 

a robbery he did not commit and freed with his season*s earnings confis

cated. The plot was arranged through the rivalry of a sheriff and a chief 

of police, each of whom had arrested a man; but the effectiveness of the

story lay in the complete reality of the chain of events and the revela-
73tion of the helplessness of the worker. lewis contributed a further

story, "Contra Bonos Mores," which dealt with the solidarity of the poor

Italian workers in time of trouble or illness, and their treatment of a
member of the group on Teresa Street who violated the group mores. Irwin
Granich also investigated the actual nature of living on the last side in

74a melodramatic but poignant story of the night of his birth.

These short stories were among the first which might be called 

proletarian. Almost their only predecessors were stories of the farmer 

by Hamlin Garland and the naturalism of Stephen Crane. The techniques of 

naturalism were here used with sympathy and understanding to contribute 

toward the exposition of a corrupt and misery-breeding society. The tales 
were notably free from socialist propaganda, unlike the novels of Upton 

Sinclair and a part of*the work of Jack London; yet Spadoni, Perkins,

72 VIII, 14-15 (October, 1916).

73 IX, 10-12 (January, 191?).

?4 X, 27-3 (November-December, 1917). Granich also was represented by 
an ironic story of Hew York at night concerning a half-crazy old min
ister and his attempt to salvage an old sea-captain from drunkenness. 
The tortured mind of the old man was set against the most brutal 
naturalistic background. The otory’s point was confused, but it had 
power and sympathy.
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Lewis and Granich were all interested in the fullest possible reconstruct 

tion of the actual conditions which affected the victims of society. As 

Calverton said of the proletarian writers, they were more interested in so

cial revolt than in literary revolt. Although Adriana Spadoni did make 

use of the plotless story which was to "become so important as typifying 

a new literary method, the emphasis of none of the writers was on form as 

such. They were interested primarily in telling the truth about an almost 

untouched segment of life, and they were successful.

One further class of stories dealt with war. Americans had so 

little first-hand acquaintance with modern warfare that there was little 

fictional treatment of the actual fighting. Only in James Boyle’s '"The 

War Smellw was there an intimate realization of the battlefield, and this 

story was about the Philippine War. Printed in the war issue of Septem

ber, 191 »̂ it was a vivid account of the development of a w*ar psychosis 
resulting from battle experience, the growth of an inseparable horror of 

the aftermath of battle and the thoughtless patriotism of the girl who

waited at home. The dream of the girl eventually became a part of, rather
75than an escape from, the horrors of the war smell.

A story by Reed, “Mac —  American,” and one by Granich, “The 
Treacherous Greaser,M sketched the brutal type of the American soldier on 

the border during the trouble with Mexico, showing the hatred, prejudice 

•and violence of the Americans1 attitude toward the Mexicans. Neither one 

was exactly a story, rather a report of a conversation, but both had 

power and succeeded in showing militarism at its worst, with army life 

revealed through its most vicious representatives.

75 V, 8 (September, 191*1-).
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Edmond McKenna1 s "Hero" was a successful if ordinary story deal

ing with, a completely un-heroic man with a had stomach who. to the sur

prise of his superior fellow passengers, rescued his insane charge when 

their ship struck a mine in the English channel. The war was only a re

mote background. Arthur Bullard came closer in a journalistic account of 

a French cafe near a flying school where combat fliers recovered from 

combat fatigue as temporary instructors. This was an early and accurate, 

although somewhat dressed up, treatment of war and a v i a t i o n . " T h e Game" 
by Marie Van Saanen told of the murder of a Parisian child by his play

mates during a war game. The child was persecuted by his fellows because 

his mother, who had already lost one son, refused to let him play war. 

James Hopper gave an imaginatively realized account of a journalists 

trip to the front line trenches which was exposition rather than narra

tive.

The particular problem of the socialist in the war was the sub

ject of Ernest Poole*s "Submarines," an account of a journalises ride 

through Germany on a troop train. The intellectual helplessness of an 

ex-playwright whose "engine had stalled," was contrasted with the latent

power in the peasant who continued to conduct cautious propaganda among
77his fellow soldiers against war and for socialism. Heed, in "The Y/orld 

Well lost" reported a conversation with a Serbian socialist leader who 

had become an officer in the army and had lost his faith in and almost 

his memory of the civilized pre-war dreams. Again not actually a story, 
the clear exposition of the difference between agricultural and industrial

76 VIII, 11 (March, 1916).

77 VI, 8-9 (April, 1915).
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socialism and the effect of the war were realized fully in character. A 

melodramatic» hut vivid story of the Russians on the Austrian front dealt 

with a famous singer v<ho was supposed to sing the men to a final effort, 

hut succeeded instead in deliberately singing them to a ruthlessly sup

pressed mutiny against their officers.^

It was far too early for war naturalism to reach America, hut the 

Masses1 writers were striving toward that goal. They simply did not yet 

have enough facts, and the most vivid realizations of war were in serious 

articles rather than in a fictional form. The trend of fiction was anti

cipated, however, if less expertly than in other subjects closer to home.

The Masses had no reason to he anything hut proud of its success. 

Tor 1916, Edward J. 0 f3rien, the short story critic, in ranking national 

magazines which had printed an average of over fifteen percent of stories 

of distinction, listed the Masses fifth with sixty-six percent. Scrib

ner1 s, Century, Earner1 s and Bellman were ahead, and only nine magazines 

in the country rated more than thirty-five percent. Obrien's judgnent 

still seems valid. Most of the stories were not, perhaps, ‘'great11 sto

ries, hut they were excellent, and they anticipated in content and treat

ment one major direction in which story telling was to go in the nineteen

78 Will Levington Comfort, "Chautonville,» VI, 16-17 (August, 1915).
This story was technically interesting in its use of a style which 
became commonplace both in poetry and prose much later. "We were 
worn to buckskin and ivory, while here was a parlor kind of health —  
so clean in his linen, white folds of linen, about his collar and' 
wrist. His chest was a marvel to look at —  here in the field after 
weeks in the Carpathians. We were all range and angles, but this was 
a- round barrel of a man, as thick as broad, his lips plump and soft, 
while we for weeks had licked a dry faded line, our faces strange 
with hone and teeth.15 Hot even Stephen Crane had used a harder, 
clearer, more exacting imagery. The entire story did not sustain 
this level.
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7Qtv/enties and thirties.17

The editors of the Masses personally played an important part in 

the revival of the American theater which began during the period of the 

magazine with the founding of the Provincetown Playhouse and the Washing

ton Square Players. Before these groups had come into existence, Floyd 

Dell wrote a few satiric sketches which were produced at The Liberal Club 
for the pleasure of the members. Mary Heaton Vorse, Max Eastman, John 

Heed and Louise Bryant with George Cram Cook, Susan Glaspell, Robert E. 

Jones and Eugene 0 ’He111 were among the founders of the Provincetown Play

ers during the summer of 1915* When the group moved to Hew York into the 
stable on MacDougali Street, Floyd Dell contributed a play "King Arthur* s 

Socks,*1 to the opening bill, which also featured a play by Louise Bryant, 

f,The Game,*1 and most important of all, **Bound East for Cardiff,** by Eugene 

0*Heill. The Washington Square Players soon devoted themselves primarily 

to productions of European plays, leaving the discovery of native Ameri

can drama to the Provincetown Group. By 1920 the former were uptown, as 

was 0*Keillfs The Emperor Jones: the Theatre Guild was in the making; and 

a veritable revolution in American drama was underway.

The magazine itself did not contribute significantly to the new 
drama, but with its usual wide interests did print a few one-act plays.

79 Some mention should be made of the paragraph and the sentence as a 
literary form. The brief and pointed political or social comment has 
rarely been so skilfully and consistently handled as in the Masses.
In selecting a "Pearl11 from the press each month they anticipated the 
later use by the Hew Yorker, Time and other magazines of this method 
of ridicule. Howard Brubaker, \fno has changed his method very little 
since the last two or three years of the Masses, developed the one- 
sentence quip into a fine art. Both the sentence and the paragraph 
are too short-winded to achieve much but brilliance; however, in this 
characteristic, the Masses ranked very high indeed.
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In 1913» the Masses published Frank Shay1 s ’’The Machine11 and John Heed’s 
'Moondown. " The former was little more than a satiric sketch in three 

scenes  in which two prostitutes trying to go straight were sent to jail, 

vhile a third, for whom a 'bondsman pimped, went free. Heed's play dealt 

with the need for the working girl to sell her virtue if she were to live. 

His heroine met a young poet who promised to come for her that night hy 

moor-down. When he failed to appear, the girl's roommate succeeded in 

using the disappointment to get the heroine to behave in what seemed to 

her a "sensible” fashion and accept a job with a floorwalker's favor as 

its price. The treatment was romantic and sentimental, but the basic 

conception was bitterly realistic.

In 1915* xldmond McKenna wrote a two-scene one-act play entitled 
"Repentance Hirst," which satirised the religious fervor of a man and 

wife. Under the urging of an evangelist, the hero confessed to a crime 

he had not committed. While he was briefly in jail, his wife received 

enormous benefits from various philanthropic societies which she was re

gretfully forced to abandon when her husband came home. The exaggerated 

but effective realism of the first scene was inconsistent with the ab

surdity of the second; but the play was readable, and made its point.

Seymour Barnard, who was a facile writer of satirical light verse, 

contributed during 1915~l6 a number of fantastic comic operas on such 
subjects as philanthropy, the press and the Eughes-Wilson campaign.

Marked by clever variations in metre and form, the choruses were ob

viously Gilbertian in origin with the addition of social consciousness.

•he Friendly Visitors to the Poor in "Philanthropy” sang gleefully;
"Ve're summoned from the altitudes,/ We're called from cultured classes,/
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Because we*ve nothing much to do/ But meddle with the masses.“ Such 

gentle, biting humor marked all of the “operas.“

Three European plays were printed by the magazine. In August, 

1916, a translation by Arturo Giovannitti of “Deliverance11 from the 
Trench of Bachilde appeared. Emotionally but effectively, it dramatized 

the irony of the condemned prisoner who, concerned with his own death and 

the injustice of society, took a rifle to defend his prison when he was 

told that the Prussians had entered the town. In February, 1917. a smug

gled copy of Miles Malleson’s “Black ‘Ell,11 which had been suppressed by 
the English censorship, was reprinted by the Masses. This play also 

dealt with the irony of warfs effect. The young hero returned from 

Trance after a horribly successful raid on the German trenches to dis“ 

cover that he was to be decorated for his valor. In a violent, emotional 

climax, he went to pieces thinking of the similarity of his own position 

to that of the man he killed, the bloodthirsty patriotism of those at 

home, especially the girls, the country1 s reliance on the neglected poor 
in time of war and the position of the old men. Ee refused to go back 

just as the patriotic neighbor girl returned with a group of friends to 

cheer the hero. The play v;as excellent, although it is now dated. The 

final playlet reproduced was a Pierre Louys “Dialogue at Sunset“ trans

lated by Walter Adolph^ Roberts. It was a typical Louys treatment of the 

seduction of a shepherdess by a young goatherd, dressed up as a natural 

mating in the name of Aphrodite.
Although with the exception of “Black ’Ell,“ the plays were not 

very good, it was significant that the magazine recognized the power of

80 VI, 16 (March, 1915)*
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drama 243 a form for carrying on their propaganda against the system. The 

magazine was mildly sceptical about the growth of a proletarian theater 

fron the Provircetown group, although hopeful enough of this achievement; 

"but the editors anticipated the significant revival of the dramatic form 

in the United States.

Prom November, 191- until the magazine was suppressed, the Masses 

included a regular department of dramatic criticism by Charles W. Wood. 

Wood reviewed everything from Billy Sunday and Coney Island to the eso

teric production of Nicholas Bvreinov’s "A Merry Death*1 by the Washington 
Square Players. Most of the reviews, of course, were of the conventional 

money-making plays of the season. Wood wandered freely and amusingly 

from topic to topic, but he was chiefly concerned with the falseness of 

the term ’’realism*1 as applied to most of the plays he reviewed, and the 
upside-down morality of the treatment of sex. Eis comments were much 

like G. B. Shaw’s in their recognition that the commercial theater was 

filled with obscenity masquerading as morality. Wood never ceased to en

joy pointing out such falsehoods as the point of "The Man Who Came Back, *’ 

lfhich claimed that the girl could sink to doping in a Shanghai dive, but 

as long as she had not done that she could inspire the degenerate hero 

back to success.

Wood was by no means entirely in favor of a high-brow theater.

He praised the work of the Washington Square Players, the Playwright’s

Theatre and others, but he did not hesitate to ridicule the affectation

of many of their productions. He also attacked the production of *'The

Yellow Jacket," which called forth a counter-review by Dell in the same 
81issue. He praised Clare Hummer’s plays, the Hippodrome Ice Show

81 IX, 32-3 (March, 1917).
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and John Galsworthy’s 11 The Fugitive.1* The run-of-the-mill well-made com

edy called forth little but scorn, and -Jood’s analysis was expert and 

shrewd, although, he had a full recognition of the values in popular shows. 

»lo, this is the life for the tired business man, and it sm&cketh not of 

Bronx apartments, where the limbs of his women must needs be skirted and 

they tread not upon glorified turn-tables,” he wrote in Biblical parody, 

reviewing "The Century Girl.” "Great is uplift and great are the words 

of them that speak of cultivating the people’s taste. But greater yet

are Dillingham and Siegfield, who know what the populace will pay real
82money for . . . . I am one of the populace. I liked it.”

Wood did hope that a truly radical theater would develop from the 

Province town group, and thought O ’lTeill had given them a fine start. But 

he believed that the successful playwright did not lose his ability to 

write with success, but rather learned to write too well, to turn out all 

the accepted tricks with a marvelous facility. When the war came to the 

United States, he advised such playwrights as hoped to do anything sig

nificant to put away their materials until after the patriotic jag was 

over. Bo real and vital theater could grow during the hysterical, herd- 

dominated time of war.

The Masses took no formal critical position for its reviewing of 

books, nor did the choice of books to review show any rigid sociological 

or critical d o g m a . ^  During the first two years, there was little

82 IX, 26 (May, 1917).
83 Floyd Dell was the chief reviewer, but his work was supplemented by 

Louis Unterrneyer, Frances Anderson, Irwin Granich, Dorothy Day and 
one or two others.
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reviewing of any kind, although in November, 1913* Louis Untermeyer dis

cussed Lippmann’s Preface to Politics and the controversial Eagar Revelly. 

He praised Bippmann’s hook generally, hut remarked that the censorship 

controversy over Eagar Revelly was completely unwarranted, since the novel 

went no farther than an inexpert Journalistic realization of the surface 

of life.
When Pell joined the magazine, the attention to hooks which might 

he expected from the former editor of the “Eriday Literary Review*1 of the 

Chicago Evening Post did not at first materialize. Although Pell did 

contribute an essay on Beard1s An Economic Interoretation of the Consti

tution as justifying socialist skepticism of the conventional patriotic

idea of the origin of the United States, and a fundamental criticism of
0

Preiser in 5!Mr. Preiser and the Dodo,11 which reviewed A Traveller at P o r  

ty, it was 1916 before the hook review section became important and prom

inent .

Two steps led toward the reviews: first, Lincoln Steffens wrote 

to the editors asking for a list of hooks to catch him up on his reading; 

and second, the institution of the Masses Book Shop led to reviews of 

selected hooks to increase sales. Steffens was answered in turn by Pell, 
Untermeyer and Eastman. Pell recommended a list which dealt largely

84 Pell said that Preiser1s thought was a last survival of the mid
nineteenth century pessimism which culminated in social Darwinism. 
fiIt is absurd to quarrel with an artist about the means by which he 
achieves his effects,11 he wrote. “’Sister Carrie1 justifies mid
nineteenth century pessimism; a hook as good would justify Sweden- 
borgianism, or the theory that we live on the inside of the earth. 
But when Mr. Preiser comes to write about modern Europe he needs a 
modern mind. Sympathy isn’t enough; it takes understanding.11 The 
same words might have been applied with equal point to later 
Preiser criticism of Europe.
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with Greek drama and civilization, Untermeyer ranged widely over poetry 

and belles lettres with interest as the only unifying principle, and 

Eastman recommended science and psychology. Haring 1915* Dell wrote a 
pair of essays on subjects which interested him, Joseph Conrad and the 

Riverside History of the United States. In June of 1916, he began to 

write regular reviews which appeared in the hack of the magazine until 

it was suppressed in 1917*

The hooks reviewed were of many different kinds: Jung’s Psych

ology of the Unconscious, Dreiser’s The Genius, Shaw’s Amro cl es and the 

Lion, J. D. Beresford’s These lynnekers, Uells’ Mr. Britllng Sees It 

Through, Braithwaite’s Anthology of Magazine Verse for 1916, G. Stanley 
Hall ’ s Jesus Christ in the Light of Psychology, Vehlen’s An Inquiry into 

the nature of the Peace, Sinclair’s Xing Coal, Russell’s Political Ideals, 

Richardson’s The Fortunes of Richard Mahoney and many others.
To such a diversified list, no one critical yardstick was ap

plied. Bor fiction, the chief criterion was apparently truth-telling, 

the reality of life. “The old facile answers are unsatisfying; the fa

cile new ones not less so, ” Dell wrote in a review of Sherwood Anderson’s 

Windy McPherson’s Son. “Perhaps there is no answer. But we must ask.

And the writer who puts that question in intimate and vivid terms of the

lives of men and women, completely, fearlessly, candidly, is such an in-
85terpreter of American life as we have need of.” Anderson represented 

for Dell an intimate touch with reality, as did McPee in Casuals of the 

Sea, reviewed in the same issue. George Moore, in contrast, was dismissed 

simply because he failed to touch the vivid reality of life in The Brook 

Kerith.

85 XX, 17 (November, 1916).
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Criticism did not end here, however. Dell pointed out to Dreiser

that he was a rebel against conventional literature, hut that he had

failed to write the Promethean tragedy, the splendid failure of the great

effort for mankind, that Dreiser’s admiration for splendor and pity for

frustated things had evaded the major theme. “Why,” Dell asked, ndo you
86not write the American novel of rebellion?11 This criticism was made 

somewhat more specific in a later review of Gilbert Canaan’s Mendel. The 

modern critic needed to ’’discover the roots and trace the growth of fic

tion, clear away the mass of Victorian tradition about novel-writing, 

analyse the efforts and tendencies of the modern period, and show the real 

significance of the new Rolland-Hexo-Beresford school.”̂  The recogni

tion of a new kind of writing which later came to be called proletarian 

by American critics was implicit, but Dell did not develop the theme at 

this time. Instead, there was a strong pull toward the romantic, as in 

his suggestion to Beresford that he write about the artist, poet, vaga
bond or criminal because, as the Hero must, they had escaped the family 

and its ties.^®

Dell was much interested in the new discoveries of psychology and 

immediately recognized the significance of Jung’s theory of the dream and

86 VIII, 30 (August, 191o).
87 IX, 28 (May, 1917).
88 Deli’s interest in the new psychology was apparent. The final issue

of the magazine, however, had a strong proletarian slant in a pair of
reviews by Dorothy Day of Sinclair’s Xing Coal and Anderson’s March
ing Men. Dell also stressed the importance of everyday work, rather 
than sen, as a theme for the novel in his review of The Fortunes of 
Richard Mahoney.
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successfully replaced a narrow emphasis on sex with a wider attention to 

life as a whole by substituting the life force for the libido, and that 

reducing the importance of infantile decisions had focussed the attention 
of psychology where it belonged, on the present. Jungfs dream theories, 

he found especially valuable, but characteristically pointed to the ac

tive principle by suggesting that the next investigation should be di

rected to the exact point of decision within the dream which resulted 

either in destruction or salvation, Dell was consistently given to 

asking the next question rather than accepting the book read, however 

valuable it might be.

He was also much interested in following the investigation of the 

myth. He equated the divine struggle in man with the Promethean myth and 

tried to show in a review* of the first volume of The Mythology of All 

P.aces that it was the Rebel, the Martyr and the Eero who had given us our 

civilisation and been enshrined in the myth. In reviewing G. Stanley 
Hell's book, Dell agreed with the general theory of the identity of the 
Jesus mythus with others, but he did not believe that a dead myth could 

be resurrected. To the rebel, the important point was that old Gods died 

and were replaced by new. Such a theory of religion gave powerful sup

port to the thinking of social rebels. Dell did not, however, canonize 

either Earl Marx or the Socialist State.

,fIn a word, the revolutionary critic does not believe that we can 

have art without craftsmanship; n wrrote Y. P. Calverton, 5,wrhat he does be

lieve is that, granted the craftsmanship, our aim should be to make art



e ran as a thing of action and not man serve art as an escape. 

i this conception, the Massesf reviewers would have agreed. With the 

;ption of a Conrad reviev; entitled "A Vacation from Sociology” the 

deal writing was concerned, not with literary matters as such, "but 

a life and truth.

In its literary efforts, the Masses was fully consistent with its

1 revolutionary policy, a new society and a new individual. Eree from

absolute reliance on either one or the other, hut without sacrificing

olutionary goals, they published what they believed to he good and

.corned any material which seemed to lead toward freedom. Eastman was
90>omy as to the future of magazine writing:

Earring the hope of some profound revolution, which may 
give us all a chance to earn a quiet, useful living in a 
reasonable number of hours without frenzy. I see no glories 
ahead for magazine literature. It will continue to be as it 
is. The big circulatior-getters with a gift for keeping 
everything interesting though ordinary, will continue to buy 
up and dilute the best talents of the country; a few amateur 
magazines, which cannot afford to pay for anything, will con
tinue to exhibit a lower average of talent, but a more poignant 
variety of art; every once in a while a native popular genius 
will ride over all these tendencies of the time; and so on, 
until some deeper change than any of us can imagine.

e Masses fitted admirably his description of the ‘‘little" magazine, and

s anticipation of the future was justified by subsequent developments.

Calverton, Liberation of American literature, 460-1. 

Eastman, Journalism versus Art, 85•



CHAPTER VIII

VAR

Prom 1912 through 1917> the career of the Masses was colored 

and conditioned by the threat or the reality of national wars. In liter

ature and art, in each of the campaigns waged "by the magazine, war in

truded. In August, 191^, the first Vorld h'ar "began its "bloody course of 

destruction and chaos in Europe. The United States, at first remotely 
ensconced "behind the Atlantic wall of water, moved through two and a half 

yea-rs of increasing tension to an active participation. As a part of the 
successful prosecution of the war, the civil liberties of all radically 

dissenting groups were snuffed out, and a repression began which finally 

destroyed the hope end unity of the liberal-radical cause, so strong 

during the early years of the decade. The progress of the inexorable 

movement toward war and its consequences was told in the Masses. In 

steady opposition to the slowly evolving popular hysteria, the magazine 

gave ar. insight into the complexity of apparently simple causes and con

tributed a viewpoint on many issues far in advance of historical develop

ments .
Before the war in Europe began, when the attention of the United 

States was directed to the possibility of intervention in Mexico, the 

Masses1 policy toward armed conflict was that of official socialism.

Since nationalistic wars had succeeded in Europe during the nineteenth 

century, the socialists had come to the conclusion that, with capitalism 

in control, wars of the future would be characterized by an imperialistic 
struggle for markets which would increase the wealth and power of a small
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group of capitalists at the expense of the workers. Socialism was not

inherently a pacifist creed* hut as Morris Eillcuit wrote: "The altered

attitude was not due to a change of heart as much as to what the Social-
1ists conceived as a change of the character of modern wars.’1 Socialism 

remained militant, hut it transferred loyalty to an international rather 

than a national cause and condemned nationalist v:ars. "The warlike have 

met together and abjured the horrors of war," Eastman wrote of the Social

ist War Congress at Basle in November, 1912. "The revolutionary prole

tariat has declared war against war, and their soft declaration is worth 

fifty million echoing resolutions of humanitarian societies . . . .  Be- 
member these words, for they mark an epoch in the martial history of the 

world.

Despite the obvious fact that Europe v/as thoroughly prepared for 

war at the very time of the Congress, socialists the world over believed 

in the efficacy of their strength to prevent an actual European struggle. 

They did not cease to fight for peace, but they believed they could at

tain it, or at least prevent conflict by refusing to participate. That 

war was horrible and useless became a universal commonplace. H. J. Turner 

sketched "The Victor in the Balkans" for the Masses, showing a skeleton

in the attitude of "The Thinker" watching the pygmy armies.^ Sloan drew
h"The Common Caws" revealing birds picking a soldier*s skeleton. This

1 Hillquit, loose Leaves from a Busy Life (Mew York, 193^)» 1^7*

2 IV, 7 (January, 1913).

3 Loc. cit.
k IV, 13 (September, 1913)-
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treatment was accepted without comment either “by the magazine or its cor

respondents .

Eastman did have some premonitory reservations, not ahout the 

peace in Europe, hut about the psychology of war. To accompany a George 

Bellows cover of a spear-wielding Zulu crouched over a dead soldier, the 

reproduction of a violent and effective painting, the editor wrote a note 

on the beauty of war. Bloody war of the kind Bellows pictured was aes

thetically pleasing only to the savage, hut even to the refined and godly, 
war had attractions. “They fight in the interest of a beautiful idea 

merely,n wrote the editor, “and it is this that gives great aesthetic 

value to the intellectually ridiculous and morally disgusting great mess 

that they make upon the earth . . . .  justified, in the minds of these

so-called righteous people, by a certain glorious aspect that their en~
5terprise has for the imagination.n A class war, by contrast, had none

of this imaginary heroic falsehood. “Some day this will not be so,“ said

Eastman. “Some day there will be thousands saying, Let us have peace —

but if there shall be war, let it be war not of nation against nation,
cbut of men against men, struggling to some real end.“c An anti-imperial

ist premise derived from socialism and a psychological analysis which re

jected the dogna of a single economic cause were joined to an orthodox 

campaign against militarism and a carefully reasoned support for an in

ternational organisation to shape the Masses1 reaction to war.

During the early months of 191^* the Masses1 cartoonists began 
their attack on militarism. Chamberlain drew two languid figures watch

ing soldiers marching by outside a window. One remarked: “It checks the

5 V, 18 (January, 191^)*

6 Ibid., 19.
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7growth of the undesirable clavsses, don't you know.11 Morris Hall Pan- 

eoast sketched two officers lounging on a soft divan above the caption

“Zept. Becker shoved silk-hatted commanders of big guns above and be-
9low a cliff firing human “Ammunition.11 When the declaration came, the 

artists and writers were read;/ to do their part in vivid condemnation of 

the war.

Mark Sullivan, shrewd observer of the times, commented on the re-
10moteness of the European war to the average American:

Even when the first of the declarations of war came, July 
28, we thought of conflict between Austria and Servia as little 
more than “another mess in the Balkans,11 of a sort that had 
been intermittently chronic as long as any of us could remem
ber. When Germany declared war on Russia, August 1, and the 
Hew York Stock Exchange appraised its significance by closing 
for the first time since 18?3 (for a period that lasted more 
than four months —  it was reopened on December 12), a few of 
the more sophisticated among us were impressed; but even yet 
many Americans paid only casual attention to it, as something 
far away, and not necessarily conclusive —  at all times we 
thought of most of the European nations, especially those east 
of the Rhine, as constantly shaking mailed fists at each other. 
American newspapers had a phrase, “saber-rattling,“ with which 
they were accustomed to explain that sort of thing, and dismiss 
it.

To the Hasses, however, with its background of international socialism, 

its intelligence and its vivid imagination, there was no hesitation or 

dismissal. The September, 1914 issue and the two which followed were 

filled with an interpretation of the war and its meaning to Americans.

Becker did the cover for September. Against a lurid orange back

ground, a ghastly, nude blue figure with a-torch in one hand and a smoking

7 Ibid., 8.

8 V, 10 (February, 1914).

9 V , 12-13 (June, 1914).

10 Sullivan, Our Times (Hew York, 1933)• V, 48-9.
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bomb in the other danced wildly over Europe. It was anarchy personified, 

with an evil smile and glittering eyes, if the battered silk hat had not 

given away his true identity. The caption read, "Whom the Gods Would De

stroy They First Make tlad."^ One of the most brutal cartoons to come 

out of the war was Sloan's double spread of a capitalist in a chair and 

the terrible half-figure of a soldier dragging his trailing intestines 

across the page. Looking into the ghastly face, the capitalist said,

"You've done very well. How what is left of you can go back to work."
12In his hand, the master held a medal.

Eastman's lead editorial, entitled "War for War's Sake," began by 

deploring the waste of blood, heroism and sacrifice for a useless end.

With the complete rejection of a nationalist or racialist interpretation 

of the war blaming the German barbarians, the editor nonetheless antici

pated the overthrow of the ruling classes of Germany, a feudal survival. 

They would, he said, be replaced by the more hesitant and cunning middle 

classes. Actually no real gains could be won because the conflict was 

simply between ruling groups over the division of economic spoils. One 
hope remained: "I do not believe a devastating war in Europe will stop

the labor struggle," Eastman wrote. "I believe it will hasten the days 

of its triumph. It will shake people together like dice in a box, and 

how they will fall out nobody knows . . . .  And the ideal of industrial 

democracy is now strong enough and clear enough to control that discontent 

and fashion it to a great end." While the editor believed incorrectly

11 V, 1 (September, 1914).

12 Ibid., 12-13. The original of this cartoon, according to Sloan, was 
carried by Debs throughout the war and fastened on the wall of his 
cell in Atlanta after he was imprisoned for opposing the war.
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that there had been mass protest in Europe» he had no Illusions as to its 

temporary nature. Despite autocratic suppression of disorder, he never

theless thought that quietly among the soldiers and their wives, the fu

ture would grow. "’Workers of the world —  you have no quarrel with each 

other —  your quarrel is with your masters —  unite!'" he heard Europeans 

saying. "And it will he remembered by them all in the long run* because 

it is true.11 ̂

Young illustrated this long range hope with a cartoon on "The 
Triumph of Militarism.11 The massed armies of the world assaulted the 

steps of a platform upholding a throne on which sat a quavering king. Be

hind the throne cowered the figure of capitalism, and beside it squawked
14the vulture of militarism on a nest of bayonets.

John Seed, writing anonymously because of his commitments to an

other magazine, contributed a shrewd analysis of the fundamental nature 

of the war, to reinforce the socialists* claim that the causes were econ

omic. After tracing the growth of the monster of German militarism and 

its connection with German business, Heed documented the strangling pres

sure of England and France against the commercial expansion of Germany. 

"The situation in short is this," wrote Heed, "German Capitalists want 

more profits. English and French Capitalists want it all. This War of 

Commerce has gone on for years, and Germany has felt herself worsted.

Every year she has suffered some new setback. The commercial ’smother

ing* of Germany is a fact of current history."^ The oppressive character

13 Ibid., 5.
lb Ibid., 21.

15 Ibid., 14



of Germany’s government was clearly recognised, yet Reed’s conclusion was 

simply that Germany was united in the war he cause a continuation of peace 

would have meant destruction to business and labor alike. On one side 

was the gospel of ’’blood and iron,” and on the other, the navy of England, 

the army of France and the millions of semi-serfs of the Russian auto

cracy. Both sides illustrated the falling out of armed commercial ri-
16vals. Reed advised American socialists in his conclusion:

\<re, who are Socialists, must hope —  we may even expect —
That out of this horror of bloodshed and dire destruction will 
come far-reaching social changes —  and a long step forward 
towards our goal of Peace among Men.

But we must not be duped by this editorial buncombe about 
liberalism going forth to Holy ¥ar against Tyranny.

This is not Our ¥ar.

Art Young further explained the nature of the war to American la-

bor with a fine and sensitive cartoon of a worker reading of war in the
newspaper, while his wife with a baby in her arms stood nearby. Around

the figures, isolated in space, hovered sheeted figures with skeleton
17heads and laughing jaws. 1 ”1 hope cartoonists will go on drawing pic

tures of the horrors of war,” Young further expanded his theme, ’’But war 

is only one evil —  and merely the result of a greater —  the struggle 

for profits . . . .  brother fights against brother to a finish, in a
■ J Oworld that was meant for joy.”

’’Socialists are not fooled by capitalism’s old trick of setting 

up this race or that as the enemy of civilization,” the Masses replied to

16 Ibid., 15. The lack of emphasis on the horrors of German militarism 
was apparently in part a product of the pre-war power of the German 
socialist groups. Socialists believed that German autocracy was his
torically doomed anyway, war or no war.

17 Ibid., 3.
18 Ibid., 18.
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Yeung sketched the ex-Presi&ent in the next issue with jack-'booted legs
22akimbo* sword waving, "At It Again.u

As the reports from Europe began to come in, and the magazine dis

covered that the socialists had not offered the expected opposition, they 
readjusted their acceptance of war as a fact. Heed, again anonymously, 

contributed "Notes on the War,11 in which he described the universal pa

triotism which he had found, the subordination of the struggle between

capital and labor in all of the warring nations and the death of ideas in
23Europe. Mabel Dodge, in "The Secret of War," reported her shocked dis

covery that men liked fighting. "Of course, if they can find a principle 
to fight for, they fight and like it still better, but what war is for 
the main part is the inconceivable, the inevitable love of —  fighting

itself," she wrote. "There is no deeper meaning than that to be found
24in it, and there never has been any other." She believed all the men 

of Europe happy and concluded that the only hope for permanent peace was 

a crusade by women because women despised war.

Eastman accepted Heed’s account of universal patriotism and even 

the eagerness which Mabel Dodge discovered. Beturning to psychological 

analysis, he found an explanation which seemed to cover the new set of 

facts which the war had forced upon his pragmatic mind. "We must sur

render the plan of stamping out differences in custom, language, dress, 

temperament, if we are not to affront and arouse the tribal fear which 

turns sane men into wild beasts, fighting for something which is obviously

22 YI, 16 (November, 1914).

23 Ibid., 14.

24 Ibid., 8.
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dearer to them than their own lives . . . .  If we affront that tribal

sense, we affront something in men which rises in them, submerging every
2Crational impulse, and cries out for blood.** Basing his thought on an 

instinctivist rather than an economic interpretation of man, the editor 
selected what seemed to him the only valid hypothesis which would describe 

the new data.

Emphasizing the post-war changes, and in this way also accepting 

the war as fact, Arthur Bullard recommended that American socialists re

fuse to be discouraged by the action of their European brothers and pre

cede to organize the new International to unite the socialists again 

after the war. Stressing the hope for an uprising in Europe either dur

ing or after the war, Bullard proposed that with money, with arms and
26with men, Americans prepare to help European revolution.

Masses was one of the first to recognize the essential need of 

a positive policy for the United States which was adapted to the reality 

of war, yet would project forward toward permanent peace. Long before 

Wilson proposed the League of nations, the magazine printed an article 
advocating an international organization other than the Socialist Inter
national. The author of the plan was none other than Boger Babson, the

27adviser to American finance. In **Peace as a Matter of Business,**

25 Ibid., 14.

26 Ibid., 5~6. The American socia-lists were by no means completely at a 
loss in the face of the apparent treachery of the European socialist 
groups. Under the leadership) of such men as Bullard, they immediate
ly began a drive for the reconstitution of the international. The 
Europeans themselves struggled for the same goal, and the left wing 
succeeded under the domination of Lenin.

2? VI, 11 (December, 1914). Babson traced the origin of his plan to a 
speech proposing the neutralizing of China delivered by John Hays Ham
mond at the Third American Peace Conference. What Babson proposed
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Babson proposed that "business men had no faith in international courts or 

hoards of arbitration for the same reasons that labor distrusted the home 

variety, "because the sole aim of such organisations was to maintain the 

status quo. Tracing the history of the formation of the American govern

ment, he pointed out that it v/as the addition of an executive and legis

lative branch which had provided the.safety valve allowing for the 

peacefill maintainance of the union. Despite the inevitability of an in

ternational government, it was then unfortunately far removed. As a 

beginning, Sabson urged the establishment of an international commission 

to control the seas and trade barriers. Each nation was to have a vote 

proportionate to her strength. Without some such organization, the author 

believed that business would continue to suffer seriously from militarism 

and war. An example of the propaganda slips'being sent out by business

men in their letters spoke of world government, and concluded with a
. 28warning:

Until such plans are developed and the United States is a 
part thereof, we should continue to increase our armaments, and 
seriously prepare for war. Unless we are willing to jcin other 
nations in yielding some of our sovereignty rights for the good 
which would come to us from such a federation, then we should 
be prepared to fight. Whether or not such a world federation 
would be to our immediate advantage may be a debatable question; 
but all should realize that there is no half way sten for most 
of the customary reace talk is utterly unsound.

To many businessmen, as well as to the Masses, militarism was far less de

sirable than any intelligent plan to produce peace.

27 (continued) was not, of course, the League of Lations, but the first 
steps toward a tri-partite federal government for the selfish inter
ests of men engaged in business and industry. As Charles Beard ex
plained the United States’ Constitution, Babson represented a federalism 
similar to that of the founding fathers.

2.8 Ibid., 11.
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Eastman quickly evaluated this plan of Babson*s in pragmatic 

terms as a highly possible and desirable solution to the impasse in which 

nations found themselves when war seemed inevitable. The idea of world 

peace enlisted the hard, cold interests of most groups in modern society, 

including capital, labor and the organized power of women. “Such a fed

eration (with power) would not immediately insure peace,11 wrote the edi

tor, “but it would approximate a state of international security of life 

and commerce such as we have among the states . . . .  It would place be

fore the imagination of men an affirmative ideal to supplant the honor-
2°ific insanity of patriotism.” y

This form of internationalism would not interfere with socialism.

Eastman anticipated the dogmatic anti-bourgeois arguments of his fellow-
revolutionists. “Let us admit that we are here dealing with a hope that

is not social-revolutionary in any sense,” he said. “It is really only a

supremely sagacious step to be taken by a bourgeois society, completely

cleared and cured of the remnants of feudalism.” V/ith the Masses, as

usual, on the side of realism against dogma, the editor admitted the lack
of socialist logic, yet pleaded “let us not block the progress of our

30hopes, out of respect to a major premise.” Paced v/ith the realities of 

war and the possible destruction of socialist hopes by militarism and sup

pression, the magazine found a positive answer within three months of the 

declaration. If war would defeat all chance of progress towards liberty, 

then Roger Babson and the whole of American bourgeois society were to be 

welcomed in an alliance to do something about war.

29 Ibid., 15.
30 Loc. cit. The cold realism of this position was easily matched by 

almost all of the nations at war.
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Two months later, the magazine challenged. Woodrow Wilson to ac

cept his responsibility as a thinking man. “In brief," wrote Eastman,

"it is the hour and the day for President Wilson to take the first step 

towards international federation. He has it in his hands to make his 

administration a momentous event in planetary history —  a thing not for 

historians, indeed, but for biologists, to tell of, because the elimina

tion of war v;ill profoundly alter the character of evolution . . . .  Is
31he capable of a man’s prayer, a great act of resolution?" As it turned 

out, he was, but not for many long months.

Hasses did not follow up the subject in detail until the last

month of 1915» in a brilliant essay by Eastman entitled "The Only Way to 
322nd War." Dismissing the fundamental ideas of hopeful reformers and 

socialists alike, he claimed that the desire to eliminate war by changing 

either the attitudes or ideas of men was hopelessly utopian and unscien

tific. The conduct of international socialists and Christian pacifist 

businessmen alike, during the war, showed that under stress man would in

evitably follow his deep instinctive nature as it was manifested in the 

instincts of pugnacity and gregariousness. "And most scientists, I be

lieve," said the editor, "would agree that a basic disposition to identi

fy self with a social group, and to be pugnacious in the gregarious way 

that nations are, is one of the unchanging attitudes of man. Culture can, 

and doubtless has, inflamed' and overdeveloped it. A different culture

31 VI, lh (February, 1915).
32 VIII, 9~10 (December, 1915). This essay was combined with others in 

a penetrating but unpopular book by Eastman entitled Understanding 
Germany (Hew York, 1916). The book was banned in 1917 by the Commit
tee on Public Information.



can mitigate its strength. But it is there, no matter what you teach.

Since learned characteristics could not he inherited, the problem was in

superable without the most profound and far-reaching social change to con

trol the environment of youth as nationalism did at the time.

Eastman returned to internationalism for his solution to the 

problem of war. “Bor there is one method of handling original instincts, 

more practical than selective breeding, and more sure and permanent than 

cultural suppression, “ offered Eastman. “That is to alter the environ
ment in such fashion as to offer new objects for these instincts to adhere

3 hto, and similar but less disastrous functions for them to perform.1̂

The analysis was very close to that of William James in “The Moral Equi

valent of War,“ but Eastman carried his proposals a step farther as a re

sult of the war experience. He recommended that the United States 

immediately set up a hemispheric federation which would begin to absorb 

the loyalties of all “Americans.11 The first step toward world peace had 

to be taken at home rather than by mixing into the European war. Offer

ing a larger identification to the instinctive nature of man was the only 

possible answer to the problem of war. Only such a plan was non-Utopian, 

because it alone of all anti-war proposals was not contradicted by science* 

“Ultimately our patriotism may embrace the Earth, the Earth be our nation, 
and we go out to fight the enemies of what we deem a terrestrial well
being. There is nothing Utopian in that,11 Eastman concluded. “But to 
hope that patriotism can be cut out of the nervous organization of the 

true-bred man of the west, or that war, which is both the parent and the

33 Ibid., 9.
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child of patriotism, can he made so horrible to him whose ancestral food 

v/as v;ar —  that is Utopian.”̂ -* In war as in domestic affairs, the Masses 

believed in revolution through knowledge. Dogma had to give way to ex

perience regardless of the effect such modification might have on the 

purity of theoretical doctrine. Dor this reason, as chronicled in Chap

ter II, Eastman gave support to Wilson against Hughes even while he voted 

for Allen Benson in 19-16.

Later on, Eastman made the application of his plan to internation
al socialism more specific. Accepting the opposition of dogmatic social

ists who condemned the European organizations for violating their class 

and economic interest, Eastman said: ”It is not very scientific to de

nounce a fact for refusing to come under your hypothesis. It is wiser to 

scrutinize the fact with a view to remodelling, if necessary, the hypo

thesis.1’ The hypothesis in need of change was that people went to war to 

defend their property. Pointing to the universal destruction of modern 

war, Eastman claimed that ’’the motive to patriotic fighting is not a mere 

derivative from business interest; it is a native impulse of our consti- 

tuions CsicJ .»36 without repeating the psychological analysis, the editor

pointed out that only those with deficient pugnacious instincts (the

pacifists) and the intellectual heroes (who fought war as did Liebknecht 

in Germany) could resist the patriotic stampede. The masses could never 

be educated to do so once the crisis of war, and especially invasion —  

real or anticipated, was upon them.

Eastman drew practical conclusions for American socialists. They

35 Ibid., 10.
36 VIII, 2? (August, 1916).
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should fight rail! tar ism as long as they could, knowing that the struggle

would fo.il in case of actual war; they should join any 'bourgeois efforts

to establish world organisations so that the reaction of war would not

destroy them; and they should rebuild the International in the specific

hope of staving off war or taking advantage of revolution which might

follovr war. “United anti-rai 1 itarism and Federation of the Bourgeois

States should be the rally-cry of the new international,M concluded the 
37editor. Eastman still progressed toward liberty through revolution 

based on the class struggle, but he recognized national wars as the great

est enemy of liberty on earth, both in themselves and in their bitter re

sults, and he modified economic determinism to fit the facts as he saw 

them. This was the general position of the Masses at the time of the 

United States1 declaration of war.

There was little the magazine could do toward reconstituting the 

international aside from advocating new life and a fixed anti-war purpose. 

They reported the activities of anti-war socialists such as Karl Lieb- 

knecht in Germany and others of his kind in every warring nation. Wil

liam English Walling summed up the first and second Zimmerwald Confer
ences with marked approval for the second as a step toward a new adjust-

38ment to war and revolution on the part of world socialism. However, 

the major task of the .Masses was to fight American militarism, false

37 Ibid., 29*
38 These conferences, held at the little village of Zinanerwald, Switzer

land during 191o, were an attempt to rebuild or keep alive the inter
national. The first represented the pre-war groups and achieved very 
little. The second, sometimes known as the second-and-a-half inter
national, was dominated quietly by Lenin and proved to lead toward the 
peace terms offered by Russia after the revolution. Lenin1s influence 
was so little apparent that Walling did not mention him.
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patriotism and the alliance of ‘business with the military.

As soon as the war began, the magazine struck at Theodore Roose~ 

velt as the most blatant of American militarists. In an article by Amos 

Pinchot entitled ‘'American Militarism," Roosevelt was compared to the Ger- 

man race-war theorist, von Bernhardi.*''7 Pinchot linked Roosevelt's idea 

of the "softness" and "degeneracy" of modern man solely with a small cap

italist group. Certainly American labor conditions did not lead to soft

ness for the working man. Pinchot pointed out that those in America who 

were advocating militarism were in reality engaged in the major struggle 

between capitalist world imperialism and international labor, at present 

only partially subordinate to a war between rival groups of capitalists. 

War was an economic problem, said Pinchot, and militarism could and should 

be fought within the United States by labor and its allies. Dell added 

that socialists were not pacifists, that they believed that peace was not 

a dream, but an attainable reality to be got by victory in the war of the 

classes, rather than by supporting national and capitalist wars. The 

line was clear. Reason and socialism were to oppose hysterical falsehood 

and capitalism according to the Masses.

Reed sent in an eye-witness report of militarism in Europe in
ho"The Worst Thing in Europe." After describing with some exaggeration 

the behaviour of officers and soldiers in the German, French, Austrian, 

Russian and English armies, he attacked the brutal domination of the of

ficer's caste. "They will tell you that a conscript army is Democratic," 

he said to Americans, "because everybody has to serve; but they won't

39 VI, 8-9 (January, 1915).
ho VI, 17-13 (March, 1915).
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tell you that military service plants in your blood the germ of blind 

obedience, of blind irresponsibility, that it produces one class of Com

manders in your state and your industries and accustoms you to do what 

they tell you even in time of peace.11 Describing the proposal to raise

a grea.t army of defense, Reed concluded: “and the logical end of all this
hiis Germany; and the logical end of Germany is, and always will be, War.11

In May, Rosika Schwimmer, who was to influence Henry Ford to 

sponsor the Peace Ship, wrote from Bu&a-Pesth to describe the human hor

rors of the war, especially in the widespread effect on the civilian pop

ulation. In contrast, the sinking of the Lusitania was acknowledged only 

in a brief note as an illumination of the nature of modern war. “The 

murder of unarmed neutral passengers arouses us because it is new,“ said 

the Masses. “But in our abhorrence of the act, we need not vainly imagine 

that there is only one nation capable of it. And if we do not wish to

become as familiar with this nev; atrocity as we are with the old ones, we
hpwill put an end of war.“ The Lusitania represented a shadow of the 

real horrors resulting from actual participation in the war.

The resignation of Bryan aroused the magazine to the recognition 

of how close the United States was to war. Such a reality was the only 

possible meaning to be derived from Bryan’s act. Stressing the social 

reaction which would follow participation in war, Eastman recommended 

both arbitration and the recognition that the problem of the submarine 

would cause a shift in international lav;, since war and humaneness had

hi Ibid., 18. Reed was no scientific thinker. Freedom from straight 
emotionalism was his problem whether in literature or journalism. As 
John Hicks told, however, Reed did mature.

k2 VI, 15 (June, 1915).
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nothing to do with each other. “With the indignation of those who find 

an especial iniquity in the violations of the ’rules of civilized war

fare, ’ Socialists cannot fully sympathize,H the editor wrote bitterly.

’’The calling out of peaceful populations to kill and he killed for no 

reason, is an atrocity beside which any of the minor incidents of war are 

trivial . . . .  If Germany seems to us a more conspicuous example of this 
than the other nations, we only wish for its government the punishment we 

wish for theirs —  bankruptcy, disillusion, and revolt.” ^ Conacher drew 

a fine picture of a dead soldier, lying in desolation and rain above the

words: "The attack was of no particular importance and was made simply to
44‘feel out1 the strength of the enemy.” M. A. Kempf made a powerful at

tempt to enforce the horror of war with a drawing of a skeleton figure of 

death on a malevolent-eyed horse against a great swirl of figures, birds, 

smoke and fire: ”To the U. S.: ’Did you call?1

The crisis passed,and Eastman went to Prance to try to understand 

a little more intimately the actual nature of the war in Europe. In

Paris, he persuaded Arthur Bullard to write a long and brilliant auto-
46interview on ”The State of the War.” Bullard was fully opposed to Ger

many because of its insistence upon exporting a philosophy of life marked 

by complete freedom of the soul (as in ICant) and equally complete disci

pline of the body (as in Bismarck). This sharp division between soul and 
body, Bullard conceived to be religious in the worst sense, mystical and 
crusading. He believed, and documented very well in the light of later

43 VI, 6 (July, 1915).
44 Ibid., ?.

45 Ibid., 14-15.
46 VI, 5~8 (August, 1915).
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developments, that Germany could not win without the interference of 

chance. He also observed that the war was doing no one thing to Euro

peans except intensifying what they were before the experience. The most 

dramatic achievement of the war, as Bullard saw it, was the deliberately 

engineered tension directed toward a common effort. "If we could learn 

the trick by which the governing class of Europe has turned this rather 

pallid instinct of loving the old farm into this glaring, consuming flame 

of Patriotism," he wrote to the socialists, "we could pull off our Eevo- 

lution in short order."Bullard agreed that the first thing was to de

feat Germany, but his keenest wish was to live into the post-war period to 

see what became of the discovery that history could be managed. He anti

cipated either a continued tension and the real possibility of social 

change or complete lassitude and escape.

Eastman, viewing Prance for himself, came to the conclusion that
£iQit was "The Uninteresting War." The love of fighting was gone, he ob

served, and only the killing industry, the machine of modern war remained. 

As a symbol he compared the killing of a bull at home on the farm with 

the mass production of the stockyards. Aside from the submarine and 

the airplane, there was no individual glamour left in war, only the hope, 

which Eastman found in the horrors of the hospitals, that survival, even 

in pieces, could result from the trenches.

h7 Ibid., 8. Bullard anticipated the engineering of revolution by Benin, 
so aptly learned by Mussolini and Hitler.

^8 VI, 5“8 (September, 1915)* 2he article was accompanied by a Young car
toon of the ape god of war holding a stone tablet of the laws of Chris
tian warfare ending "so saith the law and the profits." Young was 
notable among other artists and poets who did not forget to belabor 
the capitalist enemy in every blow at the war.
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A deeper reason for the lack of interest in the war, Eastman 

found, was that it had no real aim, no liberty to be gained, not even 

democracy to be won except as a kind of inevitable by-product of history' 

which could scarcely excite soldiers concerned with survival. The war 

was one of nationalism, and after the patriotic impulse had passed, it 

was an uninteresting business. ’’The only way for an internationalist to 
become deeply interested in such a war is to lay aside his judgment al

together and entertain wild and fearful prophecies, and see one side or
the other as the center and soul of all things divine and sure,” wrote

hoEastman, “and the other as barbarity unveiled.11 ' He believed France and 
England could and should win; they were Vastly superior in democracy and 

freedom to Germany; their militarism was by no means the important cause 

of war that Germanyfs was. But given the worst about Germanyfs behaviour, 

the war remained of little interest because it was meaningless and worth

less in its object. “There’s more for me in Mexico or Bayonne,11 concluded 

the editor, “or any of these barbarous places where the people fight in 

battles, and for something I can want.n̂ ^ The truest barrier against 

American participation in the war was the meanness and inhuman barbarity 

of both the real war and its commercial causes.

In the same issue, a letter from L. C. P. accused the magazine of 

clouding the issue, which was simply that if Germany did not abide by in
ternational lav/ and human decency on the sea, the United States would 
fight. Eastman responded to the vigorous statement of the fighting at
titude with an equally straightforward explanation of the nature of

49 Ibid., 7-

50 Ibid., 8.
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international law. Hot only did such law always lag behind the facts of 

warfare, hut war could not vindicate legal rights even by victory. "If 

submarines can be made swift enough and maganeable enough to stop ocean 

liners and do the 'visit and search, 1 then they will soon conform to in
ternational law,11 wrote Eastman. "If they can'1, international law will 

*1conform to them."'' Citing bombing attacks from the air and poison“gas

and flaming oil as sanctioned in use by all the belligerents, the editor

resolved that the knowledge of the nature of war and international law

should not leave him regardless of how excited he became. As his own

shrewd psychological analysis showed, only pacifists and intellectual

heroes would be able to cling to a rational position as the threat of war

came closer, but so long as there was any time, the magazine would continue

to struggle for reason and against the blind fighting spirit.

As American military preparedness became more and more a national

issue, the Masses strengthened its attack. A cartoon such as Becker's

sketch of two older men in ill-fitting uniforms at the Plattsburg Civilian

Training Camp was directed primarily against the uses of militarism by

capitalists. One temporary soldier said to the other: "This doesn't

mean that we're really going to fight?" "Oh, no," was the response,
52"This is just to set an example to our employees."-^ Uncle Sam, a fat, 

striding figure armed, to the teeth with all kinds of weapons including 

bombs and poison gas, was pictured by Young as "looking for Peace. In 

opposition to the powerful leagues for preparedness, the Masses helped to

51 Ibid., 15.
52 VII, 13 (October-ITovember, 1915)*

53 VIII, 22 (December, 1915)*
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foster an Anti-Enlistment league and printed a brief pledge “against en

listment as a volunteer for any military or naval service in international

war, offensive or defensive, and against giving my approval to such en-
5klistment on the part of another.” !This propaganda was part of an at

tempt to counteract such films as “The Battle Cry of Peace,” sponsored by
55the National Security League, the Army League and the American Legion.

The balanced and reasonable wording of the instructions for the pledge 

which said “we ask the support of no persons who have not carefully 

weighed the arguments concerning war both offensive and defensive,” was in 

marked contrast to the emotionalism of the film, which featured an invad

ing army, smashed furniture and ravished women.

However moderate, the pledge called forth a denunciation of Bast-
4

man and the magazine from the New York Globe. The newspaper heatedly 

claimed that Eastman would have been a pacifist traitor to Leonidas in 

the Graeco-Persian Wars. Eastman restated his position after pointing 

out that Leonidas lived a long time ago, and that a higher ideal, that of 

a free humanity, had supplanted national patriotism. “And while it might 

conceivably happen, that this ideal should demand our enlisting in a na

tional army —  to fight either against our own country or with it —  it 
is in the highest degree improbable,” ventured the editor. “It is so 

improbable that people of the pledge-signing disposition may very well 

be encouraged to express in that way their absolute renunciation of the

5k VIII, 19 (December, 1915)•
55 The American Legion, Incorporated is not to be confused with the post

war organisation. It was one of many pressure groups for preparedness 
before World War I had reached the United States. The chief sponsors 
were Theodore Hoosevelt and General Leonard Wood.
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patriotic ideal, and its military retinue, as essentially barbaric, in- 

ane, and homicidal.""' The signers, said Eastman firmly, would doubtless 

be the first to bleed in the cause of industrial liberty.

To reinforce his point, the editor printed a symposium the next 

month under the title "Do You Believe in Patriotism?" Elizabeth Gurley 

Flynn, Elsie Clews Parsons, bill Irwin, Inez Eaynes Gillmore, Sara Bard 

Field, Ernest Untermann, John Eaynes Holmes, Stuart Davis, C. E. S. Wood, 

John Sloan, Charles E. Bussell and L. O ’Dell answered the Question. The 
answers ranged from Flynn’s, which rejected attachment to anything but 

class; to Bussell’s which rejected foolish patriotism but welcomed the 

defense of ideals, aspirations and history against reaction and absolut

ism as represented in Germany. Most of the writers clearly differentiated 
a genuine love of country to be used for the building of an ever-better 

land from blind intolerance and the selfish use of passion to protect the 

status quo in the industrial system and the world network of trade. As 

John Sloan said; "Yes, I believe in Patriotism, but I have none of it; I

don’t like the present day variety, nor that of the past, but I have
57great faith in that of the future —  till then, yours, John Sloan." On 

the same page a poem, "Prepared," by Martha Gruening castigated the self- 

interested motives of the official patriots who would use militarism ruth

lessly to protect a carefully cherished system of injustice, brutality 

and prejudice from any attack. "Why shouldn’t I shed my blood as well as 

the blood of my nei^ibor/ To guard these inherited rights against any

56 Ibid., 19-
57 Till, 13 (March, 1916).
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alien invaders?

Eastman, in an editorial in the same issue, hammered hard at the 

idea that militarism wherever it appeared was exactly the same. That 

German ideas and methods were fundamental to American militarists was il

lustrated hy a lengthy quotation from Major General John F. O ’Eyan, 

commander of the Hew York State Militia, on the need for military disci

pline in the United States and the subordination of the “forty-eight

little armies” of the militia to one-man control. Since the method of the
co

militarists was to stimulate hatred of Germany, Eastman countered:"'

Do not let them make you hate Germany.

Hate militarism.

And hate it hardest where you have the best chance to do some
thing against it. Hate it here.

America first I

This attempt to put the phrase “America First,” of which the pre

paredness advocates were especially fond, in another setting was rejected 

by Charles W. Wood in his belated answer to the symposium on patriotism. 

Wood proposed that the evasion involved in proving that ultimately the 

socialists were the real patriots be abandoned in a frank acceptance of 

materialism and rejection of any vague idealism. nWe are opposed to na

tionalism because it is little and narrow, because it limits the joy of 

life, keeps us out of a hundred worlds worth knowing and makes us slaves. 

And because it breeds war. Hot a vague o t  idealistic reason in the

58 Ibid., 13.
59 VIII. 16 (March, 1916). Eastman’s use of the phrase “America First” 

is interestingly parallel to its later meaning before World War II.
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"bunch, but they are enough for me,” wrote Wood. So specifically personal 

was his patriotism, that he concluded: “let honor and such truck go to

the devil: we ’ d rather have lungs and livers and whole faces and whole

families and a whole material existence.11 He saw that very soon the 

critics would be silenced, so he proposed to state a permanent position 

while there was yet time. “In case of war between the American govern

ment end some other, I intend to remain perfectly neutral; at least, until 

I am convinced by reason, not geography, that one side is entitled to my 
support.1* This same neutrality he proposed to the workers of America, 

who had thus far failed to be aroused by the war propaganda. ̂

In May of .1916, the Masses reprinted the speech of James H. Mau
rer, socialist president of the Pennsylvania State Federation of labor, 

to the Senate Committee on Military Affairs. Maurer made clear, that, as 

far as he could speak for the group, labor was definitely opposed to pre

paredness. The idea of invasion from Europe was absurd, and only the 

collection of the enormous war loans to Europe could require an army. 

Bather than anticipating active participation to save the war credits, 
Maurer believed military preparations were directed to the day of peace 

when Europe would repudiate the war debts. The laboring man, said Maurer, 

refused to be a party to the war. He was tired of being conscripted in 

the interest of the rich man’s fortune and taxed, to boot, to pay the ex

pense of his own conscription.

Eastman took Maurer’s place as representing labor in a visit to 

the Vlhite House from the leaders of the American Union Against Militarism. 

Because labor was not represented in the public voice of the United States, 
he told President v/ilson, the expressions of militaristic sentiment which

60 VIII, 8 (June, 1916).
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the President heard spoke only for the masters, not for the people.

Dhat would make sense to them would he the settling of international 

disputes, whether with Mexico or with Germany, by arbitration as in the 

A. B. C. conference. By such means, said Eastman, “we believe the danger

of foisting the European evil, militarism, upon this country can be avert-
61ed, . even in a crisis.11

An accompanying article entitled “The Masses at the White House11 

described how skilfully the delegation was handled by Wilson, who was 

“the ablest man that has been in that office for years.” Despite the 

clearly apparent fact that Wilson represented only the middle classes and 

the preservation of peace in the interest of world capitalism, his super

ior understanding of the problem was revealed in the advocacy of an in

ternational federation rather than the narrow nationalism of Theodore 

Hoosevelt. “Preparedness is no issue,” said Eastman. “They are all for 

that in the ruling class. But whether those who control our society 

shall see the practical wisdom of international action and understanding, 

or whether they shall commit us to that insane and bigoted nationalism 
which has ravaged Europe, is a vital question for us all.”

All Eastman wanted was to delay and combat militarism as much as 

possible while Wilson moved toward the open support of an international 

federation. “I wish that President Wilson might point the way to all as

boldly as he did to our committee,” wrote the editor, “for there is no
62issue so great as that in upper class politics today.” The campaign of

61 VIII, 16 (July, 1916). This issue was especially labelled a “Prepar
edness Dumber,” and was filled with anti-militarist contributions.

62 Ibid., 16.
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1916 mirrored Eastman’s hopes insofar as remaining out of war "became the 

issue. The consideration of the League of Nations was obviously rapidly 

developing in Wilson's mind, and there seemed to he a chance for American 

leadership without the destructiveness of actual war.

Throughout 1916, the cartoonists stressed the capitalist respon
sibility for preparedness and its effect on labor and youth. Becker, in 

January, drew* Wilson surrounded by cannon and faced by four massive fig

ures with levelled pistols. Wilson said: nBut I won’t want them —

there isn’t any enemy to fight.’1 Morgan, Schwab & Co. replied: ’’You buy

these guns and we’ll get you an enemy.” In the same month, Young contri

buted a smug capitalist behind the grinning devil’s mask of war collect

ing tribute from a trembling workingman and his family. In Becker’s Feb

ruary cartoon, a group of workingmen interviewing the boss about Wilson’s 

request for enlistments were told: "Sure, you’ll be working for me as

much there as here.” Chamberlain, in a powerful cartoon of a skeleton 

and Mars dancing off a precipice, featured the U. S. playing the fiddle 

while a column of boy scouts followed the dancing figures ’’Learning the 

Steps.” A fine complicated drawing by Young in the March issue was en

titled ”If you Belong Here —  Line Up!” It showed the uniformed ape of 

militarism sitting on a throne exposing a bare and hairy toe while an 
elaborate flunkey brought distinguished men and women representing the 
Army and Navy League, the Strike Breakers Security League, the Sodality 

of Sycophantic Simps, the Ladies Auxiliary of Military Adulation, the 

Benevolent Order of Munitions Manufacturers, the Brotherhood of Blood
thirsty Preachers and many others to kiss the toe and turn away delicately 

wiping their lips. Becker’s “Patriotism,” in April, showed three figures, 

a clergyman, a capitalist and a lean and lank John D. Bockefeller
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wrapped in a flag striding across heaps of skulls and broken bodies. With, 

nary others, these drawings kept up a steady offense against the alliance 

of big business and the army.

The most impressive attack the Masses made on capitalist militar" 
ism was the key article in the “Preparedness11 issue. The story, long and 

apparently carefully documented, was written by John Peed and dramatical

ly titled “At the Throat of the Republic. In anticipation of the ex

posure of the “Merchants of Death11 in the work of the Rye Committee in 

193^* Reed surveyed the inter-connection of preparedness organizations, 

munitions makers and international financiers, concluding with an examin

ation of the labor relations of the major corporations involved. After 

revealing by evidence quoted from Josephus Daniels, Franklin D. Roosevelt 

and various statements before Congressional Committees that the United 

States was prepared for purely defensive purposes, Reed went on to show 
the connections among the founders of propaganda organizations such as 

the Rational Security League and the Kavy League, the specific men con

trolling the manufacture of munitions and the Morgan and Rockefeller fi

nancial groups which controlled the foreign investment of the United

63 VIII, 7 ©t. sea. (July, 1916). Although the general charge was com
mon among socialist cretics that business was behind the war, this 
article was an unusually full and specific study. Historian Freder
ick L. Paxson in American Democracy and the horid V.7ar (New York,
1936), I, h20, after showing that the belief in a money-maker * s war 
was in î art a development from the orogressive movement as well as 
from socialism said: “But the record' of 191? gives little ground for
any belief except that, at the moment, the people of the United 
States were ready for a vrar to end all wars.11 This generalization is, 
perhaps, too sweeping. Historians are, of course, very suspicious 
of radical sources because of their obvious bias. Nonetheless,
Reed’s article raises some curious questions of fact which influenced 
a rather large segment of American public opinion.
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States through, such pools as the American International Corporation set 

up by the National City Bank. The interlocking directorates of propagan

da, munitions and financial organisations were made up of the same men, 

as Heed listed them with their affiliations.

The American surplus wealth, he said, which was to he invested 
abroad and defended by American militarism, was diverted from American 

labor in such a way as to leave the workers in a steel town such as 

Youngstown, Ohio behind the minimum subsistence wage even after war-time 
increases. Reed claimed that the “patriots, w as they dominated their 

labor force, were merciless despots encouraging conditions so bad that it 

was more dangerous for. a child to live a year in a company town than for 

a man to spend.a year in the trenches. These men advocated war in the 

name of the "higher things "/'in life, claiming, as did Theodore Roosevelt, 

that material comfort was softening American democracy. Whose material 

comfort, asked Reed? He described the workingman’s enemy as "that 2$ of 

the people of the United States who own of the national wealth, that 

band of unscrupulous ‘patriots1 who have already robbed him of all he has, 

and are now planning to make a soldier out of him to defend their loot." 

Reed had his own. preparedness program to advocate. "¥e advocate that the 

■workingman prepare himself against that enemy," he concluded. "This is 

our preparedness.
The article was brilliant and effective, but the Masses reached a 

very small audience, and America, whether moved by Wilson1s righteousness

6  ̂ Ibid., 2U, The hysterical tone of the self-appointed patriots was 
seen at its worst in Theodore Roosevelt’s Pear G-od and Take Your Own 
Part (llev York, 1916), a book compiled from speeches and articles 
published in Metropolitan Magazine.
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or seduced by war propaganda or simply moving through natural impulses* 

was in no mood to heed the voice of radical socialists by mid-1916, even 

if Benson did poll a sizable half-million votes for President. Whatever 

its real source of inspiration, the massive propaganda organization of the 
press, giving straight news or featuring Roosevelt and Leonard Wood, had 

the ear of the public and drummed incessantly for preparations for de

fense. The result of events and this propaganda was really not any longer 

in doubt, but the Masses continued to fight. Its last resort to delay 

militarism was the advocacy of a national referendum on war and prepared

ness. In June, it begged, “will any national legislator propose a general 

plebiscite to find out if we really want to go?i,t5̂  Although LaEollette 

later sponsored a similar idea, by then it was too late. Ideas could no 

longer delay the seemingly inevitable drift toward war. Robert Minor 

might ve il have suggested civilian as well as military attitudes when he
sketched his Array Medical Examiner looking up at a great hulk of a man

without a head. The examiner exclaimed in rapture: "At last a perfect

soldier In
On the eve of the declaration, the Masses took its position in 

relation to the nation. Tracing the failure of neutrality to the actual 

partisanship of America for the allies, the Masses concluded that the

65 VIII, 1? (June, 1916).
66 VIII, 36> (July, 1916). A final effort to use reason appeared in March,

1917 in an article by Amos Pinchot called "The Courage of the Cripple. 
Pinchot compared William II, Roosevelt, end Nietzsche as men who over
compensated for physical weakness. Germany as a nation was distorted. 
Military defeat, Pinchot*s pro-ally sentiments notwithstanding, would 
not cure, but only intensify a disease which had shaped the German 
nation. This appeal against the suppression of violence closed by 
advocating a reasoned penetration to the causes of the over-eorapen- 
sation. Needless to say, the article was unheeded, although it 
showed remarkable insight.
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United States had failed to make its contribution to internationalism and 

that all liberties would soon be stifled. "And therefore those who are 

entirely loyal to the hope of liberty, and to the rights of human life as 

they may some day be truly conceived, will refuse to be carried into war 
and the warlike passion of nationalism," the magazine advised. "They will 

be neutral, whether the government goes to war or not. They will not en

list in the army of the government, and they will not renounce their in

dependence of judgment, and their deliberate devotion to a better thing 
than any government, at the demand of those emotionalists who think it is 

virtuous and worthy of human dignity to abandon all judgment and all de- 

liberate devotion whatever, in the long orgy of tribal patriotism.11 

Only a part of the Masses 1 staff was pacifist or intellectually heroic, 

This part, including the major editors, chose to defy what they believed 

to be irrational.

At the same time, the idea of an international organization was 

still recognized as potentially powerful. Giving full credit to Wilson, 

"k*16 Masses called his speech to the Senate in January, 1917 "The most 

momentous event conceivable in the evolution of a capitalistic civiliza
tion" because Uilson actually initiated a fulfillment of the prophecy of 

countless others. To the magazine, the idea seemed to offer the only 

hope of saving the social revolution from military barbarism. Yet by 

August, Dell began to doubt the desire of the administration to make a

67 XX, 8 (April, 1917)* Reed, in his forthright, challenging way, re
jected participation in the war even more boldly in an article on 
"whose War?" Stressing the capitalist nature ox the war and the lack 
of any real neutrality by the United States, he concluded: "The Pres
ident didn't ask us; he won't ask us if we want war or not. The
fault is not ours. It is not our war." The final sentence was the
same as the last words of his article in September, 191^«
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rational peace* Seeing in conscription and the censorship the iron con** 

trol typical of militarist states, he felt that the inadequate response 

of Wilson to the proposals of the first Russian revolutionary group for 

peace without annexations or indemnities were almost tantamoxmt to a re

jection of reasonable war aims. Caution and suspicion could lead to 
years of militarism. ’’Peace negotiations are inevitable;11 Dell concluded,

”it is almost equally inevitable that they will be initiated by America.
68The only question is, when?11

Hasses fully supported the People’s Council for Peace and 

Democracy, whose treasurer was David Starr Jordan. The aims of this or

ganization supported the Russian Council of Workmen’s and Soldiers’ 

Delegates in their plea for peace and an attempt to safeguard American 

liberties and labor standards at home from militarism. After the nation 

was actually at war, the Masses slowly shifted its positive idealism to 
Russia. Repressive acts by the government, approved by the President, 

made the editors increasingly skeptical of the reality of Wilson’s noble 

aims. When the Russians proposed much the same solution to war and 
seemed to mean what they said, the Hasses found its inspiration outside 

an increasingly repressive America.

The magazine was never completely dedicated to an iron-clad pol

icy even on the war. ‘ Eastman made his only attempt to superimpose a 
policy by circulating a manifesto among the editors against the American 

entrance into the war. George Bellows, who became increasingly pro-war 

but never resigned from the magazine, answered definitively that the

68 IX, 28 (August, 1917). Dell retained some hope in America as a peace
maker despite the participation in the war. The hope was, however, 
dependent on immediate proposals for peace and a short war.
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magazine had no ‘business with a formal policy on this or any other issue,

that the changing convictions of the editors as expressed in their work

were the only possible ’’policy.1* The document was never published by the

maga-zine, end the policy question was dropped.^

The split among the Masses» editors and within the Socialist party

was immedia.tely apparent after the declaration. In May, the magazine
70printed a letter from falling addressed to Eastman:

You and Heed take exactly the same view of the duty of 
Americans at this juncture as the ICaiser, Eethmann-Hollv/eg and 
Zimmerman. Of course, I desire to disconnect myself from you.
Heaven knows what perverse emotion or pseudo-reasoning have 
brought you to support Militarism in this grave crisis!

Eastman’s reply treated calmly the peculiar patriotic logic of Walling.

Two reasons, said the editor, governed the magazine’s reaction to the 

war. Germany could only be defeated as a militarist from within; ex

ternal defeat would produce an inflamed nationalism and a new reactionary 

alliance. England and Russia needed to fail of victory also to prevent 

the dominance of their ruling classes over a greater part of the world. 

America should remain out to insure a bitter defeat for all sides. In 

the second place, international hope was dependent Upon holding out 

against world-wide Prussianization which could only be prevented from 

spreading to the United States by staying out of war. ’’The place to 

fight the economic autocracy, the oligarchy of the future, the militarism, 

the Iron Heel, is the place where you are,” wrote the editor. ’’And the

69 See Eastman, En.ioranent of Living, 55?*"3» The Masses’ artists, for 
example, were much divided. Bellows contributed blazing anti-German 
posters to the Committee on Public Information, while Glintenkamp 
apparently founded the ’’Slacker’s Hotel” in Mexico City and Becker 
was jailed as a conscientious objector.

70 IX, 1^ (May. 191?).
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Eastman1 s answer to Walling echoed the so-called ‘'St. Louis Proc

lamation" of the Socialist party. Meeting in St. Louis the day after war 

was declared, an overwhelming majority accepted a report which emphasized 

the continuation of the class struggle during a war and declared? "We

brand the declaration of war by our government as a crime against the
72people of the United States and against the nations of the world.” The 

majority agreed to continue the fight for socialism, to combat militarism 
wherever possible and to make internationalism a continuous goal as ex

pressed through working class solidarity the world over.

A minority report advocated the acceptance of war as a fact, com

plete participation in the rapid prosecution of victory, the protection 

of liberties and the goal of international peace. John Spargo went so 

far as to claim that a desire for a stalemate in the war was now treason 

both to socialism and to the United States. The minority, including such 

intellectual leaders as Vailing, Robert Rives LaMonte, V. J. Ghent, John 

Spargo, Charles 2. Russell, Allan Benson, J. G. Phelps Stokes and Upton 

Sinclair, repudiated the Party’s position on the war and withdrew to 

fight on the side of their erstwhile enemies. ”1 used to think I was a 

revolutionary Socialist,11 wrote Eastman, "but I ask to be excused from a

?1 Ibid., 15-
72 IX, 2h (June, 1917)• ^he final vote of the membership was approxi

mately twelve to one. The result was analyzed by both Charles E. 
Russell and Samuel Gompers as a subversive blow by Germans and Jews. 
A complete rejection of this judgment appeared in Nathan Pine, harm 
and labor Movements, 307-9 and in Morris Eillcuit, Loose Leaves from 
d. Life. No final answer is possible, but the latter judgments
seem more reasonable for the Socialist party as a whole, despite the 
foundations in America of German socialism upon which the Party had 
been built. The revolution had become too much naturalised for so 
simple an explanation to account for a complex decision.
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co-operative commonwealth built "by a disciplined army of conscripted and

militarised male and female citizens "bred for patriotic ‘courage and 
73character. *11 The minority report was an example of “how quickly the 

acceptance of national war brings surrender in the war for human liberty. 11 

With the disappearance of the Czar, John P.eed pointed out, the only enemy 

left to fight was the international capitalism which had caused the var. 

“The issue is clear,“ he said. “With these forces there is no alliance, 

for peace or war. Against them and their projects is the only place for 

liberals.

Although they believed their firm position right, the Masses‘ edi

tors were still cautious about any inimitable truth. In discussing the 

protest resignation of Upton Sinclair from the Party, Eastman stressed 
the anti-dogmatic position of the magazine. Although he believed the 
minority representatives were completely mistaken, the editor asked for 

them a respectful hearing. Accepting the consequences of a relativist 

and instrumental intellectual premise, Eastman said: “In a world like

this —  headstrong and changeful and challenging thought —  the burden of
75proof really lies with the man who 8tides by his opinions. “ Eastman 

said that the truly liberal mind could imagine itself believing anything, 

and was hence capable of judging without dogma. Sdnciair, whose letter 
was reprinted, stressed the democratizing of Germany, but outside of the 

immediate needs of war, shared the Masses1 concern about internationalism

73 IM d ., 25. The later break of Eastman and other editors with Eussian 
communism was here and elsewhere clearly foreshadowed.

7^ Ibid., 26.

75 IX, 13 (September, 1917).
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and civil liberties. Eastman replied that he did not "believe Germany 

could he democratised hy force, that it was even unlikely that she, could 

he "beaten and that the crowning unrealistic trouble with Sinclair and 

Walling was that they were acting as if they were directing the war in

stead of capitalism. “I cone hack,11 said the editor, uto the purpose 

of the Socialist majority, and the Syndicalists and the I. W. to 

fight the militarization of this country at the hands of our industrial 

feudalism, as one comes hack to the dry, hard, disreputable fact, after 
reading a grand romance about a struggle for liberty that was honorific 

and stylish and popular with the press.11

The magazine departed not an inch from its complete opposition to

militarism, and the campaign which they launched against conscription was
*

as dramatic as the earlier attack on the Rockefellers. Reed did his part 

in a series of articles reporting the effect of the newly-developed army 

on the civilian population, especially dissenters from the war. In “Pa

triotism in the Middle West1* he reported vividly a series of repressive 

incidents in Kansas City. “Militarism at Play” dealt with a brutal Army 

squad whose function it was to break up peace meetings in the Hew York 

area, according to Reed by direction of their superior officers. "One 
Solid Month of Liberty15 tabulated the Berkman-Goldman trial, the suppres
sion of radical periodicals, attacks on socialist headquarters, the East

76 Ibid., 17. Sinclair’s answer was printed in the final issue of Hov- 
ember-Pecember. To a reinforcement of his earlier arguments, he 
added his suspicion that the revived strength of the Socialist party 
after the proclamation came from pacifists and Germans. As others 
have pointed out, the war hysteria as it was directed against those 
of German ancestry, made it unlikely that any but confirmed radicals 
would dare associate themselves with the unpopular socialist cause. 
The question remains moot, but the leadership, men like Morris Hill- 
quit, were at no time “pro-German.u
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St. Louis race riot» the X. ¥. W. deportation from Bisbee, Arizona, the 

Kooney trial in San Irar.cisco and the Jailing of the suffragist pickets 

in Washington. "It is the "blackest month for free men our generation has 

known,’1 Peed said.^

The attack on conscription Began as soon as the policy was consi

dered "by Congress. In April, Bobert Eillyer addressed a Blazing sonnet 

to Congress as "ignorant tyrants, reckless and uncouth.” A month later, 

Amos Pinchot wrote on "The Commercial Policy of Conscription” to show 

that the slave mentality \*/as the object of all military discipline and 
that the militarization of the United States was directed solely at 
protecting capital abroad from foreign enemies and at home from labor.

M. A. Kempf drew a lurid picture of three figures struggling with a skull

headed representation cf war, ankle-deep in liquid. War said: "Come on
78in, America, the Blood1s Pinet”

By August, the Masses’ attack was gathering power. In this issue, 

G-lintenkamp, without comment or caption, drew a cartoon of the liberty 

Bell hanging in shattered pieces from a dilapidated mounting. Chamber

lain contributed "Paithful to the End” showing a figure of Uncle Sam 

Bowed Before the altar supporting the divine fire of patriotism, while 

from a Black cloud the sword of war struck like a Bolt of lightning with 

starvation, conscription and censorship. Glintenkamp1s cartoon entitled 

"Conscription" was especially offensive to patriots. Three nude figures 

were shown Bound to the wheel, carriage and cannon mouth of an artillery 

piece. The three were labelled labor, democracy and youth, while a

77 IX, 6 (September, 1917).

78 IX, k (June, 191?).



vailing woman beside a child lying on the ground represented motherhood.

A Boardman Robinson cartoon showed Root and Russell slipping the noose Of 

advice around the neck of the new Russian government, while John Bull 
whispered into the ear of a threatening Japan, directing him toward the 

Russian figure. Young showed big business gathered around a table cov-
-V-. •

ered with war plans. A shy figure in the doorway represented Congress 

and said: “Excuse me, gentlemen —  where do I come in?“ One figure, with

out turning, waved an arm and replied: “Run along now! —  We got through

with you when you declared war for us.“

In addition to Reed’s story, Militarism at Play,” the text in
i '

eluded “A Question11 by Eastman which described the treatment of con

scientious objectors as a departure from American idealism. Dell added 

an introduction counselling careful reading to American “protestors 

against governmental tyranny,” to a series of letters from English con

scientious objectors. Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman, vho had been 

jailed for advocating resistance to the draft, were defended in a brief 
note and a poem. Reed wrote the headline, “Knit a Strait-Jacket for 

Your Soldier Boy,11 on a reprinted newspaper story about insanity in the 
army. Also included was a lengthy petition to the President and Congress 

for the immediate repeal of the conscription law, with arguments against 

conscription which emphasized the lack of unanimity of the American people 

and the failure to consult them before moving the war-machinery into high 

gear. To these things the government took exception, and the issue was 

barred from the mails and the second-class mailing privilege was with

drawn.
The September issue eased the pressure a little, but was still 

boldly anti-militarist despite new handicaps. Reed’s “One Solid Month of



Liberty" was accompanied ‘by one of Young's strongest cartoons, "Having 

Their Eling." Belov; a balcony containing the devil leading an orchestra 

playing Big guns in an "orgie maniacle," four figures representing an 

editor, capitalist, politician and minister danced madly, each for his 

own cause of democracy, honor, world peace and Jesus. The I. W. W. de
portation was attacked Both in an article and a cartoon by Boardman Rob

inson as exactly parallel to the Kaiser's deportation of Belgian working 

men. A detailed letter from the wife of an English conscientious objec
tor described his treatment and the strength of the movement in England. 

The back page advertisement stressed the fact that among the radical pub

lications suppressed, "the Masses is the only one which has challenged 

the censorship in the courts and put the Government on the defensive . .

• • tk® Masses has proved in the last fev; issues that it stands the fore
most critic of militarism." The statement was true.

In October, Reed and Louise Bryant sent in "Hews from Prance," in 

which they praised Barbusse's Le Peu and the growing anti-militarism of 

the P'rench army. Glintenkamp sketched, without comment, a skeleton 

measuring a too-pretty nude "boy for a casket in the background. Eastman 

continued the attack on the governmental suppression of the I. W. Yf. un
der the title ’’The Uses of Dictatorship." He made clear why he detested 

war so much: because of "the sentimentality and the decay of candor and

clear thinking . . . .  War is a sentimental religion —  it means universal 

dementia, inane fixation, sacrosanct one-sidedness, bigotry and bunk in 
the highest.11̂  Reed challenged the United States to apply its democratic 
demands of Germany to the industrial system at home in "A Step Toward

79 IX, 13 (October, 1917).
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Democracy.”

She second cla,ss mailing privilege was obviously gone for good, 

and no amount of bach cover advertising could bring adequate circulation 

to keep the magazine going on the newsstands “of every town in the United 
States1* —  not with the government determined upon suppression. The end 

was very near. The final issue of Uovember-December, 1917* although 

filled with indirectly contributing things, did not attack the war di

rectly. Even moderation came too late. With the failure.of its last 

crusade, the Masses’ career was ended. The trial of certain indicted

editors for violation of the Espionage Act was all that remained in 
SoDecember.

Eastman’s early description of the conditions which would 

characterize war proved only too accurate in the case of his magazine.
If many of the editors fell into the classification of intellectual 

heroes (certainly they were not pacifists), they suffered the fate of 

similar bold spirits in Europe. Their words were not heeded; they were 

submerged by an outraged majority; and their cause was lost for years. 

Labor’s temporary war-time gains were wiped out. The radicals, who 

devoted themselves to the rights of labor, and the liberals, who sup
ported the rights of the peoiole, failed. The tide retreated until 

another time. The war, which was looked upon as ending a kind of civili

zation, also temporarily ended the birth of a new understanding of modern 

industrial society. The Masses had stressed many of the most signifi

cant developments during the war, lines of thought which would occupy

80 ffhe Liberator was founded in February, 1913. More cautious than the 
Masses, the magazine faithfully reflected the declining strength of 
a dispossessed pre-war dream identified with the new hussia by the 
disheartened Americans.
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the future; yet the magazine was dead; and the internationalism for 

v/hich it had fought was defeated by the forces of reaction so vividly 

castigated by the magazine.



CHAPTER IX

POSTSCRIPT —  ON TRIAL

Although, the Hasses ceased publication with the issue for Hovem- 

ber-December, 1917» with the apparent failure of most of their program* 

the decision of the editors to fight even the government for the suppres

sion of ideas made the magazine a very lively ghost, especially at the 

two trials in April and October of 1918. As its entire career demonstra

ted, the Masses * editors knew and hated the power of any censorship over 

men ancl ideas. Freedom to think and to act on knowledge was the very 

root of their concept of revolution. As Eastman’s analysis of war-time 

patriotism showed, the editors were well aware of the dilemma of a dis
senter during a tine of actual warfare. Nonetheless, they fought cen

sorship from the time the war was declared despite their recognition of 
the probable consequence to their magazine.

A reprint of a Bulletin from the American Union Against Militar

ism warned about a censorship bill, in part because the great metropoli

tan press had too much power to fear a censorship administered, as proposed* 

by newspapermen. ,JBut the really independent press must be made to real

ize the threat concealed in this bill and all lovers of democracy must

be aroused to fight it even before it makes its appearance in Congress,11
1said the Bulletin. The first attempt to establish a censorship was a 

failure because the newspapers decided to fight it, but in the confusion 

of events, they allowed with little or no protest the passage of the

1 IX, lh  (April, 1917).
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Espionage Act and the creation of the Committee on Public Information
2\mder the chairmanship of George Ci’eel. Creel had the power to act as a 

censor, but he did rot see his job that way. HIn no degree was the Com

mittee an agency of censorship,11 he v/rote, ”a machinery of concealment or 
repression . . . .  In all things, from first to last, without halt or

change, it was a plain publicity proposition, a vast enterprise in sales-
3manship, the world1 s greatest adventure in advertising.11 The task of 

enforcing the censorship was largely turned over to the postoffice de

partment under Postmaster General Albert S. Burleson.

The Espionage Act, which served as Burleson’s chief authority,

was passed on June 15* 1917* £'he important censorship provisions were
kcontained in Title I, Section 3*

Whoever, when the United States is at war, shall willfully 
make or convey false reports or false statements with intent to 
interfere with the operation of success of the military or na
val forces of the United States or to promote the success of 
its enemies and whoever, when the United States is at war, 
shall willfully cause or attempt to cause insubordination, dis
loyalty, mutiny, or refusal of duty, in the military or naval 
forces of the United States, or shall willfully obstruct the 
recruiting or enlistment service of the United States, to the 
injury of the service or of the United States shall be punished 
by a fine of not more than $10,0C0 or imprisonment for not more 
than twenty years, or both.

M&sses greeted Creel’s appointment by reminding him of the article 
of his on Kockefeller they had printed, an article which had been cen
sored by other publications so that he was forced to give it to the 
masses: MHe brought it to us. We passed it. Our readers wi11 remem
ber. So will George Creel, we hope.11 IX, 23 (June, 1917).

George Creel, How We Advertised .America (Hew York, 1920), A. Two ex
cellent books on Creel’s work and the censorship are James R. Mock and 
Cedric Larson, Words That Won the War (Princeton, 1939) and James R.
Mock, Censorship, 1917 (Princeton, 19^1). For the free speech and 
press issue, see especially Lecliariah Chafee, Jr., Freedom of Speech 
(New York, 1920). See also George Creel, Rebel at Large (Hew York, 19^7)

k Reprinted in Mock, Censorship, 1917* A9“50*
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Although intent had to be proved, it was obvious that any opposition to 

the-war* to censorship, to conscription, to the war aims, could be con

strued as ’’obstructing the recruiting or enlistment service.” With this 

weapon, the entire Socialist and left-wing press was silenced.

When Creel was appointed and thought generally to be a censor, 

Merrill Rogers* business manager of the Massest took a copy of the June 

issue of the magazine to Washington to ask if it was all right, especial
ly in an anti-war advertisement written by Mrs. J. Sargeant Cram. Creel 

told him that approval for mailing was in the hands of the postoffice 

department, but glanced over the magazine and said that he could see 

nothing which violated any law at that time, although he heartily dis

agreed with much of the contents. ̂  The editors then consulted Harry 

Weinberger, a Hew York lawyer, and advised readers that treason was 

legally not a matter of speech, but of overt acts. As to sedition, there 

was no such thing in law as a seditious utterance, especially if the 

speaker advocated a change in the law. This legal opinion apparently 

covered the Masses* continued campaign against conscription and war, but 

to be safe, Eastman also wrote to Burleson to find out how the magazine 

could be written so that it could express honest opinions and remain 

mailable. Ke got no definite response.

The attempts to remain both legal and honest failed. When the 

August issue was presented for mailing, the magazine was informed that it

5 This conversation became an issue at the trial. Rogers claimed the
press misquoted him on Creel’s 11 approval. ” Creel testified that he
believed from the beginning the magazine was treasonable —  and said
so. Both temporized until it was clear that Creel did disapprove,
but until the Espionage Act could cite no law violated. See the hew
York Tines, 13: i (April 25, 1913).

6 IX, (July, 1917).
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was urnaliable under the Espionage Act. Solicitor General Viilliam H. 

Lamar of the postoffice department refused to say which things were a 

violation of the act or to allow any appeal, so the Masses retained 

Gilbert Hoe as its lawyer, and vent to court seelcing an injunction to 

prevent the postmaster of Hew York from barring the magazine from the 

mails. Defending itself against the government of the United States, the 

little magazine still insisted on a righteous offensive.

At the hearing before Judge Learned Hand, Assistant District At
torney Earl Barnes revealed that the postoffice department objected to a 

Kobinson cartoon, “Making the World Safe for Democracy,” H. J. Glinten- 

kamp*s cartoons of the liberty bell and conscription, a poem about Emma 

Goldman and Alexander Berkman in prison by Josephine Bell, a paragraph in
4

an article on conscientious objectors written by Dell, and two editorials 

by Eastman, ”A Question” and “friend of American freedom. “ The Masses1 

expressed attitude toward the conscription law and the treatment of con

scientious objectors was interpreted as effectively interfering with the 

successful conduct of the war by obstructing recruiting. In response, 

the magazine editors affirmed constitutional rights of free speech and 

free press. Especially, they condemned the indirect suppression through 

the pos toff ice, and Hoe claimed at the hearing that unless the magazine 

was indictable, it was not uumailable. This was the same argument the 

Masses had used in fighting the exclusion from newsstands by Ward and 

Gow.
In a memorable decision, Judge Hand granted a preliminary injunc

tion fully supporting the magazine1s claims. Establishing intent as the 

crux of legal interpretation, the Judge said that the magazine did not 

violate the specific law if it intended rather to oppose the law itself



and nave it changed. Possible effects which might violate the law were 

not relevant as applied to the particular things singled out by the 

government ’’without a violation of their meaning quite beyond any toler

ance of understanding.” Americans had a constitutional right to oppose 

their government at any time, providing they did not deliberately intend 

to violate the provisions of a specific law. The injunction was ready 

for signature in New York on July 25th.

On that same date, Judge C. M. Hough in Windsor, Vermont ordered 

a stay of execution of Judge Hand’s preliminary injunction on an appeal 

by Postmaster Patten of New York. The procedure by which one judge 

countermanded another, although legal, was, as Judge Hough said, unknown 

in his experience. Hough said, however, that the postoffice was not a 
common carrier, but a high governmental duty not bound to carry revolu

tion. The stay of execution remained in force despite the protests of 

the magazine.
The September issue was held up at the postoffice. The New York 

Times later said that the thirteen copies submitted were detained for 

lack of postage.v The real weapon was disclosed when the magazine re

ceived a demand from the postoffice department that it show cause why its 

second-class mailing privilege should not be revoked. Inquiry revealed 
that ,!The reason advanced was that we were irregular in publication and 

therefore not entitled to the privileges . . . .  The August issue had not 

gone through the mails,” Merrill Rogers v/rote in summary. ’’Therefore, by 

reason of such irregularity TEH MASSES had ceased to be a ’newspaper or

7 This hearing was one of the major landmarks in the controversial legal 
history of free speech and press. See Chafee, Preedom of Speech.

8 10:3 (November 3* 1917)*



periodical within the meaning of the law.1”9 The fact that the post- 

office department had caused the irregularity itself by a procedure 

which was still to he tested in the courts made no difference. The privi

lege was revoked. This "brutally effective device left only newsstand 
sales and expressed bundles to keep the magazine alive. It was suppres

sion by strangulation.
Eastman wrote a long letter to President Wilson praising his 

letter to the Pope, which had in effect accepted the Russian peace terms 

as similar to those of the United States. This change in policy, which 

the Masses had advocated, made the destruction of the magazine even less 

warrantable, said E a s t m a n . T h e  President replied in part: ”1 think

that a time of war must be regarded as wholly exceptional and that it is 

legitimate to regard things which would in ordinary circumstances be 

innocent as very dangerous to the public welfare, but the line is mani

festly exceedingly hard to draw . . . .  and that we are trying, it may

be clumsily but genuinely, to draw it without fear or favor or preju- 
11dice.11 There was little promise for the magazine in the concluding 

gene r al i za t i on.

Amos Pinchot, Eastman and Heed wrote another letter to the

9 IX, 3 (October, 1*917).
10 Eastman's letter and Wilson’s answer were printed in the Masses, X, 21 

(November-December, 1917) and on page one of the Times for September 
28, 1917.

11 Hay Stannard Baker, Woodrow Wilson (Hew York, 1939)» VII, 273. Various 
letters and conversations recorded during this year revealed that Wil
son was in doubt about the treatment of the socialist press. Believ
ing that many socialists were traitors, he was pressed by democratic 
beliefs and by many liberals to check the suppression. Although he 
constantly affirmed the sanctity of freedom of the press and wrote a 
note or two to Burleson indicating concern about the injustice of the 
methods being used, the President went no further. There were, of 
course, many things demanding his time.
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President, after which Wilson spoke to Burleson about going easy with

well-intentioned people who needed to Blow off steam. Burleson made the

Masses case an issue. “If you donft want the Espionage Act enforced, I

can resign,“ said the Postmaster General. “Congress has passed the law

and has said that I am to enforce it. We are going into war, and these

men are discouraging enlistment.“ The President laughed and said, “Well,
12go ahead and do your duty.f(

The suppression was complete with the decision of the United 

States Circuit of Appeals on November 2, 191?» d'he court upheld Post
master patten in excluding the magazine. Judge Henry W. Sogers, who 

wrote the decision, said the sole ground was obstructing the recruiting 

service and recommended the indictment of the editors and business mana
ger under the Espionage Act. This decision automatically excluded the 

magazine from the newsstands since the Trading with the Enemy Act passed 

in October made newsdealers guilty if they carried material violating 

the Espionage Act. It was up to the newsdealers to decide, since they 

were guilty even if the crime was proved after they had offered the
13material for sale. The dealers would hardly risk prison for the Masses. ^ 

Eastman, Dell, Heed, Young, Rogers, Glintenkamp and Josephine 

Bell were indicted by a Federal Grand Jury on November 19th for con

spiracy to violate the Espionage Act, and the trial began April 15, 1918.

12 Ibid., 165. Told to Baker by Burleson in 1927* Oswald Garrison Vil- 
lard, Fighting Years (Hew York, 1939)» 357» reported that Solicitor 
General lamar of the postoffice department said: “You know I am not 
working in the dark on this censorship thing. I know exactly what I 
am after. I am after three things and only three things —  pro- 
Germanism, pacifism, and !high-brovism.1“ Was the Masses all three?

yesfrohse
13 The decision and the newsdealers^ was reported in the New York Times, 

10:3 (November 3» 1917)•
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Although the Mass e s had "been forced to cease publication with the issue

of Ikvember-Becerfber, 191?» the case was fully reported in the June issue

of its successor, The Liberator. Seed was in Bussia, Glintenkamp had run

off to Mexico City, and Josephine Sell v/as dismissed when it was revealed
that she could not be a conspirator since she was not personally known to

14the editors before the legal proceedings. Morris Killquit and Dudley 

S'ield Malone v/ere the attorneys for the defense, opposed by Earl Barnes.

The prosecution attempted to prove conspiracy to ’’obstruct the 

recruiting and enlistment service of the United States” with disaffection 

in the services as a side line, but made no effort to show either that 

anyone had actually been obstructed or that the magazine tried to reach 

men of the right age. Letters and telegrams were submitted by Barnes, 

however, to reveal that orders for the magazine did come from both col

lege students and army officers. The district attorney made some at

tempt to show by old minutes from a controversial Masses meeting that 

there was conspiracy, but this was exploded by Young, who told the story 

of the revolt of the artists which was the subject of the minutes, and no 
other concrete evidence v/as introduced. The peculiar cooperative nature 

of the magazine made conspiracy difficult to establish. Since the August

14 Josephine Bell’s poem was called ”A Tribute” and was a protest against 
the jailing of Goldman and Berkman. Although the poem had little mer
it, her dismissal did not come, as Young suggested, through the 
judge’s literary criticism, but as a legal matter. See Hillquit,
Loose leaves, 227-8. Eastman and Dell were indicted for the material 
mentioned at the first hearing, Heed for a headline “Knit a Strait
jacket for Your Soldier Boy, ” Glintenkamp for a cartoon of death 
measuring a nude boy for a coffin, and Young for his cartoon, ’’Having 
Their Eling. ” Parts of the trial story appeared in the autobiographies 
of Eastman, Dell, Young, Untermeyer and Hillquit. Chafee dealt with 
the trial. The llev; York Times gave only brief summaries of each day, 
except for Creel’s testimony, which v/as chiefly important because Creel 
was important. The fullest surviving account, seemingly accurate 
although from the defendant’s side, seems to be in The Liberator.
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number was made up during the summer v/hen most of the staff v/as out of 

Hew York, the difficulty of proof was insuperable. As a result, the case 

was prosecuted almost entirely on the grounds of patriotism and general 

opposition to radicalism. Ho evidence of direct pro-German sympathies 

was established, nor -were German financial sources indicated, although 

Barnes apparently had some indirect evidence on this point which was not 

admitted by the judge. All that remained was to stress the prejudices 

agPvinst socialists and pacifists and the spectre of anarchism as they were 

opposed to love of country and the heroic sacrifice of soldier*s blood.

The defendants were pictured as particularly dangerous because of their 
intelligence and abilities. Barnes, as Dell pointed out, was only do

ing his duty in talcing full advantage of the war hysteria.

The defense boldly accepted the challenge of radicalism, as 

indeed they were forced to do. Bastman gave the bulk of the testimony.

Bor almost three days, the stand v/as turned into a lecture platform while 

he gave v/hat amounted to lectures on socialism, v.’ar and the relationship 

of both to Americans and the policy of the President and the government. 

"It did not seem a trial,11 said Hillcuit in a post-trial speech at a 

celebration banquet. "It had the appearance of a university for unedu

cated, unenlightened American citizens in the jury box and outside it 

(applause). They were instructed upon the fundamental rights under the 

Constitution which it is alleged this new bill seeks to uphold. They 

were instructed upon the rights of American citizens to think for them

selves on all vital questions, including the question of war and peace
15and conscription.15

3-5 The Liberator, I, 21 (June, 1918).
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The conspiracy was dismissed by the defendants as unproved and 

completely j-oolrsh as a charge in the face of the repeated efforts of 

the editors to bring their magazine to the attention of the authorities 

from Creel to Wilson. The sole question v/as the guarantee of free speech 
and press to men whose intent, although opposed to the government's poli

cies, was as fully patriotic as any thinking man's. As the debate leading 

to conscription and the war showed, as Wilson’s 1916 campaign and the nar

row margin of victory showed, there was honest disagreement between two 

groups of thinkers. To the liassee1 editors, a state of war drew no line 

across this disagreement based on intelligence, and the welfare of the 

nation demanded that the government be subject to opposition in peace or 

war if democracy and liberty were to be saved. Such freedom was not only 
necessary to patriotism from a reasonable viewpoint, but was fortunately 

fundamentally guaranteed to all American citizens unless they were speci

fically violating a law, a violation which, in this case, had not been 
proved either in act or intention. "Constitutional rights cannot be sur

rendered and cannot be regained," said Hillquit in his closing speech.
"They are not a gift. They are the conquest by this nation, as they were 

a conquest by the Jinglish nation. They can never be taken away, and if 

returned, if given back after the war, they will never again have the 

Scne potent, vivifying force of expressing the democratic soul of a na

tion. fney will be a gift to be given, to be taken, at the behest, at 

the whim or will or caprice of any individual or group of individuals."

The jury v/as challenged to throw aside all ideas of agreement or disagree- 
. the

ment withAdefendants, to refuse to weigh the case as a measure of their
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own patriotism. to apply to it only the test of cor.stitutior.al rights.
18The charge to the jury “by Judge Augustus II. Hand, stated clear

ly and succinctly that any man had the constitutional right to express

any opinion whatsoever, however ill-timed, improper or even immoral, if 
%he did not violate a specific lav;. "If it was the conscious purpose of

17 7/hile the defendants fought the battle on free speech and press
grounds, Eastman, Dell and Sogers had changed their minds about the 
war* After the hitter treaty of Brest-Litovsk had been forced on the 
Russians, the editors found themselves more sympathetic to American 
participation. Russia was carrying the Socialist burden. Support for 
Eussia was reinforced by President Wilson1s tacit acceptance of the 
Eussian peace aims in his letter to the Pope. A part of Eastman1 s 
testimony has been frequently cited to show the failure of revolu
tionary courage on trial. Barnes asked him if he still thought so 
bitterly of the religion of patriotism. "My sentiments have changed 
a good deal," replied the editor as reported in the June issue of The 
Liberator. "I think that when the boys begin to go over to Europe, 
and fight to the strains of that anthem (a recruiting band played un
der the courtroom window/, you feel very different about it. You no
ticed when it was played out there in the street the other day, I did 
stand up." Here the quotation usually stops. Although none of the 
defendants wished to spend twenty years in prison, the editor con
tinued to apply his newly-found patriotism against the government and 
the district attorney’s office. i!I felt very sad; n Eastman went on,
"I felt very solemn, very sorrowful, because I thought of those boys 
over there dying by the thousands, perhaps destined to die by mil
lions, with courage and even laughter on their lips, because they are 
dying for liberty. And I thought how terrible a thing it is that 
while they are dying over there, while the country is gradually com
ing to a feeling of the solemnity and seriousness of that thing, the 
Department of Justice should be compelling men of your distinguished 
ability, and others like you, all over the country, to waste their 
time, persecuting upright American citizens, when they might be hunt
ing up the spies of the enemy, and the profiteers and friends of 
Prussianisin in this country and prosecuting them. n Although perhaps 
not properly revolutionary and rebellious in the romantic sense, East
man’s speech, which began cautiously, ended with an indictment of the 
villains the Masses had been pursuing all the time. The New York 
Times, 9* 3* 6 (April 3, 191?) reported the speech in a reportial sum
mary placed in direct quotations. Although obviously not Eastman’s 
words, the content was generally the same with'the exception of the 
elimination of the ''profiteers” at the end.

18 Note that the presiding Judge was the brother of the Judge Learned 
Hand who presided at the first hearing at which the Masses challenged 
the government.



the defendants to state truth as they saw it; ** he said, "to do this

clearly and persuasively in order to lead others to see things in the

same way, with the object to bring about modification, reconstruction or
re-shaping of national policy in accordance with what they believed right

and true, and that obstruction of the recruiting and enlistment service

was not their object, the jury cannot find them guilty.11 ̂  ghe Liberator

reprinted part of the charge as “The Bights of Citizens," but the jury

was not convinced that these rights applied to the Masses1 case and after

two harried days could not agree on a verdict. They were dismissed, and
20the government, equally unconvinced, immediately moved for a new trial.

The second trial, in October, also resulted in disagreement, but 

the conditions were somewhat different. John Beed, who had returned from 
Bussia, was present in court this time and reported the trial for The 
liberator. "The second trial of the Masses case, although a political 
trial, differed in many respects from the conventional Espionage case," 

he wrote. "All the defendants were Americans, of old American lineage. 

The Judge, Martin Manton, allowed them a good deal of latitude in proving 

their intent. The jury was open to impressions. The case was tried in 

Hew York City, where the hysterical war spirit has never got the hold it 
has in the more provincial districts of the Middle West. And, finally, 

the tensity of the patriotic feeling, kept at a stretch for more than a

19 The Liberator, I, 35 (June, 1918). This section of the charge was, of 
course, reprinted because it v/as favorable to the defendants. The 
portion pointing to conviction was not reprinted, and has apparently 
not survived.

20 The final vote v/as ten to two for conviction. The jury majority asked 
permission, not forbidden, to reveal the dissenters. They v/ere clear
ly stubborn, opposed to justice, and probably socialist, pacifist and 
pro-German. A government investigation of the jury v/as hinted.
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year, had he gun to slacken.1'

Perhaps no re imrortant to the outcome was the shift in attitude
r

of the defendants. Although still aware of the possibility of twenty 
years imprisonment, the second Suesian revolution, the invasion of Si

beria by American troops and the increasingly bitter persecution of so

cialists and other radicals made them bolder in affirming the right to 

disagree with just and honest intent. Eastman defended the St. Louis 

Proclamation, Dell defended conscientious objectors, and Reed defended 

the class war with evidence fresh from Russia. Eastmans three hour sum
mary accepted the challenge of Earl Barnes that they were bolsheviki and 

made the Russian struggle for freedom a part of the defense, for which 

Reed gave him the major credit for another negative victory. Judge Man- 

ton, in his final charge, repeated with equal strength the legal support 

of constitutional rights which had been affirmed by Judge Augustus Hand.

The jury disagreed permanently on the second ballot, eight to four for 

acquittal, and the case was dismissed when the government did not press 

for a third trial. An official of the District Attorney's office told

Reed, as he reported, "You are Americans, You looked like Americans . . . .
22You can't convict an American for sedition before a Hew York Judge."

2L The Liberator, I, 36 (December, 1918). Hillquit and Malone were not 
available for this trial, and Seymour Stedman, with no opportunity 
for preparation, hurried from Chicago to act for the defense. If 
less brilliant than the earlier lawyers, he was as firm. His common- 
sense earthiness, according to Reed, had a marked effect on the jury. 
Earl Barnes again acted for the prosecution, adding to his weapons 
the terms "Bolskeveeka" ana "Syndickalism," again according to Reed, 
who was characterising the district attorney's ignorance.

22 I bid., 37 • Reed attributed the deadlocked jury to one man, a Roman 
Catholic, who vowed to the jury that his faith forbade him ever to 
let a Socialist go. The charge was not documented, but the briefness 
of the deliberations supports the suggestion that some such firmness 
convinced the majority that further deliberation was hopeless.
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With this negative •victory, the Hasses vanished, into history and 

an indefinite classification as an “influence." "In a democracy in 

peacetime," wrote James Mock, "individuals or groups may select as many 

enemies as they please and struggle against them. During a war, these 
domestic enemies —  for example, nicotine, indecent dress, vested inter

ests , labor agitators, corrupt politicians and many others —  must be

forgotten in the fight against the wartime enemy, namely, the foreign 
23power or powers." ^ Although as the career of the magazine indicated, 

the fight against domestic enemies was not as easy as Mock suggested; yet 

Masses had survived, only to fall a victim to war and a censorship 

far more direct than that of the Associated Press or Ward and G-ow.

Both the method of suppression and the trials provided one of 

many precedents used ruthlessly after the war was over. Wartime measures 

"were used to stamp out evils that, in too many instances, were evils
pjh,only in the opinion of groups applying the restrictions." An aroused 

community lost its wits, and no amount of democratic or legal idealism 

could prevent repression whether the cause lay in hysteria, devotion to a 

narrow concept of duty or skillful Machiavellian manipulation. Yet the 
editors did fight the censorship, and they were not convicted. Although 

the magazine was destroyed, in its death it left legal precedents of great 

importance to future* dissenters. The magazine served a cause at the end 

which it had defended from the beginning —  the freedom of intelligent 

and sensitive men and women to make a better world.

23 Mock, Censorship, m z .  3.
2^ Ibid., 230. See the famous Lusk Committee report published as Revo

lutionary Radicalism, Its History, Purpose and Tactics (Albany, 1920), 
A vols.
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Two developments obscured an evaluation of the Hassesi the radi
cal split during the nineteen-twenties and the complete Bussian dominance 
of the Third International. The issue of ’’playtoyism" and ’’Bohemianisia" 
as it was related to the magazine was considered in Chapter VI, and need 
not be recapitulated. The division of radicalism into the sharp split of 
dogmatic Communism and purely aesthetic ’’Greenwich Villagism” during the 
first post-war decade was rather a marked illustration of the traumatic 
effect of the war experience than a comment on the Masses. The magazine 
felt, as has been shown, no essential conflict between individual freedom 
and social revolution, indeed they necessarily complemented each other. 
The American dream of having your cake and eating it too which marked 
Franklin1s pragmatic approach to benevolence and Emerson1s Yankee ap
proach to transcendental values ran strongly through the magazine. Only 
an a -posteriori judgment can obscure the healthy balance advocated by 
the Hasses and demonstrated in its columns by confusing 1915 with 1925 
or later.

A more serious problem lay in the adherence of the magazine to 
Karx and socialism, when to later generations this meant iron-clad dic
tatorship 'by a foreign power —  Soviet Bussia. The magazine had greeted 
the unauthorized rise to power of the Council of Workingmen1s and Sol
diers1 Delegates within the Zerensky government with joy. So overwhelm
ing was the news that it seemed that f,all the esoteric terminology of the 
Marxian theory that used to be locked up in the Band School library, or 
employed to enliven in Jewish accent the academic deliberations of East 
side debating societies, is now flashed in the despatches of the As
sociated Press from one end of the world to the other . . . .  The names 
of our theories have become the names of current facts . . . .  And it is
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this transfer of economic control, prospective or already accomplished,
which, with the democratization of the army, explains, and also certifies,
the power of the workmen’s and soldiers’ parliament. In the long run

25they.who control the forces of production control the state.”
Vhether or not the revolution succeeded, and the editor was very 

skeptical of the possibility in a feudal state such as Russia had been, 
a failure ”may be accounted incident to its success in clearing and veri
fying the way forward,” wrote Eastman. ”It has established us and made 
us sure. A working-class will yet own the tools with which it works, and 
an industrial parliament will yet govern the co-operative affairs of 
men.”̂  The apparent defeat of world socialism in 191 -̂ suddenly seemed 
irrelevant. Growing despair v/as replaced by triumphant hope.

The repression of revolutionary forces within the United States 
confirmed the focus on Russia. In October, 1917* the magazine virtually 
surrendered the United States to dictatorship in a summarized report from 
the leaders of the Root mission to Russia, Elihu Root and Charles E. Rus
sell, to the Union League Club. The Masses paraphrased the conclusions: 
Free speech and liberty of opinion in America must be suppressed. All
who do not agree v/ith the government are traitors and must be shot at

27sunrise. To hell with the constitution.” In the issue for November- 
December, Young drew a cartoon of a sanctified and benevolent Karl Marx

25 IX, 5-6 (August, 1917).
26 Loc. cit. A practical theorist like Eastman felt, perhaps, much as a 

theoretical, yet humanistic scientist who discovers that the esoteric 
work of the study leads directly to the concrete proof of actual in
dustrial progress. The impact was overwhelming, both emotional and 
intellectual.

27 IX, 8 (October, 1917).



■brooding over scattered newspaper pages filled with stories of socialism,
OPand with that issue the magazine was suppressed.*" Tight ing a losing 

battle at home, the Masses1 editors "began an actual or spiritual trek to 

Soviet Russia, finding there for a time the only hope for liberty for the 

masses. Triumphantly "battling on home ground in 1912, they were routed 

in 1917 and forced to find vicarious success abroad. The road “Towards 

Liberty11 took a long foreign detour.
A superficial thumbing of the magazine might lead to the belief 

that Russia was the goal of the Masses, although the editors were as yet 

undisciplined and perhaps not yet aware of the true proletarian light. 

Actually, the magazine was working in an American tradition as incompre

hensible to Russia as Russian absolutism is to most Americans. The later 

“apostasy" from Russian Communism of most of the Masses 1 group was ac

tually, as the careful perusal of the magazine shows, no betrayal at all,

but the logical development of men opposed to dictatorship and dogma in

the name of liberty and scientific, experimental thinking. Tor the ex

treme left, the Masses was too individual, for the extreme right, too

social. Only these two dogmas can rightly indict the magazine as un~re

volutionary or un-American —  and the “Party Line" and the Masses were 

sworn enemies from the beginning.
Masses was pragmatic and democratic. But the editors were do

ing hard thinking and shrewd and vivid observing of twentieth century in
dustrial society and trying to find new answers and apply old ones in new 

ways. When they could least be spared, most of them marched in tempor

arily disciplined formation down a very dark alley. American radical

28 X, 15 (November-December, 191?)*
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thought, that continuous pressure for an impossibly better world which is 

so essential in a democracy, had to be reborn from the defeated movement 

so blazingly recorded in the pages of the Masses. For the future, the 

magazine left both understanding and inspiration despite its mistakes and 

ultimate catastrophe. In the trial by posterity, the magazine must still 

bear the stigmas of “socialist” and “radical,” yet the verdict reveals a 

sturdy extension of America and an anticipation of the reality of the 

American struggle of later years.

The Masses set out to demonstrate the nature of a truly free and 

creative magazine based on independence from the demands of the market, 

high standards of excellence and the importance of social cooperation as 
a continuous stimulus. The editors believed that the individual creator 

needed the fullest realization of the society in which he lived to give 

his work vitality, interest, truth and continuous growth. They believed 

that a work of art should be respected and allowed to exist through the 

best possible placement and reproduction in their magazine, but they also 

insisted upon a framework of ideas, social in nature, which provided the 

unity against which variety shone with a special luster. Although they 

could not permanently solve the financial problem to free the contribu

tors, they did demonstrate that a cooperative effort wfhich was founded on 

the excellence of individual work could produce an unusual and vivid maga

zine.

The key to the Masses1 social analysis of American political demo

cracy was the repeated insistence on the temporary nature of political 

refonn of a social system “which had. evolved from agrarianism into an indus

trial state. The stress upon new answers evolved from scientific know

ledge, and an instrumental approach based on the hypothesis that in an
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industrial society the foundation stone was industrial labor, regretfully 
rejected the excitement of the Wilsonian reforms and pointed up the dan
ger to all progressive thought of a failure to understand new economic or
ganization. The .reaction of the nineteen-twenties confirmed the conclusion. 
At the sane time, the Masses* analysis stressed the threat of dictatorship 
or oligarchy from both right and left. The hitter results of the fourth 
and fifth decades supported the warning. Only a continuously free and 
democratic state which understood modern society could provide the needed 
transition from purely political democracy based on individual isolation 
to economic democracy based on a tightly integrated industrial world. A 
failure to remain democratic and keep in mind the ultimate goal of liber
ty for all could only result in dogmatic authoritarianism as the Masses 
saw the problem. Hot even their free adherence to Marxism could divert 
*̂iie Masses * editors from building on, rather than rejecting, American 
democracy.

To the Masses, the basic unit of the new society which had been 
created and already existed in reality was labor. In dealing with the 
problems of labor, the magazine stressed the need for the organization of 
the unskilled, the powerful opposition of a tightly organized management 
which dominated the public instruments of the state and the courts and 
controlled the private instruments of the press and the church. The ed
itors realized the violence of the labor struggle so keenly that their 
final conclusion was that politics could do little or nothing at the time 
and that organized power to oppose power was the only solution for help
less labor. Many forces were operating to change the nature of labor re
lations, but the Masses was, in a major part, correctly interpreting the 
nature of labor’s needs. In their vivid and emotional story of injustice



to labor, the magazine helped to produce the future, if only in a small 

way. £ven the secondary method of politics, although in another than the 

Socialist party, became a reality as the strength of labor to oppose 

power was established.
The fight for labor did not seem to come true for a time, but for 

women suffrage, sexual freedom, economic rights for women and free and 

progressive education for children, the Masses was almost immediately on 

the winning side. Yet one goal differentiated the magazine from ordinary 

feminism, then or later. The editors were never narrowly feminist, fight

ing for freedom for the sake of revolt or the domination of women. They 

wished for women what they wished for men, the whole human life and free
dom to be a complete individual within a society which was directed toward 

the production of liberty for all. Politics, economics and sex were sub

ordinate in the larger aim. The treatment of the cause of women was an 

excellent illustration of the scope of the Hasses and its freedom from a 

narrow dogmatism which would be satisfied with a change in the control of 

the state. V/ith idealistic devotion, the editors demonstrated liberty 

for the individual as they worked for social change to produce liberty.

The fundamental idealism of the Masses was illustrated in the at

tack on organized religion. With a kind of ethical atheism far removed 

from naive, iconoclastic agnosticism, the magazine insisted upon reconcil

ing a departure from organized Christianity with the reality of spiritual 

forces in man. Completely rejecting an'anthropomorphic God or Son of God, 
the Masses held to social aims which could take up the whole of man*s re
ligious impulse, instinctive in nature and ineradicable. The concept of 

the fTillest development of the individual was not characterized by com

pletely nihilistic materialism, but held within an ethical framework by
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the social alas which emerged from an analysis of the nature of man in 

modern society.

The artistic aims of the Masses were equally serious. Rejecting 

Bohemian trifling and what seemed to them an anarchistic devotion to art 
for art’s sake, yet devoting themselves to a premise of technical excel

lence Based on individual craftsmanship which allowed for the widest range 

of artistic creation, the Masses joined a recognition of the special na

ture of the artist with what seemed to the editors an absolute necessity 

for social participation. The artist needed to he a whole man with humor 

and a recognition of social aims. Given this premise, the most diverse 

individual expression would fit somewhere on the scale. Although the ed

itors* devotion to representational realism eliminated a consideration of 
many vital currents of modern art, still the excellence and variety of 

their results was a demonstration of the correctness of the thesis for 
their group. Comparison with other periodicals reinforced the Masses1 

claim that excellence was the product of the individual artist, of his 

sense of Belonging with his fellows and of keen social awareness.
In literature, the Masses again demonstrated the validity of a 

dual standard, individual and social. The rejection of dogmatic propa

ganda for the reality of life led them to a significant participation in 

the twentieth-century revival of American literature as it was manifested 

in realism and naturalism. In language and content, the magazine contri

buted to poetry; in new ideas and insights and a vital realistic method, 

the magazine contributed to prose; in a flexible standard accepting the 

new if it had reality and truth, the magazine contributed to criticism.

If the Masses could come less close than in art to demonstrating excel

lence, especially in poetry, the insistence of the editors upon the
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combination of individual excellence with a social standard paralleled 

the editors' approach to all areas of human life. The need for expression 

■was basic to liberty. Undogmatically, they were aware of the special 

weighting to be given the individual in both pictures and poems, and they 

found this subjective nature of art to be good, rather than an evil to be 
rejected because it did not fit a propaganda line.

Finally, in their treatment of war, the Masses' editors were led 

to reject war, yet understand it on the basis of a psychological analysis 

which showed the need for the substitution of other satisfactions. The 

internationalism which resulted was a human rather than a strictly so

cialist world plan. It was opposed to militarism, censorship and con

scription as manifestations of that dictatorship over the free mind which 

was always the result of authoritarian dogna. The Masses' editors had 

great courage, and their heroism was not the easy fanaticism of blind 

devotion to a cause, but the more difficult losralty to truth as they saw 

it, freed as completely as possible from authority to deal with the world 

both as it was and as it should be. From this point of view, they joined 

the company of great intellectual heroes from Socrates to Thoreau.

Clearly emerging from all of the Masses' interests was the central 

problem of the twentieth century: how may the individual and his needs be

reconciled with an interdependent industrial society. The Masses' answer 
was unequivocally for a synthesis, which seemed to' the editors the only 

rational solution. They wanted to realize the actual world of machines 

and understand it, but they never lost sight of the men who make up man

kind. They wanted revolutionary new ideas for their revolutionary v/orld, 

but alv/ays in the name of liberty, democracy and truth. They dealt with 

the actual nature of man in society and always rejected absolutism of any



At the sane time, there was something simpler and more optimistic 

than later attempts to solve the same problem. After the first trial,

Bell attempted to say ho*/ the editors felt when their magazine was
29gone: y

. . . . And we of the Masses, who created a magazine unique in the 
history of journalism, a magazine of our own in which we could 
say what we thought about everything in the world, had all of us 
in some respect belonged to . . . .  a minority. We did not agree 
with other people about a lot of things. We did not even agree 
with each other about many things. We were fully agreed only 
upon one point, that it was a jolly thing to have a magazine in 
which we could freely express our individual thoughts and feel
ings in stories and poems and pictures and articles and jokes.
And when the war came we were found still saying what we indi
vidually thought about everything —  including war. No two of 
us thought quite alike about it. But none of us said exactly 
what the morning papers were saying.

At the very last, the Masses was alive and remains alive because in it

there were men and not theories, intense life which communicated itself
on every vital issue of the time. This spirit remains vital, even when

the issues are dead and gone.
However radical it seemed, the Masses was a brilliant expression

of the democratic, progressive, liberal mind. More than this, it was an

expression of the twentieth century energetically attempting to deal with

the intricacies of modern industrial life with the instruments of a

science of the mind and society which was rooted in love of humanity and
respect for individual men. Pacing the interdependence of modem life,

the contributors chose to grapple with their world in the name of both

the individual and the society of which he was an organic part. Neither

could be sacrificed in a world dedicated to liberty and justice. The
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free mind» science and beauty; the individual ever more alive in a world 

which needed always to be nade better; courage and humor and faith in 

the reality of justice; these ideals the kasses left as a legacy to the 

liberal s p i r i t  in an industrial world.
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appendix a

PUBLICATION DATA

TITLE: Masses.
3TTRST ISSUE: January, 1911 LAST ISSUE: November-December, 1917.

PERIODICITY: Monthly except September through November, 1912. October-
November, 1915 November-December, 191? were combined 
issues. Annual volumes from 1913 —  1917* Volume numbers 
irregular: Vol. I, January —  December, 1911; Vol. II,
omitted; Vol. Ill, January —  June, 1912; Vol. IV, July,
1912 —  September, 1913; Vol. V, October, 1913 ““ September, 
1914; Vol. VI, October, 1914 —  September, 1915; Vol". VII, 
October-November, 1915 only; Vol. VIII, December, 1915 —  
October, 1916 (11 numbers); Vol. IX, November, 1916 —  
October, 1917; and Vol. X, November-December, 1917 only. 
Bound volumes followed the calendar year.

PUBLISHER: The Masses Publishing Company.

EDITORS: Thomas Seltser, January, 1911 —  April, 1911; Horatio Winslow,
Kay, 1911 —  January, 1912; Piet Vlag, Pebruary, 1912 —  August, 
1912; and Max Eastman, December, 1912 —  November-December,
1917. Contributing editors too numerous to list. Ployd Dell 
managing editor, January, 1914 —  November-December, 1917*

PRICE: 5 cents, January, 1911 —  January, 1912; 10 cents, Pebruary, 1912
—  July, 1916; and 15 cents, August, 1916 —  November-December, 
1917.

PAGE SIZE; 10-$xl3i» January, 1911 —  November, 1916; and &|xll, December, 
1916 —  November-December, 1917*

NUMBER 0? PAGES: Average 18, January, 1911 —  August, 1912; average 24,
December, 1912 —  July, 1916; and average 44, August, 
1916 —  November-December, 1917*
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

The bibliographical problem for the Masses is very great for a number of 
reasons! as a general periodical, it covered many subjects; as a com
paratively recent publication, new material related to it continues to 
appear; and its radical nature Doth reduces the volume of directly rele
vant comment and makes evaluation of sources difficult. The amount of 
material on such subjects as feminism, religion, v/ar and revolution is
staggering, even when limited to the concerns of the second decade. Ss-
peciallyi periodical sources of the time are nearly inexhaustible, and 
with a few exceptions directly concerned with the Masses, they have "been 
excluded from consideration. The Hew York Times, however, has regularly 
“been consulted, and many magazines have been examined, although a neces
sary principle of selection dictated their exclusion from careful study*
The "general" bibliography includes a selection from those comprehensive 
studies which give a background to the study of the Masses. The "special" 
bibliography includes a selection of those items particularly relevant 
to the magazine, its contributors and editors or important matters with
which the Masses was particularly concerned.
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